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Camden Valley Way Upgrade, Bernera Road to Cowpasture Road

Executive Summary
Background
This Review of Environmental Factors assesses the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority's
(RTA) proposal to duplicate Camden Valley Way between Bernera Road and the
Cowpasture Road intersection, Horningsea Park.
Camden Valley Way lies within the southwest expansion of Sydney's business, commercial
and residential sectors, known as the "South West Growth Sector" and is a strategic state
arterial road linking the Liverpool and Camden local government areas.
Demands on the road network have increased with the rapid growth of these areas and are
expected to continue to increase with the release of 7,500 residential lots in Edmondson
Park and the release of 18,600 residential lots in Harrington Grove, Mater Dei, Oran Park,
Turner Road, Spring Farm and Elderslie within the next 10 years.
The Proposal is required to increase traffic capacity to meet future population growth, to
provide a consistent level of service to motorists over the length of Camden Valley Way and
to provide a safer travel environment.
O u t l i n e o f t h e proposal
The Proposal would involve the duplication of a 2.2km length of Camden Valley Way
between Bernera Road, Prestons, and the Cowpasture Road intersection, Horningsea Park.
The duplication would provide two eastbound and two westbound lanes, with a wide central
median. The wide median is proposed t o accommodate possible future construction of two
additional lanes for general traffic or as dedicated public transport lanes. The median would
vary between approximately eight metres and 20 metres in width and for the initial four-lane
upgrade would be vegetated with small shrubs where appropriate.
Pedestrian crossings and bus 'early start' lanes would be provided at key signalised
intersections, and bus stops would be relocated to more suitable locations. The Proposal
would also involve the replacement of the existing 3-cell culvert at Cabramatta Creek with a
13-cell culvert to suit potential flooding events up to a 100 year recurrence interval.
C o m m u n i t y and stakeholder involvement
A range of government agencies, Councils and other stakeholders were notified and/or
consulted during the development of the Proposal.
As part of the consultation process, it is planned that the REF will be placed on public
display. Following consideration of all submissions, the RTA will finalise the concept design
for the Proposal taking into account issues raised from the submissions.
S u m m a r y o f e n v i r o n m e n t a l impacts
The main environmental impacts of the Proposal are summarised below.
Soils a n d water quality
The Proposal would require the clearing of vegetation and earthworks which would expose
soil and increase the potential for it t o be eroded by water or wind. In particular, works
within and immediately adjacent to the Cabramatta Creek channel have the potential to
generate sediment, which may be transported downstream. Soils in the area are prone to
erosion and may also be affected by urban salinity. Construction within the area suspected
t o contain an underground storage tank may expose contaminated soils and structures.
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Potential impacts would be minimised through the adoption of appropriate safeguards.
Hydrology
The Proposal has the potential to increase the quantity and decrease the quality of runoff
entering the waterways within the Proposal site due to an approximate 12,000 m2 increase
in impervious surface.
The proposed culverts crossing Cabramatta Creek would cater for up t o a 1 in 100 year ARI
based on planned upstream development and would require channel excavation to ensure
that flood levels are not exacerbated relative to the existing situation. The road level would
be raised by a maximum of 1.2 metres near Cabrannatta Creek. The channel would be
excavated and shaped immediately upstream and downstream of the structure for the same
distance as the culvert opening to streamline inlet and outlet flow and t o match the design
capacity of the culverts. These areas would be appropriately stabilised t o minimise the risk
of erosion, scour and sedimentation during periods of high flow.
Biodiversity
The Proposal would require the clearing of limited areas of highly disturbed endangered
ecological communities, including approximately 200m2 ofswamp oak floodplain forest.
The Proposal would also require the clearing of up to 40 square metres of a threatened
population of native pear (Marsdenia viridiflora). A number of alternatives were considered
during options development in an attempt to avoid or minimise the potential impacts on the
population. However, due to design constraints related to the location of the population, in
particular the proximity of an ethane gas pipeline, it would not be practicable o r cost
effective to wholly avoid impacts. A species impact statement (SIS) has been prepared which
outlines the ameliorative measures to ensure that impacts on the population are adequately
offset.
Proposed culvert works would provide passage for fish and other aquatic species in the
short and long term. Appropriate mitigation measures would be adopted t o minimise any
potential impacts including the provision of a low-flow channel t o enable fish passage under
such conditions.
Noise
Construction noise levels would at times exceed the construction noise goals for dwellings
located adjacent to the Proposal. However, construction activities would be transient in
nature, and construction equipment would not be expected t o be used near any particular
residence for continuous extended periods.
It is predicted that operational noise levels at approximately fourteen residences on both the
northern and southern side of Camden Valley Way would exceed relevant noise criteria.
Predicted noise values indicate that there would be no increase in traffic noise for William
Carey Christian School in the year 2021.
Residences on the southern side of Camden Valley Way are sparsely spaced and front onto
the road corridor thereby ruling out the use of noise barriers as a viable form of noise
mitigation. Furthermore it is noted that this area has been identified as a future subdivision
t o support medium and high density housing that would require the developer to address
potential noise impacts to new dwellings.
S o c i o - e c o n o m i c considerations
The Proposal would increase traffic capacity by the addition of lanes and intersection
improvements. The road upgrade would accommodate the increase in traffic that is
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expected t o result from residential development in the area and through traffic growth. The
Proposal would also provide pedestrian and cyclist facilities that do not currently exist
including a shared path on the northern side of Camden Valley Way that would tie in with
the Camden Valley Way, M5 Motorway to Bernera Road section.
Portions of several properties would be acquired to accommodate the Proposal. The
proposed acquisitions relate to the portions of land that are within the road reserve
As such the land that is to be
established by the Gazetted 1961 road widening order.
acquired is not developable land. The RTA has consulted with the relevant property owners
of the land required for the Proposal.
Non-Aboriginal heritage
The Proposal would not impact upon the heritage value of the Horningsea Park complex as
works would be limited to the entrance area. This area has been extensively modified
previously in the development of the site, therefore any heritage value is considered to have
already been destroyed. There are four additional sites identified as potentially possessing
heritage significance however the heritage significance has been assessed to be low or to
have been extinguished. The Proposal would impact directly on the stand of trees that mark
the original alignment of the Hume Highway. However, the design of the Proposal
accommodates a number of these trees within the median area, minimising the impact.
O t h e r environmental issues
A number of other environmental issues have been identified and considered in this REF
including climate, greenhouse gases and air quality, Aboriginal heritage, waste minimisation
and management, ancillary facilities and activities, demand on resources, operational hazards
and risks, cumulative environmental impacts and the principles of ecologically sustainable
development. None of these issues were considered to have any major consequences for
the Proposal and are assessed through the main text of the REF. Appropriate site specific
safeguards have been identified for each to avoid o r minimise potential impacts.
Justification and conclusions
The Proposal would extend the current two-lane single carriageway configuration to a fourlane dual carriageway road (with provision for the ultimate six-lane arrangement) from
Bernera Road west t o Cowpasture Road. The Proposal has been considered with regard to
and is compatible with regional strategies developed by the NSW Government.
While there would be some environmental impacts associated with the Proposal most can
be avoided or minimised through the adoption of mitigation measures. The Proposal would,
however, result in a significant impact on a population of threatened native pear (Marsdenia
viridiflora). Appropriate ameliorative measures, as documented in the accompanying SIS,
would ensure impacts on the population are adequately offset.
The expected benefits of the Proposal include:
•
•
•

Improved service and safety for all road users;
Capacity to absorb expected growth in traffic due t o regional development;
Provision for pedestrians and cyclists;

•

Improved facilities for buses and passengers;
Reduced flooding of Cabramatta Creek over the road;

•

Improved urban design and landscaping;

•

Improved opportunity for access to proposed Edmondson Park development; and
Provision for future upgrade to six lanes if warranted.

•

•
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I

Introduction and Methodology

I I
.

Introduction

The NSW Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) proposes to duplicate Camden Valley Way between
Bernera Road and the Cowpasture Road intersection, Horningsea Park (the 'Proposal') a length of
2.2km. The study area is located within the Liverpool local government area approximately 35km
southwest of Sydney's central business district (CBD) and approximately five kilometres southwest
of Liverpool's central business district (refer to Figure I-I).
This Review of Environmental Factors (REF) has been prepared by the RTA. The REF aims to
assess the environmental impacts of the Proposal. For the purposes of these works, the RTA is the
proponent and the determining authority under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment (EP&A) A c t 1979.
The description of the proposed works and associated environmental impacts has been undertaken
in the context of Clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, the
Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) A c t 1995, the Fisheries Management (FM) A c t 1994, and
the (Commonwealth) Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) A c t 1999. In
doing so, the REF helps t o fulfil the requirements of Section I I I of the EP&A Act, that the RTA
examine and take into account to the fullest extent possible, all matters affecting or likely to affect
the environment by reason of the activity.

L a i r .0ordomr'

EDMONDSON

,

Study area
Figure 1 1: The location o f the Proposal site
(Base map courtesy o f Pacific Access sourced from Land and Property Information NSW. Not to scale).
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1.2

G e n e r a l description o f t h e proposal site and study area

The Proposal site is the area that would be directly impacted by the Proposal. The Proposal site
comprises all of the existing road reserve along Camden Valley Way between its intersection with
Cowpasture Road and Bernera Road (a length of approximately 2.2km), and also includes land t o be
acquired by the RTA on both northern and southern sides of Camden Valley Way, as outlined in
Section 5.8 of this REF. Camden Valley Way fulfilled the function of the Hume Highway prior to
the 1970's. As such, a realignment corridor was established in June 1961. The realignment
boundary established a generally 60 metre wide corridor for the former Hume Highway.
There are two main land uses within the study area: semi-rural and residential. Land use on the
northern side of Camden Valley Way is predominately residential, along with several small
businesses. Land use on the southern side of Camden Valley Way is predominately semi-rural
although it is acknowledged this land was rezoned for residential development in 2006.
The Proposal site is dominated by the existing Camden Valley Way. On the southern side of the
Proposal site, running approximately parallel with the road along most of the Proposal length is an
ethane pipeline, and a high pressure gas main. A water mains is located along the northern side of
the Proposal site.
Cabramatta Creek runs south-north through the Proposal site, crossing Camden Valley Way
approximatelyI.4 kilometres west of its intersection with Bernera Road.
A detailed description of the existing environment is provided in Chapter 6 of this REF.
1.3

O u t l i n e o f t h e proposal

The Proposal would involve the duplication of Camden Valley Way between Bernera Road,
Prestons, and the Cowpasture Road intersection, Horningsea Park. The duplication would provide
two eastbound and two westbound lanes, with a wide central median. The wide median is
proposed to accommodate possible future construction of two (2) additional lanes for general
traffic o r as dedicated public transport lanes. The median would vary between approximately eight
metres and 20 metres in width and would be vegetated with small shrubs where appropriate.
The design speed of the proposed duplication is 80km/h.
The Proposal would include the upgrading of intersections at Corfield Road, Rynan Avenue and
Horningsea Park Drive to signalised intersections. The project has been developed to accommodate
future connections into Edmondson Park from Camden Valley Way at both Horningsea Park Drive
and Corfield Road. These connections have been agreed with Liverpool City Council and would be
provided as part of the Edmondson Park Development. No change to the existing configuration of
the intersection with Cowpasture Road is proposed.
Pedestrian crossings would be provided at the new signalised intersections at Corfield Road, Rynan
Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive. Bus bays would also be provided on both the northern and
southern sides of Camden Valley Way at Corfield Road, Rynan Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive
t o replace existing bus stops. Bus early start lanes would be provided at the Corfield Road, Rynan
Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive intersections.
The Proposal would involve the replacement of the existing culvert at Cabramatta Creek with a
new culvert to suit potential flooding events up to a 100 year recurrence interval. The existing 3cell, 2.4 x 2.1 m reinforced concrete box culvert would be replaced with a 13-cell box culvert
comprised of 6 x 2.Im x I .2m cells and 7 x 2.4m x 2.4m cells. The culvert would be designed to
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enable fish passage through the culvert at all times. This would be accommodated via at least one
low flow cell.
The Proposal would require the acquisition of several parcels of land immediately adjacent to the
road corridor. Land t o be acquired occurs on both the southern and northern sides of the road.
Figures 1-2 and 1-3 show the key elements of the Proposal.
1.4

Cost, funding and timing

The Proposal would be delivered and fully funded by the NSW State Government. This project is
part of the State Government's commitment of $104 million to continue the upgrade of Camden
Valley Way t o four lanes between Bernera Road and Narellan Road. A part of this funding
commitment, the section of Camden Valley Way between Bernera Road and Cowpasture Road (the
Proposal) has been identified as the first project to be delivered.
It is anticipated that construction activities could be completed within two years following
commencement of a construction contract and subject to favourable weather conditions.
1.5

Background t o t h e proposal

The Liverpool and Camden areas form part of the southwest expansion of Sydney's business,
commercial and residential sectors, known as the "South West Growth Sector". Camden Valley
Way is a strategic state arterial road linking these two areas.
Demands on the road network have increased with the rapid growth of the residential areas of
both the Liverpool and Camden local government areas. Demands are expected to continue to
increase with the release of 7,500 residential lots in Edmondson Park and the release of 18,600
residential lots in Harrington Grove, Mater Dei, Oran Park, Turner Road, Spring Farm and Elderslie
within the next 10 years under the Department of Planning's Metropolitan Development Program.
The Westlink M7 Motorway (M7), opened in late 2005, connects Camden Valley Way and the M5
South West Motorway (M5) at Prestons to the M2 Hills Motorway (M2) at Seven Hills. The section
of Camden Valley Way between the M5 and Bernera Road (east of the Proposal) has been
upgraded to a four-lane, dual carriageway with signalised intersections at Ash Road and Bernera
Road. This section was constructed as the outer four of an ultimate six-lane dual carriageway.
However, Camden Valley Way remains a bi-directional single carriageway road between Bernera
Road and the Cowpasture Road intersection. The Camden Valley Way and Cowpasture Road
intersection was re-constructed and signalised to improve safety and traffic flow in 1994.
The Proposal would extend the current two lane single carriageway configuration to a four-lane
dual carriageway road (with provision for the ultimate six-lane arrangement) from Bernera Road
west to Cowpasture Road.
The Proposal has been considered below with regard to regional strategies developed by the NSW
Government.
I .5. 1

N S W Government's Metropolitan Strategy

The NSW Government's Metropolitan Strategy responds to community concerns about better
public transport and within the subsection 'Strategy for Transport' details a number of objectives
and initiatives for future transport within the metropolitan area of Sydney. The objectives identified
are:
•

Improve transport between Sydney's centres.
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•
•
•
•

Improve the existing transport system.
Influence travel choices to encourage more sustainable travel.
Improve transport decision making; planning, evaluation and funding.
Ensure sufficient port capacity is available to serve Sydney.

•

Improve efficiency of all types of freight movements in Sydney.
Connect the regions and economic gateways within the Greater Metropolitan region.

•

Minimise the adverse impacts from freight movements.

•

The upgrade of major arterial roads in existing urban areas is identified in the Metropolitan Strategy
t o cater for growth in existing urban areas. Camden Valley Way is a major arterial road within the
greater Sydney metropolitan area, and the Proposal would help cater for the expected growth in
the Liverpool and Camden local government areas, in line with the NSW Government's
Metropolitan Strategy.
1.5.2

N S W State Infrastructure Strategy

The State Infrastructure Strategy outlines the Government's strategy t o meet the growing demand
for infrastructure in New South Wales. The Strategy provides a 10-year plan that charts the
infrastructure provision the state will need to make, divided into six main regions.
Camden Valley Way is identified in the strategy as part of the Sydney Metropolitan region
infrastructure within the South West Growth Centre.
1.5.3

Georges River Catchment Regional Planning Strategy

Planning for the Georges River catchment includes a range of government initiatives to:
Embrace the diversity of the catchment — its natural diversity, social diversity and economic
•
diversity.
•

Identify, protect and provide for the improvement of significant natural and cultural heritage
values.

•
•

Improve natural resource management.
Promote interest in catchment resources — improving management of and access t o areas of
natural and cultural significance.

•

Forge stronger communities — bringing community and government together through more
effective partnerships and catchment improvement projects.

A number of action plans have been developed to achieve these initiatives, including Shaping the
Georges River Catchment (Planning NSW 1999) and the Southern Sydney Catchment Blueprint
(DIPNR 2003) which supersedes it. The Proposal supports a number of objectives of the
Catchment Blueprint by implementing the drainage system proposed in Section 5.4.1 and the
safeguards provided in Chapter 7 of this REF that aim to protect and/or enhance water quality of
Cabramatta Creek and the quality of storm water runoff from Camden Valley Way.
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2 Statutory Position
2.1

Local environmental plans

The Proposal is located within the Liverpool local government area. Liverpool City Council
regulates land use within Liverpool local government area through the Liverpool local
environmental plan /997 (Liverpool LEP). The Proposal is entirely within land zoned 5(c) Special
Uses — Arterial Road.
Within the 5(c) zoning, the Proposal is permitted with consent from Liverpool City Council.
This consent requirement is further discussed in Section 2.3 and 2.5 below.

2.2

Regional environmental plans

Greater Metropolitan Regional Environmental Plan No. 2— Georges River Catchment
( G M R E P 2)
The area of Liverpool local government area to which GMREP 2 applies encompasses the entire
study area.
Clause I I of GMREP No. 2 identifies the planning controls, requirements for consultation and the
specific matters for consideration in regard to various classes of development. The Proposal or
parts of the Proposal have the potential to be defined as a number of classes of development, these
being:
•

Public utility undertaking;

•

Storm water management system or works; and
Development within a vegetated buffer area.

•

For development classed as a 'public utility undertaking', the planning controls within the relevant
LEP would apply. Development classed as either 'storm water management system o r works' or
'development within a vegetated buffer area' would require Council consent under GMREP No. 2.
This consent requirement is discussed further in Section 2.3.
Clause 7 of GMREP No. 2 states that when a public authority proposes development not requiring
consent and which has the potential to adversely affect the water, river flow, flood regime or
ecosystems within the Catchment, the planning principles contained within the Plan are to be
applied.
Whilst it is considered that there is a low potential for the Proposal t o adversely affect the water,
river flow, flood regime or ecosystems within the Catchment, these planning principles are
considered in relation t o the Proposal in Table I.

Table I.

Planning principles and their relationship to the Proposal

Planning Principles

Comment

General
The aims, objectives and planning
principles of this plan.

The general and specific aims described in Clause 5 of the
GMREP No. 2 were considered throughout the preparation
of the REF. Chapter 6 of this REF includes a number of site
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Planning Principles

The likely effect of the proposed
plan, development o r activity on
adjacent o r downstream local
government areas.
The cumulative impact of the
proposed development or
activity on the Georges River or
its tributaries.
Any relevant plans of
management including any River
and Water Management Plans
approved by the Minister for
Environment and the Minister for
Land and Water Conservation
and best practice guidelines
approved by the Department of
Urban Affairs and Planning.
The Georges River Catchment
Regional Planning Strategy.
All relevant State Government
policies, manuals and guidelines
of which the council, consent
authority, public authority or
person has notice.
Whether there are any feasible
alternatives to the development
o r other proposal concerned,
Specific
Acid sulfate soils

Creek disturbance

Flooding

Industrial discharges
Land degradation

Comment
specific safeguards which aim to maintain the existing water
quality of Cabramatta Creek and the Georges River and
protect and enhance the environmental quality of the
Catchment.
Section 6.4 of this REF has discussed the likely effect of the
Proposal on adjacent and downstream local government
areas.
The impact of the Proposal on the Georges River and its
tributaries is discussed in Section 6.4 of the REF. Cumulative
impacts of the Proposal are discussed in Section 6.14 of this
REF.
During consultation with the (former) Department of Natural
Resources (now DWE) (refer to Section 3.2 of this REF) a
number of relevant management plans and procedures
prepared by the Department were identified for guidance
when developing the site specific safeguards for the Proposal.
Chapter 7 of this REF has listed relevant management plans
and procedures prepared by the Department that would be
used in the development of specific safeguards for the
Proposal.
The Georges River Catchment Regional Planning Strategy and
the action plans developed t o achieve the initiatives of the
planning strategy are considered in Section1.5.2 of this REF.
Site specific safeguards summarised in Chapter 7 of this REF
have been developed in consideration of relevant State
Government policies, manuals and guidelines.

Section 4.3 of this REF provides a discussion on feasible
alternatives to the Proposal and the selection of the
preferred option.
Section 6.2 of this REF discusses the presence of known or
potential acid sulfate soil (ASS) areas in relation to the
Proposal location. It is not anticipated that the construction
of the Proposal would result in the disturbance of these
areas.
The Proposal would involve excavation and reshaping of an
approximately 200m2 area of the bank of Cabramatta Creek
to accommodate new culverts. Potential impacts of this
activity and safeguards are discussed in Section 6.2 and 6.6 of
this REF.
The potential for the Proposal t o impact upon the flooding
regime of Cabramatta Creek is discussed in Section 6.4 of
this REF.
The Proposal would not involve the discharging of industrial
waste into the Georges River o r its tributaries.
Construction and operation of the Proposal potentially
generates soil erosion and the subsequent sedimentation and
pollution of surface waters, all of which are recognised as
land degradation processes under the GM REP No. 2.
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Planning Principles

On-site sewage management

River-related uses

Sewer overflows

Urban/storm water runoff

Urban development areas

Vegetated buffer areas

Water quality and river flows

Wetlands

Comment
However, with the drainage system proposed in Section 5.4.1
and the safeguards provided in Section 6.2 of this REF, these
land degradation processes would be avoided o r minimised.
The compound site for the Proposal would include portable
toilet facilities. These facilities would be managed by an
appropriate service provider including the appropriate off-site
disposal of sewage.
The Proposal would not involve the development of the
foreshore of the Georges River. As such, provisions for
water-related uses and public access are not applicable.
The Proposal would not involve the construction or
adjustment of sewers and would therefore not result in
sewer overflows.
The impacts of storm water runoff are discussed in Section
6.2 and 6.4 of this REF. With the construction of the
drainage system proposed in Section 5.4.1 and the safeguards
provided in Chapter 7 of this REF, impacts associated with
storm water runoff would be minimised. Connection of the
roadside drainage system to existing storm water
infrastructure would be mindful of the capacity of the system.
The Cabramatta Creek crossing will be designed to provide
sufficient capacity for a 1 in 100 year storm event
There is a dedicated urban development area immediately
adjacent to the Proposal. However the Proposal does not
involve urban development nor directly promote it.
Approximately 200m2 of riparian vegetation would be
removed. This area has been minimised at the design phase
by utilising the existing crossing and previously cleared land.
The implications of the removal of riparian vegetation are
considered in Section 6.2, 6.4 and 6.6 of this REF.
The impact of the Proposal on water quality and river flow is
considered in Section 6.4 of this REF. River flows would be
maintained at their current level. Flow through the culverts
would be improved relative to the existing situation as
culverts would be designed to enable fish passage.
It is not envisaged that wetlands (as defined in the
'Dictionary' of the GM REP No. 2) would be directly or
indirectly impacted on as a result of the Proposal.

Clause 10 of the GMREP No. 2 alludes to a requirement to consult with relevant agencies and
stakeholders. Although no consultation requirements are listed in the 'Planning and Consultation'
table in Clause I I, consultation has been undertaken with key agencies and stakeholders during the
development of the Proposal and the preparation of the REF. A summary of concerns and issues
raised is provided in Section 3.2 of this REF.
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Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No. 31 — Regional Parklands (SREP 31)
A section of the Camden Valley Way road reserve abuts a parcel of land that falls under the
provisions of SREP 31. This land is located south of Camden Valley Way, extending between the
western end of Nader Close and Cowpasture Road. The objectives of this Plan are to promote
consistent planning and management of Regional Parklands, enhancing their value as open space
areas, maintaining natural systems, preserving heritage and protecting water supplies.
This land is outside of the Proposal site therefore the consent requirements outlined by the Plan
are not relevant. However, the Proposal is considered to be consistent with the principles and
aims of this SREP.

2.3

State environmental planning policies

State Environmental Planning Policy No. 4 — Development W i t h o u t Consent and
Miscellaneous Complying Development (SEPP 4)
Clause 1 IC(I) of SEPP 4 states "where, in the absence o f this clause, development f o r the purposes
o f a classified road o r a proposed classified road may be carried out only with development
consent, that development may be carried out without that consent':
As discussed in Section 2.1, the Proposal site is located within Zone 5(c) Special Uses — Arterial
Road, and within this zoning development for the purposes of roads is permitted with Council
consent. SEPP 4 applies t o the Proposal as the works are for the purposes of the classified road
Camden Valley Way (MR620), as defined by the Roads A c t 1993.
As discussed in Section 2.2, parts of the Proposal may be considered as either 'storm water
management system or works' or 'development within a vegetated buffer area' as defined by the
GMREP No. 2. Works of this nature occurring within the GMREP No. 2 area require the consent
of Council. It is considered that Clause 1 I C(I) removes this consent requirement. There are no
provisions within the GMREP No. 2 which prevent the application of SEPP 4.
Therefore, application of SEPP 4 to the Proposal would remove the consent requirement, and the
RTA would not be required to seek consent from Liverpool Council.
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 19 — Bush/and in Urban Areas (SEPP 19)
Liverpool City Council is listed in Schedule 1 `Areas and part areas to which the Policy applies"of
SEPP 19. The provisions of SEPP 19 are applicable to development within o r adjacent t o land zoned
as public open space. The Proposal site abuts land within Zone 6(a) Recreation — Public at
Cabramatta Creek.
SEPP 19 states that prior t o undertaking development, a public authority intending t o develop land
that adjoins land zoned for public open space must take into account several factors. Table 2 lists
these factors and demonstrates how the Proposal has addressed these considerations.
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Table 2.

SEPP 19 considerations in relation to the Proposal

Comment/
Section where addressed in REF
The need t o retain any The removal of bush land was considered in the selection of the
bush land on the land
preferred route. Removal of bush land adjacent to open space areas
was minimised by utilising the existing crossing of Cabramatta Creek
and previously cleared agricultural land. Refer to Section 6.6 for
further detail.
Erosion of soils at Cabramatta Creek, adjacent to open space areas,
Erosion of soils
has been considered in Section 6.2 and 6.4. Safeguards to minimise
erosion of soils are proposed.
Siltation of Cabramatta The potential for siltation of Cabramatta Creek has been considered
Creek
in Section 6.2 and 6.4. Safeguards to minimise siltation of the Creek
are proposed.
Spread of weeds and The presence of exotic weeds within and adjacent to open space areas
is documented in Section 6.6 of this REF. Safeguards to minimise the
exotic plants
spread of these species are proposed.
F actor

State Environmental Planning Policy No. 44— Koala Habitat Protection (SEPP 44)
Liverpool is identified within the Schedules of SEPP 44 as a local government area in which Koalas
are known to occur. The criteria for determining Koala habitat relate to the percentages of feed
tree cover, particularly trees listed under Schedule 2 - Known Feed Trees. The assessment criteria
consider the percentage cover of known feed trees, and whether these are greater o r less than 15%
of the total tree canopy.
Forest Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis), which is listed as a Koala feed tree under Schedule 2 of
SEPP 44, is located within the study area. However, less than IS% of the trees occurring are Forest
Red Gums (refer to Section 6.6). Therefore the study area is not considered to be potential koala
habitat, SEPP 44 is not applicable to the Proposal and a Koala Plan of Management would not be
required.
State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region Growth Centres) 2006
The "Growth Centres SEPP" sets out the statutory plans and processes that apply in the Growth
Centres of Sydney, and specifies the conditions that apply to various land areas as defined in the
accompanying maps.
This instrument provides for the coordinated release of land for residential, employment and other
urban development in the North West and South West growth centres (in conjunction with clause
276 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 relating to precinct planning).
The Growth Centres SEPP provides the initial environmental planning instrument component of the
Metropolitan Strategy.
The Proposal falls within the area to which the instrument applies and is generally consistent with
the objectives of the instrument. Specific provisions contained in the SEPP exempt activities that fall
under the Roads A c t from the need for development consent.
Biodiversity certification is being sought for the Growth Centres SEPP under the Threatened
Species Conservation Act, 1995. This is discussed further in Sections 2.4 and Section 6.6 (flora and
fauna).
D r a f t State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure)
Draft State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) (Draft SEPP (Infrastructure)) aims,
amongst other things, to clearly define the environmental assessment and approval process for
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public infrastructure and services facilities.
The Draft SEPP (Infrastructure) is yet to be gazetted. While it may differ from the public
consultation version when gazetted, it is expected that the Draft SEPP (Infrastructure) would
override any Local Environmental Plan and provide that a public authority is permitted t o undertake
public utility undertakings in all zones.
Accordingly, pursuant t o the Draft SEPP (Infrastructure), the RTA would not be required t o obtain
development consent for the construction, operation and maintenance of the Proposal, should the
SEPP be gazetted prior t o the Proposal proceeding.
2.4

Relevant e n v i r o n m e n t a l legislation

Threatened Species Conservation A c t 1995
The DECC (NPWS) administers the Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) A c t 1995. The Act
protects certain classes of threatened wildlife including endangered species, endangered
populations, endangered ecological communities and vulnerable species.
Section 5A of the EP&A A c t lists a number of factors to be taken into account in deciding whether
there is likely to be a significant impact on threatened species, populations o r ecological
communities o r their habitats. Should a threatened species o r community be impacted, a seven
part test of significance must be completed to determine the significance o f the impact. The Act
provides that an SIS is required if there is likely to be a significant impact on threatened species,
population o r ecological community o r its habitat.
A flora and fauna assessment considering the potential impact of the Proposal can be found at
Appendix C and is discussed in Section 6.6. A SIS has also been prepared and is on public display
together with this document. The assessment concludes that the proposed upgrade is likely to have
a significant impact on a threatened population. The concurrence of the Director-General of
DECC is therefore required.
However, it should be noted that amendments to the TSC Act may allow biodiversity certification
of the Growth Centres SEPP which would potentially negate the necessity for a SIS. The
amendments t o the Act are discussed further below.
Threatened Species Legislation A m e n d m e n t A c t 2004
The Threatened Species Legislation Amendment A c t 2004 enables the Minister for the Environment
t o confer biodiversity certification on an environmental planning instrument (EPI) if satisfied that the
EPI and other relevant measures would lead to the overall improvement o r maintenance of
biodiversity values (including threatened species, populations, ecological communities and their
habitats).
The effect of biodiversity certification is that a development or an activity under the EPI will be
deemed not likely to significantly affect threatened species for the purposes of Parts 4 and 5 of the
EP&A Act, thereby removing the need to address the test of significance for threatened species
normally required of any development, and the need for preparation of an SIS, or to seek
concurrence.
A conservation plan has been prepared for the Growth Centres in support of biodiversity
certification of the Growth Centres SEPP. The Minister is currently considering conferring
certification on the Growth Centres SEPP. Should this occur, the Proposal would no longer be
considered t o have a significant impact under Section 1261(2) of the TSC Act and an SIS would
therefore no longer be required. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.6.
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Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation A c t 1999
Under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation A c t 1999 (EPBC
Act), any action which has, would have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of
national environmental significance or on Commonwealth land, triggers the Act and may require
Commonwealth assessment and approval from the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment
and Water Resources.
An assessment of the proposal against matters of national environmental significance can be found
in Section 9.2.
W a t e r A c t 1912
The Water A c t is administered by the Department of Water and Energy (DWE). Should water for
road works and associated ancillary works need to be drawn and used from any waterways, a
licence under Section 10, or a permit under Section 18F of the Water A c t 1912 may be required
from DWE.
In the event that, following completion of this REF, a water sharing plan under the Water
Management A c t 2000 applies to the affected water source, regard would be given to any new or
additional requirements resulting from the applicability of that Act.
Protection o f the Environment Operations A c t 1997
The Department of Environment and Climate Change (DECC) is the responsible agency for the
administration of the Protection o f the Environment Operations (PoE0) A c t 1997 in relation to
noise, air, water pollution and waste management. The PoE0 A c t establishes the NSW
environmental regulatory framework and determines the need for an Environmental Protection
License (EPL). The RTA would not require an EPL for the Proposal.
Under the Act the RTA and its nominated contractor are obliged to notify DECC when a "pollution
incident" occurs that causes or threatens "material harm" t o the environment.
Fisheries Management A c t 1994
The Minister for Fisheries would be notified of any proposed dredging or reclamation works
associated with the Proposal in accordance with Section 199 of the Fisheries Management A c t 1994.
Excavation within the channel of Cabramatta Creek constitutes dredging.
A permit is required from NSW DPI (Fisheries) to temporarily block fish passage under Section 219
of the Act. Should blockages such as silt fencing across waterways or bunding and dewatering during
culvert works be required, a permit would be sought.
The Fisheries Management A c t 1994, through the Fish Habitat Protection Plan No. 1 requires public
authorities to notify the Minister for Fisheries of any Proposal to remove or relocate woody debris.
2.5

C o n f i r m a t i o n o f s t a t u t o r y position

All relevant statutory planning instruments have been examined for the Proposal. It is concluded
that Clause 1 1 C of SEPP 4 removes development consent requirements under the Liverpool LEP
and GMREP No. 2 and any other environmental planning instruments, thereby permitting
assessment of the Proposal under Part 5 of the EP&A Act.
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3 Consultation
3.1

C o m m u n i t y involvement

To date general community consultation has been limited to directly affected land owners. In
relation to the 1961 road corridor boundary, a total of 19 strip acquisitions were identified that
were not in RTA ownership in early 2006. Offers were made on all of these parcels and to date 14
settlements have been achieved. The broader community would be consulted prior to the
commencement of works in accordance with the RTA's Community Involvement Practice Notes
and Resource Manual, 1998. It is intended to provide advice on the proposed upgrade via a range
of communication materials which are available concurrently with the display of this REF.
3.2

G o v e r n m e n t agency and stakeholder consultation

A Value Management (VM) Workshop for the project was held in December 2005. In addition to
internal RTA stakeholders, numerous external stakeholders were invited. The external agencies
represented were Gorodock, Agility (now Alinta), Busabout and Liverpool City Council. Following
the VM workshop and as part of development of the REF, relevant government agencies and
stakeholders were contacted by letter and provided with the opportunity t o comment on the
Proposal. Table 3 lists the government agencies and stakeholders that were invited to comment on
the Proposal for this REF. Responses received are summarised in column 1, while column 2
identifies the section in the REF where the issues are addressed. A copy of all correspondence is
provided in Appendix A.

Table 3.

Summary of issues raised by government agencies and stakeholders

Summary

Section in REF where
addressed

Liverpool City Council
A response t o the consultation letter dated 30 April 2007 was received on 16 May 2007.
Comments made by Liverpool Council are listed below. Information contained in earlier
feedback during environmental investigations into the Proposal, is also outlined below
• The proposed upgrade of the culverts may have a substantial
local impact on flood levels. Given that there is a school and
Section 6.4
residential properties immediately downstream on the works a
flood study will be necessary
Drainage structures would
• The drainage structures shall be designed in accordance with be designed to the relevant
ASS 100 with respect to elements such as handrails, etc.
standard.
RTA would consult with
No
Council
shall
unless
works
written
property
commence
on
•
Council
during detailed
has
been
obtained
from
of
design
plans
engineering
acceptance
design development.
Liverpool City Council.
• Council infrastructure be constructed, reinstated and treated to Noted.
its satisfaction.
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Section in REF where
addressed
Council has been consulted
during the development of
the Proposal and
Council is to be consulted regarding any impacts on its assets
consultation would
and requests that its officers be able to review design plans and
continue. A copy of this
the REF prior to finalisation of designs.
REF and concept plans will
be provided t o Council for
its information.
Council concurrence to be obtained for works impacting on its
RTA will continue to
assets o r assets which are to revert to Council control and consult with Council.
maintenance.
For works to revert to Council control and maintenance, design
Where appropriate low
and construction standards that minimise maintenance liability
maintenance designs would
be adopted. The need for grass cutting and other maintenance
be adopted.
be minimised,
Landscaping proposals should be consistent with Council's Relevant stakeholders
Street Tree Strategy Plan. Specifications to be agreed by Council would be consulted where
and sufficient maintenance should be allowed for within the appropriate, as discussed in
Section 6.10
scope of works to ensure establishment of plantings.
The provision of concrete paving on both sides of the road is The proposal includes the
warranted and should be included as part of the scope of works. provision of a 3 metre
A t least one of the pathways should be widened to function as a shared path on northern
side of CVW.
shared path.
Generally fill batters have
Batters within the road reserve should not be constructed any
been designed t o be a
steeper than 4:1 and desirably 6:1.
maximum of 4:1
Council requires the RTA to complete a documented condition
survey of Council's existing assets impacted by the proposed
works including haul roads, which are to be nominated. The
survey would be completed t o Council satisfaction, performed
using the Rocond assessment principles and undertaken by
persons competent in such work. Photos would be included to Section 6.1 I
identify pre-existing damage. A similar survey would be
undertaken at the completion of the project. Any deterioration
or damage to Council's assets, other than fair "wear and tear",
as a result of the works would be repaired by the RTA to
Council's satisfaction.
Council land outside of the road reserve is not to be entered or
occupied for the purposes of construction without the prior If required such consent
written consent of Council and will be subject to such would be sought.
conditions as Council may determine.
Where warranted, street
Street lighting to be provided/upgraded to applicable Australian
lighting
. . would be designed
Standards.
t o appropriate standards.
Liaise with local bus company regarding locations of any
Section 6.1 I
proposed bus stops.
Relevant stakeholders
Traffic management plans should be presented to Liverpool
would be consulted where
Traffic Committee for endorsement.
appropriate.

Summary

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

D e p a r t m e n t o f Primary Industries (Fisheries)
A response t o the consultation letter dated 17 May 2006 was received in a letter dated 5 June
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Section in REF where
addressed
2006. Further correspondence sent by the RTA on 30 April 2007 was responded to by the DPI
(Fisheries) on 22 May 2007 stating that the earlier requirements continue to apply. In the earlier
correspondence the Department had the following comments to make with regard to the
proposed works:
• The Department is concerned about any potential impacts that
the proposed works may have on aquatic species and associated Noted.
habitats in Cabramatta Creek.
Specifically, the Department would like to see the following issues
addressed in the REF:
• Design options for crossing Cabramatta Creek, ensuring that
fish passage requirements are met as outlined in NSW Fisheries
Fishnote Policy and Guidelines for Fish Friendly Waterway Section 6.6
Crossings and Why D o Fish Need to Cross the Road? — Fish
Passage Requirements for Waterway Crossings.
• Nature and extent of buffer zones to be put in place to protect
Cabramatta Creek from construction activity during the Section 6.6
proposed works.
Sediment
and erosion control methodology t o be implemented
•
Section 6.2 and 6.6
the
proposed
site during construction.
at
• Extent of any riparian vegetation removal to be undertaken in Section 6.2 and 6.6
order to cross Cabramatta Creek
It is also a requirement under Fish Habitat Protection Plan No. I
that the proponent notify DPI should the works require the
Section 6.6 and 7.2
removal o r relocation of snags within the waterway, particularly
fallen trees or rocks.
Summary

(Former) D e p a r t m e n t o f Natural Resources (referred to as DNR below)
A response to the consultation letter dated 18 May 2006 was
received in a letter dated 30 May 2006. A subsequent letter was
sent by the RTA on 30 April 2007 and a response received on 14
May 2007. The comments made by DNR that remain relevant to
the Proposal include:
• The main issue of potential concern is the crossing of
Cabramatta Creek and its riparian areas.
Of
particular interest is the environmental requirement for a 50
•
metre wide Core Riparian Corridor (CRC) on each side of the
creek or to the extent of remnant vegetation, which ever is
widest (measured from the top of the bank), and to provide a
minimum 10 metre vegetated riparian buffer from the CRC to
developed land (Draft Edmondson Park DCP).
• Cabramatta Creek is regarded as a Category I — environmental
corridor stream.
Any
bridge crossing should have spans (and piered approaches)
•
reflecting the widths of the open space riparian corridors as in
the DCP for Edmondson Park.
•

•

Noted.
Relevant planning
instruments and DCP
would be considered in
developing revegetation
strategies
Section 6.6.1

The bridge design has been
changed to a culvert
structure. This comment is
no longer applicable.
Any crossing structures and associated works must be designed Sections 5.4.1 and 6.6
and constructed to facilitate fish passage and be consistent with
the requirements of the State Government publication Why do
Fish Need to Cross the Road? Fish Passage Requirements for
Waterway Crossings (Fairfull & Witheridge 2003)
Crossing structure designs and associated works must address:
Section 5.4.1, 6.3 and 6.6
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Summary
o
c
0
o

o

•
9
:

•

•

o
0
0
9
0
•

The biophysical functions o f the stream;
Avoidance of excavation of bed and banks;
Minimisation of the number of above-ground existing &
proposed crossings per length of stream;
Scope for removing existing impediments to fauna and flow
passage;
Minimisation of the footprint of the works, including temporary
construction areas;
Not detrimentally impacting flow and ensuring naturalised bed
and bank stability of the Protected Waters; and
Issues relating to light and moisture below the crossings for the
purpose of creating a continuum of riparian vegetation.
Measures such as twin bridges, grated opening the deck, high
deck above the ground, etc., facilitate this requirement.
Any crossing location and associated works should consider:
Crossing at right angles t o the flow rather than an oblique
angle;
Location in a straight channel reach and preferably at the point
of least channel width; and
Avoidance or minimisation of disturbance of existing native
vegetation, and particularly trees or threatened species or
communities.
All accessways (being roads, tracks, cycleways, pedestrian
pathways or other form of accessway) proposed are to be
located beyond the riparian zones or as part of the road
crossing.
In the event that accessways (or support utilities) are required
to intrude into a riparian zone they must be designed to
minimise the footprint of the path (and associated management
zone) and the path form and materials are to:
Minimise impacts upon the fauna and flora of the riparian zone
by the use of appropriate form and materials;
Not inhibit bank full flows and floodplain flows;
Not to cause scour or other instability during times of bank full
flows and floodplain flows due to the location of the accessway;
Be combined with any required maintenance physical barrier or
fence, if this can result in a lesser disturbance footprint; and
Locate support utilities within the footprint of the accessway,
for those parts within a riparian zone.
_ for safety, security
Any proposed artificial lighting of accessways
other
the
amount of light pollution
or
purposes is to minimise
or spillover into riparian zones at night time.

No associated constructed wetlands or basins should be on-line
of any creek/watercourse
If there is a requirement to disturb the bed and bank of the creek
such that reconstruction is required then the following should be
taken into consideration.
• Rehabilitation/restoration of stream form
• Stream works design must:
•
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Section in REF where
addressed

The crossing has been
located and designed
around environmental
constraints and impact
upon vegetation has been
minimised.

The shared path forms part
of the road crossing.

Access ways and support
utilities would not impact
upon the riparian zone
where practicable.

Artificial lighting where
placed will avoid spillover
in the vicinity of the creek
where practicable. Traffic
signals are approximately
140m away.
No permanent wetlands or
basins are proposed.

Section 6.2
Noted. Restoration works
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Section in REF where
addressed
o Emulate a stable natural stream system that behaves as, and has would be designed in
the appearance of a stable natural stream system of the area. consultation with DNR and
Part of the form of the stream is t o create suitable pool and DPI. Fish passage has been
riffle sequences, with suitable aquatic and terrestrial habitat;
incorporated in the design.
0
Not detrimentally impact upon flow;
o Prevent bed and bank instability up and downstream of the
extent of the works;
o Be designed and constructed to facilitate fish passage works for
any bed and bank stabilisation structures. These must be
consistent with the requirements of DPI (NSW Fisheries); and
o Address any identified or discovered salinity issues.
• Any design of stream works and any associated storm water and Noted. No permanent
water quality works are not to decrease environmental flows of measures would be
the stream and t o demonstrate a net improvement in water implemented that affect
quality to the stream.
environmental flows. Refer
Section 6.4
• Any bed and bank stabilisation structures must be constructed Noted. Bank stabilisation
to minimise any erosion or scour of riparian zones or the bed or works would be designed
banks of any protected waters. The construction designs and in consultation with DNR
methods adopted must ensure that disturbance t o soil and and DPI.
vegetation in these areas is kept to an absolute minimum.
Any
earthen areas of bed and bank that have been Section 6.2
•
disturbed/reformed/recreated that do not have a permanent
vegetative o r water cover and are likely t o experience flows of
water of a minimum 1:5 year flow event must be protected by
jute mesh o r similar product, to protect against scour until the
vegetation is established.
Where areas of scour protection are required the following should
be taken into consideration:
• Points of constriction o r any other places where scour is likely Section 6.2
within o r near any watercourse or any part of the riparian zones
on the Site are to be suitably protected against scour using
permanent rock scour protection (rip rap).
All
Section 6.2
permanent rock scour protection (rip rap) must:
•
Not
reduce
the
of
the
capacity
watercourse in any way;
o
o Not be mortared;
o Consist o f hard and durable run-of-quarry rock, sized to resist
predicted scour velocities;
o Be angular and blocky rather than flat to ensure a good "bind"
and t o resist negative hydraulic pressure;
o Be placed over a bedding layer of angular cobbles with
geotextile underneath to prevent erosion of underlying fine bed
sediments and t o facilitate placement;
All
finished rip-rap surfaces are to be rough and even aligned
o
with the adjoining bed, bank and floodplain profile; and
o Be packed with topsoil and planted with local native sedges and
rushes t o protect bank and bed sediments against overland
flows and t o benefit ecological processes.
• Wire mesh structures (mattresses and baskets), concrete, spray Section 6.2
concrete, concrete grouting, and concrete grouting between
rocks comprising rip-rap scour protection crib walling, masonry,
car tyres and the like should not be used as scour protection

Summary
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Summary

•

o

o

•
o
o

•

•

•

•

•
o
o

and are strongly discouraged.
Where the riparian areas of the creek are disturbed, a
Vegetation Management Plan (VMP) should be produced and the
following considered/included:
All disturbed areas in and around the watercourse and the
50m core riparian area and 10m setback should be fully
revegetated, consistent with the location, to be a fully
functional riparian wildlife corridor area.
Site rehabilitation must protect any remnant local native
riparian vegetation at the Site and restore any riparian zones
disturbed or otherwise affected by the development to a state
that is reasonably representative of the natural ecotone.
Riparian zones so protected and/or restored must:
Be fully structured vegetatively; and
Consist of a mix of native tree, shrub and groundcover
(including grass species) local to the area and be representative
and emulate the native vegetation community reasonably
consistent with the table included in DNR (now DVVE)
correspondence in Appendix A of this REF, as a minimum
percentage of representative species in each grouping.
By the end of the maintenance period, planting densities need to
average o r be greater than the densities for plantings suggested
in DNR (now DWE) correspondence in Appendix A of this
REF.
Revegetation is to be carried out over all areas in the riparian
zones that are disturbed or otherwise affected by the works as
indicated on the VMP and must also include areas temporarily
occupied by soil and water management controls, once those
controls have been decommissioned and the ground surfaces
restored t o the correct profile and stabilised.
Bush regeneration, for weed control and t o promote natural
regeneration, is to be undertaken for a minimum distance of
10m beyond any disturbed areas in the riparian zones within the
site if it is significantly degraded or likely to give rise t o weed
invasion due t o lack of native vegetation cover before o r after
weed control.
The riparian zone (and all areas and activities described in the
VMP) must be maintained for a period of at least two years after
final planting or where other revegetation methods are used,
two years after plants are at least of tubestock size and are at
the densities required by these conditions and with species
richness as described in the VMP. Maintenance must include
sediment and erosion control, watering, weed control,
replacement of plant losses, disease and insect control, mulching
and any other requirements necessary for achieving successful
vegetation establishment.
Any maintenance replanting are to:
Replace plants by the same species; or where that species is not
available
Replace plants by a different species, but with the same growth
form that are not the same as currently planted. This new
species must still be from the community being emulated.
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Summary

•

Section in REF where
addressed

Written agreement must be given by the Department and this
agreement then becomes part of the VMP.
Successful riparian zone vegetation establishment is to be Section 6.6
regarded as achieving a minimum 90% survival rate for all
individual species specified in the VMP and a maximum 5% weed
cover. Any maintenance replanting, where required for more
than 20% of the planted vegetation, or 20% of the riparian area
for other regeneration methods, must be established at least 12
months before maintenance completion be given.

In addition to the stakeholders identified in Table 3, the Department of Environment and Climate
Change was consulted with regards to the management of a threatened population of native pear.
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4 Need and options considered
4.1

N e e d f o r t h e Proposal

Demands on the road network are expected to increase over the next decade with the release of
thousands o f residential lots in the nearby suburbs of Edmondson Park, Narellan, Spring Farm and
Elderslie. The section of Camden Valley Way between the M5 Motorway and Bernera Road (east
of the Proposal site) has been upgraded to a four-lane dual carriageway to cater for increased traffic
flow from the recently opened M7 Motorway and projected population growth. Camden Valley
Way remains a bi-directional single carriageway road between Bernera Road, Prestons, and the
Cowpasture Road intersection, Horningsea Park. The Proposal is required to increase traffic
capacity t o meet future population growth, to provide a consistent level of service t o motorists
over the length of Camden Valley Way and to provide a safer travel environment.
4.2

Proposal objectives

Objectives o f the Proposal are to:
Improve safety and access for both local and through traffic;
•
•

Reduce travel times and traffic congestion;
Enhance public transport operation;

•

Improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists;

•

Guide and influence development adjacent to the road corridor;
Control access to all properties via local and regional road junctions;

•

•
•
•
•
•

Provide capacity for future public transport operations;
Reduce the potential for road flooding at Cabrannatta Creek;
Adopt an urban design theme that is consistent with and reflects the adjoining route lengths;
Provide traffic and route capacity to complement Department of Planning land release
strategies;

4.3

O p t i o n s considered

4.3.1

Option I - D o nothing
The Do Nothing option would result in Camden Valley Way remaining a bi-directional single
carriageway road between Bernera Road, Prestons, and the Cowpasture Road intersection,
Horningsea Park. This option would not meet the proposal objectives as it would not provide
additional traffic capacity t o meet future urban expansion, would perpetuate the safety risks of the
current configuration and contribute to the increase in risk as traffic volumes grow, and would fail
t o enhance local resident, public transport and pedestrian and cyclist access.
4.3.2

Option 2— Centrally located carriageway (Preferred Option)

Option 2 would involve construction of a four-lane divided carriageway generally along the centre
of the 60 metre road reservation. This option would see the existing road pavement generally
retained as the eastbound carriageway with a new westbound carriageway constructed, as shown in
Figure 4-1, below. The new westbound carriageway would generally be at the same level as the
eastbound carriageway. The existing road level would be increased by approximately 1.2 metres in
the vicinity of Cabrannatta Creek. Traffic is presently 23 metres away from the northern road
reserve boundary and would remain approximately that far under the preferred alignment.
This option has been selected as the RTA preferred option. While it would directly impact on a
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population of native pear, this option does offer a number of advantages over other options
including improved urban design outcomes, a lower project cost, less noise impact on residences, a
lower risk t o the ethane pipeline and no impact on a recently laid water main.
While the threatened population would be removed in its entirety, ameliorative measures would be
adopted to offset potential impacts. This is discussed further in Section 6.6 and in the accompanying
species impact statement (UMBC, 2007).
Option 3— Duplication on the northern side.
Option 3 would involve construction of a new eastbound carriageway to the north of the existing
road, as shown in Figure 4-2. This option would require a horizontal curve over a vertical curve.
The existing road alignment would be retained as the westbound carriageway.
4.3.3

This option would largely avoid the ethane gas pipeline. It would also avoid direct impacts on the
threatened population of native pear. However, this may lead to indirect impacts on the native pear
associated with the removal of large trees surrounding the population.
The new eastbound carriageway would bring traffic within 10 metres of the residential property
boundary which would increase noise impacts. The road would also be raised at this location
(adjacent t o the native pear) which would increase the visual and noise impact to adjacent
residents/residences.
Construction of the new kerb line for this option would be located on top of a recently laid water
main (this main was laid by Sydney Water following consultation with RTA) and would affect the
design of stormwater pipes, which would increase both construction risk and project cost.

4.3.4

Option 4— Centrally located carriageway (minimal direct impact on plant)

Option 4 is similar to Option 2 as it would see the existing road alignment generally retained as the
eastbound carriageway with a new westbound carriageway constructed, as shown in Figure 4-3,
below. However, this option would align the carriageways to either side of the threatened
population so that only a small number of individual plants would be impacted. However, there
may be indirect impacts on the native pear associated with the removal of large trees surrounding
the population. Any future upgrade t o six-lane would require further removal (possibly complete) of
the population in the long-term.
This option would also increase construction risks due to the close proximity to the ethane pipeline
and would be more expensive than the preferred option.
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Figure 4-1 Indicative cross section for Option 2 (Preferred)
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Figure 4-2 Indicative cross section for Option 3 (Northern side)
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5 Description of the Proposal
5.1

Existing road

Between the M5 and Bernera Road, Camden Valley Way has recently been widened to four lanes in
similar configuration to the Proposal. A t the Proposal site however the road is characterised by a
bi-directional single carriageway road between Bernera Road, Prestons, and the Cowpasture Road
intersection, Horningsea Park. The existing road has a sealed granular pavement and unsealed
shoulders. The pavement condition is classified as fair t o poor. There are currently no formal
pedestrian o r cyclist facilities or any provision for bus travel lanes. The posted speed limit along
Camden Valley Way at the Proposal site is 70km/h.
Along the southern side of Camden Valley Way, a number of large semi-rural properties currently
have full, direct, right and left-turn access to and from Camden Valley Way. Access to residential
properties on the northern side of Camden Valley Way are centralised at the Horningsea Park
Drive and Corfield Road intersections. Between these two roads there are two commercial
properties with direct access to and from Camden Valley Way. All existing intersections and
junctions are at-grade and not signalised however painted "seagull islands" and turning lanes are
provided at Corfield Road and Horningsea Park Drive. The lighting at Corfield Road, Horningsea
Park Drive and Cowpasture Road intersections is compliant with the appropriate standard at the
time they were constructed.
There are six existing unsheltered bus stops along Camden Valley Way. Eastbound and westbound
bus stops are located near t o the Cowpasture Road intersection. Eastbound and westbound bus
stops are located east of Horningsea Park Drive. Eastbound bus stops are located immediately
opposite the Rynan Avenue intersection and further east near to Corfield Road. Bus services,
including a school service, travel along Camden Valley Way to access Horningsea Park, William
Carey Christian School and St Catherine of Sienna Primary School using Corfield Road and
Horningsea Park Drive.
Approximately I .4km west of the Bernera Road intersection, Cabrannatta Creek flows under
Camden Valley Way via a 3-cell, 2.4 x 2.Im reinforced concrete box culvert. The opening of the
existing culvert is less than the width of the creek hence the structure acts as a hydraulic control
during major floods. The existing road design level is RL 41.745 and the crossing is flood free up to
1 in 5 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARO. Floods exceeding this overtop Camden Valley Way.
The adjacent section of Camden Valley Way between the M5 and Bernera Road has been
constructed t o a 1 in 100 year ARI and this same level is an objective for the current project.
5.2

Existing and forecast traffic

A permanent traffic counter is located on Camden Valley Way west of the intersection with Ash
Road (approximately one kilometre east of the Proposal site). Traffic volumes have increased with
the release of residential lands in the Camden and Narellan areas. From data published in 2003, the
annual average daily traffic (AADT) has increased from 28,565 in 1999 t o 35,380 in 2002
(approximately 9% heavy vehicles). Following the opening of the M7 Motorway, it is projected that
in 2016 the A A D T would be 45,526.
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5.3

U r b a n and regional design

The Bernera Road to Cowpasture Road section of Camden Valley Way is in the process of evolving
from a road that was largely rural in character to an urban arterial. In acknowledgement of this
history it is an objective of the Proposal to design a road with the capacity of an arterial yet without
the appearance of a Freeway. As much of the existing pavement as possible would be retained for
use as the eastbound carriageway. This limits some of the opportunities for urban design. The
proposed westbound carriageway would be separated from the eastbound by a median of eight
metres minimum width, varying over the section. There may be differences in vertical alignment
between the two carriageways. Generally, the median would be grassed with a wire rope barrier.
In addition, design principles and urban design elements that were applied t o the Bernera Road to
M5 Motorway section would be adopted for the Proposal to ensure consistency over the length of
the road.
5.4
5.4.!

Design parameters
Features

The preferred concept design involves the construction of a new westbound carriageway south of
the existing Camden Valley Way. Figures 1-2 and 1-3 provide plan of the proposal. The new
westbound and upgraded eastbound lanes would be 3.5 metres and 4.3 metres wide, with an outer
bus lane and a one metre median shoulder. Right turn lanes would be provided from Camden
Valley Way into Corfield Road, Rynan Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive, and would be 3.2 metres
wide. A shared three metre wide pedestrian/cyclist path would be provided along the northern
side of the eastbound carriageway.
The median between the eastbound and westbound carriageways would vary between
approximately eight metres and 20 m in width and would be vegetated with small shrubs where
appropriate.
The design speed of the Proposal is 80km/h and the proposed posted speed is 70km/h.
The Proposal would include the upgrading of intersections at Corfield Road, Rynan Avenue and
Horningsea Park Drive. These intersections would be controlled by traffic signals.
Pedestrian crossings would be provided at the new signalised intersections at Corfield Road, Rynan
Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive. Three new bus bays would be constructed for each traffic
direction, being located on the departure side of the Horningsea Park Drive, Rynan Avenue and
Corfield Road intersections. Bus early start lanes and signal phasing would also be provided at the
Corfield Road, Rynan Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive intersections.
The Proposal would involve the replacement of the existing culvert at Cabramatta Creek with a
new culvert. The existing 3-cell, 2.4 x 2.Im reinforced concrete box culvert would be replaced
with a 13-cell box culvert comprised of 7 x 2.4m x 2.4m cells in-stream and 6 x 2.Im x I .2m cells
for flood mitigation. The culvert would be designed to meet 1 in 100 year storm events and would
enable fish passage through the culvert at all times. Reshaping of the inlet and outlet of the creek
channel would be necessary t o optimise the flow and minimise afflux. The road level would be
raised by a maximum of 1.2 metres near Cabramatta Creek.
Landscaping of the Proposal would be consistent with the strategy developed and adopted for the
duplication of the adjoining section, between the M5 Motorway and Bernera Road.
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5.4.2

Constraints

A number of constraints have been identified for the design and construction of the Proposal. These
consist of the following:
•

Flooding: The study area is flood prone. The Proposal must not impede flood flows,
significantly increase the impact of flood events, detract from the effectiveness of the existing
flood mitigation measures and should meet a 1 in 100 year storm event.

•

The environmental sensitivity o f the surrounding area: The Proposal crosses Cabrannatta
Creek, a tributary t o the Georges River. A threatened plant population is located within the
construction footprint as are a number of endangered ecological communities. Existing and
future residential development would be impacted upon by increased traffic noise.

•

The existing land use: Access to the majority of existing land uses would remain the same or be
improved by intersection upgrades. Parcels of land within the Camden Valley Way road
corridor would be acquired to enable development of the Proposal. Buses currently operate
and stop along this section of the road. An underground fuel storage tank may be located
within the Proposal footprint, with implications for contaminated land management.

•

The existing traffic: The Proposal would involve construction under traffic. Camden Valley
Way has a high volume of traffic and several intersections servicing large residential
developments.

•

Utilities present within and in close proximity to the construction footprint: Including gas and
water services. Most relevant are the ethane and high pressure gas pipelines near the southern
road reservation boundary, which are cost prohibitive to relocate.

5.4.3

Traffic management

During operation the traffic would be split between the two carriageways. Eastbound traffic would
travel on the existing carriageway with westbound traffic travelling on the new carriageway. All
intersections would be signalised with left turn and right turn lanes and signal phasing provided. Bus
stop bays would be provided at several locations to prevent traffic disruption when passengers
embark and alight. A shared use pedestrian and cyclist path would also be provided along the
northern side of the road and a wide verge would be provided on the southern side of the road for
a possible future pedestrian and cyclist path.
During construction a Traffic Management Plan would be developed in accordance with the RTA's
QA Specification G10 — Control o f Traffic and the RTA's Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual
2003 to ensure disruption to traffic flow on Camden Valley Way would be minimised.
5.5
5.5.!

C o n s t r u c t i o n activities
W o r k methodology

It is anticipated that the westbound carriageway would be constructed initially whilst traffic
continues t o use the existing road. A t the completion of construction of the westbound
carriageway traffic would be switched to enable reconstruction of the eastbound carriageway. It
would be the responsibility of the appointed contractor to determine the actual means of
construction, including scheduling of works and overall timing. However, all activities would be
undertaken to the satisfaction of the RTA, and would include the following:
• Establish mitigation measures as outlined in the Contractors Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) and Soil and Water Management Plan (SWMP) prior t o the establishment of the site
and site installations. This would include, for example, the installation of erosion and sediment
controls, erection of paraweb fencing around vegetation to be retained and the installation of
traffic controls.
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•

Site establishment/construction of site compound. This would be done by enclosing the area for
the compound with security fencing, installing appropriate security lighting, creating a hardstand
area for machinery and erecting storage sheds and offices.

•

Adjustments to properties including the relocation of fences and accesses, reinstate gardens and
lawns and adjust services

•

Utility adjustments and protection. This would involve the excavation of trenches, installation of
conduits and access pits, the relocation of overhead wires and supporting poles.

•

Vegetation clearing and grubbing.

•

Earthworks.

•

Drainage works. This would involve excavation and the construction of pipes and pits, and
connections to the existing drainage structure where capacity is available.
Construction of the culverts over Cabramatta Creek. This would involve:

•

•

Establishment of erosion and sedimentation control measures;
Clearing of vegetation;

•

Diversion of the channel and possible installation of a detention basin;

•

Scour protection;

•

Removal of the existing structure;
Excavation of the channel as required to accommodate the new structure;
Pour concrete base for the new culvert;

•

•
•
•

Placement and securing of pre-cast concrete units;
Construct headwall;

•

Backfill around the culvert;

•

•

• Excavate channel for realignment as required.
Pavement construction.

•

Pavement marking and signage (at the completion of construction activities).

•

Installation of traffic signals at Corfield Road, Rynan Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive.
Installation of street lighting.

•
•

Installation of safety barrier systems.
Installation of roadside furniture.

•

Landscaping and revegetation works.

•
•

Installation of permanent storm water runoff treatment measures.
Rehabilitation of compound and stockpile sites. This would involve the topsoiling of disturbed
areas, revegetation, removal of rubbish and general cleaning-up of sites.

•

Removal of sedimentation fencing.

•

5.5.2

Construction equipment

Plant and equipment likely t o be used include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excavators;
Graders;
Vibrating rollers;
Cranes;
Backhoes;
Trenching machines;
Bulldozers;
Milling machine;
Concrete vibrators;
Jack hammers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air compressor;
Water pumps;
Road sweepers;
Line-marking plants;
Semi-trailers and large delivery trucks;
Light commercial and passenger vehicles;
Concrete paver;
Asphalt paver;
Scrapers;
Water carts;
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•
•
•
•
•

Bitumen spraying and asphalt paving plant;
Concrete agitator trucks;
Concrete pumps;
Hand tools;
Welding equipment;

5.5.3

•
•
•
•
•

Haulage trucks;
Bitumen trucks;
Kerb maker;
Piling equipment; and
Bobcat.

Access

Camden Valley Way is recognised as an important transport corridor for Sydney's South West and
with the development of the South-West Growth Centre, this role will continue. Reflecting the
significant role this route plays for transportation in the south-west, it is intended t o limit access to
this route where alternative access exists or can be provided to ensure safe and efficient operation
of this vital transport link. As such, direct access t o Camden Valley Way would be removed where
feasible and alternative access is available on a local public road. Required work on these public
roads would be undertaken in accordance with Clause 72 of the Roads Act, 1993, as it would
benefit Camden Valley Way. Permanent alterations to access are discussed in Section 6.11 of this
REF.
During construction of the Proposal, access would be generally maintained for residents, businesses
and through-traffic. An informal access track located on the southern side of the road reservation
and utilised by residents is likely to be impacted upon during construction due to its location
relative to the Proposal footprint. Alternative access t o these properties would be provided. Any
disruption t o access would be notified in advance in accordance with RTA Community Involvement
Practice Notes and Resource Manual 1998.
5.5.4

Source o f material

In addition t o cut material obtained from the site, it is anticipated that at this stage, the Proposal
would require approximately an additional I 7,000m3 of borrow material. Where not able to be
sourced from a concurrent RTA project with excess material, borrow would be sourced from
licensed suppliers within the local area where practical. All construction materials would be
sourced from local licensed supplier where possible.
5.5.5

Additional truck movements

Construction of the Proposal would result in an estimated 50 additional truck movements per day.
The additional truck movements would be concentrated in the first three months of construction of
the Proposal, when the bulk of the earthworks would be undertaken. Camden Valley Way
currently experiences approximately 3000 heavy vehicle movements per day. In this context, the
addition of 50 heavy vehicle movements would not significantly impact the safety, efficiency or road
traffic noise of the route.
5.5.6

Workforce a n d working hours

The appointed contractor would determine the size of the workforce. It is anticipated that the
workforce would comprise up to 20 personnel, depending on the stage of construction works.
It is anticipated that work for the Proposal would be undertaken during standard working hours
adopted by the RTA as detailed below:
Standard Working Hours:
Monday — Friday:
Saturday:

7.00am to 6.00pm
7.00am to 1.00pm

Sunday and Public Holidays:

No work.
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Should work be required outside of the standard working hours, the procedure contained in the
RTA's Environmental Noise Management Manual 200/, "Practice Note vii — Roadworks Outside of
Normal Working Hours' would be followed.

5.6

Stockpile and c o m p o u n d sites

The stockpile and compound sites for the Proposal would be located within the existing road
reserve, on land previously cleared or otherwise disturbed. The preferred location for the
stockpile and compound sites for all stages of construction of the Proposal is within the road
reserve to the north of the existing carriageway between station 3300 and station 3420 (refer to
Appendix F). Any alternate location for the compound and stockpile sites would be determined
prior to the commencement of construction of the Proposal and approved, along with any
additional site specific safeguards, by the RTA Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney Region.
Based on projects of a similar scale, the compound site would likely consist of:
• Security fencing and lighting;
•
•
•
•
•
•
5.7

Demountable sheds for offices, meal room and conference room;
Portable toilets;
Gravelled area for parking and access into the compound site;
Hardstand areas for delivery of materials;
Bunded areas for petrol, oil and lubricants (POL) and/or chemical storage; and
Containers for site equipment, for example, traffic control signs.
Utilities

There are a number of utilities adjacent to and within the road reserve of Camden Valley Way,
including electricity, water, telecommunications and high pressure gas and ethane gas assets. An
ethane gas line has been laid along the southern portion of the road reserve. As relocation of this
ethane gas line is not practicable, protective measures outlined in Section 6.11 would be
implemented during construction of the Proposal.
The high pressure gas main lies within the southern portion of the road reserve. It is envisaged that
the section of this high pressure gas main which protrudes into the construction footprint would be
relocated closer to the southern boundary of the road reserve, removing the need for protective
measures.
Existing electricity and lighting poles would be relocated behind the proposed kerb lines. The
Proposal is expected t o have no impact on the existing water main adjacent and parallel to the
northern road boundary.
Any smaller gas, telecommunications or water utilities crossing the road o r near the proposed
carriageway edge may require relocation.
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5.8

Property acquisition

All proposed works would be within the 5(c) Special Uses — Arterial Road zoning, however not all
of the land within this zoning is owned by the RTA. In late 2004, it was identified that at least
sixteen partial land acquisitions would be required for the Proposal. Land on both northern and
southern sides of the Proposal site was identified. Eleven parcels of land have been subsequently
been acquired by the RTA. Table 4 lists the properties acquired, and yet to be acquired (as at
September 2007), for the Proposal. It should be noted that the nine outstanding parcels of land are
invested in only five owners.

Table 4.
Lot
903
53
53
13
22
34
71
17
605
606
60
Lot
112
113
12
5
51
II
II
51
51

Land to be acquired
Land acquired by R T A for Proposal
DP
Area (m2)
1005981
8398
1022590
2426
884445
1194
1081934
1119
884172
1576
871600
2053
1081848
4653
1009238
1113
871622
983
871622
977
1036287
2159
Land to be acquired by R T A for Proposal
DP
A r e a (m2)
1082480
1382
1082480
452
1081934
1257
1081842
1314
1082480
1091
1081938
735
1082442
1137
1082416
1109
1081783
1797

All property acquisitions would be negotiated in accordance with the RTA's Land Acquisition Policy,
and compensation in accordance with the Land Acquisition (lust Terms Compensation) Act 1991.
Property acquisitions and/or leasing arrangements would be resolved between the RTA and
property owners prior to the commencement of works.
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6

Environmental assessment

6.1

General

This section of the REF provides a detailed description of the potential environmental impacts
associated with the Proposal during both construction and operation, and provides site-specific
safeguards t o ameliorate the identified potential impacts.
The environmental safeguards predominantly outline additional site-specific requirements, which are
not covered by RTA QA Specification G36 — Environmental Protection (Management System), RTA
QA Specification G38 — Sod and Water Management (Soil and Water Plan) and RTA QA
Specification G40 — Clearing and Grubbing for inclusion into the Contractors Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) and the Project Environmental Management Plan (PEMP). These
safeguards would be implemented prior to construction, during construction and post construction.
The RTA's Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney Region would review the CEMP and PEMP prior
to the commencement of work.

6.2

Landform, geology and soils

Existing environment
Landform
The topography of the study area is gently undulating, flat to gently sloping alluvial plain (Bannerman
and Hazelton 1990).
Geology and soils
The soils of the study area have been classified as belonging to the Blacktown and South Creek soil
landscape groups as described by Bannerman and Hazelton (1990). Table 5 below describes the
location and characteristics of the soil groups.

Table 5.

Study area soil landscape characteristics
Blacktown Soil Landscape

Location

East of Cabramatta Creek

Geology

VVianamatta Group

Dominant Soil Types

Erodibility
Erosion hazard
Surface movement
potential
Landscape limitations

Friable brownish black loam
Hardsetting brown clay loam
Strongly pedal, mottled brown
light clay
Light grey plastic mottled clay
Moderate
Non-concentrated flows: slight to
moderate
Concentrated flows: moderate to
high

South Creek Soil Landscape
Around Cabramatta Creek,
western end of study area
Wianamatta Group shales and
Hawkesbury Sandstone
Brown apedal single-grained loam
Dull brown clay loam
Bright brown clay
High
Very high to extreme

Moderately reactive

Generally low

Surface movement potential
Seasonal waterlogging

Flood hazard
Waterlogging (localised)
Permanently high water tables
(localised)
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High erosion hazard
Non-cohesive soil (localised)
Seasonal waterlogging
Source: Bannerman and Haze1ton (1990)

Salinity
The presence of salt-tolerant plant species within an area can be used to identify the initial stages of
dryland salinity (DLWC 1996). Indicator species are included in Table 6 below.
All of the common indicator species for salinity are present within the study area in low abundance
(less than five percent coverage), with the exception of Couch Grass which is common. A search
of DIPNR's database revealed no salinity risk for the study area. However the above table suggests
a low potential for salinity within the study area.

Table 6.

Indicator species for inftial stages of salinity and study are abundance

Indicator species
Native Reed (Phragmites australis)
Spiny Rush (luncus acutus)
Bulrush ( Typha or/entails)
Couch Grass (Cynodon dactylon)
Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca)

Abundance within study area
Localised distribution only; <5% coverage; clumped
distribution
Localised distribution only; <5% coverage; clumped
distribution
Localised distribution only; <5% coverage; clumped
distribution
Common; species covers 26 — 50% of the study area
Rare; <5% coverage; scattered distribution

Source: UBMC 2007; D L W C 1996

Contaminated land
A search of the EPA Contaminated Sites Database on 6 December 2006 returned no known sites
for the study area. However, early heritage investigations along the Proposal route identified the
location of a defunct service station at 1744 Camden Valley Way (RTA, March 2006). The possible
presence of underground storage tanks (USTs) has not been ruled out. Liverpool Council has been
Ground Penetrating Radar
unable t o confirm o r otherwise the presence of such tanks.
investigations proved inconclusive, likely owing to the presence of a concrete slab over the suspect
site. An Environmental Site Assessment, undertaken by HLA in March 2007 (Appendix B),
investigated the soil around the periphery of the concrete slab.
No UST was identified, nor was evidence of backfill associated with the presence of a UST.
However, bore samples revealed an odour of hydrocarbons.
Volatile Organic Compound
contamination was suspected and the presence of lead and other compounds was suggestive of
leaded petrol as a contaminating source. It is possible that the UST is located under or west of the
concrete slab. Figure 6-1 shows the location of the buried slab.
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Figure 6-1 Possible location o f underground storage tank (UST)
Potential impacts
Construction
During the construction of the Proposal, vegetation would be cleared and earthworks would be
carried out including: the removal of the culvert over Cabramatta Creek; excavation of the creek
channel to accommodate the new culvert structures; the removal of spoil; the introduction of
additional fill; and the creation of batters. All these works would expose soil with the potential for
it to be eroded by water or wind. In particular, works within and immediately adjacent to the
Cabramatta Creek channel have the potential to generate sediment, which may be transported
downstream. Both soil landscapes occurring within the Proposal site are prone to erosion.
Stockpiling of materials for construction and spoil from earthworks activities also has the potential
to generate erosion through wind or rain processes.
Furthermore, the works would occur within an area potentially affected by urban salinity. The
removal of deep-rooted vegetation such as native trees has the potential to exacerbate urban
salinity should the water table rise. Urban salinity damages the foundations of buildings and
infrastructure including roads.
The Proposal would be located adjacent to the existing road pavement of Camden Valley Way.
During the earthworks and materials transport stages of the works there is potential for mud and
other particles t o be tracked onto this existing surface which may result in sediment laden runoff
during rainfall events.
Construction within the area suspected to contain a UST may expose contaminated soils and
structures. Exposure of these soils to the forces of wind and water has the potential to result in
contaminants leaching into the broader environment.
Operation
Following the rehabilitation of disturbed areas at the completion of construction the risk of erosion
would be minimised. Planting of deep-rooted native tree species, as is proposed in Section 6.6
would assist in offsetting the current potential for urban salinity in the locality. The culverts would
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be designed so as to prevent any scour within the Cabramatta Creek channel and scour protection
measures would be incorporated at the detailed design stage if necessary.
Site specific safeguards
•

•

•

•

An erosion and sedimentation control plan would be developed and incorporated into the
CEMP. The plan would incorporate specifications outlined in Landcom's Managing Urban Storm
water: Sods and Construction ("Blue Book'), identifying areas requiring management controls,
include inspections and checklist sheets and be reviewed by the RTA's Senior Environmental
Officer Sydney Region prior to the commencement of works.
1n-channel excavations would generally be limited to the width of the new culvert installation.
Riparian vegetation removal would be strictly limited to the width of the formation. All
machinery would operate from the bank of Cabramatta Creek.
Temporary storm water control devices or erosion and sedimentation controls would be
implemented at storm water drains to prevent sediment-laden runoff entering the local storm
water system.
Maintenance and checking of the erosion and sedimentation controls would be undertaken on a
regular basis and records kept and provided at anytime upon request. Sediment would be
cleared from behind barriers on a regular basis and all controls would be managed in order to
work effectively at all times.

•

All stockpiles would be designed, established, operated and decommissioned in accordance with
the RTA's Stockpile Management Procedures 2001. In addition, all stockpiles would be located
40m away from the high bank of any rivers or drainage lines and on flat land.

•

Any material transported onto pavement surfaces would be swept and removed at the end of
each working day.

•

Controls would be implemented at entry and exit points to minimise the tracking of soil and
particulates onto pavement surfaces.

•

The stripping of topsoil and stockpiling activities would not be undertaken during rainfall events.
Appropriate scour protection in the form of permanent rock scour protection, rip rap
protection or similar, would be provided as required within the Cabramatta Creek channel to
prevent channel erosion resulting from the installation of the new culverts. Other areas of
concentrated run-off would also receive scour protection as necessary. The design of scour
protection would conform to the requirements outlined in Section 5.4.
Site rehabilitation of disturbed areas would be undertaken progressively as stages are
completed. Batters would be stabilised with local native grasses and/or sterile exotic grasses
and/or native shrub species. Geotextile fabrics would be applied as required. Disturbed
surfaces would be compacted at the end of each work day t o reduce the erosion potential.

•

•

•

•
•

Any earthen areas of bed and bank that have been disturbed/reformed/recreated that do not
have a permanent vegetative or water cover and are likely t o experience flows of water of a
minimum 1:5 year flow event would be protected by jute mesh o r similar product, to protect
against scour until the vegetation is established.
Native trees would be retained where possible to prevent exacerbation of urban salinity.
Native trees that are removed would be replaced to offset any loss of deep-rooted vegetation.
The presence and location of any USTs would be confirmed. Contaminated land and soil would
be treated and managed as required by the relevant DECC guidelines for the contaminants
identified.
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6.3

Climate

Existing environment
The closest weather station to the study area is in Liverpool (Whitlam Centre), approximately 7km
northeast of the study area, and has been in operation since 1962. The average monthly rainfall in
Liverpool ranges from 40.Innm in July to 101.1mm in March. The highest monthly rainfall ranges
from I 52.2mm in July t o 478.6mm in February. The average daily minimum temperature ranges
from 4.7°C in July t o 17.7°C in February, the average daily maximum temperature ranges from
25.9°C in June t o 45.8°C in February (BOM 2006).
Potential impacts
Construction would occur over an 18 to 24 month period therefore all seasons of the year would
be experienced. The length of the construction period means that the chance of a significant
weather event occurring is more likely. As the highest rainfall is received in the summer months,
there is the greatest potential for disruption to construction during this period. Summer rainfall in
Sydney typically occurs in storm related bursts, therefore this type of rainfall could be assumed to
have higher erosive potential than rain experienced at other times of the year. The risk of
sedimentation of waterways would increase with rainfall events. Any potential impacts would be
minimised with the implementation of the safeguards below and those cited in Sections 6.2 and 6.4.
Cabramatta Creek flows through the Proposal site. There is potential for the creek to flood
particularly during times of high rainfall. The potential for flooding would be increased during the
summer months when rainfall is greatest.
Site specific safeguards
•

Weather forecasts would be periodically assessed and works programmed to avoid increasing
the risk of erosion and sedimentation.

•

Culvert works would be programmed outside of the summer (high rainfall) period.
A Flood Contingency Plan (FCP) would be developed and incorporated into the CEMP.

•

6.4

W a t e r quality and hydrology

Existing environment
Cabramatta Creek is the main drainage line within the Proposal site, flowing from south to north
under the existing Camden Valley Way formation. Cabramatta Creek is a tributary to the Georges
River. The creek passes through Cabramatta Creek Wetlands, Chipping Norton Lake, Floyd Bay
and Dhurawal Bay before joining the Georges River. Prospect Creek also joins the Georges River
at this confluence. The catchment of Cabramatta Creek is dominated by residential development
and crossed by several major roads. The remaining rural portions of the catchment are gradually
being developed, however a network of parks and reserves provide some buffer from urban
processes.
Water quality
No water quality information is available for Cabramatta Creek at the Camden Valley Way crossing
and only limited information is available in the surrounding area. Three sites along Cabramatta
Creek have been the subject of Streamwatch monitoring programs in recent years
(www.streamwatch.org.au). Streamwatch is a school and community education and action program
in partnership with Sydney Water and can be used to provide indicative water quality information.
The nearest Streamwatch monitoring site is Kurrajong Road Reserve, approximately 700m
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downstream of the Camden Valley Way crossing. Twelve samples were taken at this site between
March 2004 and May 2005. Panorama Reserve, approximately 7.5km downstream of the Proposal
site has had fifty samples taken over the period April 2004 t o July 2006. Cabramatta Creek
Wetlands, through which the creek passes prior to its entry t o the Georges River, has three
samples recorded over 2003 and 2004.
The health of Cabramatta Creek with regard to the functioning of the ecosystem can be estimated
with reference t o guidelines developed in the Australian and N e w Zealand Guidelines f o r Fresh and
Marine Water Quality, Volume I (ANZECC and ARMCANZ, 2000). Under the guidelines,
Cabramatta Creek would be considered a lowland river, being <150m in altitude. The guideline
values for chemical and physical indicators in lowland rivers of South-east Australia are summarised
in Table 7.

Table 7.

Guideline values for ecosystem heab for selected water quali-ty parameters

Dissolved Oxygen (% saturation)
Electrical conductivity (.1.C)
pH
Turbidity (NTU)

85— 110
125-2200 (typically 200 — 300 for NSW Coastal rivers)
8.0
6 - 50

A t Kurrajong Road Reserve, the dissolved oxygen content of the water is consistently low. The
highest measurement of 60% was recorded in April 2004, following 24 hours of heavy rain. All
other values are below 50%. Electrical conductivity values are generally within the range listed
above, but are generally well above the NSW Coastal rivers range. The pH values measured are
low relative t o the above guidelines, between 7 — 7.5. Turbidity was generally at acceptable levels.
However the period of heavy rainfall that produced elevated oxygen concentration levels also
produced an extremely high turbidity reading of 8ONTU.
Further downstream at Panorama Reserve, dissolved oxygen content was generally low over 2006,
however higher values were recorded over the years prior. Electrical conductivity generally
fluctuated between 500 and 800µC and pH was similar or lower than the values recorded at
Kurrajong Reserve. Turbidity was generally acceptable over the period. Similar patterns are
apparent in the data for Cabramatta Wetlands, with the exception of dissolved oxygen
concentration. Only one value exists for dissolved oxygen, measured in 2003, at 126% saturation,
clearly considerably higher than measurements further up the catchment.
In summary, the above water quality data indicate that Cabramatta Creek catchment is under some
stress. The surrounding rural and increasingly urban land practices are expected t o be a major
contributor to the decline in the health of the river. The consistently low dissolved oxygen content
within the water column raises some doubt as to the creek's ability t o sustain aquatic life.
Hydrology
Camden Valley Way currently crosses over Cabramatta Creek on a 3-cell, 2.4 x 2.Im reinforced
concrete box culvert. The culvert extends over a 12m section of the channel length. The opening
of the existing culvert is less than the width of the creek hence the structure acts as a hydraulic
control during major floods. The existing road design level is RL 41.745 and the crossing is flood
free up to 1 in 5 year Average Recurrence Interval (AR!). Floods exceeding this overtop Camden
Valley Way. The extensive development proposed in the area would potentially be affected due to
this capacity issue if the 1 in 5 year design remained.
Potential impacts
Construction
During construction water quality has the potential t o be impacted in the short term through
sedimentation and fuel and chemical spillages. The construction of the Proposal would require
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earthworks (including earthworks within Cabramatta Creek) which would expose soils which may
be eroded and result in sedimentation of Cabramatta Creek. In addition, the Proposal would
require the use of chemicals and fuels that have the potential to be spilled and washed into nearby
waterway. The Proposal would also require the use of concrete which has the potential to impact
local water quality.
The addition of sediment and pollutants into the waterway has the potential to affect the health of
already stressed aquatic ecosystems. Potential water quality impacts could include changes in
chemical (e.g. pH, nutrients, dissolved oxygen, and inorganic and organic matter) and physical (e.g.
light penetration, salinity and temperature) water parameters.
Operation — water quality
During operation, the Proposal has the potential to increase the quantity and decrease the quality
of runoff entering the waterways within the Proposal site. The Proposal would result in an
approximate 12,000 m2 increase in impervious surface. Much of the runoff flowing from the road
surface would have the potential to contain gross pollutants, sediment, hydrocarbons and
combustion derivatives, lubricating oil, petroleum, rubber and heavy metals. The addition of such
chemicals t o the waterway may compromise the health of the Cabramatta Creek ecosystem.
Operation - hydrology
Flood modelling indicates that the proposed culvert arrangement over Cabramatta Creek would
reduce the backwater upstream of Camden Valley Way relative t o the existing situation (RTA,
2007). The proposed crossing would cater for up t o a 1 in 100 year AR1 based on planned
upstream development and would require channel excavation to ensure that flood levels are not
exacerbated relative to the existing situation. The road level would be raised by a maximum of 1.2
metres near Cabramatta Creek.
The channel would be excavated and shaped immediately upstream and downstream of the
structure for the same distance as the culvert opening t o streamline inlet and outlet flow and to
match the design capacity of the culverts. Without adequate stabilisation, these areas would be
susceptible t o erosion and scour during periods of high flow and sedimentation may result.
Site specific safeguards
•

The Proposal would be undertaken in accordance with RTA's Water Policy and Code of
Practice f o r Water Management (/999) and Landcom's Managing Urban Storm water: Solis and
Construction ("Blue Book').

•

A Soil and Water Management Plan (SWMP) would be prepared prior to the commencement of
works in accordance with RTA QA Specification G38.

•

Prior t o the commencement of works, water within Cabramatta Creek at the Proposal site,
upstream of the Proposal and downstream of the Proposal site would be sampled and analysed
in accordance with RTA QA Specification G38 — Soil and Water Management (Soil and Water
Plan).

•

In accordance with RTA's Water Policy and Water Code o f Practice surface runoff would not
be directed directly into watercourses. The RTA's Procedure f o r selecting treatment strategies
to control road runoff (2003) would be consulted for guidance in selection of treatment.
Excavation of the banks of Cabramatta Creek would be minimised, without compromising the
flood performance of the structure. The banks would be stabilised with gabion baskets or
through the use of other appropriate technique/s t o prevent erosion and sedimentation. The
method of bank stabilisation adopted would be designed in consultation with DWE.

•

•

Machinery would generally operate from outside of the channel of Cabramatta Creek at all
times. Machinery involved in channel excavations would operate from within the road
footprint.

•

Where practicable, water flow within Cabramatta Creek would be maintained as much as
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feasible during construction of the new culverts. The proposed construction methodology for
diversion of the creek flow would be designed in consultation with DWE, DPI Fisheries and
RTA's Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney Region.
•

Riparian vegetation either side of the culvert locations would be retained to ensure stability of
the bank and prevent erosion and sedimentation.

•

Erosion and sedimentation controls would remain in place until 70% of the disturbed area
beyond the pavement is stabilised o r as otherwise directed by the Senior Environmental Officer,
Sydney Region.

•

An incident emergency spill plan would be developed and incorporated into the CEMP. The
plan would include measures to minimise the risk of spillages of fuels, chemicals, and fluids onto
any surfaces, the floodplain or into any adjacent/nearby waterways. An emergency spill kit
would be kept onsite at all times during construction. Personnel would be made aware of
emergency spill procedures during site induction.

•

Should a spill occur during construction, the incident emergency spill plan would be
The
implemented and the Senior Environmental Officer Sydney Region contacted.
contaminants would be immediately contained, removed, treated and disposed of, as necessary,
in accordance with DECC requirements.
All fuels, chemicals, and liquids would be stored at least 40m away from any waterways or
drainage lines and would be stored within an impervious bunded area within the compound site.

•
•
•

•

6.5

The refuelling of plant and maintenance of machinery would be undertaken within bunded areas
at least 40 metres from any waterways. A spill kit would be kept within the refuelling truck.
Vehicle wash downs and/or cement truck washouts would be undertaken within a designated
bunded area or offsite. Accessible excess concrete would be scraped off equipment prior to
being washed. All remaining concrete residue would be collected and disposed of t o a licensed
landfill.
Wastewater generated from the construction process would be contained onsite, collected and
treated, as necessary, in accordance with DECC specifications prior to its disposal. Dirty water
would not be released into any waterways.
A i r quality

Existing environment
The National Pollution Inventory (NPI) Emission Report indicates that motor vehicles are the
largest single source of substance emission in the Liverpool local government area. In this region,
motor vehicles are the major contributor to the generation of acetone, benzene, carbon monoxide,
particulate matter and other substances in the atmosphere. Several industrial facilities required to
report emissions t o the NPI are located within the Liverpool local government area, including: BP
Australia Ltd, Inghams Enterprises Pty Ltd and Visy Board Pty Ltd at Hoxton Park; and VisyPET Pty
Ltd at Prestons. Together, these facilities contribute to the emission of volatile organic compounds,
oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide and particulate matter among other pollutants.
A recent study of air quality, undertaken by Holmes Air Sciences for the Review o f Environmental
Factors Camden Valley Way Duplication (RTA 2004) summarised air quality data from the nearest
DEC monitoring facility at Paciullo Park, Liverpool, approximately 5km northeast of the Proposal
site, for 2001. The annual average and maximum carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and particulate
matter concentrations were found to be well below the one hour maximum or annual mean goals
adopted by the National Environment Protection Council of Australia and the NSW DECC.
The majority of air quality receivers would be residences and businesses located on the northern
side of Camden Valley Way. Current and future residential development south of Camden Valley
Way would also be subject t o air quality impacts.
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Potential impacts
Construction
During construction of the Proposal the earthworks required would expose soils that have the
potential to be eroded by wind, resulting in particles becoming airborne.
In addition, the
establishment of stockpiles of spoil and imported fill would have the potential to result in a local
lowering of air quality during periods of high wind.
Any potential impacts would be short-term for the construction period. The NSW DECC dust
suppression goals would be applicable to the works. The goals stipulate that the maximum total
dust deposited should be no more than 4g/m2/month over a twelve month period but that there
should not be more than 2g/m2/month increase in dust deposition (Holmes Air Sciences, 2004).
Operation
The Proposal has been designed to increase the carrying capacity of Camden Valley Way to suit
current volumes and forecast traffic growth to 2021 which is anticipated with planned future urban
expansions. This increase in traffic would have the potential to lower local air quality through
vehicle emissions.
Air quality impacts for the section of Camden Valley Way between Bernera Road and Cowpasture
Road would be similar to those of the M5 Motorway to Bernera Road section. Both sections
would draw traffic from the same main sources and would be subject to similar traffic growth and
ambient air quality and meteorological factors.
Predictions were made in the Review o f Environmental Factors Camden Valley Way Duplication
(M5 to Bernera Road) for air quality west of Bernera Road in 2002, 2011 and 2016. The 2011 and
2016 results are reported below in Table 8 and Table 9, along with the relevant National
Environment Protection Council of Australia and NSW DECC goals.

Table 8.

Predicted 2011 air quality parameters west of Bemera. Road
NO2
(µg/m3)

CO
(mg/m3)
Goal

30 mg/m3

245 j_tg/nn3

24 hour PMio
(µg/m3)
50 jug/m3

Eastbound
A t kerb

3.86

96.6

9.1

I Om

1.69

67.1

4.1

30m

1.04

56.5

2.6

50m

0.81

44.5

2.1

Westbound
A t kerb

2.5

80.5

7.1

10m

1.4

62.6

3.8

30m

0.95

54.8

2.5

50m

0.76

43.5

2.0
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Table 9.

Predicted 201 6 air quairty parameters west of Bemera Road
NO2
(pg/m3)

CO
(mg/m3)
Goal

30 mg/m3

245 µg/m3

24 hour PM10
(µg/m3)
50 1.1g/m3

Eastbound
A t kerb

2.99

I 01 .9

6.9

I Om

1.29

69.2

3.2

30m

0.79

58.0

2.0

50m

0.61

45.8

1.6

Westbound
A t kerb

1.94

82.5

6.0

I Om

1.08

63.8

3.1

30m

0.73

55.8

2.0

50m

0.59

44.8

1.6

As the above tables indicate, all predicted air quality parameters are well within guideline values.
Air quality impacts indirectly related to the Proposal are therefore considered to be negligible.
Site specific safeguards
•

An Air Quality Management Plan would be prepared prior to the commencement of works and
incorporated into the CEMP.

•

Any stockpiles and general areas with the capacity to cause dust would be dampened to
suppress dust emissions. Areas that may be inaccessible by water carts would be kept in a
condition which minimises wind blown or traffic generated dust.

•

All equipment for dust control would be kept in good operating condition. The equipment
would be operable at all times with the exception of shutdowns required for maintenance.
Construction equipment would be properly maintained to ensure exhaust emissions comply
with the Protection o f the Environment Operations Act.

•

Construction activities that generate high dust levels would be avoided during high wind
periods.

•

Silt would be removed from behind filter fences and other erosion control structures on a
regular basis, so that collected silt does not become a source of dust.
Rehabilitation of disturbed surfaces would be undertaken as soon as possible.

•

6.6

Biodiversity

A flora and fauna impact assessment was undertaken by Urban Bushland Management Consultants
Pty Ltd in April 2007. This report built upon the findings of the Ecological Constraints Analysis Flora and Fauna for the Duplication o f Camden Valley Way between Bemera Road and Cowpasture
Road, Prestons (UBMC 2005). Field surveys for flora were undertaken on 20 June 2006, to
supplement surveys undertaken on 18 May and 15 December 2004. Field surveys for fauna were
undertaken on 15 May 2006 to supplement surveys undertaken on 18 May and 7 December 2004.
The findings of the flora and fauna impact assessment are discussed below and the full report is at
Appendix C. An SIS was also prepared for the Proposal, as discussed in Section 6.6.2, below.
6.6.1

Existing environment
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Terrestrial vegetation
Three types of vegetation community were identified within the study area: Cumberland Plain
Woodland; swamp oak floodplain forest; and Floating and Emergent Aquatic Vegetation.
Characteristics and the distribution of the three vegetation types are summarised in Table 10
below.

Table 10. Characteristics of vegetation communities within study area
Vegetation
Type
Cumberland
Plain
Woodland

Occurrence within
Proposal site
Road verge

Swamp oak
floodplain
forest

Banks of Cabramatta Creek,
interrupted by road corridor
and a 50m cleared area south
of road reserve.
Cabramatta Creek waterway

Floating and
Emergent
Aquatic
Vegetation

Structure
Small isolated linear patches. Moderate to sparse
cover of canopy trees up t o 20m in height.
Sparse t o absent shrub layer up to three 3m in
height. Sparse to high density groundcover,
mixture of native and exotic grasses and herbs up
to one I m in height.
Moderate density cover of trees up t o 20m in
height, moderate to sparse shrub layer up to 2m
in height. Dense groundcover up t o I m in height.

Threatened flora species and populations
A desktop assessment was undertaken as part of the ecological assessment to identify any
threatened species, populations or endangered ecological communities (EECs) that may occur
within the study area. A review of relevant literature, the Commonwealth (EPBC Act) Protected
Matters Database and the NSW Wildlife Atlas databases indicate that 12 threatened flora species or
their habitats may occur in the locality'. Threatened flora species considered to have a medium to
high likelihood of occurrence in the locality or that have been previously recorded within the
locality include the Dillwynia tenuifolia, native pear (Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora), Pimelea
spicata, Pultanaea parwflora, Pultanaea pedunculata.
Only one of these species, the native pear, was recorded during the site investigation (see Figures
I -1 and 6-2(a)). It is considered unlikely that any other threatened species would inhabit the site
given its long history of disturbance and the absence of suitable habitat. Further, none have been
recorded within the study area despite several targeted searches.
The native pear (Marv:tenth wridiflora ssp. viridiflora), is listed as an endangered population within
the Liverpool local government area under the TSC Act. The occurrence of the species was
restricted t o a disturbed area of soil located on the top edge of the existing road embankment on
the southern shoulder of Camden Valley Way, approximately 370 metres west of the Bernera Road
intersection. The population covered an area approximately 40m2 in size and approximately 67
individuals were present.
Sixteen species identified within the site, including the native pear, are considered to be
"inadequately reserved in Western Sydney", and therefore considered to be of "regional
conservation significance" (NPWS 1997). Table 1 1 lists these species.

Locality is defined in the Ecological Assessment as within a 10 km radius of the site.
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Table I I. Inadequately preserved species identified on site
Native pear (Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora)
VI

Willowherb (Epilobium hirtigerum) VI

Blue Burr-daisy (Calotis cuneifolia) V3
Yellow Burr-daisy (Calotis lappulacea) V3
Einadia polygonoides V3
Mistletoe (Amyema pendulum) VI
Winter Apple (Eremophila debllis) V3
Spotted Gum (Corymbia maculata) V3
Cabbage Gum (Eucalyptus amplifolia ssp.
amp//b//a) V3

Wallaby Grass (Austrodanthonth racemosa) V3
Redleg Grass (Bothriochloa macra) V3
Windmill Grass (Chloris truncata) V3
Windmill Grass (Chloris ventricosa) V3
Spring Grass (Eriochloa pseudoacrotricha) V3
Slender Rat's Tail Grass (Sporobolus crebet) V3
Hop Bush (Dodonaea ViSCOS3 ssp. cuneata) V3

I V I = All regionally significant taxa and/or rare (5 o r less records taxa (except for sandstone species common on
surrounding sandstone plateau).
V 2 = uncommon taxa ( 6 - 1 0 records).
V3 = Common to widespread taxa (>10 records) (NPWS 1997).

The species listed above have been addressed to consider the significance of the site in the regional
context. It should be noted that not all of these species have legal protection. The RTA has
considered means to protect these species wherever practicable t o assist with the conservation of
the region's biodiversity.
Endangered ecological communities
The EPBC database search for Matters of NES indicated that the Cumberland Plain Woodland
endangered ecological community is likely to occur within the locality. Field surveys confirmed the
presence of this community. The community exists in remnant linear stands along the road side, as
shown in Figures 6-2a and 6-2b. It is fragmented and highly susceptible to edge effects.
A highly disturbed stand of swamp oak floodplain forest occurs along Cabramatta Creek, directly
north of Camden Valley Way. This vegetation community is listed as endangered under the TSC
A c t (but not the Commonwealth EPBC Act). Vegetation along the Creek has been cleared for
approximately 50 metres south of the road, forming a wide gap in the riparian forest. Although
located beyond the study area, it was noted that a stand of swamp oak floodplain forest occurs to
the south beyond this gap.
All of the vegetation within the study area has been highly simplified, both structurally and
floristically, due to the severe disturbances. As most of the land surrounding the study area has
been cleared for many years, most remaining stands of native vegetation are isolated. Most of the
study area is dominated by exotic grasses, herbs and shrubs (including many woody weeds), with
only scattered indigenous trees.
The diversity of native species present is relatively low.
Furthermore, natural regeneration of the study area has been mainly restricted to highly
disturbance tolerant species such as Acacia spp.
Noxious weeds
Many common environmental and declared noxious weed species (Noxious Weeds A c t 1993) were
observed t o occur on the site. The dominant weed species observed t o occur and their legislatively
declared categories are listed in Table I 2 below.
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Table 12. Weeds present within the study area
C o m m o n Name

Scientific Name

African Boxthorn
Lycium ferocissimum2
African Olive
Olea europaea ssp. cuspidata2
Blackberry
Rubus discolour'
Bridal Creeper
Asparagus asparagoides'
Common Verbena
Verbena officinale2
Couch
Cynodon dactylon2
Crassula sarmentosa var. sarmentosa2
Creeping Buttercup
Ranunculus repens2
Fennel
Foeniculum vulgare2
Green Cestrum
Cestrum parquil
Kikuyu
Pennisetum clandestinum2
Madeira Vine
Anredera cordifolia2
Paddy's Lucerne
Sida rhombifolia2
Panic Grass
Pan/cum maximum var. trichoglume2
Plantain
Plantago lanceolata2
Opunth strictal
Prickly Pear
Privet (Narrow-leafed)
Ligustrum sinense2
Rhodes Grass
Chloris gayana2
Wandering Jew
Tradescantia fluminensis2
White Moth Vine
Araujia sericifera2
I
Noxious Weeds A c t 1993. 2. Environmental weed.
.
Fauna
The literature and database searches indicate that 19 threatened species listed under the EPBC Act,
25 species listed under the NSW TSC Act and one species listed under the FM Act o r their habitats
may occur in the locality2.
Only a narrow range of fauna species were observed during the field surveys. This was not
necessarily a function of the brevity of the survey, but an indication of the modified nature of habitat
within the study area. Removal and modification of habitat has decreased the range of species that
can use habitat adjacent to the road. The only species inhabiting the study area are those that are
either introduced, adapted to disturbed habitats or transitory species. Fauna species observed
within the study area are detailed in Table 13.

Table 13. Fauna present within the study area
Common Names
Cattle Egret

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike

Masked Lapwing

Willie Wagtail

Nankeen Kestrel

Australian Raven

Australian Hobby

Magpie

Whistling Kite

Grey Butcherbird

Feral Pigeon

Pied Currawong

Spotted Turtledove

Common Myna

2 Locality is defined in the Ecological Assessment as within a 10 km radius of the site.
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Common Names
Crested Pigeon

Common Starling

Rainbow Lorikeet

Magpie-lark

Superb Parrot

Welcome Swallow

Swift Parrot

European Red Fox

Red-rumped Parrot

Rabbit

Eastern Rosella

Garden Skink

Tawny Frogmouth

Grass Skink

Laughing Kookaburra

Common Eastern Froglet

Noisy Miner

Brown-striped Frog

Bell Miner

Eastern Dwarf Tree Frog

Red Wattlebird

Garden Snail

White-plumed Honeyeater
O f the above species, the Swift Parrot is listed as endangered on both the TSC A c t and the EPBC
Acr, the Superb Parrot is listed as vulnerable under the EPBC A c t and the TSC A c t The Cattle
Egret is listed as a migratory species on the EPBC Act.
The record of the Swift Parrot in the study area was tentative as the individual heard calling within
degraded woodland was not subsequently observed and thus not confirmed. Swift Parrots were
observed at Mount Annan Botanic Garden (approximately 14 km to the south west) in the same
week as the May 2004 survey. Given the temporal and spatial proximity of that record, a
precautionary approach has been adopted and for the purposes of this assessment it is assumed that
the Swift Parrot is present within the study area.
The individual Superb Parrot observed was likely to be an aviary escape as this species only occurs
naturally in central-western NSW. Given that the study area is well outside the accepted
distribution of the species, it is not further considered in this assessment.
One regionally significant species, the Whistling Kite (Haliastur sphenurus), was identified within the
study area.
Other threatened species with potential to occur within the study area include the Grey-headed
Flying-fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) and the Eastern Bentwing Bat (Miniopterus schreibersii ocean/s).
Other regionally significant species with potential to occur within the study area include the Smooth
Toadlet (Uperoleia laevigata), Grey Goshawk (Accipiter novaehollandiae), Wedge-tailed Eagle
(Aquila audax), Little Eagle (Hieraaetus morphnoides) and Yellow-runnped Thornbill (Acanthiza
chrysorrhoa).
No insectivorous bats were observed in the culverts under Camden Valley Way nor in any of the
tree hollows inspected. Many individuals of the introduced Garden Snail were found near trees and
under refuse within the site. However, no specimens of the TSC A c t listed Cumberland Land Snail
were found.
Terrestrial habitat
Degraded woodland
Narrow strips of woodland occur on either side of Camden Valley Way, consisting of a canopy of
Grey Box (Eucalyptus moluccana), Forest Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) and Spotted Gum
(Corymbia maculata). The understorey and groundcover layers have mostly been removed though
there are patches supporting native shrubs such as Blackthorn (Bursaria spinosa) and Parrot-pea
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(Dillwynia sleben) with native grasses and herbs.
Six hollow bearing trees were located, capable of supporting fauna species such as birds and
insectivorous bats. The locations of hollow bearing trees are shown in Figures 6-2a and 6-2b.
Remnant eucalypts all have habitat value as they provide foraging resources, nest sites and cover for
a variety of birds. However, only one of the five hollows inspected showed signs of previous use (a
Common Myna nest). Spotted Gums have particular habitat value as they can flower abundantly
during winter. This characteristic makes them a resource for migratory and sedentary honeyeaters.
Riparian forest
Along Cabramatta Creek on the north side of Camden Valley Way is riparian forest dominated by
Forest Red Gum, Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) and some Cabbage Gum (Eucalyptus amplifolia).
The understorey and groundcover strata are mostly introduced species. One of the large Forest
Red Gums in the study area has hollows capable of supporting fauna species. The dense
groundcover provides cover for frogs that are also afforded breeding habitat in ponds along
Cabramatta Creek.
Cleared areas
Much of the study area has been cleared and consists of either rank o r slashed growth of pasture
grasses, being mostly Kikuyu (Pennisetum clandestinum), Paspalum (Paspalum dilatatum) and Couch
(Cynodon dactylon). Within some of the residences, there are gardens with mostly exotic shrubs
and trees of limited habitat value.
Aquatic habitat
Cabramatta Creek, which is intermittent in the study area, traverses Camden Valley Way
approximately 120 metres west of the intersection of Camden Valley Way and Rynan Avenue. In
the vicinity of the proposed route, this Creek has pools, some snags, overhanging banks and
Cumbungi (Typha orientalis) and Native Reed (Phragmites australis) beds. These represent
potential spawning areas for fish and other aquatic fauna such as frogs. However, due to
degradation of water quality as a result of rural run-off, only common frog species capable of
surviving in water of poor quality, for example Eastern Common Froglet (Crinia signifera) and
Brown-striped Frog (Limnodynastes perom), are likely to occur. The Creek bed is composed of silt
and sand.
The Creek traverses Camden Valley Way by way of a three cell box culvert structure. No fish
species were observed during the survey. It is considered that the only migratory fish species likely
t o inhabit the Creek is the Long-finned Eel (Anguilla reinhardtil).
Land use within the catchment upstream of Camden Valley Way is mostly rural-residential. A
number of wetlands occur along the Georges River well downstream from the site. Between the
site and the Georges River are many other culverts that retard fish movement throughout the
system.
Cabramatta Creek at and near Camden Valley Way was graded according to a preliminary NSW
Fisheries system as 'moderate fish habitat'. Consistent with NSW Fisheries advice (2003) that:
"M most cases, in areas where fish and/or other aquatic fauna are well documented, and no
threatened species are recorded, a site inspection and desktop review o f the study site and regional
area may be the required level o f assessment."
N o detailed scientific aquatic survey was undertaken. In line with the recommendations of NSW
Fisheries (2003), notes were made of the general habitat features of Cabramatta Creek, which
traverses Camden Valley Way. It is considered that this level of assessment was appropriate as the
study area is highly modified, the aquatic fauna of the catchment is well documented and the
desktop review indicated that there are no threatened species records in the vicinity.
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It is noted that, in earlier correspondence, the (former) Department of Natural Resources
identified Cabramatta Creek as "Category 1 — Environmental Corridor". It is believed that the
qualities associated with Cabramatta Creek comprising this categorisation are associated more with
downstream sections, rather than the upper reaches where the crossing is proposed.
6.6.2

Potential impacts

Threatened flora species and populations
No threatened flora species were identified within the Proposal site however several species
inadequately preserved in the region have been identified. The communities within which these
species occur are highly simplified, both structurally and floristically, due t o the severe disturbances
such as previous clearing, fragmentation, agriculture, housing development, earthworks, cleared gas
pipeline and transmission line easements, vehicle track formation, stockpiling, weed invasion and
alterations t o the 'natural' fire regime. Due to these long-term impacts, and the general isolation
from other areas of native vegetation, natural regeneration of the native community is unlikely to
occur with sufficient diversity to re-establish a viable stand of the indigenous plant community
throughout most of the study area.
The design of the Proposal would require the clearing of the population of Marsdenia viridiflora. A
number of alternatives were considered during options development in an attempt to avoid and
minimise potential impacts on the threatened population. However, due t o the constraints in the
location of the population, in particular the proximity of the ethane gas pipeline, it would not be
practicable or cost effective t o wholly avoid impacts.
An alternative option to split the carriageways around the population would nevertheless require
removal of a large area of the existing population. Surrounding vegetation would need to be
cleared for safety reasons, which would remove the shading currently provided. This would
jeopardise the viability of the remaining population in the short-term. In the long-term, the
construction of the road to its ultimate six lane configuration would further threaten the viability of
the remainder of the population and its long term survival could not be guaranteed.
The population of Marsdenia viridiflora within the Proposal site is not located within an area of
known habitat. Rather, it lies in a disturbed area adjacent t o the Edmondson Park development
area, which will be highly urbanised in the future,
The specialist assessment (included at Appendix C) concluded that the Proposal is likely to
significantly impact the population. A species impact statement has therefore been prepared for the
Proposal (UBMC, 2007). The SIS outlines the ameliorative measures t o ensure the population is
adequately conserved. Management options for the remaining population of Marsdenia viridiflora
would be further investigated during detailed design.
Endangered ecological communities
A maximum 0.01% of the I 1,005ha of remaining Cumberland Plain Woodland (measured in 2002)
would be removed for the purposes of the Proposal. The integrity of the habitat within the study
area is limited due to long term and severe disturbance upon it. Relative to remaining areas of
Cumberland Plain Woodland, the habitat within the study area is considered to be small and of
poor quality. The relative isolation of the stand from other areas o f suitable habitat further limits
the value and viability of the vegetation in the study area.
Due t o the disturbed condition and relative isolation of the native vegetation within the study area,
it is expected that these stands would continue to decline in health unless they were protected and
significant restoration works were implemented, including revegetation t o reinstate linkages and
increase floral diversity. The stands are not deemed to be contributing to the community's
recovery and therefore, the removal of these stands is not considered t o interfere with the
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recovery of the ecological community.
In summary, a significant impact upon Cumberland Plain Woodland is not anticipated. Referral to
the Commonwealth Department of Environment and Water Resources and the preparation of a SIS
are not considered t o be warranted for impacts on this community.
O f the 900m2 of swamp oak floodplain forest recorded within the study area it is expected that
approximately 200m2 of highly disturbed forest would be removed for the purposes of the
Proposal. The integrity of the habitat within the study area is limited due t o the long term, severe
disturbances inflicted upon it including culvert construction, vegetation clearance, severe weed
infestation and earthworks. The relative isolation from other areas of suitable habitat further limits
the habitat value and viability of the community within the study area. The habitat is considered to
be relatively small and of poor quality.
In summary, the habitat t o be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated is not considered to be
essential t o the long-term survival of the community within the study area or locality. No significant
impact upon swamp oak floodplain forest is expected to result from the Proposal. Therefore the
preparation of a SIS is not considered to be warranted for impacts on this community.
Noxious weeds
A wide variety of environmental and noxious weed species currently exist at the site. Where
weeds are not managed appropriately during construction and operational phases of the Proposal,
potential impacts of further weed spread and infestation may be experienced. Construction should
be managed to ensure the further spread of weed species is minimised and the occurrence of
noxious weed species is managed in accordance with the Noxious Weeds A c t for the Liverpool
local government area.
Fauna
The Proposal would not be expected t o have a significant impact upon the Swift Parrot. The
duplication of Camden Valley Way would only affect a very small amount of potential habitat. In the
context of the abundance and distribution of habitat trees within the region the proposed works
would not be expected to affect the Swift Parrot such that a decrease in population size would
occur. There is no evidence t o suggest that the study area is a favoured area of occupancy. Whilst
the study area contains some suitable foraging resources, it is not critical to the survival of the
species. Referral to the Commonwealth Minister and an SIS would not be required for impacts on
this community.
The Proposal would not be expected to have a significant impact upon the Grey-headed Flying Fox.
The Proposal would only affect a small amount of potential foraging habitat and is therefore unlikely
t o lead t o a long-term decrease in the size of the population. Furthermore, records indicate that
the population encompasses a wide area of western Sydney, and has adapted to the widespread and
continuing fragmentation of its habitat area. It si unlikely that the extent of habitat removal involved
in duplication of Camden Valley Way would cause the decline of the species. This is because it is
not a roosting site and only represents a small area of potential foraging habitat. Referral to the
Commonwealth Minister and an SIS would not be required.
The Proposal would not be expected to have a significant impact upon the Cattle Egret. The study
area could only support a few individuals of this species and is not at the limit of the species' range.
Therefore the Proposal site would not be considered to constitute important habitat. The national
population is estimated t o be in the order of 100,000 to 150,000. It is considered unlikely that an
ecologically significant proportion of the population inhabits the study area as only a few individuals
at most could use the habitat available.
As the study area provides potential habitat for, and is within the range of, the Eastern Bent-wing
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Bat, it is considered a viable local population may be present. The culverts under Camden Valley
Way at Cabramatta Creek represent a small area of marginal roosting habitat. However, there is a
limited amount of space available and considerable penetration of light, two factors that are likely to
deter the species. Furthermore, the species is yet to be found roosting there and there are
numerous other such structures in the local area. Therefore, it is unlikely that roosting habitat
would be affected.
Very little potential foraging habitat would be affected by clearing for widening of the road. Vast
areas of suitable foraging habitat occur nearby and are preserved in parks. The species is able to
move through cleared and disturbed environments. In relation to the fragmentation and isolation of
habitat that has already occurred in the south-western Sydney area, the effect of duplication of
Camden Valley Way on habitat connectivity would be minor. Given these factors it is considered
unlikely that the proposed development would place the local populations of this species at risk of
extinction therefore an SIS would not be required for impacts on this species.
Much of the area to be affected by the proposed duplication of Camden Valley Way consists of
cleared modified habitats that have little value for native fauna species. Those species occurring
within such habitats are well adapted to modified environments and are well represented in similar
habitats nearby. Duplication of Camden Valley Way between Bernera Road and Cowpasture Road
would remove some woodland habitat. The main value of this habitat is its component trees, which
provide perches, nest sites and foraging substrates for birds. The proposed duplication would also
result in the loss of three hollow-bearing trees with another three remaining unaffected as they
occur within retained vegetation patches.
Approximately 200m2 of riparian habitat along Cabramatta Creek would be affected by the
duplication. This area provides some habitat for reptiles and frogs, in the form of dense
groundcover and debris. Given that only a small area would be affected, it is already degraded and
that such habitat extends well beyond the limits of the study area, it is considered unlikely that
populations of these taxa would be affected.
Given the moderate quality of fauna habitat in the areas affected by the Proposal, and their
fragmented nature, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effect on local
populations of protected fauna.
Aquatics
Whilst some aquatic and riparian habitat would be lost as a result of widening Camden Valley Way,
the type of habitat represented is heavily modified and thus common in the local area and wider
region. It is unlikely that widening of the road would create a further barrier t o fish movement in
the long term. This is because the creek is not an important fish habitat as evidenced by its
classification as moderate fish habitat, there are no records of threatened fish species from the area
on the NSW Fisheries database, culverts are already in existence at the site and elsewhere along
the creek, and water quality appears to be poor. However, culvert works would require alteration
t o the passage of fish and other aquatic species in the short term. Appropriate mitigation measures
would be adopted to minimise any potential impacts during this period.
The provision of a low-flow channel to enable fish passage would be an improvement on the
current culvert which does not cater for fish passage under such conditions.
Site specific safeguards
•
•

During detailed design, further investigations would be undertaken into the provision of a
bridge structure instead of the proposed culvert structure over Cabramatta Creek;
The new road easement would be planted with locally occurring (indigenous) native plants
wherever possible
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•

Any trees t o be retained would be protected during and after construction by high visibility
fencing, identification on site plans and in tool-box training.

•

The loss of three hollow-bearing trees would be mitigated by the erection of at least the same
number of nesting boxes suitable for habitation by bats in those trees remaining after the
roadworks. Annual monitoring of the nesting boxes would be undertaken to determine which
species, if any, are using them and to expel any pest species such as Black Rats or Common
Mynas. Therefore, the nesting boxes need to be positioned in a location accessible by ladder.

•

A weed control program would be undertaken prior to the commencement of construction,
during construction and within the maintenance period of the Proposal.

•

Any snags that are within the footprint of the works would be repositioned (either downstream
or upstream). The local DPI Fisheries officer would be advised of the intention to relocate
snags as required by the Fish Habitat Protection Plan No. 1, a plan endorsed by the Fisheries
Management A c t 1994

•

A permit would be sought from DPI Fisheries in accordance with Section 219 of the Fisheries
Management A c t 1994 to block fish passage, should it not be feasible t o divert the channel
during culvert works.

•

Culverts would be designed to allow fish passage. Culvert design would be informed by the DPI
Fisheries publications Policy and Guidelines for Fish Friendly Waterway Crossings, Why D o Fish
Need to Cross the Road? — Fish Passage Requirements for Waterway Crossings and Fish Passage
Requirements for Waterway Crossings — Engineering Guidelines

•
•

Artificial lights, where placed, would avoid light spillover into the riparian zone.
A Vegetation Management Plan (VMP) would be developed in consultation with relevant
stakeholders for the restoration of riparian areas of Cabramatta Creek including the following
principles:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Restoration areas would include areas formerly occupied by temporary erosion control
structures.
Where scour protection is not required, disturbed areas in and around the watercourse
and the 50m core riparian area and 10m setback would be fully revegetated, consistent with
the location, t o be a fully functional riparian wildlife corridor area. The riparian zone would
be restored to a state reasonably representative of the natural ecotone;
Restored riparian zone areas should be fully structured vegetatively and should consist of a
mix of native tree, shrub and groundcover (including grass species) local to the area and be
representative and emulate the native vegetation community reasonably consistent with the
table included in DNR (now DWE) correspondence in Appendix A of this REF, as a
minimum percentage of representative species in each grouping;
Planting densities would be not be less than one tree o r one shrub per square metre,
alternately planted in approximately equal numbers, and in addition, groundcover plants at
four per square metre for areas of less than 100m2;
Bush regeneration for weed control and t o promote natural regeneration, is to be
undertaken for a minimum distance of 10m beyond any disturbed areas in the riparian
zones within the site if it is significantly degraded o r likely t o give rise to weed invasion due
t o lack of native vegetation cover before or after weed control;
Restored vegetation would be maintained for a period of at least two years after final
planting or where other revegetation methods are used, t w o years after plants are at least
of tubestock size and are at the prescribed densities and species richness. Maintenance must
include sediment and erosion control, watering, weed control, replacement of plant losses,
disease and insect control, mulching and any other requirements necessary for achieving
successful vegetation establishment;
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6.7

•

Any maintenance replanting would be replaced with the same species or with a different
species with the same growth form from the same community where the original is not
available in consultation with the DWE;

•

Successful establishment is to be regarded as a minimum 90% survival rate over all species
identified in the VMP with a maximum 5% weed cover. Maintenance replanting, where
required for more than 20% of the planted vegetation, o r 20% of the riparian area for other
regeneration methods, must be established at least 12 months before maintenance
completion be given.
Non-Aboriginal heritage

Existing environment
A search of the Australian Heritage Database for the Liverpool local government area on 14 April
2007 identified one item relevant t o the Proposal, that is, Horningsea Park. Horningsea Park also
appears on the NSW State Heritage Register, searched for the Liverpool local government area on
14 April 2007. Horningsea Park House and two associated listings which incorporate the grounds
and physical relics appear on the State Heritage Register.
Horningsea Park is an early Georgian homestead, built in the period 1830-39 by Joshua John Moore
on the 500-acre estate "Horningsea Park", granted to him in 1819. The homestead, trees and
portions of land belonging to the original land grant are considered to possess national heritage
significance. Horningsea Park is considered notable from a state heritage perspective for its links to
early exploration beyond the Cumberland Plain and the early movement o f the Australian economy
from an agricultural to a pastoral base.
Portions of the land, which once surrounded the homestead, have been developed as a low-density
housing estate. Part of the long entrance approach remains intact, however the entrance to the
property at Camden Valley Way has been remodelled t o accommodate residential traffic. The
entrance to the homestead, at the intersection of Horningsea Park Road and Camden Valley Way
was identified in a heritage survey (RTA 2004) as original alignment. Currently three lanes wide,
the entrance is asphalt sealed with landscaping and concrete entrance gates on either side.
However, given the extensive modification of the entrance, it is considered that the heritage value
of the original alignment has already been destroyed.
A survey of potential non-indigenous heritage sites on Camden Valley Way identified seven sites of
potential archaeological significance (refer Appendix D), as follows:
A service station/garage site (discussed in Section 6.2);
•
A
culvert;
•
A fence;
•
A house (Horningsea Park); and
•
Two sections of old road alignment (including the entrance t o Horningsea Park) including a
•
stand of trees.
The service station/garage site was identified south of Camden Valley Way and 300m east of
Cowpasture Road. A building still present on the site is in the position of a structure shown on a
1961 survey plan. The structure on the plan was described as clad in fibro, in contrast to the
weatherboard cladding of the current structure, which also appears to have new corrugated iron
roof sheeting. The integrity of the building is thus compromised, therefore the heritage significance
of the building is considered to be low.
The two-cell culvert, crossing Cabramatta Creek, consists of concrete and was thought to have
been constructed in 1927. The RTA's Environmental Officer (Heritage) inspected the culvert on 2
August 2006. The culvert is of one of the standard construction types used by the Department of
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Main Roads in the period between 1927 and 1947 and probably belongs to the early part of the
sequence, e.g. late 1920s o r early 1930s. In its simple construction, the culvert does not possess
any particular technical o r aesthetic significance, and given that it was of a standardised type other
examples of this form are relatively common. On the basis of these criteria the culvert is assessed
as being of no significance.
The hardwood post and wire fence line was located within the study area approximately 280m west
of Croatia Avenue. The fence line is an old property boundary marker that extends along both
sides of Camden Valley Way. A t least four sections of this fence line are approximately 100m or
longer. The fence line is in poor condition, suffering from considerable deterioration and having
collapsed in some areas. Fencing similar to that identified above was also highlighted to be of
potential heritage significance in a Review of Environmental Factors relating t o the duplication of
Camden Valley Way east o f the current Proposal (RTA 2004).
A Statement of Heritage Impact (SoHI) was prepared as part of that assessment, which found that
the demolition of such a fence would have no heritage impact. This conclusion was based on the
specialist opinion that the fence is not old enough to qualify as a relic. In the experience of the
RTA, hardwood timbers such as ironbark and grey gum when not protected from the weather have
a useful lifespan of approximately 30 years. Therefore, it is considered unlikely that the fence
satisfies the criteria for "relic".
The road alignment at the west end of Camden Valley Way is thought t o be the original road in this
location. Approximately 250m east of Cowpasture Road, a stand of trees lining the road are
considered t o be a part of the original alignment for the Hume Highway.
Potential impacts
The Proposal would not impact upon the heritage value of the Horningsea Park complex as works
would be limited t o the entrance area. This area has been extensively modified in the development
of the site therefore any heritage value is considered to have already been destroyed.
O f the four additional sites identified as potentially possessing heritage significance, the heritage
significance has been shown to be low or to have been extinguished. The Proposal would impact
directly on the stand of trees that mark the original alignment of the Hume Highway. However, the
design of the Proposal accommodates the majority of these trees within the median area,
minimising the impact.
The Proposal would require excavation and earthworks that have the potential to impact items of
non-Aboriginal heritage, should any relics be within the Proposal site. As no listed heritage items
are within the Proposal site and due to the extensive previous disturbance within the road reserve,
no impacts t o non-Aboriginal heritage resources are considered likely t o occur.
Site specific safeguards
•

Should archaeological remains be uncovered during construction, all works would cease within
the vicinity of the material/find and the RTA's Senior Environmental Officer Sydney Region
contacted.
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6.8

Aboriginal heritage

Existing environment
An aboriginal cultural heritage assessment was undertaken during preliminary environmental
investigations for the Proposal. The assessment involved investigation of the known archaeological
and environmental context of the area and assessment of identified surface sites and any potential
subsurface archaeological resource. The cultural values of the area were assessed through
consultation with the Tharawal Local Aboriginal Land Council, Gandangara Local Aboriginal Land
Council, Darug Tribal Aboriginal Corporation, Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, and
Cubbitch Barta Native Title Claimants Aboriginal Corporation.
Following a literature review of past investigations undertaken in proximity t o the study area it was
confirmed that the local area was a place visited and utilised by Aboriginal people. The location of
many recorded sites around permanent creeklines confirms the focus of Aboriginal occupation
around natural resource rich areas. Within the study area, Cabrannatta Creek is likely t o have been
exploited in the past by Aboriginal people for local resources centred on this waterway and nearby
Maxwells Creek.
On the basis of registered archaeological sites in the surrounding region t o the study area and the
results of past archaeological investigations, a number of site types are likely to occur in the study
area. These include open camp sites, which may include archaeological remains such as stone
artefacts, faunal and shell remains, charcoal and baked clay, o r isolated finds, which are commonly
found across the landscape as individual pieces which have no associated archaeological context.
The assessment of the study area however did not locate any new Aboriginal archaeological sites
nor identify any areas of archaeological potential. The paucity of archaeological material found
within the study area does not preclude the presence of Aboriginal sites along the Camden Valley
Way road reserve however the degree of past and present land disturbance seen across the study
area and the surrounding lots due mainly to agricultural land use, and commercial and residential
development is likely t o have substantially affected the archaeological resource of the site. As a
result, intact archaeological deposits are not expected to be encountered within the road corridor.
Additionally, the consultation with Local Aboriginal Land Council's and Aboriginal Corporations
regarding cultural and landscape values did not result in any objection t o the Proposal.
Potential impacts
Typical construction activities related to road construction projects have the capacity t o damage or
destroy archaeological sites o r places. Furthermore, ground-breaking construction activities have
the potential to destroy the context of any surface or sub-surface archaeological deposit.
However, the background Aboriginal archaeological research, site inspection, analysis and
assessment of the subject land undertaken for the Proposal site indicate that there are no
documented Aboriginal archaeological sites or objects within the Proposal site. Furthermore, no
specific areas of potential Aboriginal archaeological sensitivity were identified within the Proposal
site.
Any currently undetected Aboriginal archaeological sites o r objects which may occur within the
subject land are likely to be restricted to low density surface stone artefact scatters o r isolated
stone artefacts in disturbed contexts with no associated sub-surface archaeological deposit. These
have no archaeological value and would not require further archaeological investigation.
It is therefore concluded that the Proposal would be unlikely to have an adverse impact upon the
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Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area.
Site specific safeguards
•

All personnel working on site would receive training in their responsibilities under the National
Parks and Wildlife A c t 1974.

•

Should Aboriginal heritage items be uncovered during works, all works in the vicinity of the find
would cease and the following individuals would be contacted: RTA's Aboriginal Culture and
Heritage Advisor; RTA's Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney Region; a DECC representative;
and a representative of the relevant LALC and other interested Aboriginal groups. Works
would not re-commence until appropriate clearance has been received.

6.9

Noise and vibration

An operational noise, construction noise and vibration assessment was prepared for the Proposal
by RTA Environment Branch. The assessment was completed in April 2007. The findings of this
report are summarised below and included in full as Appendix E.
6.9.1

Existing environment

Road traffic noise is a feature of the Proposal site and surrounds due to the existing Camden Valley
Way location and the extent of other major infrastructure in the locality. Generally residences
located on the northern side of Camden Valley Way rear onto Camden Valley Way and are
bounded by lapped acoustic timber fences assisted in some sections with earth mounds. These
exceptions are: William Carey Christian School (WCCS), the Trash and Treasure Market, a nursery
and a landscape supply business are also adjacent to Camden Valley Way on the northern side. The
land on the southern side of Camden Valley Way is currently semi-rural and sparsely populated
with residences fronting onto Camden Valley Way. This land has recently been rezoned by
Liverpool City Council t o various uses, including medium and high density residential, as part of the
Edmondson Park Release Area.
Residences on the southern side between Rynan Avenue and 200 metres west of Croatia Avenue
are separated from the main carriageway by a dirt track and are set further back from the existing
road pavement than residences on the northern side. The vertical geometry of the existing road
includes cuts up t o 2m deep which limits the noise impact to adjacent residences.
The existing noise environment was measured at 2 locations over a continuous seven day period
between the 19 and 26 September 2005. The residence at 22 Nader Place, Horningsea Park, is
considered t o be representative of residences on the northern side of Camden Valley Way. The
residence at 1886 Camden Valley Way, Horningsea Park, is considered t o be representative of
residences on the southern side of Camden Valley Way.
The Proposal was determined t o meet the definition of "redevelopment of existing freeway/arterial
road" under the Environmental Criteria f o r Road Traffic Noise (ECRTN) criteria. The results of
the background noise monitoring and the relevant recommended noise levels are presented in
Table 14 below. Recommended noise levels for residences during both day and night time periods
are:
•
•

LAeci (15 hr) daytime (7ann — lOpm) level of 60 dB(A), and
LAeci (9 hr) night time (10pm — 7ann) level of 55 dB(A).

Noise levels recommended by the ECRTN for existing schools affected by noise from the Proposal
are:
•
•

LAeq (1 hr) level of 45dB(A) (internal), and
LAeq (15 hr) daytime (7am — lOpm) level of 55dB(A) (playground).
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For all road proposals, the criteria apply on the basis of the traffic volumes predicted 10 years from
the year of opening to traffic. These are termed the base goals.
A t receivers where the criteria are already exceeded, the ECRTN states that the Proposal should
be designed so as not to increase existing noise levels by more than 2dB(A). This is termed the
allowance goal

Table 14. Existing traffic noise levels for daytime and night time versus the noise goal.
Day

22 Nader
Place

1886 Camden
Valley W a y

22 Nader
Place

1886 Camden
Valley Way

Day LAeq (I5hr) dB(A)

Night LAeq (9hr) dB(A)

G O A L = 60dB(A)

G O A L = 55db(A)

1:20 Sept 05

58

60

56

61

2: 21 Sept 05

58

60

55

60

3: 22 Sept 05

58

60

56

61

4:23 Sept 05

58

60

56

61

5: 24 Sept 05

57

57

55

59

6: 25 Sept 05

56

56

51

54

7: 26 Sept 05

60

62

57

58

58

59

55

59

Mean

Daytime Leq(15hr), the Leq noise level for the 15 hour period between 7am and lOpm.
Night time Leq(9hr), the Leq noise level for the 9 hour period between lOpm and 7am.

The average traffic noise level at 1886 Camden Valley Way currently exceeds noise goals at night.
The average traffic noise level during day time hours is currently within goal levels for both
properties. The noise goal is also satisfied by night time traffic noise levels at 22 Nader Place.
6.9.2

Potential impacts

Operational Noise
Noise levels were calculated using "US Federal Highways Administration Traffic Noise Model"
software for three different scenarios:
• Existing conditions — enabling calibration of the model with existing traffic data and measured
road traffic noise.
nothing" case for 2011 — providing baseline noise levels for establishing the assessment
"Do
•
criteria.
• The future Camden Valley Way conditions following duplication in 2011.
• The future Camden Valley Way conditions following duplication in 2021.
Predicted noise levels are presented in Table 15 and Table 16 below.
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Table IS. Predicted traffic noise levels for daytime (LAeg 15h,.) versus the noise goal
Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

55

57(2)

No

59

No

55

58 (3)

No

59

No

69 Tabletop
Cct

55

58 (3)

No

60

No

No

17 Nader PI

55

58 (3)

No

60

No

55

No

21 Nader PI

55

58 (3)

No

60

No

No

55

No

23 Nader PI

57

58 (I)

No

61

Yes

53(l)

No

54

No

25 Nader PI

57

59 (2)

No

61

Yes

52

54 (2)

No

55

No

27 Nader PI

58

59 (I)

No

61

Yes

53

54 (1)

No

56

No

26 Nader PI

58

59 (1)

No

61

Yes

53

55 (2)

No

56

No

24 Nader PI

58

59 (1)

No

60

No

53

55 (2)

No

57

No

20 Nader PI

58

59 (1)

No

61

Yes

54

55(l)

No

57

No

60

60 (0)

No

61

Yes

54

56 (2)

No

58

No

59

58 (-I)

No

60

No

54

56 (2)

No

58

No

60

59 (-1)

No

60

No

55

57 (2)

No

58

No

59

57 (-2)

No

59

No

10 Rules PI

60

60(0)

No

61

Yes

54

56(2)

No

58

No

14 Bulmann

59

60 (1)

No

62

Yes

52

55 (3)

No

57

No

Noise
Catchment
22 Nader PI
32 Bulmann
Ave
1886
Camden
Valley Way
45 Tabletop
Cct
47 Tabletop
Cct
49 Tabletop
Cct
S I Tabletop
Cct
53 Tabletop
Cct
53A
Tabletop Cct
55 Tabletop
Cct
57 Tabletop
Cct
59 Tabletop
Cct
61 Tabletop
Cct
63 Tabletop
Cct
65 Tabletop
Cct

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

58

59(I)

No

61

Yes

59

58(-l)

No

60

No

59

66 (7)

Yes

68

Yes

52

53 (I)

No

55

52

53(l)

No

52

53(l)

52

Future
Existing
dB(A)
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Exceeds
Goals?

Future
Existing

Noise
Catchment

dB(A)

67 Tabletop
Cct
67A Tabletop
Cct

79 Joshua
Moore Dry
81 Joshua
Moore Dry
83 Joshua
Moore Dry
85 Joshua
Moore Dry
14 Martino
Close
21 Brooman

61

Noise
Catchment
Ave
16 Bulmann
Ave
18 Bulmann
Ave
20 Bulmann
Ave
22 Bulmann
Ave
24 Bulmann
Ave
26 Bulmann
Ave
28 Bulmann
Ave
30 Bulmann
Ave
34 Bulmann
Ave
36 Bulmann
Ave
38 Bulmann
Ave
40 Bulmann
Ave
William
Carey
Christian
School
I I Martino
Close

Future
Existing
d B(A)

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
d B (A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
d B(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
d B(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
d B(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

54

57(3)

No

58

No

53

54 (I)

No

56

No

54

54 (0)

No

56

No

54

55 (1)

No

56

No

54

55 (1)

No

56

No

53

54(l)

No

56

No

54

54(0)

No

56

No

Future
Existing

Noise
Catchment

d B (A)

Street
23 Brooman
Street
25 Brooman
Street
22 Brooman
Street
7 Durras
Street
9 Durras
Street
9A Durras
Street
I I Durras
Street

59

60(l)

No

61

Yes

57

58 (I)

No

60

No

58

59(l)

No

60

No

58

58 (0)

No

60

No

59

59(0)

No

60

No

59

58 (-I)

No

60

No

59

58 (-I)

No

60

No

59

58 (-1)

No

60

No

15 Campi Ct

53

53(0)

No

55

No

59

58 (-1)

No

60

No

17 Campi Ct

54

54 (0)

No

56

No

59

58 (-1)

No

60

No

18 Campi Ct

53

53(0)

No

54

No

58

57 (-I)

No

59

No

55

54 (-I)

No

56

No

58

57 (-I)

No

59

No

55

53 (-2)

No

55

No

60

58 (-2)

No

60

No

56

55 (-I)

No

56

No

55

57 (2)

No

59

No

57

55 (-2)

No

57

No

6 Anich Place

57

55 (-2)

No

57

No

57

61(4)

Yes

62

Yes

4 Anich Place

57

56 (-I)

No

57

No

59

62 (3)

Yes

64

Yes

7 Rosella

55

53 (-2)

No

54

No

58

62 (4)

Yes

64

Yes
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15 Spagnolo
Place
17 Spagnolo
Place
14 Spagnolo
Place
12 Spagnolo
Place
1936 Camden
Valley Way
1926 Camden
Valley Way
1916 Camden

62

Noise
Catchment

Future
Existing
dB(A)

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Street
14 RoseIla
52
Street
11 Zoric
54
Close
13 Zoric
56
Close
24 Zoric
57
Close
22 Zoric
57
Close
14-16
52
Yerona
Street
1986
Camden
63
Valley Way
1976
63
Camden
Valley Way
1956
57
Camden
Valley Way
1944
Camden
57
Valley Way
Davi-imp I pa( I Shr). the Len noise

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

57

61(4)

Yes

63

Yes

59

65 (6)

Yes

67

Yes

58

63 (5)

Yes

65

Yes

65

67 (2)

No

68

Yes

63

64 (I)

No

66

Yes

Future
Existing

Noise
Catchment

dB(A)

Valley Way
1906 Camden
Valley Way
1894 Camden
Valley Way
1884 Camden
Valley Way
3 Rynan
Avenue
1754 Camden
Valley Way

50 (-2)

No

52

No

53 (-I)

No

55

No

55 (-I)

No

57

No

55 (-2)

No

57

No

55 (-2)

No

57

No

51 (-I)

No

53

No

1726 Camden
Valley Way

65

65 (0)

No

67

No

63 (0)

No

65

No

77 Joshua
Moore Dry

57

56 (-1)

No

58

No

63(0)

No

65

No

60 (3)

No

61

Yes

61(4)

Yes

63

Yes

level for the 15 hour !period between 7am and lOom. Figures in bold indicate acute noise goals Len(15hrl>65dB(A). Brackets indicate the predicted chang
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Table 16.

Predicted traffic noise levels for night time (L9h,.) versus the noise goal
Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

55

56 (I)

No

58

Yes

56

55 (-I)

No

57

No

59

66 (7)

Yes

68

Yes

49

50 (1)

No

52

49

50 (1)

No

49

50 (I)

49

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

52

54 (2)

No

56

Yes

52

55 (3)

No

56

Yes

69 Tabletop
Cct

52

55 (3)

No

57

Yes

No

17 Nader PI

52

55 (3)

No

57

Yes

52

No

21 Nader PI

52

55 (3)

No

57

Yes

No

52

No

23 Nader PI

54

55 (I)

No

57

Yes

50 (1)

No

51

No

25 Nader PI

54

56 (2)

No

58

Yes

49

51(2)

No

52

No

27 Nader PI

55

56 (I)

No

58

Yes

50

51 (1)

No

53

No

26 Nader PI

55

56 (1)

No

58

Yes

50

52 (2)

No

53

No

24 Nader PI

55

56 (I)

No

57

No

50

52 (2)

No

54

No

20 Nader PI

55

56 (I)

No

58

Yes

51

52(I)

No

54

No

57

57 (0)

No

58

No

51

53(2)

No

55

No

56

55(-l)

No

57

No

51

53(2)

No

55

No

57

56(-l)

No

57

No

52

54 (2)

No

55

No

56

54 (-2)

No

56

No

10 Rules PI

57

57 (0)

No

58

No

51

53(2)

No

55

No

14 Bulmann

56

57 (I)

No

59

Yes

49

52 (3)

No

54

No

Noise
Catchment
22 Nader PI
32 Bulmann
Ave
1886
Camden
Valley Way
45 Tabletop
Cct
47 Tabletop
Cct
49 Tabletop
Cct
SI Tabletop
Cct
53 Tabletop
Cct
53A
Tabletop Cct
55 Tabletop
Cct
57 Tabletop
Cct
59 Tabletop
Cct
61 Tabletop
Cct
63 Tabletop
Cct
65 Tabletop
Cct

Future
Existing
dB(A)
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Future
Existing

Noise
Catchment

dB(A)

67 Tabletop
Cct
67A Tabletop
Cct

79 Joshua
Moore Dry
81 Joshua
Moore Dry
83 Joshua
Moore Dry
85 Joshua
Moore Dry
14 Martino
Close
21 Brooman
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Noise
Catchment
Ave
16 Bulmann
Ave
18 Bulmann
Ave
20 Bulmann
Ave
22 Bulmann
Ave
24 Bulmann
Ave
26 Bulmann
Ave
28 Bulmann
Ave
30 Bulmann
Ave
34 Bulmann
Ave
36 Bulmann
Ave
38 Bulmann
Ave
40 Bulmann
Ave
William
Carey
Christian
School
I I Martino
Close

Future
Existing
dB(A)

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

51

54 (3)

No

55

No

50

51 (1)

No

53

No

51

51(0)

No

53

No

51

52 (1)

No

53

No

51

52 (I)

No

53

No

50

51 (I)

No

53

No

51

51(0)

No

53

No

Future
Existing

Noise
Catchment

dB(A)

Street
23 Brooman
Street
25 Brooman
Street
22 Brooman
Street
7 Durras
Street
9 Durras
Street
9A Durras
Street
11 Durras
Street

56

57 (I)

No

58

No

54

55 (I)

No

57

Yes

55

56(l)

No

57

No

55

55 (0)

No

57

No

56

56 (0)

No

57

No

56

55 (-I)

No

57

No

56

55 (-I)

No

57

No

56

55 (-I)

No

57

No

15 Campi Ct

50

50(0)

No

52

No

56

55 (-1)

No

57

No

17 Campi Ct

51

51(0)

No

53

No

56

55 (-I)

No

57

No

18 Campi Ct

50

50 (0)

No

51

No

55

54 (-I)

No

56

No

52

51 (-1)

No

53

No

55

54 (-I)

No

56

No

52

50 (-2)

No

52

No

57

55 (-2)

No

57

No

53

52(-I)

No

53

No

52

54 (2)

No

56

Yes

54

52 (-2)

No

54

No

6 Anich Place

54

52 (-2)

No

54

No

57

61(4)

Yes

62

Yes

4 Anich Place

54

53 (-1)

No

54

No

59

62 (3)

Yes

64

Yes

7 Rosella

52

50 (-2)

No

51

No

58

62 (4)

Yes

64

Yes
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15 Spagnolo
Place
17 Spagnolo
Place
14 Spagnolo
Place
12 Spagnolo
Place
1936 Camden
Valley Way
1926 Camden
Valley Way
1916 Camden
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Noise
Catchment

Future
Existing
dB(A)

Street
14 Rosella
Street
11 Zoric
Close
13 Zoric
Close
24 Zoric
Close
22 Zoric
Close
14-16
Yerona
Street
1986
Camden
Valley Way
1976
Camden
Valley Way
1956
Camden
Valley Way
1944
Camden
Valley Way
Night time Lea(9hrl.

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2011
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

Predicted
Operational
Noise 2021
dB(A)

Exceeds
Goals?

57

61(4)

Yes

62

Yes

59

65 (6)

Yes

67

Yes

58

63 (5)

Yes

65

Yes

64

67 (3)

Yes

68

Yes

63

64 (1)

Yes

66

Yes

Future
Existing

Noise
Catchment

dB(A)

Valley Way
1906 Camden
Valley Way
1894 Camden
Valley Way
1884 Camden
Valley Way
3 Rynan
Avenue
1754 Camden
Valley Way

49

47 (-2)

No

49

No

51

50 (-1)

No

52

No

53

52 (-2)

No

54

No

54

52 (-2)

No

54

No

54

52 (-2)

No

54

No

49

48 (-I)

No

50

No

I 726 Camden
Valley Way

65

65 (0)

Yes

67

No

63

63 (0)

No

65

No

77 Joshua
Moore Dry

54

53 (-I)

No

SS

No

63

63(0)

No

65

No

57

60 (3)

No

61

Yes

57

61(4)

Yes

63

Yes

the Lea noise level for the 9 hour period between I Opm and 7am. Figures in bold indicate acute noise goals Lea(9hrl>60dB(A). Brackets indicate the predicted change.
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The majority of residences on the northern side would expect only a marginal, if any
increase, in traffic noise at project opening (2011). Some residences in Tabletop Circuit and
Nader Place would expect an increase in traffic noise ranging from 1 to 3 dB(A) as a result
of the road moving slightly closer to residences at this location. Residences located on the
southern side of Camden Valley Way would expect an increase in traffic noise level of up to
7 dB(A) as a result of the new carriageway being closer than the existing road, especially east
of Rynan Avenue where the deviation is greatest.
In 2021, residences on the northern side of Camden Valley Way would experience varying
increases in traffic noise ranging from two to five decibels. Most of the residences at
Tabletop Circuit would continue to satisfy allowance goals. Residences on Joshua Moore
Drive would experience a marginal noise increase whilst still satisfying the allowance goals.
The dwellings at numbers 67, 67A and 69 Tabletop Circuit, and the majority of dwellings at
Nader Place would exceed the allowance goals. With the exception of two dwellings,
residences fronting Bulmann Avenue and rearing Camden Valley Way would satisfy
allowance goals. The residences at numbers 14 and 18 BuInnann Avenue would experience a
three decibel increase in noise and exceed the allowance goal.
Consideration was given to the design of the road alignment adjacent to William Carey
Christian School t o ensure that the traffic noise impact is minimal as a result of the Proposal.
Predicted noise values indicate that there would be no increase in traffic noise for William
Carey Christian School in the year 2021.
Fourteen residences on the southern side of Camden Valley Way would be subject to
increased traffic noise t o the extent that baseline goals and allowance goals are exceeded. In
,q(15hr)>65dB(A)
several instances, acute noise levels (I—
or Leono>60dB(A)) would be
experienced at these residences. Residences on the southern side of Camden Valley Way
are sparsely spaced and front onto the road corridor thereby ruling out the use of noise
barriers as a viable form of noise mitigation. Furthermore it is noted that this area has been
identified as a future subdivision to support medium and high density housing.
Modelling of alternative noise barrier heights for the northern side of Camden Valley Way
indicates that although some residences would experience a reduction in noise levels below
goal levels, this would not be the case for all homes. Furthermore, the RTA Environmental
Noise Management Manual 2001 states that the noise benefit of installing noise barriers
should be at least 5dB(A) at the most affected residence. As this criterion is not achieved,
increasing the height of the existing acoustic fence is considered not cost effective.
Furthermore, addition to the existing acoustic fence would be difficult t o construct and
visually obtrusive.
The need for noise mitigation for future residences on the southern side of Camden Valley
Way would be governed by the land use planning within the development precinct which
would imposed design requirements on residences to address potential noise impacts. The
RTA would retain a commitment t o the project noise goals however it would look to
implement them as required to allow for possible land use changes as a strategic
development tool that would deliver better environmental outcomes. Consultation with
Liverpool Council in relation to noise mitigation for the Edmondson Park development area
would continue. It is noted that any new development would be subject to the provisions of
the Liverpool LEP requiring noise mitigation. For the existing residences on the southern
side of Camden Valley Way, where treatment is warranted, the RTA would consult directly
with the building owners on available treatment options in accordance with government
policy.
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Maximum noise
Maximum noise is a calculation related to sleep disturbance. Although no sleep assessment
goals are provided within the ECRTN, an assessment of maximum noise events during the
night would be undertaken. A maximum noise event (as defined in the ENMM) is described
as the 1_,ax noise levels greater than 65dB(A) where Lma. — Lecono I 5dB(A). Noise logging
software developed by Wilkinson Murray Pty Ltd would be utilised in this assessment.
The Proposal would involve the signalisation of three intersections along Camden Valley
Way, CorfieId Road, Rynan Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive, which may increase the
potential for maximum noise events. Noise monitoring was therefore undertaken at the
existing signalised intersection at Camden Valley Way and Bernera Road to gauge the base
noise level at a representative signalised intersection location. The number of potential sleep
disturbance events increased from three between 22:00 and 23:00 to six between 23:00 and
00:00 then to eight between 00:00 and 01:00. The monitoring however indicated that a
maximum noise event was recorded for almost every pass-by, irrespective of whether the
traffic was free flowing or not. This is contrary to the purpose of the above of the ENMM
t o assess maximum noise levels. From previous RTA experience, this limitation is observed
where the traffic volume during the night time period is low giving rise t o a low ambient
background noise, as is the case for Camden Valley Way.
It is possible for sleep disturbance to occur at the proposed signalised intersections following
the opening of the Proposal. However, any impact to residents in the immediate vicinity
would be minimal owing to the low volumes of traffic at night.
Construction noise
Guidelines for the assessment of construction noise criteria are established by the EPA's
Environmental Noise Control Manual 1994. For a construction period of 26 weeks or
greater, the L10 noise level must not exceed the background noise level 1.90 during the
scheduled daytime hours by more than 5dB(A). Sleep arousal goals are also applied to night
time periods: the L1 level of any noise should not exceed the ambient L90 by more than 15
dB(A).
Works that do not satisfy these criteria are only permitted after all feasible and reasonable
noise mitigation measures have been exhausted.
Background noise levels relevant to construction noise criteria are provided below in Table
17

Table 17. Existing and target background noise levels dB(A)
Receptor

Day LA90

Goal

Goal

LA I 0

Evening
LA90

Goal

LA I 0

Night
LA90

LA 10, LAI

1: 22 Nader Place
Horningsea Park

48.6

53.6

47.6

52.6

36.0

41.0/51.0

2: 1886 Camden
Valley Way
Horningsea Park

50.9

55.9

53.7

58.7

37.8

42.8/52.8

Day: 7am t o 6pm, Evening: 6pm to I Opm and Night: I Opm to 7am.

Typical sound power levels of the type of construction plant items likely t o be employed on
the site are presented in Table 18. It is noted that the sound power level of a machine is
independent of the distance between the source and the receiver.
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Table 18. Typical sound power levels of construction plant items
Sound Power Level dB(A)

Plant Item
Excavator (200 to 300kW)

114-118

Pneumatic Rock Breaker (27kg silenced &
muffled steel)

105- 110

Dump Truck (25t, 120kW)

<1 I 4

Vibratory Roller

100-104

Predictions of construction noise at the monitoring sites have been undertaken, based upon
the average values from the above table for a range of assumed construction equipment.
Further details of these calculations are provided in Appendix I. Results of the predictions
and noise construction objectives are presented in Table I 9.

Table 19. Construction noise level objectives and predicted noise levels at receivers.
Receptor

2

Project Specific Construction Noise Goals
dB(A)
Day Lio

Evening Lio

54

53

56

59

Predicted Construction
Noise Levels dB(A)
L10

L,

41/51

83

90

43/53

79

86

Night L10/L1

Day: 7am to 6pm, Evening: 6pm to I Opm and Night: I Opm to 7am. Receptor addresses as for Table 8.12.

Construction noise levels would exceed the construction noise goals for dwellings located
adjacent to the Proposal. However, construction activities would be transient in nature, and
construction equipment would not be expected to be used in front of any particular
residence for the full duration of work. Best practice work methodology is recommended
to minimise the potential for impact.
Vibration
Construction activities involved in the duplication of Camden Valley Way likely to cause
perceptible vibration is limited to vibratory rolling. General RTA experience has shown that
residences located 20m from the road construction location would experience vibration
levels of up to 3mm/s. While this level of vibration is well below that which may cause
architectural damage it is likely to be perceived by residents.
The majority of residences that are located close to the construction zone occur on the
northern side of Camden Valley Way and include: 69 Tabletop Circuit Horningsea Park; 20
to 27 Nader Place Horningsea Park; 79 to 85 Joshua Moore Drive Horningsea Park; and 25
Brooman Street Prestons. Two residences on the southern side of Camden Valley Way are
also in relatively close proximity to the Proposal footprint: 3 Rynan Avenue Edmondson
Park; and 1754 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park. For the remainder of the residences
within the suburbs adjoining the Proposal site, vibration is expected to be imperceptible.
6.9.3
•

•

Site specific safeguards

Consultation would be undertaken with residents predicted to experience an increase in
noise such that allowance noise goals are exceeded. The viability of architectural
treatments would be explored.
Consultation with Liverpool City Council would be undertaken concerning plans to
develop the Edmondson Park area. Land use options that reduce the need for noise
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•

•

•

•

•
•

mitigation have any will continue to be promoted t o Liverpool City Council by the RTA.
Best management practice would be applied in the development of a noise and vibration
management plan (NVMP). The RTA's ENMM would be consulted in the development
of any noise mitigation strategies.
Where work is conducted outside normal working hours and noise goal exceedances
are predicted, all feasible and reasonable noise mitigation measures would be evaluated
and included in the NVMP. If after the application of all feasible and reasonable
measures it is still predicted that there would be a noise goal exceedance, the RTA's out
of normal hours construction programming and consultation protocols would be
followed (Practice Note vii of the ENMM).
The following "source control" construction noise management options would be
incorporated in the NVMP. This list is not exhaustive.
• W o r k would be limited to standard daylight hours wherever possible.
• Noisy activities would be limited t o daylight hours o r early evening wherever
possible.
• Low-noise plant and equipment would be used, ensuring quality mufflers are
installed.
• Stringent noise emission limits would be established for plant and equipment.
• A noise monitoring audit programme would be undertaken t o ensure equipment
remains within the specified limits.
Quieter
and less vibratory equipment would be used wherever possible.
•
• Only necessary equipment would be on site and operational at any time.
• Noisy activities would be concentrated at one location to limit the duration of
exposure, moving as quickly as possible to the next location.
Vehicle
•
movements outside of construction hours, such as loading and unloading
operations, would be minimised and avoided where possible.
• Equipment would be maintained and fitted with adequately maintained silencers
which meet the design specifications.
• Only necessary equipment size and power would be used.
• W o r k site induction training would be undertaken t o educate staff on noise
sensitivity and the need to minimise noise.
• Alternatives to reversing alarms would be considered, such as "smart" reversing
alarms or manually adjustable alarms. Any alternatives would comply with the
Occupational Health and Safety Plan, with the concurrence of the Occupational
Health and Safety Officer.
The following "path control" construction noise management options would be
incorporated in a NVMP. This list is not exhaustive.
• Temporary construction noise barriers would be considered. These would be
installed as early as possible in the construction process.
• Equipment would be located t o take advantage of the noise barriers provided by
existing site features and structures such as embankments and storage sheds.
W
o r k would be limited to daylight hours wherever possible.
•
Noisy
activities would be limited to daylight hours o r early evening wherever
•
possible.
• Noise control kits would be installed for noisy mobile equipment and shrouds would
be installed for stationary plant as necessary.
• Noisy plant would be located as far away as possible from noise-sensitive receptors.
Access sites would be located as far from noise-sensitive areas as possible.
Community consultation would be undertaken. Features of the consultation would
include but not be limited to:
• A community information program prior to the commencement of construction
and/or high risk activities. This usually involves a leaflet distribution and direct
discussions and negotiations with affected residents, explaining the type, time and
duration of expected noise emissions.
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The involvement of affected residents in the development of acceptable noise
management strategies.
• A nominated community liaison officer with a contact telephone number.
• A complaints hotline.
• Timely responses to complaints, providing information on planned actions and
progress toward the resolution of concerns.
Pre-construction surveys of the structural integrity of dwellings close to the
construction footprint (identified in the "Vibration" sub-section above) and any other
dwelling located 20m from road construction would be undertaken.
Vibration monitoring would be undertaken during the construction activities likely to
cause vibration.
The use of the lightest roller possible would be considered when vibratory rolling is to
be undertaken in close proximity to dwellings.
•

•

•
•

6.10 Visual amenity and landscape
Existing environment
The visual environment of the Proposal site is dominated by Camden Valley Way. To the
north the visual landscape is largely urban having been subject to extensive residential
development in recent years. South of Camden Valley Way, rural land uses remain
prominent.
The features of the study area that contribute to the visual amenity include the following:
Landform characterised by undulating gentle to moderate slopes, specifically at the
•
eastern end of the study area where the existing Camden Valley Way is in a cut;
Disturbed and fragmented patches of vegetation, although there are several large
•
visually prominent trees within the road reserve along the southern side of Camden
Val ley Way;
Cabramatta Creek with associated remnant riparian vegetation;
•
An
existing road construction compound site on the southern side of Camden Valley
•
Way;
Cleared paddocks of rural properties to the south of Camden Valley Way; and
•
Noise walls, the entrance to the 'Trash & Treasure' markets, William Carey Christian
•
School and landscaping and horticultural supply stores along the northern side of
Camden Valley Way.
The visual features described above are not considered to be outstanding and tend to be
common t o other sections of Camden Valley Way and major roads of the western Sydney.
An Urban and Landscape Design Review and Assessment (Spackman & Mossop, 2004) was
prepared for the duplication of Camden Valley Way, MS Motorway to Bernera Road, which
exists within a landscape context very similar to the Proposal site. In this report, Camden
Valley Way corridor character types were categorised as follows:
The suburban fringe: the landscape currently undergoing the transition from
•
previously rural and rural residential land uses to urban development.
Rural residential and small-lot rural properties: housing estates give way to rural
•
residential lots and small scale rural activities such as market garden farming.
Larger and denser stands of vegetation occur.
The 'Cowpastures' rural landscape: the landscape opens up to occasional glimpses
of the Blue Mountains. Rural lot sizes become more generous with larger dams
and less remnant vegetation.
Narellan and the approach to Camden: this changes from the Cowpasture
landscape to the rapidly growing area comprising Narellan, Harrington Park and
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Smeaton Grange. Views of Camden become more prominent.
The existing views of the study area are limited to road users and residences. Some of these
views are also considered t o be localised as a result of the topography and vegetation within
the study area. Views of the road corridor from residences on the northern side of Camden
Valley would be largely impeded by the boundary fences of the estates in which they are
located and noise wall elements. Residences on the southern side of the road corridor are
likely to have a full view of Camden Valley Way.
Overall, the scenic quality of the study area and its immediate environs would be considered
low to moderate. The areas of urban development create a poor visual outlook for
motorists. The southern proportion of the study area however is largely characterised by a
mixture of introduced and native vegetation associations in combination with agricultural
practices. This environment, although natural in appearance, is considered to be somewhat
modified and therefore the visual amenity would be considered moderate. Trees located
within the road corridor itself provide some visual relief for motorists when considered in
the context of the residential development. In the context of the rural areas, the trees
These remnant
create connectivity between the road corridor and the rural landscape.
considered
have
moderate
visual
value.
amenity
trees are
to
Potential impacts
Construction
Construction activities would result in short term negative impacts upon the scenic quality
and landscape character of the study area. Likely visual impacts would include exposed
surfaces associated with removal of vegetation, earthworks and stockpile sites,
sedimentation structures, compound sites, the presence of construction plant and
equipment and accumulation of soils and mud on the local road network. Impacts upon
visual amenity associated with construction activities could be indirect, for example,
earthworks and vehicle movements resulting in dust generation.
As described above, affected views would be largely limited to road users and the few
residences to the south of Camden Valley Way. Residents to the north of the road are
largely shielded by noise walls lining the boundary of the estate.
The potential visual impacts during construction would be minimised through best
management practice and the mitigation measures outlined below.
Operation
The Proposal footprint would impact upon the existing road alignment and a linear strip of
road reserve largely t o the south of the existing road for the length of the Proposal. The
majority of the linear strip of road reserve is currently disturbed. A number of underground
utility services are located within the road reserve and an informal access track exists to the
south of the road that is used by property owners. The Proposal would approximately
double the amount of road pavement within the study area and would thus require the
removal of vegetation currently existing within the road reserve. Vegetation would,
however, be retained where practicable and safe within the median created by the Proposal.
Long term visual impacts would include:
Doubling the amount of pavement/ road surface for much of the study area;
•
Introducing
additional infrastructure (such as traffic lights and street lights) and hard
•
surfaces in the corridor for shared paths, concrete medians (at intersections) and bus
stop areas; and
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•

Removal of remnant trees on the southern side of the existing carriageway for the
second (west-bound) carriageway, additional turning lanes/ intersections and
embankments. They would not be able to be replaced due to utility constraints and
therefore result in a long-term visual impact.

These are considered to be acceptable negative visual impacts on the environment, as the
study area is essentially a disturbed roadside environment.
The view would be most
dramatically affected for road users, a group with low sensitivity to changes in visual amenity
due t o their transient presence in the area. The vast majority of residences would be
shielded from the altered visual environment by noise walls that mark the boundary of the
estates. Homes within these areas are serviced by internal streets and are positioned to
face these streets. Therefore homes on the periphery of Camden Valley Way would not be
overlooking this road. Views would be affected for some residences on the southern side of
Camden Valley Way which currently have an uninterrupted view over the road. Many of
these houses are positioned to overlook the road corridor. However, this entire area has
been identified for future residential development. The homes currently located here would
have a relatively short period of tenure remaining. It is likely that homes in the new estate
would be shielded from the road corridor in the same manner as those on the northern side
of Camden Valley Way. This will depend on the techniques that the relevant developers of
the Edmondson Park area propose and what development controls Liverpool City Council
put in place through the relevant environmental planning instrument.
Although there is the potential for a reduction in the visual amenity of the study area as a
result of the Proposal, the introduction and consistency of urban design features, landscaping
and a revegetation program would assist in the mitigation of these impacts. Elements of an
urban design strategy adopted for the duplication of Camden Valley Way M5 Motorway to
Bernera Road should be adopted for the current Proposal. Design features for the Proposal
would be generally consistent with that strategy as implemented.
Key design features, with the aim of protecting and reinstating the existing urban and
landscape values, as well as providing user amenity, include:
Generally utilise tree and shrub planting to provide attractive character, screen fences,
•
soften the interface of the road to surrounding areas, provide visual interest along the
road, reduce perceived pavement width and increase pedestrian amenity;
Plant trees in irregular groups where possible to maintain the current semi rural road
•
character with remnant stands of trees;
Implement a long-term planting strategy to gradually replace the existing trees as they
•
die o r are cleared for future widening. Where practicable and safe, ensure a significant
amount of mature/ advanced tree planting is retained and/or present in the corridor at
all times;
Planting of central medians to reduce the overall effect of carriageway duplication and
•
provide visual relief. Vary the height of planting material from low groundcover plants
on curved sections of the road to meet stopping sight distance requirements, to shrubs
and trees in areas without stopping sight distance and future widening limitations;
Arrange tree and shrub planting to maintain private property driveway access onto
•
Camden Valley Way in the short term/ transitional phase, until internal subdivision
access is available;
Where practicable, provide separation of the shared pedestrian cycle path from the
•
road pavement/ carriageway to maximise safety and amenity for path users; and
Complement
existing native roadside and riparian planting with indigenous Cumberland
•
Plain Woodland Endangered Ecological Community vegetation including trees, shrubs,
grasses and groundcovers (refer to Urban Bushland Management Consultants, 2003 for
species list).
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Site specific safeguards
Consideration of the key design features discussed above.
•
Visual
and landscape impacts would be mitigated in accordance with the specifications
•
set out in Section 6.9 (Vegetation) of RTA's QA Specification G36 and QA Specification
RI78 — Vegetation.
All
compound sites would be kept tidy and generally free of rubbish.
•
A
Landscape
Plan would be prepared, incorporating, as appropriate, the landscape
•
design features described in the urban design strategy and listed above. The plan would
be approved by the Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney Region. Liverpool Council
would be contacted in the development of this plan to ensure consistency with their
Street Tree Strategy Plan.
The landscape plan would include maintenance
requirements.
Landscaping of medians and traffic islands would be undertaken where possible to
•
soften and break up large areas of pavement and reduce perceived intersection width.
Landscaping of corridor verges would be undertaken where possible to reduce
•
perceived intersection width and screen visually unattractive infrastructure and fences.

6.11 Socio-economic considerations
Existing environment
Access
Currently, residential properties on the northern side of the Proposal do not have direct
access to Camden Valley Way. Their access is channelled through Horningsea Park Drive
and Corfield Road.
Both intersections function as t-junctions with painted seagull
arrangements in place for right turn entry and egress. There are also several businesses on
the northern side including the 'Trash and Treasure Market' property and horticultural and
landscape supply businesses. The 'Trash and Treasure Market' has direct, unrestricted
access to Camden Valley Way, while access to the nursery and landscape supply businesses
is limited to left in-left out only. Access to the William Carey Christian School is from
Bunnbera Street.
South of Camden Valley Way, rural land holdings have full and unrestricted direct access to
Camden Valley Way. It is expected that these properties will be subdivided in the near
future as part of the Edmondson Park development, as has happened t o the north of the
road corridor. Access to Camden Valley Way from the new residential lots would be
channelled through Rynan Avenue or the proposed southern legs of Horningsea Park Drive
and Corfield Road intersections. The locations of these future intersections have been
identified and agreed with Liverpool City Council.
An unformed access track runs parallel to Camden Valley Way on the southern side and is
used to provide access for property owners. This will be removed as a result of the upgrade
of Camden Valley Way with property access changing to a traditional driveway lay back
configuration.
Land use
Portions of several properties would be acquired for the purposes of the Proposal (refer to
Section 5.8 for further details). The proposed acquisition relates t o the portion of land
that is within the road reserve established by the 1961 road widening order. As such the
land that is to be acquired is not developable land.
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Traffic
A private bus services currently operates along Camden Valley Way within the study area.
There are 4 sign-posted bus stops on the northern side of Camden Valley Way and 2 signposted bus stops on the southern side. The AADT of Camden Valley Way within the study
area is 35,558 (RTA Network Planning Section 2005), and the signposted speed is 70km/h.
Heavy vehicles, comprise approximately 9% of traffic on Camden Valley Way within the
study area.
Utilities
A 200mm diameter ethane pipeline and 550mm diameter high pressure gas main are located
along the southern side of Camden Valley Way, within the proposed construction footprint.
The ethane gas pipeline extends from South Australia. A 600mm diameter water main is
located on the northern side of the road reservation, while the RTA has been advised that a
recycled water main is proposed to cross Camden Valley Way adjacent to Cabramatta
Creek. In addition, street lights and overhead power lines line Camden Valley Way, and
underground telecommunications utilities are present within the study area.
Pedestrian and cyclist facilities
There is currently no provision for pedestrians o r cyclists within the Camden Valley Way
corridor between Bernera Road and Cowpasture Road.
Potential impacts
Access
Direct driveway access to Camden Valley Way would be removed where feasible and if
alternative access is available. Access t o William Carey Christian School would continue to
be from Bumbera Street. Access to the nursery and landscaping supplies is proposed to be
relocated to Corfield Road. Access to Trash and Treasure would be retained as an interim
left in and out only until the site is redeveloped and the access is relocated to local streets.
The unformed access track at the southern edge of the road reservation between Rynan
Avenue and Croatia Avenue would be removed as a result of the Proposal. In the interim
period between the construction of the duplication and the redevelopment of the
Edmondson Park area, direct unrestricted access for rural properties on the southern side
of Camden Valley Way would be maintained. As a condition of future redevelopment for the
southern properties the RTA would seek to remove all direct access to Camden Valley
Way.
During construction access would generally be maintained as per the current arrangements
however some temporary disruptions to access would be expected due to excavation and
repaving near access points.
Land use
Portions of several properties would be acquired for the purposes of the Proposal. The
proposed acquisition relates to the portion of land that is within the road reserve
established by the 1961 road widening order. As such the land that is to be acquired is not
developable land. The RTA has been in contact with the relevant property owners of the
land required for the Proposal. Property acquisition would be undertaken in consultation
with the landowner and managed in accordance with the provisions of the Lanc/ Acquisition
(lust Terms Compensation) A c t 1991.
Bus facilities
Bus bays would be provided on the departure side of all intersections within the proposal.
Each new stop at Horningsea Park Drive would consolidate two existing stops. Passengers
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utilising the existing stops near to Cowpasture Road would be required to walk 400m east
of the current location. Passengers utilising the bus stops east of the intersection with
Horningsea Park Drive would be required to walk 80m and 200m west t o access the new
eastbound and westbound bus stops respectively. A new bus stop would be located east of
Rynan Avenue, approximately 200m east of an existing stop. Two new bus stops would be
provided on either side of Camden Valley Way at the intersection with Corfield Road. The
eastbound bus stop would be 180m east from the existing stop location. There is currently
no service near the proposed westbound bus stop at the Corfield Road intersection.
The relocation of bus stops to within close proximity of side streets would reduce walking
distance for most passengers except those from Cowpasture Road who may need to walk
an additional short distance. The inclusion of bus early start lanes at the Corfield Road,
Rynan Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive intersections would support the on-time running
of bus services and potentially encourage greater patronage of the bus services. The
provision of indented bus bays would improve passenger safety relative t o the existing
situation and improve the efficiency and safety of traffic flow through the area.
Traffic
The Proposal would substantially increase traffic capacity by the addition of lanes and
intersection improvements. The road upgrade would accommodate the increase in traffic
that is expected to result from residential development in the area and through traffic
growth.
During construction, interruptions to traffic would be minimised by construction of the
carriageways separately. The westbound carriageway would be constructed whilst Camden
Valley Way remains under traffic. Following completion of the new carriageway, traffic
would be switched to the westbound carriageway to enable construction of the eastbound
carriageway. Traffic interruptions would therefore be minimal and restricted to the tie in of
the existing pavement with new sections of pavement and the conversion of traffic from a
single carriageway to a dual carriageway arrangement. The additional number of heavy
vehicle movements related t o the construction of the Proposal would not be expected to
have a noticeable impact upon traffic. This is because the percentage of heavy vehicles
utilising this route is currently high.
Temporary bus stop relocations would be required during construction. Provision of safe
access for passengers needing to cross the worksite would also be considered during
detailed design.
During construction there is some potential for the degradation of Council owned or
maintained roads and other assets, particularly where used as haul roads during
construction.
Utilities
The Proposal has been designed to avoid impact to the ethane and high pressure gas main
which are not feasible o r cost effective to move. The pipelines would receive scour
protection adjacent to Cabramatta Creek to prevent water flows from compromising the
integrity of these utilities. Temporary interruption to supply may be experienced by
residents serviced by various utilities. Consultation with potentially affected residents would
occur prior to any service disruption.
Pedestrian and cyclist facilities
The Proposal would include pedestrian and cyclist facilities that do not currently exist. A
shared path provided on the northern side of Camden Valley Way would tie in with the
Camden Valley Way M5 Motorway to Bernera Road section. The path would be separated
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from the road pavement, thereby providing maximum safety for path users and motorists
and would include signalised crossings with dished ramps at intersections.
Site specific safeguards
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Permanent access alterations would be discussed with the affected landowner. The
intention being to resolve access alterations t o the satisfaction of both parties prior to
the commencement of construction.
Landowners/residents would be advised on any temporary interruptions to property
access. W o r k schedule, times and a contact number in the event of inconvenience
would be provided.
Property acquisition would be managed in accordance with the provisions of the Land
Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) A c t 1991.
Council property outside of the road reservation would not be entered or occupied
without prior consent or legal authority.
A Traffic Control Plan would be prepared in accordance with the RTA's Traffic Control
at Work Sites Manual 2003, and approved by the RTA prior t o implementation. The
Traffic Control Plan would include the notification of any traffic alterations or closures
to the general public and affected commercial interests.
A condition survey would be undertaken itemising and reporting on the condition of
Council assets, including nominated haul roads. The assessment would be undertaken to
Council's satisfaction, the Rocond assessment principles would be applied and the survey
would be undertaken by a suitably qualified individual. Any damage as a result of works
would be repaired at the RTA's expense t o Council's satisfaction.
The relocation of bus stops would be undertaken in consultation with the relevant
service providers and schools. The provision of temporary bus stops during the
construction phase would be considered in these discussions. The need to provide safe
and equitable access across the worksite to access bus stops would be considered. The
conditions and management of any public access would be detailed in the CEMP. The
public and service providers would be informed of any access arrangements or
alterations. Clear and detailed signage would be provided at the site regarding bus stop
access arrangements.
Provision of a continuous shared pedestrian cycle path on the northern side of Camden
Valley Way, to provide a commuter and recreational facility servicing the existing and
future communities. This path would be constructed simultaneously with the duplication
of the carriageway. If required in the long term, the design allows for the provision of a
second shared path on the southern side of the west-bound carriageway. It is expected
that this would be implemented by Council and/ or the developer as part of the
subdivision process for Edmondson Park

•

A building condition survey would be undertaken of houses and structures that may be
affected by vibration.

•

The relocation and/or protection of all utilities, including the ethane gas pipeline, would
be undertaken in consultation with the relevant service provider.
Residents would be informed of any interruptions to services that may be experienced
as a result of utilities relocation.

•
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6.12 W a s t e minimisation and management
Potential impacts
The construction and operation of the Proposal has the potential to generate liquid and non
- liquid wastes. The key waste streams likely to be generated include:
•

Cleared vegetation;

•

Sewage from the compound site;

•

Excavated soil;

•

Fuels, liquids and chemicals;

•

General construction waste;

•

Cement; and

•

Gross pollutants and putrescible waste;

•

Asphalt.

Impacts on the environment could result from illegal disposal, transporting waste without
required approvals, poor storage/handling of waste material and/or from not classifying
wastes.
Site specific safeguards
•

A Waste Management Plan would be prepared in accordance with RTA's QA
Specifications and in accordance with RTA's Waste Minimisation & Management
Guidelines 1998 and the principles of the Waste Avoidance & Resource Recovery Act
2001 (WARR Act).

•

Leaf material and small branches of native vegetation would be chipped and used as
mulch in revegetation works.

•
•

There would be no burning of waste.
All noxious weeds and exotic plant species removed would be bagged and disposed of at
a licensed landfill facility.

•

All construction materials, surplus soils and wastes generated from the Proposal would
be stockpiled and stored at the compound site prior to reuse, recycling o r disposal.

•

All working areas would be maintained, kept free of rubbish and cleaned up at the end of
each working day.

•

Wastes would not be stored for long periods during construction o f the Proposal.
Empty drums of fuels, oils or chemicals and fluids would not be stored on site during
construction.

In addition, the Resource Management Hierarchy principles of the WARR Act would be
adopted as follows:
I
2.
3.

.

Avoid unnecessary resource consumption as a priority;
Avoidance is followed by resource recovery (including reuse of materials, reprocessing
recycling, and energy recovery; and
Disposal is undertaken as a last resort.

6.13 D e m a n d on resources
Standard road construction materials such as fill, cement materials, fuels and oils are
currently not in short supply. Water is a resource that is currently in short supply in the
Sydney/Illawarra/Blue Mountains areas. In response to diminishing stored water resources,
mandatory water restrictions came into force across Sydney, the Illawarra and the Blue
Mountains on I October 2003. Fines have applied from I November 2003 for breaches of
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restrictions.
The RTA adopts the Resource Management Hierarchy principles embodied in the WARR
Act. The Proposal would require the use of the following resources/materials:
•

Imported fill

•

Water

•

Cement

•

Bitumen; and

•

Diesel fuel.

Furthermore, the RTA has recently released an Environmental Direction outlining the use of
reclaimed water on construction sites. Where practicable, this policy would be applied on
the Proposal site.
Site specific safeguards
•

To address Sydney Water restrictions, water use would be in accordance with the
RTA's Conditions of Approval for the use of water for:
o
o
o
o

The establishment of new lawn, gardens and vegetation cover;
Construction and maintenance;
Vehicle washing; and the
Use of water by professional high pressure cleaning operators (refer to RTA
Environmental Direction No. 4, 19 February 2004, "Sydney Water
Restrictions — Reminder o f Conditions'! and

•

The feasibility of utilising reclaimed water within the construction site would be
investigated. The RTA's Environmental Direction No, I 9 — Use of Reclaimed Water
would be consulted for guidance in reclaimed water use and management.

•

Reduction in fuel consumption and energy requirements would be achieved by using
alternative fuels (where available) for heavy vehicles. Alternative fuel sources for heavy
vehicles include: low sulphur diesel, ultra low sulphur diesel, compressed natural gas,
liquefied natural gas, ethanol and diesohol, biodiesel and aquadiesel.

6.14 C u m u l a t i v e environmental effects
Clause 228(2) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulations 2000 requires that
an environmental assessment under Part 5 of the Act take into account any cumulative
environmental impact with other existing or likely future activities.
The anticipated cumulative environmental effects of the Proposal relate to the combined
effect of individual impacts of the Proposal as well as to the cumulative effect of this Proposal
with other nearby projects or planned projects o r activities in the locality. Other major road
developments in the region with which the Proposal may have cumulative impact include the
Camden Valley Way duplication between the M5 Motorway and Bernera Road and the
recently opened M7 Motorway.
There are no major direct adverse environmental cumulative impacts expected from the
Proposal. Results of the assessment in Chapter 6 of this REF show that there would be
minimal impact on the environment both in the construction and operation stage of the
Proposal, provided that the safeguards listed in this REF and the requirements of RTA QA
Specifications are adhered to. No existing or likely future uses o r activities on o r adjacent
to the Proposal would be significantly disadvantaged as a result of the Proposal. The
Proposal would facilitate access to the proposed development of Edmondson Park. The
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culvert design adheres to the flood levels set by Liverpool Council for the development area.
The noise impact assessment takes into account the fact that low t o medium density
residential development would replace the existing rural land use.

Whilst the Proposal per se would not generate traffic, the completion of the upgrade of
Camden Valley Way would encourage traffic to use this route t o facilitate the movement of
traffic t o and from the western Sydney region in conjunction with the completed M7
Motorway. Growth in traffic is expected commensurate with the future development of the
Liverpool and Camden local government areas. Growth in traffic is associated with an
increase in road traffic noise and vehicle emissions. The growth in traffic would result from
planning decisions made by agencies other than the RTA.
Positive cumulative impacts of the Proposal with the above developments would be
improved safety, travel efficiency and reduced travel times on the road network in the
region as well as the redistribution of traffic off alternative less suitable routes. Improved
facility for buses, pedestrians and cyclists and a flood free route would be other cumulative
impacts from nearby arterial road upgrades.
The Proposal would have the potential to contribute t o the following short term
environmental impacts
•

A reduction in water quality in Cabramatta Creek due t o an increase in point sources of
pollution and sedimentation during construction of the Proposal and prior to
stabilisation of exposed areas;

•

A reduction in air quality in the region due t o additional heavy machinery and vehicles
used during construction. Additionally, the area of exposed surface has the potential to
increase dust generation, which would also contribute t o a reduction in local air quality;
and

•

An increase in background ambient noise levels in the locality.

6.14.1 Cumulative biophysical impacts
The Proposal would have the potential to contribute to the following cumulative biophysical
impacts in the region:
•

A reduction in the water quality of the Georges River Catchment through an increase in
the overall pollutant loads entering local drainage lines and through increased
sedimentation, increased pollution runoff and an increase in the impervious surface area;

•

A reduction in air quality of the precinct due to traffic being attracted off other routes
on t o Camden Valley Way;
A general decrease in local amenity during construction, caused by the visibility of
construction sites, compound sites and machinery and the movement of a greater
number of heavy vehicles within the local area; and

•

•

A reduction in the flora and fauna species diversity (including a reduction in the area of
Cumberland Plain Woodland EEC and swamp oak floodplain forest EEC, and impacts on
the native pear) by contributing to ongoing habitat clearance in the region.

6.14.2 Cumulative social cumulative impacts
The Proposal would have the potential to contribute t o the following cumulative social
impacts in the region:
•
•

Improved road user safety;
Improved connectivity for all
pedestrians and cyclists;

road

users including
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•
•
•
•
•

Reduced travel times and increased travel efficiency;
Increase in construction traffic and heavy vehicles on local roads in the area during the
construction;
Temporary reduction in local air quality due to increased machinery emissions and
generation of dust during construction;
Short term increases in travel time due t o traffic disruption and a reduction in travel
speed along Camden Valley Way during construction; and
Improved urban design and landscaping of the site.

6.14.3 Cumulative economic impacts
The Proposal would have the potential to contribute to the following cumulative economic
impacts in the area:
•
•
•
•

Savings in travel time, road user and accident costs for motorists due to an improvement
of transport links in the region;
Savings in road maintenance costs due to improved pavement standard and condition;
Increased employment during the construction stage; and
Increase in local trade due to the influx of the workforce.

6.15 O p e r a t i o n a l hazards and risks
The Proposal would generate a number of potential hazards and risks. The majority of these
would generally apply to all types of road infrastructure. Sources of potential hazards and
risks include:
•

Construction activities;

•

Potential for traffic accidents during construction, particularly when operating under
temporary traffic arrangements (traffic switches);
The potential for traffic accidents during operations should be reduced due to the
improved alignment and separation between eastbound and westbound carriageways; and
The transportation of heavy and dangerous goods during both construction and
operation. The risk during operation is an existing risk and should be improved by the
proposal due t o the geometric design standard adopted and separation of opposing traffic
streams. Any risk will be greater during construction.

•
•

Hazards and risks associated with construction would be managed with the implementation
of the safeguards outlined in Section 7.1.
6.16 Principles o f ecological sustainable development
The principles of ecologically sustainable development (ESD) have formed an integral part of
option evaluation, concept design and environmental assessment for the Proposal. Broadly
speaking, ESD is development that aims to meet the needs of Australians today, while
conserving natural resources and ecosystems for the benefit of future generations, and its
guiding principles need to be considered in the planning and management of transport
systems in Australia.
The National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development (NSESD) has been
formulated t o ensure ESD is accounted for in all Proposals. There are three core objectives,
namely to:
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•

Enhance the well-being and welfare of individuals and the community by following a path
of economic development that safeguards the welfare of future generations;

•

Provide for equity within and between generations; and

•

Protect biological diversity and maintain essential ecological processes and life-support
systems.

These objectives are complemented with a number of guiding principles that are considered
with regards to the Proposal below in Table 20.
It is concluded that the Proposal is broadly in accordance with the principles of ESD. It is
also considered that the Proposal is required to ensure the social and economic well being
of the regional and local community surrounding the study area. It is also considered that
the impacts to biophysical aspects of the environment as outlined in this report, would not
affect biological diversity or ecological integrity in the long term.

Table 20. Principles of ESD applied to the Proposal
Principle
Precautionary Principle

Intergenerational
Equity

Conservation of
Biological Diversity &
Ecological Integrity

Application t o The Proposal
The evaluation of options and the assessment of the
preferred option have concentrated on reducing the risk of
serious or irreversible impact on the environment wherever
possible. Specialist studies were undertaken in key areas such
as biodiversity, noise, visual impact and heritage to assist in
the option selection. This ensured that sufficient information
was available to accept or reject options, and t o provide a
level of certainty on potential environmental impacts.
The approach to preparing the concept design for the
preferred option has been to minimise impacts on the urban
amenity of the study area while maintaining engineering
feasibility and maximising road-user safety. This approach
was also considered during the detailed assessment of
potential environmental impacts relating to aspects such as
noise was integral to the development of the site specific
safeguards outlined in this REF.
The Proposal would provide a more efficient road network
system for use by future generations. The Proposal is not
expected to substantially increase noise pollution. The
Proposal considers and minimises impacts to the local
environment through the introduction of site specific
safeguards to ensure the integrity of natural and social values
of the environment for future generations. Furthermore, the
Proposal has been identified within the NSW Government's
Metropolitan Strategy as a planned major upgrade to cater
for growth in existing urban areas, especially in renewal
corridors, specialised centres and employment lands.
Thorough assessment of the local environment has been
undertaken to identify and manage any potential
environmental hazards or risks associated with the Proposal's
impact on biodiversity. Site specific safeguards outlined in
Chapter 7 of this REF would minimise and avoid any potential
impacts on biological diversity and ecological integrity.
The Proposal would impact on a threatened floral
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Principle

Improved Valuation &
Pricing of
Environmental
Resources

Application t o The Proposal
population; however an appropriate amelioration strategy
will be implemented to offset any potential impacts. Small
stands of degraded vegetation and a highly modified
waterway may also be impacted, however this would not
compromise biological diversity or ecological integrity.
The criteria used in the evaluation of options focused on a
range of environmental and community factors, as well as
economic and engineering considerations. This approach has
ensured that appropriate values have been attached t o all
environmental considerations during assessment.
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7 Environmental management
7.1

S u m m a r y o f proposed safeguards

Environmental safeguards outlined in this document would be incorporated into the detailed
design phase of the Proposal and during construction and operation of the Proposal. These
safeguards would minimise any potential adverse impacts arising from the proposed works
on the surrounding environment. All safeguards described in this REF and the Decision
Report/ Conditions of Approval would be incorporated into the Contractor's Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) and the Project Environmental Management Plan (PEMP).
The CEMP and PEMP (if required) would be developed in accordance with the specifications
set out in the RTA QA Specification G36 — Environmental Protection (Management System),
RTA QA Specification G38 — Soil and Water Management (Soil and Water Plan) and RTA
QA Specification G40 — Clearing and Grubbing

Table 21. Site specific environmental safeguards.
Impact

Environmental Safeguards

Landform,
Geology & Soils

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

An erosion and sedimentation control plan would be developed
and incorporated into the CEMP. The plan would incorporate
specifications outlined in Landcom's Managing Urban Storm
water: Soils and Construction ("Blue Book"), identifying areas
requiring management controls, include inspections and checklist
sheets and be reviewed by the RTA's Senior Environmental
Officer Sydney Region prior to the commencement of works.
In-channel excavations would generally be limited to the width of
the new culvert installation. Riparian vegetation removal would
be strictly limited to the width of the formation. All machinery
would operate from the bank of Cabramatta Creek.
Temporary storm water control devices o r erosion and
sedimentation controls would be implemented at storm water
drains to prevent sediment-laden runoff entering the local storm
water system.
Maintenance and checking of the erosion and sedimentation
controls would be undertaken on a regular basis and records
kept and provided at anytime upon request. Sediment would be
cleared from behind barriers on a regular basis and all controls
would be managed in order t o work effectively at all times.
All stockpiles would be designed, established, operated and
decommissioned in accordance with the RTA's Stockpile
Management Procedures 2001. In addition, all stockpiles would
be located a minimum of 40m away from the high bank of any
rivers o r drainage lines and on flat land.
Any material transported onto pavement surfaces would be
swept and removed at the end of each working day.
Controls would be implemented at entry and exit points to
minimise the tracking of soil and particulates onto pavement
surfaces.
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Environmental Safeguards
•
•

•

Site rehabilitation of disturbed areas would be undertaken
progressively as stages are completed. Batters would be
stabilised with local native grasses and/or sterile exotic grasses
and/or native shrub species. Geotextile fabrics would be applied
as required. Disturbed surfaces would be compacted at the end
of each work day to reduce the erosion potential.

•

Any earthen areas of bed and bank that have been
disturbed/reformed/recreated that do not have a permanent
vegetative or water cover and are likely t o experience flows of
water of a minimum 1:5 year flow event would be protected by
jute mesh or similar product, to protect against scour until the
vegetation is established.

•

Native trees would be retained where possible to prevent
exacerbation of urban salinity. Native trees that are removed
would be replaced to offset any loss of deep-rooted vegetation.
The presence and location of any USTs would be confirmed.
Contaminated land and soil would be treated and managed as
required by the relevant EPA guidelines for the contaminants
identified.

•

Climate

W a t e r Quality &
Hydrology

The stripping of topsoil and stockpiling activities would not be
undertaken during rainfall events.
Appropriate scour protection in the form of permanent rock
scour protection, rip rap protection or similar, would be
provided as required within the Cabramatta Creek channel to
prevent channel erosion resulting from the installation of the new
culverts. Other areas of concentrated run-off would also receive
scour protection as necessary. The design of scour protection
would conform to the requirements outlined in Section 4.1.

•

Weather forecasts would be periodically assessed and works
programmed to avoid increasing the risk of erosion and
sedimentation.

•

Culvert works would be programmed outside of the summer
(high rainfall) period.

•

A Flood Contingency Plan (FCP) would be developed and
incorporated into the CEMP.

•

The Proposal would be undertaken in accordance with RTA's
Water Policy and Code o f Practice f o r Water Management
(/999)and Landcom's Managing Urban Storm water: Solis and
Construction ("Blue Book').

•

A soil and water management plan would be prepared prior to
the commencement of works in accordance with RTA QA
Specification G38.

•

Prior t o the commencement of works, water within Cabramatta
Creek at the Proposal site, upstream of the Proposal and
downstream of the Proposal site would be sampled and analysed
in accordance with RTA QA Specification G38 — Soil and Water
Management (Soil and Water Plan).

•

In accordance with RTA's Water Policy and Water Code of
Practice surface runoff would not be directed directly into
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watercourses. The RTA's Procedure for selecting treatment
strategies to control road runoff (2003) would be consulted for
guidance in selection of treatment.
Excavation of the banks of Cabramatta Creek would be
minimised, without compromising the flood performance of the
structure. The banks would be stabilised with gabion baskets or
the use of other appropriate technique/s to prevent erosion and
sedimentation. The method of bank stabilisation adopted would
be designed in consultation with DWE.
Machinery would generally operate from outside of the channel
of Cabramatta Creek at all times. Machinery involved in channel
excavations would operate from within the road footprint.
Where practicable, water flow within Cabramatta Creek would
be maintained as much as feasible during construction of the new
culverts. The proposed construction methodology for diversion
of the creek flow would be designed in consultation with DWE,
DPI Fisheries and RTA's Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney
Region.
Riparian vegetation either side of the culvert locations would be
retained to ensure stability of the bank and prevent erosion and
sedimentation.
Erosion and sedimentation controls would remain in place until
70% of the disturbed area beyond the pavement is stabilised or as
otherwise directed by the Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney
Region.
An incident emergency spill plan would be developed and
incorporated into the CEMP. The plan would include measures
to minimise the risk of spillages of fuels, chemicals, and fluids onto
any surfaces, the floodplain o r into any adjacent/nearby
waterways. An emergency spill kit would be kept onsite at all
times during construction. Personnel would be made aware of
emergency spill procedures during site induction.
Should a spill occur during construction, the incident emergency
spill plan would be implemented and the Senior Environmental
Officer Sydney Region contacted. The contaminants would be
immediately contained, removed, treated and disposed of, as
necessary, in accordance with DECC requirements.
All fuels, chemicals, and liquids would be stored at least 40m away
from any waterways o r drainage lines and would be stored within
an impervious bunded area within the compound site.
The refuelling of plant and maintenance of machinery would be
undertaken within bunded areas at least 40 metres from any
waterways. A spill kit would be kept within the refuelling truck.
Vehicle wash downs and/or cement truck washouts would be
undertaken within a designated bunded area o r offsite.
Accessible excess concrete would be scraped off equipment prior
to being washed. All remaining concrete residue would be
collected and disposed of to a licensed landfill.
Wastewater generated from the construction process would be
contained onsite, collected and treated, as necessary, in
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accordance with DECC specifications prior t o its disposal. Dirty
water would not be released into any waterways.

A i r Quali

•
•

Biodiversity

An Air Quality Management Plan would be prepared prior t o the
commencement of works and incorporated into the CEMP.
Any stockpiles and general areas with the capacity t o cause dust
would be dampened to suppress dust emissions. Areas that may
be inaccessible by water carts would be kept in a condition which
minimises wind blown o r traffic generated dust.

•

All equipment for dust control would be kept in good operating
condition. The equipment would be operable at all times with
the exception of shutdowns required for maintenance.
Construction equipment would be properly maintained t o ensure
exhaust emissions comply with the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act.

•

Construction activities that generate high dust levels would be
avoided during high wind periods.

•

Silt would be removed from behind filter fences and other
erosion control structures on a regular basis, so that collected silt
does not become a source of dust.

•

Rehabilitation of disturbed surfaces would be undertaken as soon
as possible.

•

During detailed design, further investigations will be undertaken
into the provision of a bridge structure instead of the proposed
culvert structure over Cabramatta Creek;

•

The new road easement would be planted with locally occurring
(indigenous) native plants.
Any trees to be retained would be protected during and after
construction by high visibility fencing, identification on site plans
and in tool-box training.
The loss of three hollow-bearing trees would be mitigated by the
erection of at least the same number of nesting boxes suitable for
habitation by bats in those trees retained during development.
Annual monitoring of the nesting boxes would be undertaken to
determine which species, if any, are using them and to expel any
pest species such as Black Rats o r Common Mynas. Therefore,
the nesting boxes need to be positioned in a location accessible
by ladder.
A weed control program would be undertaken prior t o the
commencement of construction, during construction and within
the maintenance period of the Proposal.
Any snags that are within the footprint of the works would be
repositioned (either downstream o r upstream). The local DPI
Fisheries officer would be advised of the intention t o relocate
snags as required by the Fish Habitat Protection Plan No. I, a plan
endorsed by the Fisheries Management A c t 1994.
A permit would be sought from DPI Fisheries in accordance with
Section 219 of the Fisheries Management A c t 1994 to block fish
passage, should it not be feasible t o divert the channel during
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culvert works.
Culverts would be designed t o allow fish passage. Culvert design
would be informed by the DPI Fisheries publications Policy and
Guidelines for Fish Friendly Waterway Crossings, Why D o Fish
Need to Cross the Road? — Fish Passage Requirements for
Waterway Crossings and Fish Passage Requirements for Waterway
Crossings — Engineering Guidelines
Artificial lights, where placed, will avoid light spillover into the
riparian zone.

A Vegetation Management Plan would be developed in
consultation with DNR for the restoration of riparian areas of
Cabramatta Creek including the following principles:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Restoration areas would include areas formerly occupied by
temporary erosion control structures.
Where scour protection is not required, all disturbed areas in
and around the watercourse and the 50m core riparian area
and I Om setback would be fully revegetated, consistent with
the location, to be a fully functional riparian wildlife corridor
area. The riparian zone would be restored to a state
reasonably representative of the natural ecotone;
Restored riparian zone areas would be fully structured
vegetatively and would consist of a mix of native tree, shrub
and groundcover (including grass species) local t o the area
and be representative and emulate the native vegetation
community reasonably consistent with the table included in
DNR correspondence in Appendix A of this REF, as a
minimum percentage of representative species in each
grouping;
Planting densities would be not les than one tree or one
shrub per square metre, alternately planted in approximately
equal numbers, and in addition, groundcover plants at 4 per
square metre for areas of less than I 00m2;
Bush regeneration, for weed control and to promote natural
regeneration, is to be undertaken for a minimum distance of
I Om beyond any disturbed areas in the riparian zones within
the site if it si significantly degraded or likely to give rise to
weed invasion due to lack of native vegetation cover before
or after weed control;
Restored vegetation would be maintained for a period of at
least two years after final planting o r where other
revegetation methods are used, two years after plants are at
least of tubestock size and are at the prescribed densities and
species richness. Maintenance must include sediment and
erosion control, watering, weed control, replacement of plant
losses, disease and insect control, mulching and any other
requirements necessary for achieving successful vegetation
establishment;
Any maintenance replanting would be replaced with the same
species or with a different species with the same growth form
from the same community where the original is not available.
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•

Written agreement would be sought from the DVVE;
Successful establishment is t o be regarded as a minimum 90%
survival rate over all species identified in the VMP with a
maximum 5% weed cover. Maintenance replanting, where
required for more than 20% of the planted vegetation, o r 20%
of the riparian area for other regeneration methods, must be
established at least 12 months before maintenance
completion.

Non-Indigenous
Heritage

Should archaeological remains be uncovered during construction,
all works would cease within the vicinity of the material/find and
the RTA's Senior Environmental Officer Sydney Region
contacted.

Indigenous
Heritage

All personnel working on site would receive training in their
responsibilities under the National Parks and Wildlife A c t 1974.
Should Indigenous heritage items be uncovered during works, all
works in the vicinity of the find would cease and the following
individuals would be contacted: RTA's Aboriginal Culture and
Heritage Advisor; RTA's Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney
Region; a DECC representative; and a representative of the
relevant LALC and other interested Aboriginal groups. Works
would not re-commence until appropriate clearance has been
received.

Noise and
Vibration

Consultation would be undertaken with residents predicted to
experience an increase in noise such that allowance noise goals
are exceeded. The viability of architectural treatments would be
explored.
Consultation with Liverpool City Council would be undertaken
with regards the plan t o develop the Edmondson Park area. Land
use options that reduce the need for noise mitigation have any
will continue t o be promoted to Liverpool City Council by the
RTA.
Best management practice would be applied in the development
of a noise and vibration management plan (NVMP). The RTA's
ENMM would be consulted in the development of any noise
mitigation strategies.
Where work is conducted outside normal working hours and
noise goal exceedances are predicted, all feasible and reasonable
noise mitigation measures would be evaluated and included in the
NVMP. If after the application of all feasible and reasonable
measures it is still predicted that there would be a noise goal
exceedance, the RTA's out of normal hours construction
programming and consultation protocols would be followed
(Practice Note vii of the ENMM).
The following "source control" construction noise management
options would be incorporated in the NVMP. This list is not
exhaustive.
• W o r k would be limited to standard daylight hours wherever
possible.
• Noisy activities would be limited t o daylight hours o r early
evening wherever possible.
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Low-noise plant and equipment would be used, ensuring
quality mufflers are installed.
• Stringent noise emission limits would be established for plant
and equipment.
A
noise monitoring audit programme would be undertaken to
•
ensure equipment remains within the specified limits.
• Quieter and less vibratory equipment would be used
wherever possible.
• Only necessary equipment would be on site and operational
at any time.
• Noisy activities would be concentrated at one location to
limit the duration of exposure, moving as quickly as possible
t o the next location.
• Vehicle movements outside of construction hours, such as
loading and unloading operations, would be minimised and
avoided where possible.
• Equipment would be maintained and fitted with adequately
maintained silencers which meet the design specifications.
Only
•
necessary equipment size and power would be used.
W
o
r
k
site induction training would be undertaken to educate
•
staff on noise sensitivity and the need to minimise noise.
• Alternatives to reversing alarms would be considered, such as
"smart" reversing alarms or manually adjustable alarms. Any
alternatives would comply with the Occupational Health and
Safety Plan, with the concurrence of the Occupational Health
and Safety Officer.
The following "path control" construction noise management
options would be incorporated in a NVMP. This list is not
exhaustive.
• Temporary construction noise barriers would be considered.
These would be installed as early as possible in the
construction process.
• Equipment would be located t o take advantage of the noise
barriers provided by existing site features and structures such
as embankments and storage sheds.
• W o r k would be limited to daylight hours wherever possible.
• Noisy activities would be limited t o daylight hours or early
evening wherever possible.
• Noise control kits would be installed for noisy mobile
equipment and shrouds would be installed for stationary plant
as necessary.
• Noisy plant would be located as far away as possible from
noise-sensitive receptors.
Access sites would be located as far from noise-sensitive areas as
possible.
Community consultation would be undertaken. Features of the
consultation would include but not be limited to:
• A community information program prior to the
commencement of construction and/or high risk activities.
This usually involves a leaflet distribution and direct
discussions and negotiations with affected residents,
explaining the type, time and duration of expected noise
•
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Visual Amenity!
Landscape

•

•
•

•

•

Socio-Economic
Considerations

emissions.
The involvement of affected residents in the development of
acceptable noise management strategies.
A nominated community liaison officer with a contact
telephone number.
A complaints hotline.
Timely responses to complaints, providing information on
planned actions and progress toward the resolution of

concerns.
Pre-construction surveys of the structural integrity of dwellings
close to the construction footprint (identified in the "Vibration"
sub-section above) and any other dwelling located 20m from road
construction would be undertaken.
Vibration monitoring would be undertaken during the
construction activities likely to cause vibration.
The use of the lightest roller possible would be considered when
vibratory rolling is to be undertaken in close proximity to
dwellings.
Visual and landscape impacts would be mitigated in accordance
with the specifications set out in Section 6.9 (Vegetation) of
RTA's QA Specification G36 and QA Specification R178 —
Vegetation.
All compound sites would be kept tidy and generally free of
rubbish.
A Landscape Plan would be prepared, incorporating, as
appropriate, the landscape design features described in the urban
design strategy and listed above. The plan would be approved by
the Senior Environmental Officer, Sydney Region. Liverpool
Council would be contacted in the development of this plan to
ensure consistency with their Street Tree Strategy Plan. The
landscape plan would include maintenance requirements.
Landscaping of medians and traffic islands would be undertaken
where possible to soften and break up large areas of pavement
and reduce perceived intersection width.
Landscaping of corridor verges would be undertaken where
possible to reduce perceived intersection width and screen
visually unattractive infrastructure and fences.

•

Permanent access alterations would be discussed with the
affected landowner. The intention being to resolve access
alterations t o the satisfaction of both parties prior t o the
commencement of construction.

•

Landowners/residents would be advised on any temporary
interruptions to property access. W o r k schedule, times and a
contact number in the event of inconvenience would be provided.
Property acquisition would be managed in accordance with the
provisions of the Land Acquisition (lust Terms Compensation)
A c t /99/.

•

•
•

Council property outside of the road reservation would not be
entered or occupied without prior consent or legal authority.
A Traffic Control Plan would be prepared in accordance with the
RTA's Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual 2003, and approved
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by the RTA prior t o implementation. The Traffic Control Plan
would include the notification of any traffic alterations or closures
to the general public and affected commercial interests.
A condition survey would be undertaken itemising and reporting
on the condition of Council assets, including nominated haul
roads. The assessment would be undertaken t o Council's
satisfaction, the Rocond assessment principles would be applied
and the survey would be undertaken by a suitably qualified
individual. Any damage as a result of works would be repaired at
the RTA's expense t o Council's satisfaction.
The relocation of bus stops would be undertaken in consultation
with the relevant service providers and schools. The provision of
temporary bus stops during the construction phase would be
considered in these discussions. The need to provide safe and
equitable access across the worksite t o access bus stops would
be considered. The conditions and management of any public
access would be detailed in the CEMP. The public and service
providers would be informed of any access arrangements or
alterations. Clear and detailed signage would be provided at the
site regarding bus stop access arrangements.
A building condition survey would be undertaken of houses and
structures that may be affected by vibration.
The relocation and/or protection of all utilities, including the
ethane gas pipeline, would be undertaken in consultation with the
relevant service provider.
Residents would be informed of any interruptions t o services that
may be experienced as a result of utilities relocation.
Consideration of design features discussed in Section 6.10

Waste
Management &
Minimisation

A Waste Management Plan would be prepared in accordance
with RTA's Q A Specifications and in accordance with RTA's
Waste Minim/sat/on & Management Guidelines 1998 and the
principles of the Waste Avoidance & Resource Recovery Act
2001 (WARR Act).
Leaf material and small branches of native vegetation would be
chipped and used as mulch in revegetation works.
There would be no burning of waste.
All noxious weeds and exotic plant species removed would be
bagged and disposed of at a licensed landfill facility.
All construction materials, surplus soils and wastes generated
from the Proposal would be stockpiled and stored at the
compound site prior t o reuse, recycling or disposal.
All working areas would be maintained, kept free of rubbish and
cleaned up at the end of each working day.
Wastes would not be stored for long periods during construction
of the Proposal. Empty drums of fuels, oils o r chemicals and
fluids would not be stored on site during construction.
In addition, the Resource Management Hierarchy principles of the
WARR Act would be adopted as follows:
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Environmental Safeguards
I.
2.

Demand on
Resources

Avoid unnecessary resource consumption as a priority;
Avoidance is followed by resource recovery (including reuse of
materials, reprocessing recycling, and energy recovery; and
3. Disposal is undertaken as a last resort.
• To address Sydney Water restrictions, water use would be in
accordance with the RTA's Conditions of Approval for the use of
water for:
o
o
o
o

•

•

7.2

The establishment of new lawn, gardens and
vegetation cover;
Construction and maintenance;
Vehicle washing; and the
Use of water by professional high pressure cleaning
operators (refer to RTA Environmental Direction
No. 4, 19 February 2004, "Sydney Water Restrictions
— Reminder o f Conditions'! and

The feasibility of utilising reclaimed water within the construction
site would be investigated. The RTA's Environmental Direction
No, 19 — Use of Reclaimed Water would be consulted for
guidance in reclaimed water use and management.
Reduction in fuel consumption and energy requirements would be
achieved by using alternative fuels (where available) for heavy
vehicles. Alternative fuel sources for heavy vehicles include: low
sulphur diesel, ultra low sulphur diesel, compressed natural gas,
liquefied natural gas, ethanol and diesohol, biodiesel and
aquadiesel.

Licences and approvals

As detailed in Section 2.4, various approvals and permits will be required for the Proposal, as
summarised in Table 7-2 below.

Table 22. Summary of approvals and permits
Legislation
Water A c t 1912

Water Management Act
2000

Requirement
If water for road works and associated ancillary works need
to be drawn and used from any waterways a licence under
Section 10 or a permit under Section I 8F may be required f.
If a water sharing plan applies to the affected water source,
regard would be given to any new o r additional requirements
resulting from the applicability of that Act

Fisheries Management A c t
1994

A permit under Section 219 if blockages such as silt fencing
across waterways or bunding and dewatering during culvert
works are required, or for any proposed dredging or
reclamation works associated with the Proposal in
accordance with Section 199

Threatened Species
Conservation Ac4 1995

Concurrence of the Director-General of DECC is required
for the Proposal for significant impacts on threatened
population.
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8 Summary of environmental effects
8.1

Beneficial effects

The Proposal would have a generally moderate impact on the environment. The expected
benefits associated with the Proposal include:
•
•
•

Improved service and safety for all road users;
Capacity to absorb expected growth in traffic due to regional development;
Provision for pedestrians and cyclists;

•

Improved facilities for bus operators and passengers;
Improved safety at intersections with Camden Valley Way;

•

Improved urban design and landscaping;

•

Improved opportunity for access to proposed Edmondson Park development; and
Capacity for future upgrade to six lanes.

•

•
8.2

A d v e r s e effects

The Proposal is likely t o result in some adverse effects which would include:
• Potential for a temporary increase in erosion and sedimentation due to exposure of
soils;
•

Temporary increased risk during construction for soils within the Proposal site to be
contaminated through accidental spills;

•

The potential temporary decline in local air quality due to increased dust levels during
construction activities, as a result of clearing, excavation works, stockpiling activities,
translocation of fill, and increased vehicle emissions associated with construction
equipment and machinery;

•

The water quality of waterways within the study area could potentially be temporarily
affected during construction by increased turbidity, sedimentation, localised and
downstream contamination and potential changes in the chemical and physical
parameters of the water;
The potential for weeds to be introduced to the Proposal site through the importation
of weed-contaminated topsoil, or the transfer of soil from one part of the Proposal site
to another;

•

•
•

•

Potential temporary impacts during construction on water quality could potentially have
long term affect on aquatic habitat within the study area;
Construction activities, compound and stockpile sites and machinery and equipment
would be visible to motorists using Camden Valley Way, temporarily reducing the
existing visual amenity of the Proposal site; and
The Proposal would create a long term change to the visual environment of the Proposal
site with the introduction of a second carriageway on Camden Valley Way. Urban and
landscape design measures are integral t o the proposal and it is hoped that this will
enhance the visual experience. However, it is possible that the upgrade will be
considered to have detracted from urban amenity.
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9 Consideration of environmental factors
9.1

Clause 228(2) factors (NSW Legislation)

The factors which need to be taken into account when considering the environmental
impact of an activity are listed in Clause 228(2) of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Regulation, 2000. Those factors have been addressed in Table 11.1 below to
ensure that the likely impacts of the proposed activities on the natural and built environment
are fully considered.

Table 23. Compliance with Clause 228(2) of the EP&A Regulation 2000.
Clause 228(2) Factors
a) Any environmental impact on a community?
Whilst the Proposal would not directly result in an increase in traffic
volumes, the duplication would encourage traffic to use this route to
facilitate the movement of traffic that is predicted to result from
development within the Liverpool and Camden local government areas.
Commensurate with traffic increase are increases in road traffic noise and a
decrease in ambient air quality. The Proposal represents an opportunity to
provide noise mitigation prior to the expected increase in traffic. Changes
in air quality in the operational phase of the Proposal would still be within
DEC guideline levels.

Impact

Minor
negative

Construction of the Proposal would also involve temporary environmental
impacts on the community such as localised increases in noise and localised
decreases in air quality. These impacts would be readily managed by the
measures outlined in Section 7 of this REF.

Short term
negative

Some residences would experience an increase in operational noise levels
beyond the goal levels. As noise barrier increases or installation are not
practicable for the existing residences, mitigation options would be
discussed with individual property owners. In the case of the proposed
development of the Edmondson Park area, consultation has and would
continue to be undertaken with Liverpool Council to minimise the
requirement for noise mitigation via the application of sound land use
planning practices in the planning of Edmondson Park.

Short term
negative

b) Any transformation of a locality?
The locality would experience transformation in that the existing road
infrastructure would be duplicated and would be twice as visually imposing
as the existing roadway. This would be offset in part by the implementation
of urban and landscape design initiatives. Some of the existing vegetation,
which provides visual relief from the urban environs, would be removed.
The visual impacts would be largely limited to motorists and residences
located on the southern side of the Proposal. The northern side is
presently largely screened from Camden Valley Way and the proposal
predominantly includes widening on the southern side of Camden Valley
Way. Motorists do not have great sensitivity t o road corridor views as
they are transitory. The existing residents on the southern side of Camden
Valley Way are sparsely spread over the proposal length. With the
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rezoning of the Edmondson Park area, it is also expected that they have a
relatively short period of tenure remaining. The locality is therefore
transforming for reasons independent of the Proposal.
c) Any environmental impact on the ecosystem of the locality?
The ecosystem of the locality would be impacted upon by the Proposal.
Earthworks and stockpiling activities have the potential t o result in erosion
and sedimentation. Sedimentation has the potential to compromise the
water quality within drainage lines with resulting impacts on biodiversity.
Measures proposed in Sections 6.2 and 6.4 of this REF have been designed
to minimise the risk of this occurrence. Following revegetation of exposed
areas and the installation of scour protection, this risk would be neutralised.

Short term
negative

The Proposal would require the removal of approximately 2900m2 of
Cumberland Plain Woodland and 20m2 of swamp oak floodplain forest. A
further 3100 m2 of Cumberland Plain Woodland may be indirectly affected
by the Proposal. The removal of woodland areas may reduce the habitat
available to common and threatened species. No threatened species are
considered likely to be reliant upon the area. Species utilising the habitat of
the study area are likely to be those that are adaptable to urban
environments and fragmented habitats.

Minor
negative

The Proposal would also replace the existing Cabramatta Creek culvert
(three cells) with a 17 cell culvert under each carriageway. The culverts
would be designed to facilitate fish passage under low flow conditions, an
improvement upon the existing condition. In addition, the new culverts
would provide a substantially improved level of flood immunity to Camden
Valley Way.

Long term
positive

During construction diversion of the creek flow would be required.
Although flow would be maintained at all times, the altered conditions may
dissuade species from utilising the resources of the area.

Short term
negative

d) Any reduction of the aesthetics, recreational, scientific o r other
environmental quality or value of a locality?
The aesthetic quality of the locality is largely related to the remaining rural
areas t o the south of the road corridor. The Proposal would not impact
upon these areas however they are likely to be replaced in the near future
with low to medium density residential development. The removal of
vegetation within the road corridor would reduce the aesthetic quality of
the locality. The visual appearance of the road corridor would not be out
of context with surrounding land uses. Measures outlined in Sections 6.6
and 6.10 of this REF would repair or even improve the aesthetic appeal of
the road corridor in the medium to long term.
The environmental qualities of the Proposal site are related to remnant
vegetation and Cabramatta Creek. All vegetation areas within the Proposal
site have been degraded due to long-term and severe disturbance. The
removal of this vegetation would not have a significant impact upon any
threatened or common species. Only a small amount of riparian vegetation
would be removed (approx. I 600m2). Revegetation plans would attempt to
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restore disturbed areas and indeed enhance those that are retained.
e) Any effect on a locality, place o r building having aesthetic,
anthropological, archaeological, architectural, cultural, historical,
scientific o r social significance or other special value for present
generations?
Several items of potential non-Aboriginal heritage have been investigated
and found t o have no heritage value, therefore no impacts are anticipated.
No Aboriginal sites or places were identified within the Camden Valley
Way road reservation. Although Cabramatta Creek is likely t o have been
visited by Aboriginal people in the past, it is considered that the severe and
prolonged disturbance of the area due to development activities would have
destroyed the context of any remaining surface or sub-surface relics.
f)

Nil

Any impact on habitat of any protected fauna (within the meaning
o f the National Parks and Wildlife A c t 1974)?
The Proposal site is not considered to represent critical habitat for any
protected fauna species. A t best, it would represent foraging habitat for
highly mobile species and species well adapted to fragmented habitat.
Better quality habitat of Cumberland Plain Woodland is available near to
the Proposal site. The connectivity of riparian vegetation is already
compromised by the road reservation and a large cleared area of bank. The
Proposal would increase the separation of northern and southern stands by
only a small amount. Therefore impacts upon the habitat of protected
fauna would be considered minor in the context of the urban environment
in which the Proposal occurs.

Minor
negative

g) Any endangering of any species of animal, plant o r other form of
life, whether living on land, in water or in the air?
The Proposal will directly impact the endangered population of Marsdenia
viridiflora within the median area. Associated vegetation which currently
provided shading to the Marsdenia viridaflora would also be impacted. No
other endangered species is present within the Proposal site. As the
habitat is highly modified already, it is considered unlikely that any species
would be reliant upon it for survival.
h) Any long-term effects on the environment?
A long term reduction in the area of Cumberland Plain Woodland and
swamp oak floodplain forest would result from the Proposal. However,
these areas are already severely degraded due to long term disturbance
from past land use practices. Other long term effects on the environment
are considered unlikely with the implementation of the measures outlined
in Section 7 of this REF.
i)

Nil

Minor
negative

Any degradation of the quality of the environment?
There is potential for the quality of the environment to be degraded by
erosion, sedimentation, exposure of contaminated soils o r chemical spills.
The measures outlined in Sections 6.2 and 6.4 seek to minimise the risk of
this occurrence.
With the establishment of erosion controls, any
degradation of the environment as a result of the Proposal would be
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minimised.
The removal of vegetation for the Proposal would result in a decrease of
these vegetation types in the local area. However, the vegetation is
generally considered to be degraded and not critical for the survival of any
species, population or community. Furthermore, additional plantings and
restorative weeding would improve the vegetation relative to its current
condition.

Minor
negative

The population of Marsdenia viridiflora within the Proposal site is not
located within an area of known habitat. Rather, it lies in a disturbed area
adjacent to the Edmondson Park development area, which will be highly
urbanised in the future.
The specialist assessment (included at Appendix F) concluded that the
Proposal is likely to significantly impact the population. The RTA has held
preliminary discussions with the DECC about appropriate ameliorative
measures to ensure the population is conserved. The RTA is currently
considering the option of translocation to an area of appropriate habitat.
Management options for the Marsdenia viriddlora would be further
investigated during detailed design.
j)

Any risk to the safety of the environment?
The safety of the operational environment of Camden Valley Way would
remain as they currently are. Indeed some improvement to safety would be
expected to result from the signalisation of intersections at Corfield Road,
Rynan Avenue and Horningsea Park Drive. The provision of indented bus
bays and a shared path would also be expected to result in an improvement
of the safety of the road environment. Finally the provision of a central
median enhances the safety of the corridor by removing o r greatly reducing
the risk of head-on accidents.
Risks to the safety of the environment would be short term and related to
construction activities only. Some risks relating to altered traffic conditions
would be experienced, but these risks would be minimised as much of the
work would be undertaken outside of the traffic flow.
Temporary
disruptions to resident's access and temporary relocation of bus stop
facilities may increase risk to the safety of the environment. These risks
would be managed by measures outlined in Section 6.1 I and standard
OH&S procedures.

k) Any reduction in the range of beneficial uses of the environment?
The reduction of the range of beneficial uses of the environment as a result
of the Proposal would be limited to land acquisition and bus services. Land
that is currently located within the bounds of the road reservation would
be acquired, leading to a loss of the beneficial uses of these areas to
landowners. However, due to their shape and location, it is unlikely that
these areas of land are currently important land use areas. Some bus stops
would be relocated, both during construction and during operation. It is
considered that the bus facilities would be improved and any inconvenience
related to the new location of those facilities would decrease as passengers
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adapt to the altered arrangements. In addition, the location of bus stops
adjacent to side streets will service current patrons but offer an improved
service for existing residents on the northern side of Camden Valley Way
and future Edmondson Park residents. Construction related relocations
would be temporary.
I)

Any pollution of the environment?
There is potential for the pollution of the environment with accidental
chemical spills during construction. The measures outlined in Section 6.4
of this REF are designed to minimise the risk of this occurrence and control
for the event should it occur.

Short term
negative

From an operational perspective the risk of spills of chemicals, fuels and oils
might be expected to increase relative to the increase in motor vehicles.
However, the proposal in and of itself will not yield an increase in traffic. In
addition, any risk is offset by the provision of a safer road environment.
Further, the road drainage systems would assist in neutralising this increase.

Minor
positive
longer term

m ) Any environmental problems associated with the disposal of
waste?
There is potential for the land within one of the parcels of land t o be
acquired to be contaminated. Environmental problems associated with the
disposal of this waste would only occur should the contaminated soil not be
properly treated prior to disposal. A contaminated land management plan
would be prepared for the Proposal if testing of the soil o r other
investigations confirms that any property is contaminated. This plan would
outline treatment and disposal requirements in accordance with the current
State guidelines. While the risk of exposing and handling any contaminated
soil is a negative impact in the short term, the ultimate removal and
remediation of the site will have positive long term effects.

Short term
negative

Positive
longer term

n) Any increased demands on resources, natural or otherwise which
are, o r are likely to become, in short supply?
The Proposal would require the use of water which is increasingly in short
supply. However, water use would be in accordance with current Sydney
Water Restrictions.
Furthermore, the principles of Environmental
Direction No. 19 "Use o f Reclaimed Ware?' would be applied where
possible t o minimise water usage.

Minor
negative

o) Any cumulative environmental effect with other existing o r likely
future activities?
Biophysical cumulative effects include:
•

Potential for a reduction in the water quality of the Georges River
Catchment through an increase in the overall pollutant loads entering
local drainage lines and through increased sedimentation, increased
pollution runoff and an increase in the impervious surface area;

Short term
negative

•

Potential for a general decrease in local amenity, caused by the visibility
of construction sites, compound sites and machinery and the movement
of a greater number of heavy vehicles within the local area; and

Short term
negative

•

Potential for a reduction in the flora and fauna species diversity

Minor
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(including a reduction in the area of Cumberland Plain Woodland EEC
and Swamp Oak

Impact
negative

Socio-Economic cumulative effects include:
Improved road user safety;
Improved connectivity for non-motor vehicle transport;
Reduced travel times and increased travel efficiency;

Long term
positive

•

Increase in construction traffic and heavy vehicles on local roads in the
area during the construction period; and

Short term
negative

•

Temporary reduction in local air quality due to increased machinery
emissions and generation of dust during construction.

•
•
•

Economic cumulative effects include:
•
•
•
•
•

9.2

Reduced travel time costs for motorists due to an improvement of
transport links in the region;
Reduced accident costs;

Long term
positive

Reduced road maintenance costs;
Increased employment during the construction stage; and
Increase in local trade due to the influx of the workforce.

E P B C A c t 1999 Factors (Commonwealth Legislation)

The EPBC Act requires that the following matters of National Environmental Significance
(NES) be considered.

Table 24.

Compliance with Commonweafth EPBC Act requirements.
EP BC Act Factors

Impact

a) Any environmental impact on W o r l d Heritage property?
There are no World Heritage properties within the vicinity of the
Proposal therefore no impacts are anticipated.

Nil

b) Any environmental impact on National Heritage places?
There are no National Heritage places within the vicinity of the Proposal
therefore no impacts are anticipated.

Nil

c) Any environmental impact on wetlands o f international
importance?
There are no wetlands of international importance within the vicinity of
the Proposal therefore no impacts are anticipated.
d) Any environmental impact on Commonwealth listed threatened
species o r ecological communities?
One Commonwealth listed ecological community, the Cumberland Plain
Woodland (CPW), was identified within the Proposal footprint. The
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Proposal would involve the removal of a maximum of 0.01% of the most
recent estimate of the remaining area of CPW. The woodland within the
Proposal footprint is of poor quality, having been subject to long-term
and severe disturbances, with limited natural regeneration potential and
minimal contribution to regional vegetation connectivity. The impact of
the Proposal was therefore not considered to be significant.
One Commonwealth listed species, the Swift Parrot, was identified within
the Proposal site. This species is migratory and does not breed in
mainland Australia.
The Proposal site would represent at best a
transitory foraging area and is not considered to be critical to the survival
of the species. The impact of the Proposal was therefore not considered
t o be significant.

Minor
negative

One Commonwealth listed species with potential to occur within the
Proposal site is the Grey-headed Flying Fox. The Proposal would affect
only a small amount of potential foraging habitat. This species ranges
widely over the western Sydney area and has adapted well to fragmented
habitat. The Proposal would not be expected to result in a decline of the
species therefore the impact was not considered to be significant.

Minor
negative

e) Any environmental impact on Commonwealth listed migratory
species?
One Commonwealth listed migratory species, the Cattle Egret, is present
within the study area. The study area only has capacity to support a few
individuals and it is not located at the limit of the species range. The
Proposal site therefore does not represent important habitat and the
Proposal would not be expected to compromise the survival of this
species locally o r otherwise.
f)

Does any part of the Proposal involve nuclear action?
No part of the Proposal would involve a nuclear action.

Minor
negative

Nil

g) Any environmental impact on a Commonwealth Marine area?
The Proposal would not impact on a Commonwealth Marine area.

Nil

In addition: Any impact on Commonwealth Land?
The Proposal would not impact on any Commonwealth Land.

Nil
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I 0 Certification
This Review of Environmental Factors provides a true and fair review of the Proposal in
relation to its potential effects on the environment. It addresses t o the fullest extent possible
all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment as a result of the Proposal.

Braith Gilchrist
Senior Environmental Officer
Date: 4 December 2007

I have examined this Review of Environmental Factors and the certification by Braith
Gilchrist and accept the Review of Environmental Factors on behalf of the RTA.

Simon Cusack
Senior Project Development Manager
Date: 4 December 2007
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Appendix A
Correspondence

NSW GOVERNMENT

Department of Natural Resources
NEW SOUTH WALES

Our Ref: ERM2006-6642
Your Ref: WBS Ref:00196/C/Cl/RE
30 May 2006
Road and Traffic Authority
PO Box 3035
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

Attention: Susan Westcott
Dear Susan,
Re: Duplication of Camden Valley Way,
Bernera Road to Cowpasture Road,

Thank you for the opportunity to give comment on the environmental assessment in relation
to the above proposal.
The main issue of potential concern is the crossing of Cabramatta creek and its riparian
areas.
Cabramatta Creek is regarded as a Category 1-environmental corridor stream, (Refer to
Riparian Corridor Management Study covering all of the Wollongong Local Government Area
and Calderwood Valley in the She//harbour Local Government Area, DIPNR, March 2004, for
the stream Category system).
Also lengthy negotiations with Liverpool Council have resulted in open space riparian corridor
widths along Cabramatta Creek in the adjacent Edmondson Park Release Area.
These widths, which are to be in the DCP for Edmondson Park are:
Provide a 50 metre wide CRC (Core Riparian Corridor) on each side of
the creek or to the extent of remnant vegetation which ever is the widest
(measured from the top of the bank), and
Provide a minimum 10 metre wide vegetated riparian buffer from the
CRC to developed land.
Any bridge crossing should have spans (and piered approaches) that reflect these widths as
close as possible. Any span less than this will permanently compromise the corridor values
of the creek.
The following further considerations should be taken into account in the design of all
crossings.
1. Any crossing structures and associated works, must be designed and constructed to
facilitate fish passage and be consistent with the requirements the State Government
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publication, Fair full, S and Witheridge, G (2003). Why do Fish Need to Cross the
Road?. Fish Passage Requirements for Waterway Crossings. NSW Fisheries,
Cronulla.
2. Crossing structure designs and associated works must address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The biophysical functions of the stream.
Avoiding excavation of bed and banks.
Avoiding piers within the bed of the watercourse.
Minimising the number of above-ground existing & proposed crossings per length of
stream.
Scope for removing existing impediments to fauna and flow passage (eg: an adjacent
crossing may be sub-standard and could be removed), and
Minimise the footprint of the works, including temporary construction areas (tracks,
hardstands, etc.) and
Not detrimentally impacting upon flow and ensure naturalised bed and bank stability
of the Protected Waters.
Issues relating to light and moisture below the crossings for the purpose of creating a
continuum of riparian vegetation. Measures such as twin bridges, grated opening in
the deck, high deck above the ground, etc facilitate this requirement.

3. Any crossing location and associated works should consider:
•
•
•

Crossing at right angles to the flow rather than an oblique angle.
Be located in a straight channel reach and preferably at the point of least channel
width
Avoiding or minimising disturbance of existing native vegetation, and particularly trees
or threatened species or communities.

4. All accessways, (being roads, tracks, cycleways, pedestrian pathways or other form of
accessway) that may be proposed, are to be located beyond the riparian zones or as
part of the road crossing.
5. In the event that accessways (or support utilities) are required to intrude into a riparian
zone they must be designed to:
•

Minimise the footprint of the path (and associated management zone) and the path
form and materials are to
• Minimise impacts upon the fauna and flora of the riparian zone by the use of
appropriate form and materials.
• Not inhibit bankfull flows and floodplain flows.
• Not to cause scour or other instability during times of bankfull flows and floodplain
flows due to the location of the accessway.
• Be combined with any required maintenance physical barrier or fence, if this can
result in a lesser disturbance footprint.
Locate
support utilities within the footprint of the accessway, for those parts within
•
a riparian zone.

6. Any proposed artificial lighting of accessways, for safety, security or other purposes, is
to minimise the amount of light pollution or spillover into riparian zones at night time.
7. No associated constructed
creek/watercourse.

wetlands

or

basins

should

be

on-line

of

any

If there is a requirement to disturb the bed and bank of the creek, such that it requires
reconstruction then the follow should be taken into consideration.
8. Stream works design must:
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•

•
•
•

Emulate a stable natural stream system that behaves as, and has the appearance of a
stable natural stream system of the area (including floodplains, terraces and other
typical natural features). Part of the form of the stream is to create suitable pool and
riffle sequences, with suitable aquatic and terrestrial habitat.
Rehabilitation /
restoration, and stream form.
Not detrimentally impact upon flow.
Prevent bed and bank instability up and downstream of the extent of the works.
Be designed and constructed to facilitate fish passage works for any bed and bank
stabilisation structures. These must be consistent with the requirements of DPI (NSW
Fisheries).
Address any identified or discovered salinity issues.

•
9. Permanent scour protection must be consistent with the requirements in the Scour
Protection Section.

10. Any design of stream works and any associated stormwater and water quality works
are not to decrease environmental flows of the stream and to demonstrate a net
improvement in water quality to the stream.
11. Any bed and bank stabilisation structures must be constructed to minimise any erosion
or scour of riparian zones or the bed or banks of any protected waters. The
construction designs and methods adopted must ensure that disturbance to soil and
vegetation in these areas is kept to an absolute minimum.
12. Any earthen areas of bed and bank that have been disturbed/reformed/recreated, that
do not have a permanent vegetative or water cover and is likely to experience flows of
water of a minimum 1:5 year flow event, must be protected by jute mesh or similar
product, to protect against scour, until the vegetation is established.
Where areas of scour protection are required the following should be taken into
consideration.
13. Points of constriction or any other places where scour is likely within or near any
watercourse or any part of the riparian zones on the Site, are to be suitably protected
against scour using permanent rock scour protection (rip rap).
14. All permanent rock scour protection (rip rap) must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not reduce the capacity of the watercourse in any way.
Not be mortared.
Consist of hard and durable run-of-quarry rock, sized to resist predicted scour
velocities.
Be angular and blocky rather than flat, to ensure a good "bind" and to resist negative
hydraulic pressure.
Be placed over a bedding layer of angular cobbles with geotextile underneath to
prevent erosion of underlying fine bed sediments and to facilitate placement.
All finished rip-rap surfaces are to be rough and evenly aligned with the adjoining bed,
bank and floodplain profile.
Be packed with topsoil and planted with local native sedges and rushes to protect
bank and bed sediments against overland flows and to benefit ecological processes.

15. Wire mesh structures (mattresses and baskets), concrete, spray concrete, concrete
grouting, and concrete grouting between rocks comprising rip-rap scour protection crib
walling, masonry, car tyres and the like should not be used as scour protection and
are strongly discouraged.
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Where the riparian areas of the creek are disturbed, a Vegetation Management Plan (VMP)
should be produced and the following considered/included.
16. All disturbed areas in and around the watercourse and the 50 metre core riparian area
and 10 metre setback should be fully revegetated, consistent with the location, to be a
fully functional riparian wildlife corridor area.
17. Site rehabilitation must protect any remnant local native riparian vegetation at the Site
and restore any riparian zones disturbed or otherwise affected by the development to
a state that is reasonably representative of the natural ecotone.
18. Riparian zones so protected and/or restored must:
•
•

Be fully structured vegetatively.
Be made up of a mix of native tree, shrub, and groundcover (including grass species)
local to the area and be representative and emulate the native vegetation community
reasonably consistent with the following table, as a minimum % of representative
species in each grouping.
Riparian
Zone
Area (Metre2) (1)
Less than 100
100
250
500
750
1000
2500
5000
7500
10,000 and more

Shrub species "1/0 Groundcover species
0,
,0
10 to 15 species total (mixture of tree, shrub and groundcover)
40
30
50
41
31
51
32
42
52
43
32
53
44
33
54
49
38
60
70
58
45
53
67
80
60
90
75
Tree species %

% of structure species for the local vegetation community. (Refer to DEC listings if
(This table is suited to forest and woodland
a Threatened Community).
communities only).
(/). Must extrapolate % species of each group for other m2, eg 4000m2 is approx 66% of
trees, 56% of shrubs and 42% of groundcovers.
19. Planting densities are suggested not be less than 1 tree or 1 shrub per square
metre, alternately planted in approximately equal numbers, and in addition,
groundcover plants at 4 per square metre for areas less than 100m2 and can be
extrapolated to 4 trees and 12 shrubs per 16 square metres in addition to
groundcover plants at 4 per square metre (64 per 16 square metres) for areas up
to 10,000m2 (1 hectare). Other rehabilitation methods, such as hydro-seeding, direct
seeding, brush matting or assisted natural regeneration, that may be identified and
described in detail in the VMP, planting densities may be variable, due to the method
employed, but need to average or be greater than, the above specified densities by
the end of the maintenance period.
20. Revegetation is to be carried out over all areas in the riparian zones that are disturbed
or otherwise affected by the works as indicated on the VMP and must also include
areas temporarily occupied by soil and water management controls, once those
controls have been decommissioned and the ground surfaces restored to the correct
profile and stabilised.
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21. Bush regeneration, for weed control and to promote natural regeneration, is to be
undertaken for a minimum distance of 10 metres beyond any disturbed areas in the
riparian zones within the site if it is significantly degraded or is likely to give rise to
weed invasion due to lack of native vegetation cover before or after weed control.
22. The riparian zone (and all areas and activities described in the VMP) must be
maintained for a period of at least two (2) years after final planting or where other
revegetation methods are used, two years after plants are at least of tubestock size
and are at the densities required by these conditions and with species richness as
described in the VMP. Maintenance must include sediment and erosion control,
watering, weed control, replacement of plant losses, disease and insect control,
mulching and any other requirements necessary for achieving successful vegetation
establishment.
23. Any maintenance replanting are to:
•
•

Replace plants by the same species, or where that species is not available
Replace plants by a different species, but with the same growth form (i.e. a tree with a
tree etc) that are not the same as currently planted. This new species must still be
from the community being emulated. Written agreement must be given by the
Department and this agreement then becomes part of the VMP.

24. Successful riparian zone vegetation establishment is to be regarded as achieving a
minimum 90% survival rate for all individual species specified in the VMP and a
maximum 5% weed cover. Any maintenance replanting, where it required for more
than 20% of the planted vegetation, or 20% of the riparian area for other regeneration
methods, must be established at least 12 months before maintenance completion be
given.

I trust the above comments are useful. Could you please direct any questions or
correspondence to Greg Brady, direct phone 9895 7441
Yours sincerely,
„

Greg Brady
Natural Resource Officer
Sydney/South Coast
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NSW DEPARTMENT OF
PRIMARY INDUSTRIES
Our Ref: RTA6-3-2644B
Your Ref: D/00196/C/C1/RE

5 June 2006

Ms S Westcott
Environmental Officer
Roads and Traffic Authority
PO Box 3035
Parramatta NSW 2150
Dear Ms Westcott,
Re: Proposed duplication of Camden Valley Way: Bernera Road to Cowpasture
Road Intersection
Thank you for your letter dated 17 May 2006 requesting the department of Primary
Industries' (DPI) requirements for the preparation of a Review of Environmental
Factors (REF) for the above proposal.
As you may be aware, DPI is responsible for the conservation of fish stocks, fish
habitat, marine vegetation, threatened fish species, aquatic biodiversity and for
achieving sustainable recreational and commercial fisheries. As such the Department
is concerned about any potential impacts that the proposed works may have on
aquatic species and associated habitats in Cabramatta Creek.
Specifically, the Department would like to see the following issues addressed in the
REF:
•

•
•
•

Design options for crossing Cabramatta Creek, ensuring that fish passage
requirements are met as outlined in NSW Fisheries Fishnote Policy and
Guidelines for Fish Friendly Waterway Crossings and Why Do Fish Need to
Cross The Road ? — Fish Passage Requirements for Waterway Crossings. Both
of these documents are available from the NSW Fisheries website
(www.dpi.nsw.gov.auifisheries). Navigate to 'Habitat Protection' and then
'Developer and Council Information'.
Nature and extent of buffer zones to be put in place to protect Cabramatta Creek
from construction activity during the proposed works.
Sediment and erosion control methodology to be implemented at the proposed
site during construction.
Extent of any riparian vegetation removal to be undertaken in order to cross
Cabramatta Creek.

It is also a requirement under Fish Habitat Protection Plan No. 1 that the proponent
notify DPI should the works require the removal or relocation of snags within the
waterway, particularly fallen trees or rocks.
Cronulla Fisheries Centre
PO Box 21 CRONULLA NSW 2230
202 Nicholson Parade
Tel: (02) 9527 8411 Fax: (02) 9527 8576
www.dpi.nsw.qov.au
ABN 51 734 124 190
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The following general information should also be provided to DPI in order that an
assessment of the proposed works be undertaken. The list should not be considered
comprehensive but rather should act as a guide to the information that should be
presented in an environmental impact assessment document.
•

Location of works (including topographic map)

•

Name of adjacent watercourse(s)

•

Description of works to be undertaken

•

Method/s used to undertake the works

•

Timing and duration of works

•

Volume and type of sediment to be excavated from the site, if appropriate.

•

Aquatic habitat conditions at the site — particularly riparian and aquatic vegetation,
water depth, and permanence of water flow and snags in the vicinity of the
proposed works

•

Potential impediments to fish passage as a result of the works and possible
mitigation measures to be employed to negate these impacts

•

Potential impacts upon aquatic and riparian habitats (both temporary and
permanent)

•

Proposals to mitigate impacts upon riparian and aquatic vegetation and aquatic
habitats

•

Potential impacts upon water quality of the proposed works

•

Proposals to mitigate impacts upon water quality

• An assessment of the potential impact that proposed works may have on aquatic
threatened species, populations and ecological communities as listed under the
Fisheries Management Act 1994. A current listing of these is available on the DPI
website (www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/fisheries) under 'Species Protection'.
For further information please contact Lesley Diver on 02 9527 8422.
Yours sincerely,

Geoff Longhurst
Conservation Manager (Central)
Aquatic Habitat Protection Unit

NSW Government
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Contact:
Phone:
Mobile:
Fax:
Email:

Roads and Traffic Authority
PO Box K198
HAYMARKET NSW 1238

Tim Smith
02 6128 3304
0427 166 870
02 6297 9505
tim.smith(adnr.nsw.gov.au

Your ref: D/00196/C/CURE
File:
06-6642

14 May 2007
Dear Mr Gilchrist,
Subject: Modification to the proposed duplication of Camden Valley Way
Thank you for your correspondence dated 30 April 2007 outlining the modification to the initial
proposal for the crossing of Cabramatta Creek by the Camden Valley Way.
The Department understands that the RTA plan on using a system of box culverts to cross
Cabramatta Creek instead of the original twin bridges.
Provided that the environmental requirements outlined in the original correspondence from the
Department of Natural Resources can be adhered to, the Department has no issues with the
proposed modification. Of particular interest to the Department is the environmental requirement
for a 50 metre wide Core Riparian Corridor on each side of the creek or to the extent of remnant
vegetation which ever is the widest (measured from the top of the bank), and to provide a
minimum 10 metre wide vegetated riparian buffer from the Core Riparian Corridor to developed
land.
The Department also recommends that RTA request advice from the Department of Primary
Industry on the environmental impacts of the proposed modification. The DPI can be contacted
on 9527 8411.
If you require further clarification on the above issues please do not hesitate to contact Greg
Brady on 9895 7441
Yours sincerely

Tim Smith
Riverine Officer, Inland South
Compliance and Licensing

Suite U107, Riverside Plaza, 131 139 Monaro Street Queanbeyan NSW 2620 PO Box 189 Queanbeyan
NSW 2620
Telephone (02) 6128 3300 Facsimile (02) 6297 9505 Website www.naturalresources.nsw.gov.au

NSW DEPARTMENT OF
PRIMARY INDUSTRIES

Our Ref: RTA6-3-2644C
Your Ref: D/00196/C/C1/RE
221 May 2007

Mr Braith Gilchrist
Roads and Traffic Authority
PO Box K198
HAYMARKET NSW 1238
Dear Braith
Re:

Modification to proposed duplication Camden Valley Way

Thank you for giving the NSW Department of Primary Industries the opportunity
to comment on the above revised proposal.
In reference to the above, the site has been assessed and predicted
environmental impacts considered by officers of NSW Department of Primary
Industries.
The information provided about the proposal indicates that the same
requirements as provided in the REF requirements in June 2006 still apply.
Subject the proposal meeting these requirements the NSW Department of
Primary Industries has no objection to the revised proposal.
• Foi- furthei- ii-Joimation, please contact me on (02) 4916 3955.
N.B. It is an offence to dredge/reclaim in any waters and/or affect marine
vegetation without permits from NSW Department of Primary Industries.
Penalties of up to $55,000 for an individual and/or up to $110,000 for a
company or LGA can apply plus full site remediation costs.
Yours faithfully

JAMES SAKKER
Conservation Manager

Aquatic Habitat Protection
NSW Department of Primary Industries
Locked Bag 1
NELSON BAY NSW 2315

ABN 51 734 124 190
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
Tel: 02 4916 3937
Fax: 02 4982 2306
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F r o m : Raj e n d r a A u t a r [R.Autargliverpool.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: W e d n e s d a y , 16 M a y 2 0 0 7 11:46 AM
To: G I L C H R I S T B r a i t h S
Subject: F W : C a m d e n V a l l e y Way
Dear Braith,
At this stage and based on very limited information, the following comments are made:
1.

2.
3.

The proposed upgrade of the culverts may have a substantial local impact on flood levels. Given that
there is a school and residential properties immediately downstream of the works a flood study will be
necessary.
The drainage structure shall be designed in accordance with AS5100 with respect to elements such as
handrails, etc.
No works on Council property shall commence unless written acceptance of engineering design plans
has been obtained form Liverpool City Council.

More comments will be provided once Project REF has been submitted for Council review. Accordingly, pis forv
Regards
Raj Autar
Team Leader - Roads & Transport Assets
City Assets

Liverpool City Council
1 Hoxton Park Rd Liverpool NSW 2170
Phone

9821 9290

Mobile

0418 252 672

Fax

9821 9333

Creating our future together

From: Rajendra Autar
Sent: Wednesday, 9 May 2007 10:35 AM
To: 'GILCHRIST Braith S'
Subject: RE: Camden Valley Way
Thanks Braith,
The RTA letter was received by Council on May 7, 2007. In light of this we would require a bit more time to
provide some preliminary comments. I expect to get back to you by May 18. Trust this is satisfactory.
Regards
Raj Autar
Team Leader - Roads & Transport Assets
City Assets

Liverpool City Council
1 Hoxton Park Rd, Liverpool NSW 2170
Phone

9821 9290

Mobile

0418 252 672

Fax

9821 9333

Creating our future together

From: GILCHRIST Braith S [nnailto:Braith_GILCHRISTOrta.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 8 May 2007 4:53 PM

file://G: \ E N V I R N M N T \ P 1 a n n i n g % 2 0 a n d % 2 0 A s s e s s m e n t \ Proiects\0506\CVW%20R...

19/11/2007

To: Rajendra Autar
Subject: Camden Valley Way
Raj,
As requested, I have attached a preliminary concept plan for the Camden Valley Way Duplication Proposal.
This will accompany the letter sent to you last week.
Please let me know if you have any further questions.
Regards,
Braith
Senior Environmenta Officer 1 Environmental Pionnina & Assessment
BRAITH GILCHRIST
1 P 9218 6633 1 F 9218 6975

PTA

Before printing, please consider the environment.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This e-mail and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by
the named addressee. It is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No
confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission to you. The RTA is not
responsible for any unauthorised alterations to this e-mail or attachment to it. Views expressed in this
message are those o f the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views o f the RTA. I f you
receive this e-mail in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the sender. You
must not disclose, copy or use any part o f this e-mail if you are not the intended recipient.

This e-mail has been scanned on behalf o f Liverpool City Council for viruses by MCI's Internet
Managed
Scanning Services - powered by MessageLabs.

*********************************************************************************

This message and any attachment are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from
intended recipient o f this message you must not copy, reproduce, store, disseminate or distribute this
you are not the intended recipient please email the sender or notify Liverpool City Council and delet(
attachment from your system. Unauthorised retention or use o f such information may be in breach of
Information Protection Act (NSW) 1998. Any views expressed in this email transmission may repres
and may include information that has not been approved by Liverpool City Council. Liverpool City (
or endorse the views expressed in this email. Council does not accept any responsibility for the loss c
reliance on, or the use of, any information contained in this email or attachments. Liverpool City Cot
and any attachments should be scanned to detect viruses and accepts no liability for loss or damage n
attached files.
For further information about Liverpool City Council please visit our website at www.liverpool.nsw.
*********************************************************************************
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Appendix B
Contaminated Land Investigations

Underground Storage Tank Investigation
1742-1744 Camden Valley Way,
Edmondson Park, NSW
19 March 2007
Prepared for:
Roads and traffic Authority
PO Box 558
Blacktown NSW 2148
Report by:
HLA-Envirosciences Pty Limited
ABN: 34 060 204 702
Level 5, 828 Pacific Highway Gordon NSW 2072
PO Box 726 Pymble NSW 2073
Ph: +61 2 8484 8999
Fax: +61 2 8484 8989
HLA Ref: S4079401 FinalRpt
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This document was prepared for the sole use of RTA and the regulatory agencies that are directly involved in this project, the only
intended beneficiaries of our work. Any advice, opinions or recommendations contained in this document should be read and
relied upon only in the context of the document as a whole and are considered current to the date of this document Any other
party should satisfy themselves that the scope of work conducted and reported herein meets their specific needs. HIAEnvirosciences Pty Limited cannot be held liable for third party reliance on this document, as HLA-Envirosciences Pty Limited is
not aware of the specific needs of the third party.
This document was prepared for the purpose described n
i our proposal dated 16 March 2007 and as agreed to by RTA. From a
technical perspective, the subsurface environment at any site may present substantial uncertainty. it is a heterogeneous, complex
environment, in which small subsurface features or changes in geologic conditions can have substantial impacts on water and
chemical movement. Uncertainties may also affect source characterisation assessment of chemical fate and transport in the
environment, assessment of exposure risks and health effects, and remedial action performance.
HLA's professional opinions are based upon its professional judgement, experience, and training. These opinions are also based
upon data derived from the testing and analysis described ni this document. It is possible that additional testing and analysis
might produce different results and/or different opinions. HLA has limited its investigation to the scope agreed upon with its client.
H A believes that its opinions are reasonably supported by the testing and analysis that have been done, and that those opinions
have been developed according to the professional standard of care for the environmental consulting profession in this area at this
time. That standard of care may change and new methods and practices of exploration, testing, analysis and remediation may
develop in the future, which might produce different results. HLA's professional opinions contained in this document are subject to
modification if additional information is obtained, through further investigation, observations, or validation testing and analysis
during remedial activities.
By
HLA-Envirosciences Pty Limited
ABN: 34 060 204 702
Level 5, 828 Pacific Highway Gordon
PO Box 726 Pymble NSW 2073 Australia

4,\O/A_V/1/011a.
Kate O'Brien
Environmental Scientist

Arinslie Williams
Senior Hydrogeologist
Peer Review:

Date:

eth Toivonen
Associate Environmental Scientist
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
General Terms
ACM

Asbestos containin• material(s)

ANZECC

Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council

AHD

Australian Height Datum

APHA

American Public Health Association

ASS

Acid Sulfate Soil

AST

Above ground Storage Tank

BaP

Benzo(a)pyrene (a PAH)

BTEX

Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes

CCA

Copper chrome arsenate

DEC

NSW Department of Environment and Conservation

DQ05

Data Quality Objectives

DOls

Data Quality Indicators

EPA

New South Wales Environment Protection Authority

EMP

Environmental Management Plan

HASP

Health and Safety Plan

HRA

Health Risk Assessment

Heavy metals
LOR

Generally, arsenic (a metalloid), cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead and zinc
Level of reporting

MEK

Methylethylketone

NEHF

National Environmental Health Forum

NEPC

National Environment Protect Council

NEPM

National Environmental Protection Measure

NSW EPA

New South Wales Environment Protection Authority

OCPs

Organochlorine pesticides

OH&S

Occupational Health & Safety

OPPs

Organophosphorus pesticides

PAHs

Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons

PCBs

Polychlorinated biphenyls

PID

Photoionisation detector

PQL

Practical quantitation level (or limit)

PSH

Phase Separated Hydrocarbon

QA/QC

Quality Assurance/Quality Control

RAP

Remedial Action Plan

RPD

Relative Percent Difference

SAQP

Sampling, Analytical ad Quality Plan

SMP

Soil or Site Management Plan

SVOC

Semi-volatile Organic Compound

SWL

Standing Water level

TPH

Total petroleum hydrocarbons

UCL

Upper Confidence Limit (on mean)

USEPA

United States Environment Protection Agency

UST

Underground Storage Tank

VOC

Volatile Organic Compound

Terms relating to chemical analysis methods
AES

Atomic emission spectrometry
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CV-AAS

Cold vapour atomic absorption spectrometry

GC/ECD

Gas chromatography/electron capture detector

GC/FID

Gas chromatography/flame ionisation detector

GC/NPD

Gas chromatography/nitrogen/phosphorus detector

CG/MS

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

GC/PID

Gas chromatography/photoionisation detector

ICP

Inductively coupled plasma

OES

Optical emission spectrometry

P&T

Purge and trap

Units

iv

ha

hectare

µg/kg

micrograms/kilogram

km

kilometre

p.g/L

micrograms/litre

m

metre

ppb

parts per billion

mg/kg

milligrams/kilogram

ppm

parts per million

mg/L

milligrams/litre

t

tonne
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1

INTRODUCTION

HLA-Envirosciences Pty Limited (HLA) was engaged by the Roads and Traffic Authority of
NSW (RTA) to undertake a Contamination Assessment of the soil and groundwater in the
vicinity of a suspected underground storage tank (UST) located on Lot 112 DP 1081794, 17421744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park (the Site). HLA understands that the RTA
proposes to acquire a strip of this land for widening of the Hume Highway.
The current owner purchased the property from a Service Station proprietor (Total). Two ground
penetrating radar (GPR) surveys of the proposed land to be acquired by the RTA indicated the
presence of a concrete slab with dimensions 7.8 m by 3.9 m immediately below the surface. It is
thought that a UST may be present beneath the slab, although anecdotal information suggests
the UST may be located elsewhere. Based on the GPR survey, the slab appeared to be the
focal point for several pipes assumed to be delivery, suction and vent piping.
Based on the information provided, the strip of land proposed to be acquired by the RTA
encompasses one third of the suspected UST.

1.1

Purpose

The purpose of the investigation was to determine whether a UST(s) was present beneath the
concrete slab detected by the GPR survey, and to assess any soil and groundwater
contamination which may be present in the vicinity of the suspected UST(s) prior to purchase by
the RTA.

1.2

Objectives

The objectives of the investigation were to:
•

Excavate test pits in the immediate vicinity of the suspected UST(s) to determine the
current or historical presence of the UST and the contamination status of any backfill
sands present and adjacent natural soils;

•

Undertake a soil and groundwater assessment in the vicinity of the suspected UST(s)
location; and

•

Prepare a report that details the contamination status of soils and groundwater in the
vicinity of the suspected UST(s).

1.3

Scope of Work

To achieve the objectives, the following scope of work was undertaken:
•

Limited review of Site history;

•

Preparation of a site specific health and safety plan;

•

Field investigation which comprised the excavation of test pits around the edge of the
concrete slab and drilling and installation of two groundwater monitoring wells; and

•

Preparation of this report summarising the findings.

Additional activities undertaken outside the proposed scope of work include:
•

A search of local government records; and

•

A search of the Stored Chemical Information Database (SCID) maintained by
WorkCover NSW.
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Investigative work was conducted with reference to relevant parts of the following guidelines:
•

•

2

NEPC, 1999. National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site
Contamination) Measure (National Environment Protection Council) — considered
throughout the investigation.
NSW DEC, 2006. Guidelines for the Site Auditor Scheme (2nd Edition) — used to
apply the NSW EPA decision processes for assessing and redevelopment of urban
sites.

•

NSW EPA, 1994. Guidelines for the Assessment of Service Station Sites - followed
throughout the investigations and during preparation of this report.

•

NSW EPA, 1997. Guidelines for Consultants Reporting on Contaminated Sites —
followed throughout the investigation and during preparation of this report.
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2

SITE DESCRIPTION

2.1

Summary of Site History

HLA understands the current owner purchased the property from a Service Station proprietor.
Two ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys of the strip of land the RTA proposes to acquire,
conducted by two separate companies appointed by the RTA's Public Utilities Survey Unit,
indicated the presence of a buried concrete slab with dimensions 7.8 m by 3.9 m. It is thought
that a UST may be present beneath the slab. The GPR survey suggests the slab is the focal
point for several pipes assumed to be delivery, suction and vent piping.
Anecdotal information provided by the current owner (Mr O'Neill) to the RTA, suggested that
there is a possibility that the tank may be not located under the slab. Mr O'Neill advised the RTA
that when he purchased the land, a representative of the petrol station proprietor showed him
where he thought an underground petrol tank was located, in another area of the Site.

2.2

Site Location

The Site is located at 1742-1744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW. The Site
location is presented in Figure 1.

2.3

Current Land Use

At the time the UST investigation was undertaken (February 2007) the Site was occupied by
AdventureLand, a small amusement park. The suspected UST(s) location was in the front car
park of AdventureLand.

2.4

Surrounding Land Use

Current land use surrounding the Site was:
•

North — Camden Valley Way, then low density residential properties

•

East — Residential dwelling on several acres of pasture land

•

South — AdventureLand amusement park, then bushland
West — Residential dwelling with several acres of pasture land

•

2.5

Regional Geology and Hydrogeology

According to the Penrith 1:100000 Geological Series Sheet (GSNSW, 1991), the Site is situated
on the geological boundary between Quaternary fluvial sediments (consisting of medium
grained sand, clay and silt) and the Bringelly Shale.
Drilling and excavations performed on the Site during the field investigation encountered a
weathered shale profile.
A limited bore search revealed that perched groundwater is generally present above the shale
bedrock, with the main aquifer present within the underlying fractured shale and sandstone.
Groundwater was not encountered during the investigation.
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2.6

Previous Investigations

HLA is unaware of any previous investigations carried out at the Site.

2.7

Dangerous Goods

A search of the Stored Chemical Information Database (SC ID) maintained by WorkCover NSW
located no records pertaining to the subject property.
However, it was noted that the current address used to search the data base, may not have
been the original address of the service station due to the changes of road and suburb names
that have occurred in the area. Additional information, including the names of the service station
proprietors or historical addresses, may assist in the SCID search.

2.8

Local Government Search

An application was submitted to Liverpool Council requesting plans or documents relevant to
the Site. No plans relating to the UST or the configuration of the former petrol station were able
to be located in council records.

2.9

Contaminants of Concern

Based on available Site history information, intrusive investigation and Site observations, the
identified potentially contaminating activities to have occurred on-site are related to the
following:
•

Imported fill materials; and

•

Possible former petroleum hydrocarbon UST(s) and dispensing infrastructure.

As this investigation was aimed at determining the location of the UST(s), contaminants of
potential concern (COPC) relating to the UST were targeted and comprised:

4

•

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH)— related primarily to the storage of petroleum
hydrocarbons as fuel and lubricants. TPH can also be present in fill materials of
unknown origin;

•

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) — contained in diesel fuels and oil, tar,
bitumen, asphalt, also formed during the incomplete combustion of fuels (eg. ash in fill
materials). PAH can also be present in fill materials of unknown origin;

•

Benzene, Toluene, Ethyl benzene and Xylenes (BTEX) — related primarily to the use of
petroleum hydrocarbons, such as fuel, solvents and degreasers. BTEX can also be
present in fill materials of unknown origin; and

•

Lead — related to the former use of leaded petrol and potentially associated with fill
materials of unknown origin.
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FIELD INVESTIGATION

3

The UST investigation was undertaken in accordance with the relevant NSW EPA/DEC and
NEPM guidelines and HLA's contaminated site investigation manual.

UST Investigation

3.1

To establish the location of the suspected UST(s) and associated piping, the following activities
were conducted by HLA:
•

Two test pits were excavated to inspect the entire northern and eastern extent of the
concrete slab and halfway along the western extent, to a depth of approximately 3.5
metres below ground surface (m bgs). Test pits were reinstated and compacted
following completion;

•

Lithological logs of the test-pits were recorded in accordance with AS1726-1993 and
soils classified in general accordance with Unified Soil Classification System (USCS),
including detection of any anthropogenic material (ie, ash, metal etc);

•

Soil samples were collected from the test pits, by taking samples directly from the
excavator bucket and placing into a glass jar with a Teflon lid and no headspace, then
placed on ice in an insulated container;

•

Headspdce screening for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of all soil samples
collected using a calibrated PID; and

•

Analysis of selected soil samples by a NATA accredited laboratory.

Soil Investigation

3.2

To assess the soil on the Site for the contamination, the following methodology was used:
•

Two boreholes (BH01 and BH02) were drilled using truck mounted solid flight augers to
refusal or to where bedrock was encountered (at a depth of approximately 8.0 m);

•

Fourteen primary soil samples were collected during drilling of the boreholes. Soil
samples were collected in the fill, at the base of the fill and at l m intervals thereafter;

•

The soil samples were collected directly from the auger and placed into glass jars with
Teflon lids and no headspace, then placed on ice in an insulated container;

•

Headspace screening for VOC's of all soil samples collected using a calibrated PID;
and

•

Analysis of selected soil samples by a NATA accredited laboratory.

Soil samples were also collected during the UST investigation as described in Section 3.1.

Groundwater Investigation

3.3

To assess the groundwater on-site for contamination, the following procedures were used:
•

Two groundwater monitoring wells (MWO1 and MW02) were installed into boreholes
BH01 and BH02 respectively;

•

Groundwater wells were constructed using 100 mm diameter machine threaded and
slotted PVC casing;

•

A graded sand filter was added to approximately 0.5 m above the top of the screened
interval. A minimum of 0.5 m hydrated bentonite seal was placed above the filter sand;
and
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•

The wells were completed flush to grade with lockable well covers.

The monitoring wells were not developed or sampled as no water was produced after a period
of one week,

6
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4

SITE ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

4.1

Soil Assessment

The current assessment criteria used in NSW to evaluate soil analytical results are based on
the Guidelines for the NSW Site Auditor Scheme (NSW DEC, 2006), Guidelines for Assessing
Service Station Sites (NSW EPA, 1994) and the National Environment Protection (Assessment
o f Site Contamination) Measure (NEPC, 1999). These combined guidelines present a range of
Health-Based Soil Investigation Levels (SILs), provisional Phytotoxicity-Based Investigation
Levels (PBILs), Ecological Investigation Levels (ElLs), sensitive land use thresholds and
expected background concentration ranges for urban redevelopment sites in NSW. Application
of these guidelines is briefly described below.
SILs
The SILs described in the NSW DEC (2006) and NEPC (1999) guidelines are based on the
National Environmental Health Forum (NEHF) levels devised by lmray and Langley (1996). A
series of guideline levels are provided for various substances for the protection of human health
based on four specific land use and exposure scenarios including:
SILi
Residential with gardens and accessible soil (home-grown produce contributing less
than 10% fruit and vegetable intake; no poultry), including children's day care centres,
preschools and primary schools, or town houses or villas.
SIL2

Residential with minimal access to soil including high-rise apartments and flats.

SIL3

Parks, recreational open space, playing fields including secondary schools.

SIL4

Commercial or industrial.

PBILs & ElLs
The PBILs (NSW DEC, 2006) and ElLs (NEPC 1999) have been devised for the protection of
plants, and are designed to be applied as single number criteria indicative of environmental
effect. Their use has significant limitations since phytotoxicity depends on soil and species
parameters, therefore they are intended to be applied as a screening guide only. The NSW
EPA decision process for assessing urban redevelopment sites stipulates that the PBILs need
to be considered on sites used for either residential purposes, or land uses including parks,
recreational open space and secondary schools.
Given the proposed land use of the Site at a roadway, these guidelines have not been taken
into consideration.
NSW EPA Sensitive Land Use Guidelines
For the assessment of petroleum hydrocarbon contamination, the NSW DEC (2006) guidelines
refer to the use of the Guidelines for Assessing Service Station Sites (NSW EPA, 1994). These
guidelines contain threshold concentrations for hydrocarbon contaminants in soil and provide for
the protection of human and environmental health assuming a sensitive land use. SILs
specifically for the lower volatility aliphatic and aromatic petroleum hydrocarbon components are
also provided in NEPC (1999) for the various land use scenarios described above, however
these have not been used as speciated analysis was not conducted.
The NSW DEC assessment process also stipulates that the impact of contaminants on ground
and surface water, potential degradation of building structures and affects of chemical mixtures
need to be considered.
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4.2

Groundwater Assessment

Groundwater was not encountered at the Site, therefore groundwater assessment criteria was
not required.

4.3

Adopted Site Assessment Criteria

Based on the Site's proposed land use, hydrocarbon concentrations are assessed against the
Guidelines for Assessing Service Station Sites, although it is noted these guidelines are
conservative for the proposed land use.
Adopted soil assessment guidelines are presented in Table 1.

8
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL

5

(QA/QC)
QA/QC Data Validation

5.1

As part of HLA's QA/QC program for the soil investigation, one intra-laboratory duplicate soil
sample DUP01 and one inter-laboratory duplicate sample TRIP01 (duplicates of primary sample
BH02_3.0-3.2) were analysed for the COPC.
A relative percentage difference (RPD) analysis of primary and duplicate samples were used to
measure the representativeness and/or precision of duplicate samples. The RPD was
calculated from the absolute difference between results of the duplicate pair divided by the
mean value of the duplicate pair.
RPD (%) = 100 x (D1-D2) / ((D1+D2) / 2)
where: D1 = primary sample analysis
D2 = duplicate sample analysis
AS 4482.1-1997 states that the typical RPD which can be expected from acceptable field
duplicates is < + 30-50% of the mean concentration of the analyte, where the results are greater
than ten times the limit of reporting (LOR).
No RPD exceedances were reported for the duplicate samples collected. The duplicate sample
results and RPD analysis are presented in Table 1.
LabMark and ALS Environmental (ALS) reported their internal laboratory QA/QC program,
which indicated that all samples were extracted and analysed within the acceptable holding
times, and all results were within the acceptable limits, with the exception of the following:
•

ALS report ES0701702: Laboratory duplicate E50701707-009 reported an RPD of
21.4% for lead analysis which marginally exceeds LOR based limits of 20%; and

•

ALS report ES0701702: minor holding time exceedance of 2 days for moisture content
analysis for sample TRIP01.

The exceedance of the RPD criteria for the laboratory duplicate is only marginally outside the
recommended RPD. In addition, a second laboratory duplicate was analysed and returned an
RPD of 0%. This indicates that the discrepancy in results is likely due to heterogeneity within
the sample. Moisture content is an additional analysis that is carried out on all soil samples that
enter the laboratory and is not essential for this assessment. The two above outliers are not
considered to affect the quality of analytical data.
Based on HLA's QA/QC program, and the internal laboratory QA/QC, HLA considers that the
analytical data exhibits an acceptable level of accuracy and precision and is reliable for the
purposes of this project. All laboratory QA/QC and HLA field QA/QC sample results are
presented in Appendix C.

5.2

Data Useability

The data validation procedure employed for the assessment of the field and laboratory QA/QC
data indicated that the reported analytical results are representative of soil conditions at the
sample locations and that the overall quality of the analytical data produced is acceptably
reliable for the purpose of the investigation.
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6

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION RESULTS

6.1

Site Conditions

6.1.1

UST Investigation

Initial excavation was carried out to a depth of approximately 2 m at the location described in
the figures and drawings provided from the GPR survey. A concrete slab was not located in the
area defined, but was located immediately to the west (refer to Figure 2).
The concrete slab was covered with approximately 0.2 m of fill material. Excavation was carried
out along the northern edge of the concrete slab and revealed approximately 0.4 m of fill
overlying natural red and brown mottled clays. A small copper pipe was uncovered at the
western end of the trench, but did not appear to be associated with the suspected UST(s)
location beneath the concrete slab. The excavation reached a depth of approximately 3.2
metres.
The excavation along the northern edge of the slab continued approximately one third of the
way down the western edge of the slab (refer to Figure 2).
A second excavation was made along the eastern edge of the concrete slab and revealed
similar geology with no evidence of a UST(s) or backfill materials. The depth of the excavation
extended to 3.5 metres.
During excavation, the concrete slab was undermined by about 0.5 m to determine if a UST(s)
was present.
No odour or evidence of hydrocarbon contamination was encountered during the test pit
investigation and excavation around the concrete slab failed to locate a UST(s) or backfill sands
associated with UST emplacement.
Test pit logs are provided in Appendix A.

6.1.2

Soil Investigation

The subsurface soil investigation encountered a thin layer of fill material extending to depths
that ranged from 0.4 to 0.8 m bgs. The fill comprised gravelly silt, with the gravel consisting of
sandstone, quartz, ironstone, slag and bitumen/concrete. No asbestos material was observed in
the fill.
The natural soil comprised red and brown mottled clay, which extended to depths of 2 to 3.5 m
bgs. The clay then graded to slightly weathered shale. Refusal of the auger occurred on
bedrock shale at depths of 7.6 and 8 m bgs in boreholes BH01 and BH02, respectively.
Strong hydrocarbon odours were encountered in both boreholes when drilling between 2 and 5
m bgs, below which the hydrocarbon odour decreased to a slight odour.
The drilling of two boreholes was unable to locate the UST(s) or the associated backfill sands.
Borelogs for the subsurface investigation are provided in Appendix A.

6.1.3

Groundwater Investigation

Groundwater was not encountered during the investigation.
S4079401_FinalRpt_19Mar07
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Groundwater monitoring wells were installed on top of bedrock to the east and west of the
concrete slab. A limited bore search of the area indicated that perched groundwater is often
present on top of the bedrock, with the main aquifer being within the fractured sandstone and
shale bedrock. Perched groundwater was not encountered during the investigation, and may be
a result of the drier conditions experienced over recent years.

6.2

VOC Screening

Concentrations of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in soil samples were measured in the
field using a calibrated photoionisation detector (PID), as a means of screening for potentially
contaminated soils. Concentrations of VOCs ranged from 0 and 990 ppm, and indicated that the
soil was likely to contain VOC contamination. The PID screening results are provided on the
bore logs in Appendix C and on Table 1 where they are compared to the results reported for
petroleum hydrocarbons and BTEX compounds. Calibration records for the PID are provided in
Appendix B.

6.3

Soil Analytical Results

Soil analytical results are presented in Table 1.
All results were below the NSW EPA (1994) Sensative Land Use criteria for human health.
However, TPH fractions (TPH 06 -C9 and TPH C10 —C14), PAHs and BTEX compounds were
detected in soil samples from both boreholes. Lead was detected at low concentrations in all
soil samples.
The analytical results indicated that unleaded petrol was the likely cause of soil impact identified
at the Site.

12
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7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

Conclusions

Based on the information obtained during the investigation, the following conclusions have been
derived.
The investigation failed to locate the UST(s) thought to exist beneath the concrete slab, nor did
it identify any backfill sands usually associated with emplacement of underground tanks. The
investigation was unable to inspect the entire area beneath the concrete slab, and as such, a
small UST may be in place, but this is considered unlikely.
The TPH and lead concentrations reported in both the up hydraulic gradient and down hydraulic
gradient boreholes, suggest that the UST(s) may be located further up hydraulic gradient,
believed to be west of the concrete slab. This also supports the anecdotal information regarding
the suspected location of the UST(s).
It is suspected that the pipe work detected on the GPR survey may be the water main that runs
across the investigation area.

7.2

Recommendations

The investigation and anecdotal evidence suggest the UST(s) may be located further west of
the Site than was assumed on the GPR survey. If this area is considered to be within the
allotment that the RTA propose to acquire, the following recommendations are made to locate
the UST(s).
•

Review the results of the GPR survey;

•

Undertake a full historical title search to determine previous land owners and any
alterations to the Site address that may have occurred over time;

•

Any new information found during the title search should be submitted to WorkCover
NSW for a revised SCID search; and

•

Undertake a historical aerial photograph review which may provide information on the
location of the tank.

If additional information can not be provided regarding the location of the tank(s), the
excavation of small trenches across the Site may be required to locate the UST(s) or
associated backfill sands.
Removal of a section of the concrete slab and excavation below may also be required to
rule out the presence of a UST(s) beneath.
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Table 1
S o i l A n a l y t i c a l Results
1 7 4 2 - 1 7 4 4 C a m d e n V a l l e y Way
E d m o n s d o n P a r k , NSW

LocCode
Sample Depth Range
Sampled Date-Time

ChemName
Lead
PAHs
Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Anthracene
Benz(a)anthracene
Benzo(a) pyrene
Benzo(b)&(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Chrysene
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene
Naphthalene
PAHs (Sum of total)
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
TPH C6 - C9 Fraction
TPH
TPH 010 - C14 Fraction
TPH C15-C28 Fraction
TPH C29-C36 Fraction
TPH C10 - C36 (Sum of total)
BTEX
Benzene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
m- & p-xylene
o-xylene
Xylene Total

output unit EOL
mg/kg

2

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

50
100
100

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

0.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

BH02
7.4-7.6
05/02/07

TP01
1
05/02/07

TP02
0.3
05/02/07

TP02
3
05/02/07

%

Shale

Clay

Fill

Clay

1.2

0.8

12

19

13

-

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5

no

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7

no
nc
no
no
no
110

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

nc
<0.5
<0.5
34

no
no
16

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
0.7
<0.5
60

nc
<0.5
<0.5
<10

nc
<0.5
<0.5
<10

nc
<0.5
<0.5
<10

<50
<100
<100

80
<100
<100
80

<50
<100
<100

<50
<100
<100

<50
<100
<100

-

no
no
no
no

nc

nc

nc

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
1.4
0.8

no
no
no
12
33

0.6
0.5
0.5
1
<0.5
1

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

nc

no

nc

BH01
7.1-7.3
05/02/07

BH02
2-2.4
05/02/07

BH02
3-3.2
05/02/07

Matrix_Description

Clay

Weathered
Shale

Weathered
Shale

Weathered
Shale

Weathered
Shale

P ID field reading

1.9

439

167

53

990

NSW EPA (19941 Sensitive Land
Use - Human Reath
300

17

17

17

6

23

22

4

20

10

18

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

no
no
no
no
no
no

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

nc
nc
no
no
no

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5

<0.5

no

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
2.4
2.4
<0.5
<0.5
40

no
no
22

<0.5

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

05/02/07
Imre-lab
Duplicate of
BH02_3-3.2

9.,,

no
no
no
no
nc
23
23

nc
<0.5
<0.5
<10

nc
<0.5
<0.5
20

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
1.9
1.9
<0.5
<0.5
50

<50
<100
<100

<50
<100
<100

1000

nc

nc

70
<100
<100
70

160
<100
<100
160

130
<100
<100
130

170
<100
<100
170

no
no
27

1
130
50

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

25

nc

0.4
1.2
0.5
2
0.5
2.5

0.3
1
<0.5
1
<0.5
1

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
1
0.9
1.9

<0.2
<0.5
0.7
2
1.4
3.4

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
1
0.9
1.9

no
nc
no
43
67
57

Notes
mg/kg = milligrams per kilogram
# = analyte not detected above estimated quantitation limit (EQL)
nc = RPD or total concentration not calculated (result/s < EQL)
RPD = relative percent difference
- denotes not analysed
PID = Photoionisation Detector

_

Inter-lab
Duplicate of
BH02_3-3.2

90

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
0.7
<0.5
40

65

TRIP01
05/02/07

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
0.7
<0.5
<0.5
<10

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
20

0.5
0.5
10

RPD

BH01
4.9-5
05/02/07

1

DUP02

RPD

8I-101
1.8-2
05/02/07

27

no

Rams 1 nf 1
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Underground Storage Tank Investigation
AdventureLand
1742-1744 Camden Valley Way,
Edmondson Park, NSW
PROJECT-FILE NAME

54079401

DATE

19 March 2007

300m

0
Appmximate

DRAWN

TO

APPROVED

\

,PROJECT-FILE NAME
DATE
DRAWN
APPROVED

CAMDEN VALLEY WAY

Shipping container

\
\

\

Test pit
4 -

Suspected location of UST(s)

S4079401
19 March 2007
TO

Groundwater monitoring well

Concrete slab

TP92

Location of concrete
slab on GPR survey
drawings
441101/
MW01

Investigation
Test Pit

4-61102/
MW02

Shipping container

Office/shop

Carousel

Site Layout and Sampling Locations
NSW Roads and Traffic Authority
Underground Storage Tank Investigation
AdventureLand
1742-1744 Camden Valley Way,
Edmondson Park, NSW
FIGURE
2
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Plates
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Stage 1 and 2 Environmental Site Assessment, 1742-1744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW

Plate 1: The car park in front of AdventureLand and suspected location of the UST(s), looking east

Plate 2: The investigation area, looking south west

S4079401_FinalRpt_19Mar07

Stage 1 and 2 Environmental Site Assessment, 1742-1744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW

Plate 3: Drilling on the eastern side of the concrete slab. Reinstated test pits are also evident

Plate 4: The entrance to AdventureLand and the possible location of UST(s) in foreground
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Stage 1 and 2 Environmental Site Assessment, 1742-1744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW

Plate 5: Investigation area showing reinstated test pits around the concrete slab

Plate 6: The exposed concrete slab
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Stage 1 and 2 Environmental Site Assessment, 1742-1744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW

Plate 7: Camden Valley Way and the entrance to AdventureLand
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Appendix A: Borelogs
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H LA

HLA-Envirosciences
Level 5, 828 Pacific Highway
Gordon. NSW., 2072
Phone: 02 8484 8999
Fax: 02 8484 8989

MONITORING WELL LOG BH01

P R O J E C T N U M B E R S4079401
P R O J E C T N A M E Edmondson Park
LOCATION Camden Valley Way. Edmondson Park. NSW
DRILLING M E T H O D Excavator
S A M P L I N G METHOD
Auger/SPT
L O G G E D B Y A.Syriatowicz
STABILISED W A T E R LEVEL
G R O U N D W A T E R ELEVATION

DATE 05/02/2007
S U R F A C E ELEVATION
W E L L HEAD/TOC
B L A N K 50mm diameter PVC blank
SCREEN 50mm PVC factory slotted
G R A V E L P A C K 2-3mm graded sand
S A N I T A R Y SEAL/BENTONITE Bentonite chips/Grout

COMMENTS
w
(dd)

R
C
E
O
R
E
V
Y
COUNTS
BLOW

A
N
Y
S
E
A
D
L
NUMBER
SAMPLE

BGL)GRAPHIC
DEPTH
O
L
G

Old

CONTACT
DEPTH
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

WELL DIAGRAM

(m
ts1101

0.8

••••••

0.0-0.1

••••••
,t,st
9;*;
•••

BH01
1.8-2.o

1.9

i

—
_
_
-

Gravelly SILT (FILL), dry to slightly moist, hard, low
plasticity, brown, contains asphalt/bitumen pieces,
sandstone, quartz, no A C observed, no odour

I

BH01

450

X

BH01
3.0-3.4

344

BH01
4.0-4.2

439

BH01
4,9-5.0
DUP03

2.40
Highly Weathered SHALE/CLAY (CL), slightly
moist, very stiff, low plasticity, grey/brown, strong

_ A hydrocarbon
,,
-

4.0

:--4.5 -..—---:
ye
71‘ —5.
_

-

_
_

3.10

Weathered SHALE (SHALE), slightly moist, very
stiff, low plasticity, mainly grey with
orange/brown/red, moderate hydrocarbon odour
Becoming harder with depth, hydrocarbon odour
persists
...Gravel

5.00

BH01

71-7 3

—

Pack

Screen

Slightly Weatherd SHALE (SHALE), dry to slightly
moist, hard, low plasticity, grey, slight hydrocarbon
odour

_
z_6.5 --,___

167

Bentonite
Blank Casing

0.80

Ironstone band (0.1m)

_
_
_
,=3.5
_

I

CLAY (CL), slightly moist, stiff to very stiff, low
plasticity, reddish brown, no odour

:

105

II

_

_
—7.0
-:
:
-

77.5

-—8.0

8.00
Borehole terminated at 8 m bgs - Refusal of auger
Tit tal Depth: 8.00 m

26/02/07

G
O
T
S
Y
D
H
A
L
G
P
J
O
B
R
G
L
E
S

O
LG
G
E
N
R
A
L
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H LA

HLA-Envirosciences
Level 5, 828 Pacific Highway
Gordon, NSW., 2072
Phone: 02 8484 8999
Fax: 02 8484 8989

MONITORING WELL LOG BH02

PROJECT NUMBER S4079401
PROJECT NAME Edmondson Park
LOCATION
Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW
DRILLING METHOD Excavator
SAMPLING METHOD
Auger/Grab/SPT
LOGGED BY A.Syriatowicz
STABILISED W A T E R LEVEL
G R O U N D W A T E R ELEVATION

DATE 05/02/2007
SURFACE ELEVATION
WELL HEAD/TOC
BLANK 50mm diameter PVC blank
SCREEN 50mm PVC factory slotted
GRAVEL PACK 2-3mm graded sand
SANITARY SEAL/BENTONITE Bentonite chips/Grout

COMMENTS
'-'-'
a
a
—
0
6:

RECOVERY
A
N
Y
S
E
D
L
NUMBER
COUNTS
SAMPLE
BLOW

BGL)GRAPHIC
DEPTH
LOG

rvi

I

•4.•••
•••
••••••.
liii••••••-i
5

Z

0H02
2 0-2.4

BH02,
3.0-3.2
DUP02
TRIP01

990

190

_

BH02
0.9-1.0

0.6

942

W E L L DIAGRAM

LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

(m
I ,

53

CONTACT
DEPTH

I

_ A

)1( E

X

6,

Bentonite
Blank Casing

CLAY (CL), slightly moist, stiff to very stiff, low
plasticity, reddish brown, no odour

.

z
_
_
_
- 2.0

=

7.2 .5-•
z
:-3.0

A4 :
'''-35

1,31.1-01?2
4.

BH02
5.8-6.0

/

Gravelly SILT (FILL), dry to slightly moist, hard, low
plasticity, brown, contains asphalt/bitumen pieces,
,/'
\ s a n d s t o n e , quartz, no A C observed, no odour

2.00
Weathered SHALE (SHALE), slightly moist, very
stiff, low plasticity, grey, strong hydrocarbon odour

Strong hydrocarbon odour perists, grey wi th minor
red/brown
Ironstone gravel band (0.2m)

:--4.0
_
_
—4. 5
5.0
_
_
L-5.5---.

- - G r a v e l Pack
Screen

Strong hydrocarbon odour (like very degraded
diesel)
5.00
SHALE (SHALE), dry, hard, grey, slight chemical
odour

-

'6.0-7--_

6.5

—
90

BH02
7 4-7 6

very slight chemical odour
Borehole terminated at 7.6 m bgs - Refusal of
auger bit
Total Depth: 6.90 m

_7.60

26/02/07

G
S
Y
D
T
.

H
A
L
G
P
J
O
B
R
G
L
E
S

O
L
G
G
E
N
R
A
L
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H LA

HLA-Envirosciences
Level 5, 828 Pacific Highway
Gordon, NSW., 2072
Phone: 02 8484 8999
Fax: 02 8484 8989

TEST PIT LOG TP01

PROJECT NUMBER S4079401
PROJECT NAME Edmondson Park
LOCATION
Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park. NSW
DRILLING METHOD Excavator
EXCAVATION METHOD Grab
LOGGED BY A.Williams
STABILISED W A T E R LEVEL
GROUND WATER ELEVATION

DATE 05/02/2007
SURFACE ELEVATION

COMMENTS
--Ec_
—
in

R
C
E
O
R
E
V
Y
COUNTS
BLOW

A
N
Y
S
E
D
L
NUMBER
SAMPLE

BGL)GRAPHIC
DEPTH
O
L
G

CONTACT
DEPTH
LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

(m
-

1,

rpoi

_
NE _
_
E-1.
_
:
_
_
_
-..3.
_
- 3.5

,Concrete
•+. ,,
\Gravelly
i- r-i r
SAND (FILL), dry, brown
GRAVEL (FILL) dry, loose black/grey, slag/ironstone gravel
Silty CLAY (CL), moist, very stiff,low plasticity, red mottled, no odours

0.15
[...-[0.40 0.20

1.90
CLAY (CL), moist, very stiff, low plasticity, grey mottled red/orange, no odour
Plasticity increases to medium

3.50
Test Pit terminated at 3.5 m bgs
Total Depth: 3.50 m

26/02/07

G
O
T
H
A
S
L
_
Y
D

G
P
J
O
B
G
R
L
E
S

O
G
L
G
N
E
R
L
A
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H LA

HLA-Envirosciences
Level 5, 828 Pacific Highway
Gordon, NSW., 2072
Phone: 02 8484 8999
Fax: 02 8484 8989

TEST PIT LOG TP02

PROJECT NUMBER S4079401
PROJECT NAME Edmondson Park
LOCATION
Camden Valley Way. Edmondson Park, NSW
DRILLING METHOD Excavator
EXCAVATION METHOD Grab
LOGGED BY A.Williams
STABILISED W A T E R LEVEL
G R O U N D WATER ELEVATION

DATE 05/02/2007
SURFACE ELEVATION

COMMENTS
-Ea
a
—
0
PT_

1.2

RECOVERY
ANALYSEDGRAPHIC
NUMBER
COUNTS
SAMPLE
BGL)
DEPTH
BLOW
LOG

LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

(m

_5_

oT P
3 0c2

•t•t•t

-

.4

Nv -_

i

n r•

_
—1.
oy

_
_

TP02
3.0-3.1

\v
7N

0.20
[0.40

Small copper pipe

=
_

-IS-

Gravell SILT FILL dr brown concrete and bitumen
GRAVEL (FILL), dry, loose, black/grey, ironstone gravel/slag
Copper pipe
CLAY (CL), slightly moist, stiff, low plasticity, red/brown mottled

-

0.8

CONTAC
DEPTH

Grades to grey/red mottled clay
Becomes moist

_
_
—

n

A

3.00
3.20
Test Pit terminated at 3.2 m bgs
Total Depth: 3.00 m

26/02/07

H
A
L
G
S
_
Y
D
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B
O
R
G
O
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L
P
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Appendix B: Calibration Records
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/7/ ENVIROEQUIP RENTALS
Y o u r F r i e n d i n t h e Field

Equipment Report - MINIRAE 2000 PID
This PID has been performance checked I calibrated* as follows:
Calibration

Actual Value

Zero—fresh air

0.0

Span — lsobutylene
I Operations Check

Reading

ppm

Pass?

PPm

PPm

erformance Check (pump, lamp, sensor & battery voltage check)
7%pare
E ü t e r s Check
attery Charged
battery Voltage (5.0v minimum) ‘ , C

V

* Calibration gas traceability information is available upon request.

7)-

Date:

Checked by:

Signed:
Please check that the following items are received and that all items are cleaned and decontaminated before
return:„A minimum $20 cleaning / service / repair charge may be applied to any unclean or damaged items.
Items not returned will be billed for at the full replacement cost.
Sent

Received

Returned

1"*-LI
ii

Item
MiniRae 2000 PID I Operational Check, plus Battery Voltage @ & J V
Protective yellow rubber boot
Inlet probe (attached to PID)
Water trap filter.
Spare water trap filter(s) Qty
@
+GST / filter if opened.
Charger 240V to 12V 500mA
Instruction Manual behind foam on the lid of case
Quick Guide Sheet behind foam on the lid of case
Spare Alkaline Battery Compartment with/without batteries
Carry Case
Calibration regulator & tubing (optional)

1:7
Processors Signature! Initials
EE Quote Reference

Condition on return

Customer Ref
Equipment ID
Equipment serial no.
Return Date

Din_
t o *,_ocri..14i_
/

Return Time

Melbourne

Sydney
Brisbane
Perth
Auckland
Kuala Lumpur
Sydney — Unit 1, 28 Barcoo St, Chatswood NSW 2067 Australia
Tel: +61-2-9417-1513
Fax: +61-2-9417-7669
Email: rentals.syd@enviroequip.com
Internet: www.rentals.enviroequip.com
Filename: Eq Rep Minirae 2000 PID ver 06.01

Stage 1 and 2 Environmental Site Assessment, 1742-1744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW
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Photoionization Detector / Flame Ionization Dector
— Calibration Record

59-o7 7 0 I

Job Numbed/Name:
Frequency:
Daily on Use or Twice Daily

Serial Number

f( 0

II

—

0

0 17-76
I-1

Date/Time

242-101
5/2/o

Photoionization_Detector_May03

Fresh Air Cal.

0 0
0

(3

Span Gas
Concentration
(e.g 101 ppm
lsobutylene)

cr-7.0
(DC)

Span Gas Cal,

9 7 :2/

0

0

Name (Print)

011ie_

Signature

Eillifaeguip

,4(

Page

of

Stage 1 and 2 Environmental Site Assessment, 1742-1744 Camden Valley Way, Edmondson Park, NSW
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Appendix C: Laboratory Analytical Results
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NATA
N o . 13542.
Accredited f o r compliance w i t h I S O L E C 17025. The
results o f tests. calibrations and/or measurements
this
included
in
document
traceable
to
are
Australiawnational standards. N A T A is a signatory t o
the A P L A C mutual recognition arrangement f o r the
mutual recognition o f the equivalence o f testing.
calibration and inspection reports.

C U S T O M E R C E N T R I C - A N A L Y T I C A L CHEMISTS

AQIS
A U S T R A L I A N QUARANTINE
A N D I N S P E C T I O N SERVICE

S Y D N E Y License No. N0356.
Quarantine Approved Premises criteria
5.1 f o r quarantine containment level 1
( Q C I ) facilities. Class f i v e criteria
cover premises utilised f o r research.
analysis and testing o f biological
matefial. soil, animal, plant and human
products.

FINAL CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS - ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION
Cover Page 1 o f 3
plus Sample Results

E030288
HLA - Envirosciences Pty Limited
Edmonston Park
Ainslie Williams
na
OTHER & SOIL & WATER

Laboratory Report No:
Client Name:
Client Reference:
Contact Name:
Chain o f Custody No:
Sample Matrix:

Date Received: 06/02/2007
Date Reported: 14/02/2007

This Final Certificate o f Analysis consists o f sample results, DQI's, method descriptions, laboratory definitions, and internationally recognised NATA
accreditation and endorsement. T h e D Q O compliance relates specifically to QA/QC results as performed as part o f the sample analysis, and may provide an
indication o f sample result quality. Transfer o f report ownership from Labmark to the client shall only occur once full 8c final payment has been settled and
verified. All report copies m a y b e retracted where full payment has not occured within the agreed settlement period.

QUALITY CONTROL
GLOBAL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (GAC)

QUALITY ASSURANCE CRITERIA
1 in first 5-20, then I every 20 samples
1 per analytical batch

matrix spike:

Accuracy:

Precision:

les, crm, method:
surrogate spike:

addition per target organic method

laboratory duplicate:

I in first 5-10, then 1 every 10 samples

laboratory triplicate:

re-extracted & reported when duplicate
R P D values exceed acceptance criteria

Accuracy: spike, les, crm
surrogate:

anion/cation bal: +/- 10% (0-3 meq/1),
+/- 5 % (>3 meq/1)
Precision:

Refer to LabMark Preservation & THT
table
V O C ' s 14 days water/soil
VAC's 7 days water or 14 days acidified
VAC's 14 days soil
SVOC's 7 days water, 14 days soil
Pesticides 7 days water, 14 days soil
Metals 6 months general elements
Mercury 28 days

Holding Times: soils, waters:

Confirmation:

target organic analysis: GC/MS, o r confirmatory column

Sensitivity:

FOL.:

method blank:

not detected > 9 5 % o f the reported EQL

duplicate lab
R P D (metals):

0-30% (>10xEQL), 0-75% (5-10xEQL)
0-100% ( <5xEQL)

duplicate lab
RPD:

0-50% (>10xEQL), 0-75% (5-10xEQL)
0-100% (<5xEQL)

QUALITY CONTROL
ANALYTE SPECIFIC ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (ASAC)
Accuracy:

Typically 2-5 x Method Detection Limit
(MDL)

spike, les, e n n
surrogate:

Uncertainty:

RESULT ANNOTATION
Data Quality Objective
Data Quality Indicator

s:
d:

matrix spike recovery
laboratory duplicate

p:
les:

Estimated Quantitation Limit

t:

laboratory triplicate

r:

R P D relative % difference

crm:
mb:

not applicable

general analytes 70% - 130% recovery
phenol analytes 50% - 130% recovery
organophosphorous pesticide analytes
6 0 % - 130% recovery
phenoxy acid herbicides
5 0 % - 130% recovery

spike, les:

analytc specific recovery data
<3xsd o f historical mean
measurement calculated from
historical analyte specific control
charts

pending

bcs: batch specific les

laboratory control sample

bmb: batch specific mb

certified reference material
method blank

SAA_

David Bums

Geoff Weir

S i m o n Mills

Quality Control (Report signatory)

Authorising Chemist ( N A T A signatory)
geoff.weir@labmark.com.au

A u t h o r i s i n g C h e m i s t ( N A T A signatory)
simon.mills@labmark.com.au

david.bunis@labmark.com.au

T h i s d o c u m e n t i s i s s u e d i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h N A T A ' s a c c r e d i t a t i o n requirements.

© c o p y r i g h t 2000

LabMark PTY LTD ABN 27 079 798 397
* SYDNEY: Unit 1, 8 Leighton Place Asquith NSW 2077
* MELBOURNE: 116 Moray Street, South Melbourne VIC 3205
* Tele.hone: (02) 9476 6533 a Fax: (02) 9476 8219
a Tele.hone: (03) 9686 8344 * Fax: (03) 9686 7344

Lab,Mar
C U S T O M E R C E N T R I C - A N A L Y T I C A L CHEMISTS

! Environmental
Laboratory
Industry

Laboratory Report: E030288

Group

Cover Page 2 o f 3

Foundmion
\

N E P C G U I D E L I N E C O M P L I A N C E - DQO
GENERAL

1.

A.

Results relate specifically to samples as received. Sample results are not corrected for matrix spike, lcs, or
surrogate recovery data.

B.

EQL's are matrix dependant and may be increased due to sample dilution or matrix interference.

C.

Laboratory QA/QC samples are specific to this project.

D.

Inter-laboratory proficiency results are available upon request. N A T A accreditation details available at
www.nata.asn.au.

E.

VOC spikes & surrogates added to samples during extraction, SVOC spikes & surrogates added prior to
extraction.

F.

Recovery data outside GAC limits shall be investigated and compared to A S A C (historical mean +/- 3sd). If
recovery data <20%, then the relevant results for that compound are considered not reliable.

G.

Recovery data (ms, surrogate, crm, lcs) outside ASAC limits shall initiate an investigative action.
Anomolous QC data is examined in conjunction with other Q C samples and a final decision whether to accept or
reject results is provided b y the professional judgement o f the senior analyst. The USEPA-CLP National
Functional Guidelines are referred to for specific recommendations.

H.

Extraction (preparation) date refers to the date that sample preparation was initiated. Note that certain methods
not requiring sample preparation (eg. VOCs in water, etc) m a y report a common extraction and analysis date.

I.

LabMark shall maintain an official copy o f this Certificate o f Analysis for all tracable reference purposes.

CHAIN OF CUSTODY (COC) & SAMPLE RECEIPT NOTICE (SRN) REQUIREMENTS

2.

A.

SRN issued to client upon sample receipt & login verification.

B.

Preservation & sampling date details specified on COC and SRN, unless noted.

C.

Sample Integrity & Validated Time o f Sample Receipt (VTSR) Holding Times verified (preservation may
extend holding time, refer to preservation chart).

3.

NATA ACCREDITED METHODS
A.

N A T A accreditation held for each in-house method and sample matrix type reported, unless noted below (Refer
to subcontracted test reports for NATA accreditation status).

B.

N A T A accredited in-house laboratory methods are referenced from NEPC, ASTM, modified U S E P A / APHA
documents. Corporate Accreditation No. 13542.

C.

Subcontracted analyses: Refer to Sample Receipt Notice and additional D Q O comments.

This document is issued in accordance with NATA's accreditation requirements.
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QA/QC FREQUENCY COMPLIANCE TABLE SPECIFIC TO THIS REPORT
Matrix:
Page:

SOIL
Method:

Totals:

#d

%d-ratio

#t

#s

%s-ratio

1

BTEX by P&T

10

1

10%

0

1

10%

1

Volatile TPH by P&T (vTPH)

10

1

10%

0

1

10%

3

Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH)

10

1

10%

0

1

10%

5

Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH)

10

1

10%

0

1

10%

1

10%

0

1

10%

7

Acid extractable lead

10

8

Moisture

10

GLOSSARY:
#d
number o f discrete duplicate extractions/analyses performed.
%d-ratio N E P C guideline for laboratory duplicates is 1 in 10 samples (mm 10%).
#t
n u m b e r o f triplicate extractions/analyses performed.
#s
n u m b e r o f spiked samples analysed.
%s-ratio U S E P A guideline for laboratory matrix spikes is 1 in 20 samples (mm 5%).

5.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS SPECIFIC TO THIS REPORT
A. All tests were conducted by LabMark Environmental Sydney, N A T A accreditation No. 13542, Corporate
Site No. 13535., unless indicated below.

L a b o r a t o r y Q A / Q C d a t a s h a l l r e l a t e specifically t o this r e p o r t , a n d m a y p r o v i d e a n indication o f site specific s a m p l e r e s u l t quality. LabMark DOES
N O T report N O N - R E L E V A N T B A T C H 0 A / O C data. Acceptance o f this self assessment certificate does not preclude any requirement for a QA/QC review
b y a accredited contaminated site E P A auditor, when and wherever necessary. Laboratory Q A / Q C self assessment references available upon request.

This document is issued in accordance with NATA's accreditation requirements.
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C l i e n t Name:

plus cover page

C o n t a c t Name:

Envirosciences Pty Limited
A i n s l i e Williams

C l i e n t Reference

E d m o n s t o n Pa rk S4079401

This report supercedes reports issued on: N/A

H LA

Final
Certificate
o f Analysis

D a t e : 14/02/07

L a b o r a t o r y Identification

68556

68560

68561

68563

68564

68567

68570

68573

68574

68575

Sample Identification

BHO I

BH01

BH01

BH02

BH02

BH02

DUP02

TP01

TP02

TP03

Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date

1.8-2.0
5/2/07

4.9-5.0
5/2/07

7.1-7.3
5/2/07

2.0-2.4
5/2/07

3.0-3.2
5/2/07

7.4-7.6
5/2/07

1.0
5/2/07

0.3
5/2/07

3.0
5/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

-5/2/07
9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

EQL
0.2
0.5
0.5
1
0.5

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
1
0.9
1.9
111%

<0.2
<0.5
0.7
2
1.4
3.4
123%

0.6
0.5
0.5
1
<0.5
1
126%

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
1
0.9
1.9
74%

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

-114%

0.3
1
<0.5
1
<0.5
1
122%

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

---

0.4
1.2
0.5
2
0.5
2.5
121%

-87%

-100%

-95%

EQI,
10

<10

<10

40

20

50

60

40

<10

<10

<10

M e t h o d : E002.2
BTEX by P&T
Benzene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
meta- and para-Xylene
ortho-Xylene
Total Xylene
CDFB (Surr k , 10ing/kg)
M e t h o d : E003.2
Volatile T P H by P & T (vTPH)
C6 - C9 Fraction

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E002.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 methanol. Analysis by P&T/GC/PID/MSD.
E003.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 methanol. Analysis by P&T/GC/F1D.
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C l i e n t Name:

H L A - E n v i r o s c i e n c e s P t y Limited

p l u s c o v e r page

Certificate
o f Analysis

C o n t a c t Name:

A i n s l i e Williams

Date: 14/02/07

C l i e n t Reference

E d m o n s t o n P a r k S4079401

This report supercedes reports issued on. N/A

Laboratory Identification
Sample Identification
Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date
Method: E002.2
BTEX by P&T
Benzene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
meta- and para-Xylene
ortho-Xylene
Total Xylene
CDFB (Surr @ 10mg/kg)
Method : E003.2
Volatile TPH by P&T (vTPH)
C6 - C9 Fraction

EQL
0.2
0.5
0.5
1
0.5

68556d

68556r

68560s

Ics

nib

QC

QC

QC

QC

QC

--9/2/07
12/2/07

---

--9/2/07
13/2/07

--9/2/07
9/2/07

-9/2/07
9/2/07

87%
108%
92%
102%
97%

99%
102%
104%
109%
109%

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5

-91%

-109°;

-105%

98%

1 03%

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
-108%

EQL
10

---

--5"„

<10

Final
‘1"'

10

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E002.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 methanol. Analysis by P&T/GC/PID/MSD.
E003.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 methanol. Analysis by P&T/GC/F1D.
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C l i e n t Name:

H L A - E n v i r o s c i e n c e s P t y Limited

p l u s c o v e r page

Certificate

A i n s l i e Williams

Date: 14/02/07

o f Analysis

E d m o n s t o n P a r k S4079401

T h i s r e p o r t supercedes reports issued o n : N/A

C o n t a c t Name:
C l i e n t Reference

Final

Laboratory Identification

68556

68560

68561

68563

68564

68567

68570

68573

68574

68575

Sample Identification

BH01

BH01

BH01

BH02

BH02

BH02

DUP02

TPO I

TP02

TP03

Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date

1.8-2.0
5/2/07

4.9-5.0
5/2/07

7.1-7.3
5/2/07

2.0-2.4
5/2/07

3.0-3.2
5/2/07

7.4-7.6
5/2/07

-5/2/07

1.0
5/2/07

0.3
5/2/07

3.0
5/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

<50
<100
<100

<50
<100
<100

70
<100
<100
70

160
<100
<100
160

130
<100
<100
130

80
<100
<100
80

170
<100
<100
170

<50
<100
<100

<50
<100
<100

<50
<100
<100

--

--

--

Method: E006.2
Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH)
C 1 0 - C14 Fraction
C15 - C28 Fraction
C29 - C36 Fraction
Sum o f TPH C10 - C36

EQL
50
100
100
--

--

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E006.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 DCM/Acetone (8:2). Analysis by GC/FID.

\
NATA
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L a b o r a t o r y R e p o r t No:

E030288

C l i e n t Name:

HLA

Envirosciences P t y Limited

Certificate
o f Analysis

Ainslie Williams

Date: 14/02/07

C l i e n t Reference

E d m o n s t o n P a r k S4079401

This report supercedes reports issued on: N/A

Sample Identification
Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date

68556d

68556r

68560s

Ics

mb

QC

QC

QC

QC

QC

--9/2/07
12/2/07

---

--9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
9/2/07

-9/2/07
9/2/07

-88%

-95%

--

---

EQL
50
100
100

<50
<100
<100

--

--

---

--

Final

p l u s c o v e r page

C o n t a c t Name:

Laboratory Identification

Method: E006.2
Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH)
C I 0 - C14 Fraction
C15 - C28 Fraction
C29 - C36 Fraction
Sum o f TPH CIO - C36

-

Page: 4 o f 8

<50
<100
<100
--

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E006.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 DCM/Acetone (8:2). Analysis by GC/FID.

MAYA
I542
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C l i e n t Name:
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C o n t a c t Name:

H L A - E n v i r o s c i e n c e s P t y Limited
A i n s l i e Williams

D a t e : 14/02/07

C l i e n t Reference

E d m o n s t o n P a r k S4079401

This report supercedes reports issued on: N/A

Final
Certificate
o f Analysis

Laboratory Identification

68556

68560

68561

68563

68564

68567

68570

68573

68574

68575

Sample Identification

BH01

BH01

B1101

BH02

BH02

BH02

DUP02

TPOI

TP02

TP03

Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date

1.8-2.0
5/2/07

4.9-5.0
5/2/07

7.1-7.3
5/2/07

2.0-2.4
5/2/07

3.0-3.2
5/2/07

7.4-7.6
5/2/07

-5/2/07

1.0
5/2/07

0.3
5/2/07

3.0
5/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

9/2/07
13/2/07

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

0.7
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
99%
106%

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
94%
100%

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

1.9
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
1.9
91%
100%

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
0.7
97%
104%

2.4
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
2.4
97%
105%

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

-96"o
104%

-93",,
96,

-95%
105%

Method: E007.2
Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH)
Naphthalene
Acenaphthylene
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene
Benz(a)anthracene
Chrysene
Benzo(b)&(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(a) pyrene
Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene
Sum o f reported PAHs
2-FBP (Surr @ 5mg/kg)
TP-d14 (Surr @ 5mg/kg)

EQL
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
----

-95%
103%

-94%
104%

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E007.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 DCM/acetone (8:2). Analysis by GC/MS.
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L a b o r a t o r y R e p o r t No:

E030288

C l i e n t Name:

HLA

C o n t a c t Name:

Ainslie Williams

D a t e : 14/02/07

C l i e n t Reference

E d m o n s t o n P a r k S4079401

This report supercedes reports issued on: N/A

Laboratory Identification
Sample Identification
Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date
Method: E007.2
Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH)
Naphthalene
Acenaphthylene
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene
Benz(a)anthracene
Chrysene
Benzo(b)&(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(a) pyrene
Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene
Sum o f reported PAL-Is
2-FBP (Surr ca 5mg/kg)
TP-d14 (Surr _I),. 5mg/kg)

-
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Envirosciences P t y Limited

plus cover page

68556d

68556r

68560s

les

mb

QC

QC

QC

QC

QC

--9/2/07
13/2/07

---

--9/2/07
13/2/07

----9/2/07
10/2/07

-9/2/07
10/2/07

100%
94%
101%
104%
110%
97%
100%
99%
99%
104%
105%
97%
98%
99%
99%

111%
101%
98%
100%
100%
99%
97%
94%
101%
107%
114%
123%
123%
109%
120%

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

-96%
99%

-75%
80%

-90%
100%

EQL
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

-__
--

-95%
107%

--

-----------__
-0%
4%

Final
Certificate
o f Analysis

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E007.2: 8-10g soil extracted with 20m1 DCM/acetone (8:2). Analysis by GC/MS.

NATA
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C l i e n t Name:

E n v i r o s c i e n c e s P t y Limited
A i n s l i e Williams

p l u s c o v e r page

Certificate

D a t e : 14/02/07

o f Analysis

E d m o n s t o n P a r k S4079401

T h i s r e p o r t s u p e r c e d e s r e p o r t s i s s u e d o n . N/A

HLA

C o n t a c t Name:
C l i e n t Reference

Final

Laboratory Identification

68556

68560

68561

68563

68564

68567

68570

68573

68574

68575

Sample Identification

BH01

BH01

BH01

BH02

BH02

BH02

DUP02

TP01

TP02

TP03

Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date

1.8-2.0
5/2/07

4.9-5.0
5/2/07

7.1-7.3
5/2/07

2.0-2.4
5/2/07

3.0
5/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

-5/2/07
12/2/07
12/2/07

0.3
5/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

7.4-7.6
5/2/07
12/2/07
12/2/07

1.0
5/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

3.0-3.2
5/2/07
12/2/07
12/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

17

17

17

6

23

18

22

12

19

13

68556d

68556r

68560s

crm

les

mb

QC

QC

QC

QC

QC

QC

--12/2/07
12/2/07

-----

--12/2/07
12/2/07

--12/2/07
12/2/07

------12/2/07
12/2/07

12/2/07
12/2/07

17

0%

94%

107%

105%

<2

Method: E022.2
Acid extractable lead
Lead

EQL
2

I

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E022.2: 0.50g digested with nitric/hydrochloric acid. Analysis by ICP/MS.
Laboratory Identification
Sample Identification
Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date
Method: E022.2
Acid extractable lead
Lead

EQL
2

Results expressed in mg/kg dry weight unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E022.2: 0.50g digested with nitric/hydrochloric acid. Analysis by ICP/MS.

NATA
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L a b o r a t o r y R e p o r t No:

E030288

C l i e n t Name:

HLA

C o n t a c t Name:

Ainslie Williams

Date: 14/02/07

C l i e n t Reference

E d m o n s t o n P a r k S4079401

This report supercedes reports issued on: N/A

-

Page: 8 o f 8

Final
Certificate

plus cover page

E n v i r o s c i e n c e s P t y Limited

o f Analysis

Laboratory Identification

68556

68560

68561

68563

68564

68567

68570

68573

68574

68575

Sample Identification

BH01

BH01

BH01

BH02

BH02

BH02

DUP02

TP01

TP02

TP03

Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date

1.8-2.0
5/2/07

4.9-5.0
5/2/07

7.1-7.3
5/2/07

2.0-2.4
5/2/07

3.0-3.2
5/2/07

7.4-7.6
5/2/07

-5/2/07

1.0
5/2/07

0.3
5/2/07

3.0
5/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9/2/07
12/2/07

9

4

3

8

8

5

9

11

9

10

Method: E005.2
Moisture
Moisture

EQI.
--

Results expressed in % w/w unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E005.2: Moisture by gravimetric analysis. Results are in % w/w.
Laboratory Identification
Sample Identification
Depth (m)
Sampling Date recorded on COC
Laboratory Extraction (Preparation) Date
Laboratory Analysis Date
Method: E005.2
Moisture
Moisture

68556d

68556r

Q(

QC

-9/2/07
12/2/07
EQ I
--

,

10

--

I

Results expressed in % w/w unless otherwise specified
Comments:
E005.2: Moisture by gravimetric analysis. Results are in % w/w.

"NA;A
13542

LabMaik Pty Ltd ABN 27 079 798 397 SYDNEY: Unit 1, 8 Leighton Place Asquith NSW 2077 Telephone: (02) 9476 6533 Fax: (02) 9476 8219 MELBOURNE: 116 Moray Street, South Melbourne VIC 3205 Telephone: (03) 9686 8344 Fax: (03) 9686 7344
Form QS0145. Rev. 0

Date Issued 10/03/05

Report Date : 8/02/2007
Report Time : 2:51:12PM

Sample

Receipt
Notice (SRN)

Quality, Service, Support

Laboratory Reference Information

Client Details
Client Name:
Client Phone:
Client Fax:
Contact Name:
Contact Email:
Client Address:

HLA - Envirosciences Pty Limited
02 8484 8999
02 8484 8989
Ainslie Williams
ainslie.williams@hla-enviro.com.au
PO Box 726
Pymble NSW 2073

Project Name:
Project Number:
CoC Number:
Purchase Order:
Surcharge:

Edmonston Park
S4079401
- Not provided 148667
No surcharge applied (results by 6:30pm on
due date)

Sample Matrix:

OTHER & SOIL & WATER

Date
Date
Date
Date

Sampled (earliest date):
Samples Received:
Sample Receipt Notice issued:
Preliminary Report Due:

for E030288

05/02/2007
06/02/2007
08/02/2007
14/02/2007

Please have this information ready
when contacting Labmark.
Laboratory Report:

E030288

Quotation Number:
Laboratory Address:

- Not provided, standard prices apply
Unit 1, 8 Leighton P1.
Asquith NSW 2077

Phone:
Fax:

61 2 9476 6533
61 2 9476 8219

Sample Receipt Contact:
Email:
Reporting Contact:
Email:

Jakleen El Galada
jakleen.galada@labmark.conn.au
Jyothi Lal
jyothi.lal@labmark.com.au

NATA Accreditation:
TGA GMP License:
APVMA License:
AQIS Approval:
AQIS Entry Permit:

13542
185-336 (Sydney)
6105 (Sydney)
N0356 (Sydney)
200409998 (Sydney)

Sample Condition:
COO received with samples. Report number and lab ID's defined on COO.
Samples received in good order.
Samples received with cooling media: Crushed ice
.
Samples received chilled.
Security seals intact
.
Sample container & sample integrity suitable
.
Comments:
Sample Trip 01 forwarded to ALS.
Holding Times:
Date received allows for sufficient time to meet Technical Holding Times.
Preservation:
Chemical preservation of samples satisfactory for requested analytes.
Important Notes:
Sample disposal of environmental samples shall be 31 days (water) and 3 months (soil, HNO3 preserved samples) after laboratory
receipt, unless otherwise requested in writing by the client. Samples requested to be held in non-refrigerated storage shall incur
$5.00/ sample/ 3 months. Additional refrigerated storage shall incur $20/ sample/ 3 months. Combination prices apply only if
requested. Transfer of report ownership from LabMark to the client shall occur once full and final payment has been settled and
verified. All report copies may be retracted where full payment does not occur within the agreed settlement period.
Analysis comments:

Subcontracted Analyses:

Thank you for choosing Labmark to analyse your project samples.
Additional information on www.labmark.com.au
Form QS0012, Rev 8: Date Issued 23/07/04.

Report Date : 8/02/2007
Report T i m e : 2:51:12PM

Sample

Receipt
Notice (SRN) for

Service, Support

E030288

The table b e l o w represents LabMark's understanding a n d interpretation o f the customer supplied sample C O C request. Please confirm that y o u r COC
request h a s b e e n entered correctly. D u e to THT a n d T A T requirements, testing shall commence immediately as p e r this table, unless the customer
intervenes with a correction p r i o r to testing.

GRID REVIEW TABLE

I

Requested Analysis

(PAH)
(TPH)
(vTPH)

Ho
yd
b
ca
rons
Ho
yd
b
ca
rons

HOLDHOLDHOLD
P&T
by
B
T
E
X

No.

Date

Depth

lead Reported

P
&
T

earxa
cte
bl

by

P
ya
orlm
ciat
O
N

O
N

O
N

H
O
D
L

H
O
D
L

H
O
D
L

Acdi

Client Sample ID

68555 05/02 0.0-.01

13H01

68556 05/02 1.8-2.0

B1101

68557 05/02 2.4-2.5

BH01

68558 05/02 3.0-3.4

13H01

•

68559 05/02 4.0-4.2

BH01

•

Not

Moisture

eu
o
P
m
lret

T
P
H
Ve
oa
lit

P
R
E
P

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

68560 05/02 4.9-5.0

13H01

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

68561 05/02 7.1-7.3

BH01

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

68562 05/02 0.0-0.2

13H02

68563 05/02 2.0-2.4

BH02

•

68564 05/02 3.0-3.2

13H02

•

68565 05/02 4.0-4.2

131-102

•

68566 05/02 5.8-6.0

13H02

•

68567 05/02 7.4-7.6

13H02

68568 05/02

BITO1

•

•
•

68569 05/02

DU PO I

68570 05/02

DUP02

68571 05/02

DUP03

68572 05/02

QW01

68573 05/02 1.0

TPOI

68574 05/02 0.3

TP02

•

68575 05/02 3.0

TP03

•

68576 05/02 8.3-8.5

BH01

68577 05/02 0.9-1.0

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

I()

10

10

10

10

10

•

BH02
Totals:

•

•
10

1

11

1

T h a n k y o u f o r c h o o s i n g Labmark t o analyse y o u r project samples.
Additional information on www.labmark.com.au
Form QS0012. Rev 8: Date Issued 23/07/04.

R e p o r t Date : 8/02/2007
R e p o r t T i m e : 2:51:12PM

Sample

Receipt
Notice (SRN)

Quality, Service, Support

Requested Analysis

Lead
S
PB
T-

No.
68556

Date

Depth

05/02 1.8-2.0

Client Sample ID
BH01

•

68560

05/02 4.9-5.0

BH01

•

68561

05/02 7.1-7.3

BH01

•

68563

05/02 2.0-2.4

BH02

•

68564

05/02 3.0-3.2

BH02

•

68567

05/02 7.4-7.6

B H02

•

68570

05/02

DUP02

•

68573

05/02 1.0

TP01

•

68574

05/02 0.3

TP02

•

68575

05/02 3.0

TP03

•

Totals:

10

Thank you for choosing Labmark to analyse your project samples.
Additional information on www.labmark.com.au
Form QS0012. Rev 8: Date Issued 23/07/04.
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-
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Metals

6. Shell Quality Partnership:
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2 Fast TAT Guarantee Required?
3 Is any sediment layer present in waters to be excluded from extractions?
4 % extraneous material removed from samples to be reported as per NEPM 5 1.1?
5. Special storage requirements? (details:
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Laboratory Details

1-1LA - Envirosciences Pty Limited - Sydney
Level 5, 8 2 8 Pacific Hwy

Tel: 61 2 6571 2822

Lab. Name:

Gordon N S W 2072

Fax: 61 2 6571 2959

Lab. Address:

.ir
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Preliminary Report by:
'

Contact Name:

Final Report by:
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ALS

A L S lEnuircinmental
CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Client

.

Contact
Address

.

HLA-ENVIROSCIENCES PTY LTD

Laboratory

: Environmental Division Sydney

Page

1 of 5

AINSLIE WILLIAMS

Contact

: Victor Kedicioglu

Work Order

LEVEL 5, 828 PACIFIC HIGHWAY GORDON
NSW AUSTRALIA 2072

Address

: 277-289 Woodpark Road Smithfield NSW
Australia 2164

ES0701702

E-mail

: ainslie.williams@hla-enviro.com.au

E-mail

: Victor.Kedicioglu@alsenviro.com

Telephone

: 02 8484 8999

Telephone

: 61-2-8784 8555

Facsimile

: 02 8484 8989

Facsimile

: 61-2-8784 8500

: S4079401

Quote number

: EN/004/06

Project
Order number
C-O-C number
Site

Not provided -

: : - Not provided : - Not provided -

Date received

: 9 Feb 2007

Date issued
No. of samples

:
-

1 9 F e b 2007

Received
Analysed

1
:

1

A L S E - Excellence i n A n a l y t i c a l Testing
N A T A A c c r e d i t e d Laboratory
825

NATA
WORLD MRIOCIIIIND

ACCIREDITA1111011

T h i s d o c u m e n t i s i s s u e d in
a c c o r d a n c e w i t h NATA's
a c c r e d i t a t i o n requirements.

A c c r e d i t e d f o r c o m p l i a n c e with
ISO/IEC 17025.

This document has been electronically signed by those names that appear on this report and are the authorised signatories. Electronic
signing has been carried out in compliance with procedures specified in 21 CFR Part 11.
Signatory

Position

Department

Celine Conceicao
EDWANDY FADJAR
Rassem Ayoubi

Spectroscopist
Senior Organic Chemist
Senior Organic Chemist

Inorganics - NATA 825 (10911 - Sydney)
Organics - NATA 825(10911 - Sydney)
Organics - NATA 825(10911 - Sydney)

AA

Page Number
Client
Work Order

: 2 of 5
: HLA-ENVIROSCIENCES PTY LTD
: ES0701702

Comments
This report for the ALSE reference ES0701702 supersedes any previous reports with this reference. Results apply to the sample as submitted. All pages of this report have been checked and
approved for release.
This report contains the following information:
I
I

Analytical Results for Samples Submitted
Surrogate Recovery Data

The analytical procedures used by ALS Environmental have been developed from established internationally-recognized procedures such as those published by the US EPA, APHA, AS and NEPM. In
house developed procedures are employed in the absence of documented standards or by client request. The following report provides brief descriptions of the analytical procedures employed for
results reported herein. Reference methods from which ALSE methods are based are provided in parenthesis.
When moisture determination has been performed, results are reported on a dry weight basis. When a reported 'less than' result is higher than the LOR, this may be due to primary sample
extracts/digestion dilution and/or insuffient sample amount for analysis. Surrogate Recovery Limits are static and based on USEPA SW846 or ALS-QWWEN38 (in the absence of specified USEPA
limits). Where LOR of reported result differ from standard LOR, this may be due to high moisture, reduced sample amount or matrix interference. When date(s) and/or time(s) are shown bracketed,
these have been assumed by the laboratory for process purposes. Abbreviations: CAS number = Chemical Abstract Services number, LOR = Limit of Reporting. * Indicates failed Surrogate
Recoveries.
Specific comments for Work Order ES0701702
EGOO5T: Poor duplicate precision was observed due to sample heterogenity. The duplicate QC sample was analysed from another work order.

LS

A L s Enuiransenantall

Page Number
Client
Work Order

: 3 of 5
: HLA-ENVIROSCIENCES PTY LTD
: ES0701702

Analytical R e s u l t s

Client Sample ID:
Sample Matrix Type I Description:
Sample Date I Time:

TRIP01
SOIL
5 Feb 2007
15:00

Laboratory Sample ID:
CAS number
Analyte
EA055: Moisture Content
Moisture Content (dried @ 103C)
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
7439-92-1
Lead
EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
91-20-3
Naphthalene
Acenaphthylene
208-96-8
83-32-9
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
86-73-7
85-01-8
Phenanthrene
120-12-7
Anthracene
206-44-0
Fluoranthene
129-00-0
Pyrene
56-55-3
Benz(a)anthracene
218-01-9
Chrysene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
205-99-2
207-08-9
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
50-32-8
Benzo(a)pyrene
193-39-5
Indeno(1.2.3.cd)pyrene
53-70-3
Dibenz(a.h)anthracene
191-24-2
Benzo(g.h.i)perylene
EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
C6 - C9 Fraction
C10 - C14 Fraction
C15 - C28 Fraction
C29 - C36 Fraction
EP080: BTEX
71-43-2
Benzene
108-88-3
Toluene
100-41-4
Ethylbenzene
108-38-3
meta- & para-Xylene
106-42-3
95-47-6
ortho-Xylene
EP075(SIM)S: Phenolic Compound Surrogates
13127-88-3
Phenol-d6
93951-73-6
2-Chlorophenol-04
118-79-6
2.4.6-Tribromophenol

ES0701702-001

LOR

Units

1.0

%

7.8

5

mg/kg

20

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

0.7
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

10
50
100
100

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

34
<50
<100
<100

0.2
0.5
0.5
0.5

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg

<0.2
<0.5
<0.5
1.4

0.5

mg/kg

0.8

0.1
0.1
0.1

%
oh
%

76.8
91.2
84.9

I
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Work Order
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Analytical Results

TRIP01
SOIL
5 Feb 2007
15:00

Laboratory Sample ID:
Analyte

EP075(SIM)T: PAH Surrogates
2-Fluorobiphenyl
Anthracene-d10
4-Terphenyl-d14
EP080S: TPH(V)/BTEX Surrogates
1.2-Dichloroethane-D4
Toluene-D8
4-Bromofluorobenzene

A
LS

A L S arndraninuratail
Client Sample ID:
Sample Matrix Type / Description :
Sample Date / Time :

CAS number

LOR

321-60-8
1719-06-8
1718-51-0

0.1
0.1
0.1

17060-07-0
2037-26-5
460-00-4

0.1
0.1
0.1

Units

%

%
%

ES0701702-001
91.7
100
98.1
93.1
103
104

A C a m p b e l l Brothers Lir:Pled Company

Page Number

: 5 of 5

Client

: HLA-ENVIROSCIENCES PTY LTD

Work O r d e r

: ES0701702

Surrogate Control Limits
Matrix Type: SOIL - Surrogate Control Limits
Method name
EP075(SIM): PAH/Phenols (SIM)
EP075(SIM)S: Phenolic Compound Surrogates

EP075(SIM)T: PAH Surrogates

EP080: TPH Volatiles/BTEX
EP080S: TPH(V)/BTEX Surrogates

PCO,

ShJP

' O A N A 302

Surrogate Control Limits
Anal yte name

I

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Phenol-d6
2-Chlorophenol-D4
2,4,6-Tribromophenol
2-Fluorobiphenyl
Anthracene-d10
4-Terphenyl-d14

24
23
19
30
27
18

113
134
122
115
133
137

1,2-Dichloroethane-D4
Toluene-D8
4-Bromofluorobenzene

80
81
74

120
117
121
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Contact

:

Contact

Address

:

AINSLIE WILLIAMS
LEVEL 5, 828 PACIFIC HIGHWAY GORDON
NSW AUSTRALIA 2072

Client

Address

: Environmental Division Sydney
: Victor Kedicioglu

Page

:

1 of 8

: 277-289 Woodpark Road Smithfield
NSW Australia 2164

Work order

:

ES0701702

Amendment No.

:

Date received

:

9 Feb 2007

:

19 Feb 2007

:

S4079401

Site

:
:
:

E-mail
Telephone

:
:

- Not provided - Not provided - Not provided ainslie.williams@hla-enviro.com.au
02 8484 8999

E-mail
Telephone

:
:

Victor.Kedicioglu@alsenviro.com
61-2-8784 8555

Facsimile

:

02 8484 8989

Facsimile

:

61-2-8784 8500

Project
Order number
C-O-C number

Quote number

:

EN/004/06

Date issued

No. of samples
Received
Analysed

1
1

This final report for the ALSE work order reference ES0701702 supersedes any previous reports with this reference.
Results apply to the sample as submitted. All pages of this report have been checked and approved for release.
This report contains the following information:
I Laboratory Duplicates (DUP); Relative Percentage Difference (RPD) and Acceptance Limits
I Method Blank (MB) and Laboratory Control Samples (LCS); Recovery and Acceptance Limits
I Matrix Spikes (MS); Recovery and Acceptance Limits
Work order specific comments
EGOO5T: Poor duplicate precision was observed due to sample heterogenity. The duplicate QC sample was analysed from another work order.

A L S E - Excellence i n A n a l y t i c a l Testing
NATA Accredited Laboratory - 825
This document is issued in
accordance with NATA's
accreditation requirements.

WORLD PIPCIOGNIME
ACCREIIIMU1011

Accredited for compliance
with ISO/IED 17025

This document has been electronically signed by those names that appear on this report and are the authorised signatories. Electronic
signing has been carried out in compliance with procedures specified in 21 CFR Part 11.
Signatory
Celine Conceicao
EDWANDY FADJAR
Rassem Ayoubi

Department
Inorganics - NATA 825 (10911 - Sydney)
Organics - NATA 825 (10911 - Sydney)
Organics - NATA 825 (10911 - Sydney)

Client
Project

:

H L A - E N V I R O S C I E N C E S P T Y LTD

Work Order

S4079401

ALS Quote Reference

:

ES0701702

Page Number

:

2 of 8

EN/004/06

Issue Date

:

19 Feb 2007

A L S Enuinaninuratal

Quality Control Report - Laboratory Duplicates (DUP)

The quality control term Laboratory Duplicate refers to an intralaboratory split sample randomly selected from the sample batch. Laboratory duplicates provide information on method precision and sample heterogeneity.
- Anonymous - Client Sample IDs refer to samples which are not specifically part of this work order but formed part of the QC process lot. Abbreviations: LOR = Limit o f Reporting, RPD = Relative Percent Difference.
* Indicates failed QC. The permitted ranges for the RPD of Laboratory Duplicates (relative percent deviation) are specified in ALS Method QWI-EN/38 and are dependent on the magnitude of results in comparison to the level
of reporting:- Result < 10 times LOR, no limit
- Result between 10 and 20 times LOR, 0% - 50%
- Result > 20 times LOR, 0% - 20%
Matrix Type: SOIL
Laboratory Sample ID

Client Sample ID

Analyte name

LOR

I

Original Result

I

Laboratory Duplicates (DUP) Report
I
RPD

Duplicate Result

EA055: Moisture Content
EA055: Moisture Content - ( QC Lot: 353280)
ES0701661-008

Anonymous

Moisture Content (dried @ 103°C)

1.0%

8.1

8.4

3.0

ES0701716-002

Anonymous

Moisture Content (dried @ 103°C)

1.0%

<1.0

<1.0

0.0

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES - ( QC Lot: 354524)
ES0701707-001

Anonymous

Lead

ES0701707-009

Anonymous

Lead

5 mg/kg

8

8

0.0

5 mg/kg

153

124

21.4

Vii

EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
mg/kg

mg/kg

Naphthalene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Acenaphthylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Acenaphthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Fluorene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353988)
ES0701690-001

ES0701716-025

Anonymous

Anonymous

Phenanthrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Anthracene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Fluoranthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benz(a)anthracene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Chrysene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(b)fluoranthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(k)fluoranthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(a)pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Indeno(1,2,3,cd)pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Naphthalene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0
A C a m p b e l l f i r o t h o r s l i m i t e d Company
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Laboratory Duplicates (DUP) Report
I
RPD

Matrix Type: SOIL
Laboratory Sample ID

I
1 Client Sample ID

1

Analyte name

LOR

j

Original Result

I

Duplicate Result

EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons - continued
EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353988) - continued
ES0701716-025
Anonymous

mg/kg
<0.5

mg/kg
<0.5

%

Acenaphthylene

0.5 mg/kg

0.0

Acenaphthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Fluorene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Phenanthrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Anthracene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Fluoranthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benz(a)anthracene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Chrysene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(b)fluoranthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(k)fluoranthene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(a)pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

I ndeno(1,2,3,cd)pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

m94(9

mg/kg

%

EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353941 )
ES0701690-005
ES0701797-002

Anonymous

C6 - C9 Fraction

10 mg/kg

<10

<10

0.0

Anonymous

C6 - C9 Fraction

10 mg/kg

<10

<10

0.0

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

C10 - C14 Fraction

50 mg/kg

<50

<50

0.0

C15 - C28 Fraction

100 mg/kg

<100

<100

0.0

C29 - C36 Fraction

100 mg/kg

110

140

27.1

C10 - C14 Fraction

50 mg/kg

<50

<50

0.0

EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353987)
ES0701690-001

ES0701716-025

Anonymous

Anonymous

C15 - C28 Fraction

100 mg/kg

<100

<100

0.0

C29 - C36 Fraction

100 mg/kg

<100

<100

0.0

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

<0.2

<0.2

0.0

EP080: BTEX
EP080: BTEX - ( QC Lot: 353941 )
Anonymous
ES0701690-005

Benzene

1

0.2 mg/kg

A C a n T b e i l RI-Gibers Linnt.n1Comp.'y
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Matrix Type: SOIL
Laboratory Sample ID

Client Sample ID

Analyte name

LOR

Original Result

Duplicate Result

RPD

EP080: BTEX - continued
EP080: BTEX - ( QC Lot: 353941) - continued
ES0701690-005
Anonymous

ES0701797-002

Anonymous

mg/kg
Toluene

0.5 mg/kg

mg/kg

%

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Ethylbenzene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

meta- & para-Xylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

ortho-Xylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Benzene

0.2 mg/kg

<0.2

<0.2

0.0

Toluene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Ethylbenzene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

meta- & para-Xylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

ortho-Xylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

<0.5

0.0

Client

HLA-ENVIROSCIENCES PTY LTD

VVork Order

ES0701702

Project

S4079401

ALS Quote Reference

EN/004/06

Page Number
Issue Date

.
:
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A L S Enuiransignital

Quality Control Report - Method Blank (MB) and Laboratory Control Samples (LCS)
The quality control term Method / Laboratory Blank refers to an analyte free matrix to which all reagents are added in the same volumes or proportions as used in standard sample preparation. The purpose of this QC type is
to monitor potential laboratory contamination. The quality control term Laboratory Control Sample (LCS) refers to a known, interference free matrix spiked with target analytes or certified reference material. The purpose of this
QC type is to monitor method precision and accuracy independent of sample matrix. Dynamic Recovery Limits are based on statistical evaluation of actual laboratory data. Flagged outliers on control limits for inorganics tests
may be within the NEPM specified data quality objective of recoveries in the range of 70 to 130%. Where this occurs, no corrective action is taken. Abbreviations: LOR = Limit of reporting.
Matrix Type: SOIL

Method Blank (MB) and Laboratory Control Samples (LCS) Report
Method
blank
result

Analyte name

Actual Results
Spike concentration

LOR

Recovery Limits
Spike Recovery
LCS

Dynamic Recovery Limits
I
Low

High

EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
mg/kg

EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES - ( QC Lot: 354524)
Lead

%

%

%
117

55.2

98.4

82.1

<5

----

----

----

mg/kg

mg/kg
---4

---95.6

---81.5

--112

---4

---94.9

---79.6

---113

4

86.0

81.1

112

---4

---88.1

---77.2

--112

5 mg/kg
5 mg/kg

mg/kg

EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353988)

Acenaphthene

Acenaphthylene

Anthracene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

0.5 mg/kg
Benz(a)anthracene

0.5 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

0.5 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg
Benzo(k)fluoranthene

0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

Benzo(a)pyrene

Benzo(b)fluoranthene

Chrysene

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene

0.5 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

----

----

----

----

---4

---90.7

---76.4

-113

4

84.4

71.8

118

----

----

----

---

---4

---88.9

---72.4

--114

---4

89.9

---74.2

117

4

83.3

79.8

114

---71.7

113

----

----

---4

---84.5
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Actual Results

Recovery Limits

Spike concentration

Spike Recovery
LCS

mg/kg

%

%

%

---4

---91.0

---78.8

113

---4

---91.7

---79.9

---112

---4

---84.8

---71

--113

4

96.3

81.9

113

----

----

----

----

---4

---90.3

---79.4

--114

4

83.7

78.9

113

----

----

----

----

LOR

Dynamic Recovery Limits
I
Low
High

EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons - continued
mg/kg

EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353988) - continued
Fluoranthene

Fluorene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

0.5 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

0.5 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

Phenanthrene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

Pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

Indeno(1,2,3,cd)pyrene

Naphthalene

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

,

EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
mg/kg

EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353941)
C6 - C9 Fraction

10 mg/kg
10 mg/kg

EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353987)

mg/kg

%

%

%

68.4

128

---<10

26

85.8

----

----

----

----

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

200

83.0

75.2

116

----

----

----

---200

---85.0

---75.3

113

C10 - C14 Fraction

50 mg/kg
50 mg/kg

---<50

C15 - C28 Fraction

100 mg/kg

<100

100 mg/kg
100 mg/kg

---<100

100 mg/kg

----

---200

---85.0

---72.6

--117

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

---<0.2

1

93.6

67.5

125

0.2 mg/kg
0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

C29 - C36 Fraction
EP080: BTEX
EP080: BTEX - ( QC Lot: 353941)
Benzene

Ethylbenzene

SHAW

Method Blank (MB) and Laboratory Control Samples (LCS) Report
Method
blank
result

Analyte name

:

0.2 mg/kg

----

----

----

---

---1

---99.0

---65.3

---126

Client
Project

:
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Method Blank (MB) and Laboratory Control Samples (LCS) Report

Matrix Type: SOIL
Method
blank
result
Analyte name

A . LS
A L S Enuirarimantall

Actual Results

Recovery Limits

Spike concentration

Spike Recovery
LCS

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

97.2

66.5

124

0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

2

0.5 mg/kg

<0.5

0.5 mg/kg

----

0.5 mg/kg

---<0.5

LOR

Dynamic Recovery Limits
I
Low
High

EP080: BTEX - continued
EP080: BTEX - ( QC Lot: 353941 ) - continued
meta- & para-Xylene

ortho-Xylene

Toluene

0.5 mg/kg

0.5 mg/kg

------1

---100

---66.7

---123

1

99.9

69

122

----

----

A CainpOc,i2 B r o t t 7 e , Liro4ed Co: oi,any
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Quality Control Report - Matrix Spikes (MS)
The quality control term Matrix Spike (MS) refers to an intralaboratory split sample spiked with a representative set of target analytes. The purpose of this QC type is to monitor potential matrix effects on analyte recoveries.
Static Recovery Limits as per laboratory Data Quality Objectives (DQO's). 'Ideal recovery ranges stated may be waived in the event of sample matrix interferences. - Anonymous - Client Sample IDs refer to samples which
are not specifically part of this work order but formed part of the QC process lot. Abbreviations: LOR = Limit of Reporting, RPD = Relative Percent Difference.
* Indicates failed QC
Matrix Type: SOIL

Matrix Spike (MS) Report
Actual Results

Analyte name

I

Laboratory Sample ID

'Client

Sample ID

I

Sample Result
LOR

Spike Concentration

Recovery Limits

Spike Recovery
MS

Low

Static Limits
I

High

EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
E0005T: Total Metals by ICP-AES - ( QC Lot: 354524)
Lead

ES0701707-001

Anonymous

5 mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

250

8

100

70

130

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
EP075(SIM)B: Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353988)
Acenaphthene

ES0701716-025

Anonymous

Pyrene

0.5 mg/kg

10

<0.5

96.5

70

130

0.5 mg/kg

10

<0.5

85.4

70

130

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

26

<10

91.4

70

130

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

,

EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353941 )
C6 - C9 Fraction

ES0701690-005

Anonymous

10 mg/kg

EP080/071: Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons - ( QC Lot: 353987)
C10 - C14 Fraction
C15 - C28 Fraction

ES0701716-025

Anonymous

C29 - C36 Fraction

50 mg/kg

700

<50

121

70

130

100 mg/kg

3400

<100

126

70

130

100 mg/kg

3600

<100

86.5

70

130

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

EP080: BTEX
EP080: BTEX - ( QC Lot: 353941 )
0.2 mg/kg

2.5

<0.2

98.7

70

130

Toluene

0.5 mg/kg

2.5

<0.5

100

70

130

Ethylbenzene

0.5 mg/kg

2.5

<0.5

101

70

130

Benzene

ES0701690-005

Anonymous

meta- & para-Xylene

0.5 mg/kg

2.5

<0.5

99.0

70

130

ortho-Xylene

0.5 mg/kg

2.5

<0.5

97.5

70

130
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Interpretive Quality Control Report - Analysis Holding Time
The following report summarises extraction / preparation and analysis times and compares with recommended holding times. Dates reported represent first date of extraction or analysis and preclude subsequent dilutions and
reruns. Information is also provided re the sample container (preservative) from which the sample aliquot was taken. Elapsed time to analysis represents time from sampling where no extraction / digestion is involved or time
from extraction / digestion where this is present. For composite samples, sampling date/time is taken as that of the oldest sample contributing to that composite. Sample date/time for laboratory produced leaches are taken
from the completion date/time of the leaching process. Outliers for holding time are based on USEPA 5W846, APHA, AS and NEPM (1999). Failed outliers, refer to the 'Summary of Outliers'.
Matrix Type: SOIL
Method
Container / Client Sample !Ms)
EA055-103: Moisture Content
Soil Glass Jar - Unpreserved
TRIP01
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
Soil Glass Jar - Unpreserved
TRIP01

Analysis Holding Time and Preservation
Date Sampled
Date extracted
I

Extraction / Preparation
I Due for extraction I

Pass?

Date analysed

Analysis
I Due for analysis I

14 Feb 2007

12 Feb 2007

I
5 Feb 2007

----

I-

EP071: TPH - Sernivolatile Fraction
Soil Glass Jar - Unpreserved
TRIP01

Pass?

Fail by 2 days
I

5 Feb 2007

15 Feb 2007

4 Aug 2007

Pass

16 Feb 2007

4 Aug 2007

5 Feb 2007

14 Feb 2007

19 Feb 2007

Pass

14 Feb 2007

26 Mar 2007

Pass

5 Feb 2007

14 Feb 2007

19 Feb 2007

Pass

15 Feb 2007

26 Mar 2007

Pass

Feb 2007

14 Feb 2007

19 Feb 2007

Pass

15 Feb 2007

19 Feb 2007

Pass

. , .

Pass
.1.

EP075(SIM): PAH/Phenols (SIM)
Soil Glass Jar - Unpreserved
TRIP01
EP080: TPH Volatiles/BTEX
Soil Glass Jar - Unpreserved
TRIP01

I5
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Interpretive Quality Control Report - Frequency o f Quality Control Samples

The following report summarises the frequency of laboratory QC samples analysed within the analytical lot(s) in which this work order was processed. Actual rate should be greater than or equal to the expected rate.
Matrix Type: SOIL

Frequency o f Quality Control Samples

Quality Control Sample Type
Method

QC

Laboratory Duplicates (DUP)
EA055-103: Moisture Content
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
EP071: TPH - Semivolatile Fraction
EP075(SIM): PAH/Phenols (SIM)
EP080: TPH Volatiles/BTEX
Laboratory Control Samples (LCS)
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
EP071: TPH - Semivolatile Fraction
EP075(SIM): PAH/Phenols (SIM)
EP080: TPH Volatiles/BTEX
Method Blanks (MB)
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
EP071: TPH - Semivolatile Fraction
EP075(SIM): PAH/Phenols (SIM)
EP080: TPH Volatiles/BTEX
Matrix Spikes (MS)
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES
EP071: TPH - Semivolatile Fraction
EP075(SIM): PAH/Phenols (SIM)
EP080: TPH Volatiles/BTEX

Count
1 Regular

Rate (%)
Actual
Expected

Quality Control Specification

2
2
2
2
2

17
20
20
19
20

11.8
10.0
10.0
10.5
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

NEPM
NEPM
NEPM
NEPM
NEPM

1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

B(3)
B(3)
B(3)
B(3)
B(3)

and
and
and
and
and

ALSE
ALSE
ALSE
ALSE
ALSE

QCS3
QCS3
QCS3
QCS3
QCS3

requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement

I

1
1
1
1

20
20
19
20

5.0
5.0
5.3
5.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

NEPM
NEPM
NEPM
NEPM

1999
1999
1999
1999

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

B(3)
B(3)
B(3)
B(3)

and
and
and
and

ALSE
ALSE
ALSE
ALSE

QCS3
QCS3
QCS3
QCS3

requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement

1

1
1
1
1

20
20
19
20

5.0
5.0
5.3
5.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

NEPM
NEPM
NEPM
NEPM

1999
1999
1999
1999

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

B(3)
B(3)
B(3)
B(3)

and
and
and
and

ALSE
ALSE
ALSE
ALSE

QCS3
QCS3
QCS3
QCS3

requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement

I

1
1
1
1

20
20
19
20

5.0
5.0
5.3
5.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

NEPM
NEPM
NEPM
NEPM

1999
1999
1999
1999

Schedule
Schedule
Schedule
Schedule

B(3)
B(3)
B(3)
B(3)

and
and
and
and

ALSE
ALSE
ALSE
ALSE

QCS3
QCS3
QCS3
QCS3

requirement
requirement
requirement
requirement
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Interpretive Quality Control Report - Summary of Outliers
Outliers: Quality Control Samgles
The following report highlights outliers flagged on the 'Quality Control Report'. Surrogate recovery limits are static and based on USEPA SW846 or ALS-QWI/EN/38 (in the absence of specific USEPA limits). Flagged outliers
on control limits for inorganics tests may be within the NEPM specified data quality objective of recoveries in the range of 70 to 130%. Where this occurs, no corrective action is taken. - Anonymous - Client Sample D s refer
to samples which are not specifically part of this work order but formed part of the QC process lot.

Non-surrogates
ALS QC Lot
Laboratory Duplicates (DUP)
EGOO5T: Total Metals by ICP-AES

I Matrix Type I Laboratory Sample ID
SOIL

ES0701707-009

1

F o r all matrices, n o m e t h o d b l a n k r e s u l t o u t l i e r s occur.

1

F o r all matrices, n o l a b o r a t o r y s p i k e r e c o v e r i e s b r e a c h e s occur.

1

F o r all matrices, n o m a t r i x s p i k e r e c o v e r i e s b r e a c h e s occur.

Client Sample ID
Anonymous

I Analyte

I

Lead

Data

I

21.4 %

Limits
0-20 %

I Comment
I RPD exceeds LOR based limits

Surrogates
1

F o r all matrices, n o s u r r o g a t e r e c o v e r y o u t l i e r s occur.

Outliers : Analysis Holding Time
The following report highlights outliers within this 'Interpretive Quality Control Report - Analysis Holding Time'.
Method
Container I Client Sample ID(s)

Date Sampled
Date extracted

Extraction / Preparation
I Due for extraction I

Pass?

Date analysed

Analysis
I Due for analysis I

14 Feb 2007

12 Feb 2007

Pass?

EA055-103: Moisture Content
Soil Glass Jar - Unpreserved
TRIP01

f Fail by 2 days

Outliers : Freauency of Quality Control Samgles
The following report highlights outliers within this 'Interpretive Quality Control Report - Frequency of Quality Control Samples'.
1 No f r e q u e n c y o u t l i e r s occur.
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Method Reference Summary
The analytical procedures used by ALS Environmental are based on established internationally-recognized procedures such as those published by the US EPA, APHA, AS and NEPM. In house procedure are employed in the
absence of documented standards or by client request. The following report provides brief descriptions of the analytical procedures employed for results reported herein. Reference methods from which ALSE methods are
based are provided in parenthesis.
Matrix Type: SOIL

Method Reference Summary

Preparation Methods
EN69 : Hot Block Digest for metals in soils sediments and sludges - USEPA 200.2 Mod. Hot Block Acid Digestion 1.0g of sample is heated with Nitric and Hydrochloric acids, then cooled.
Peroxide is added and samples heated and cooled again before being filtered and bulked to volume for analysis. Digest is appropriate for determination of selected metals in sludge, sediments,
and soils. This method is compliant with NEPM (1999) Schedule B(3) (Method 202)
ORG16 : Methanolic Extraction of Soils for Purge and Trap - (USEPA SW 846 - 5030A) 5g of solid is shaken with surrogate and 10mL methanol prior to analysis by Purge and Trap - GC/MS.
ORG17B : Tumbler Extraction of Solids (Option B - Non-concentrating) - In-house, Mechanical agitation (tumbler). log of sample, Na2SO4 and surrogate are extracted with 20mL 1:1
DCM/Acetone by end over end tumble. The solvent is transferred directly to a GC vial for analysis.
Analytical Methods
EA055-103 : Moisture Content - A gravimetric procedure based on weight loss over a 12 hour drying period at 103-105 degrees C. This method is compliant with NEPM (1999) Schedule B(3)
(Method 102)
EGOO5T : Total Metals by ICP-AES - (APHA 21st ed., 3120; USEPA SW 846 -6010) (ICPAES) Metals are determined following an appropriate acid digestion of the soil. The ICPAES technique
ionises samples in a plasma, emitting a characteristic spectrum based on metals present. Intensities at selected wavelengths are compared against those of matrix matched standards. This
method is compliant with NEPM (1999) Schedule B(3)
EP071 : TPH - Semivolatile Fraction - (USEPA SW 846 - 8015A) Sample extracts are analysed by Capillary GC/FID and quantified against alkane standards over the range C10 - C36. This
method is compliant with NEPM (1999) Schedule B(3) (Method 506.1)
EP075(SIM) : PAH/Phenols (SIM) - (USEPA SW 846 - 82708) Extracts are analysed by Capillary GC/MS in Selective Ion Mode (SIM) and quantification is by comparison against an established 5
point calibration curve. This method is compliant with NEPM (1999) Schedule B(3) (Method 502 and 507)
EP080 : TPH Volatiles/BTEX - (USEPA SW 846 - 82608) Extracts are analysed by Purge and Trap, Capillary GC/MS. Quantification is by comparison against an established 5 point calibration
curve. This method is compliant with NEPM (1999) Schedule B(3) (Method 501)
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Ecological Assessment — Camden Valley Way, Bernera Road to Cowpasture Road

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

B A C K G R O U N D INFORMATION
Urban Bushland Management Consultants (`UBMC') have been commissioned by N S W Roads and
Traffic Authority ('the RTA') to update the flora and fauna investigations associated with the
duplication o f Camden Valley Way between Bernera Road and Cowpasture Road (see Figure 1.1).
T h e land within at least 20 metres from the edge o f the proposed development (hereafter 'the
study area') is included in this assessment.
A flora and fauna survey was undertaken for the study area by UBMC in May 2005. A specific
design plan had n o t been prepared at the time o f writing. T h e current Report updates the previous
Report (including and legislative changes, or newly listed threatened flora o r fauna), and assesses a
specific road design plan.
T h e specific design plan for the proposed road works (hereafter 'the Proposal') is shown in Figure
1.2. T h e Proposal comprises a four (4) lane dual carriageway, with two (2) east-bound and two (2)
west-bound lanes o n an alignment that would allow future road widening in the median, to provide
six (6) lanes. T h e existing vegetation is expected t o be retained in the median, except where trees
pose a safety issue. A shared use pedestrian and cyclist path is proposed along the northern side of
Camden Valley Way, and provision is made for a future shared use pedestrian and cyclist path along
the southern side o f Camden Valley Way. It is also proposed to replace the culvert over Cabramatta
Creek with twin bridges as part o f the proposed works.
This Report assesses the conservation significance o f the flora and fauna species known to occur
within, and adjacent to the proposed roadworks in regards to the current State Threatened Species
Conservation A c t 1995 (`the T S C Act'), Fisheries Management A c t 1994 (`the F M Ac?), and
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversio Conservation A c t 1999 (the E P B C Ac?)
environmental legislation. The occurrence o f flora and fauna species and populations with a
regional level o f significance is also addressed.

Figure 1.1: Study Area Location
URBAN BUSHLA_ND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PTY LTD
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1.2

SITE DESCRIPTION

1.2.1

Location
T h e site o f the proposed roadworks is located in the suburbs o f Prestons, Edmondson Park and
Horningsea Park in Liverpool Local Government Area ("LGA'). T h e study area is approximately
32 kilometres south-west o f the Sydney CBD.
T h e study area extends along Camden Valley Way from Bernera Road in the east to the Cowpasture
Road intersection in the west (approximately 2.7 kilometres in length) (see Figure 1.2). T h e study
area includes all land within the existing road reserve and an area within at least 20 metres from the
edge o f the Proposal (see Figure 1.2).
Land use to the south o f the road corridor is predominantly semi-rural.
development dominates the land to the north o f the study area.
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E c o l o g i c a l A s s e s s m e n t — C a m d e n V a l l e y W a y , B e r n e r a R o a d t o C o w p a s t u r e Road

1.2.2

Physical Environment
T h e p h y s i c a l characteristics o f t h e s t u d y a r e a a n d i m m e d i a t e l y s u r r o u n d i n g a r e a are s u m m a r i s e d in
T a b l e 1.1, below.

T a b l e 1.1: P h y s i c a l F e a t u r e s o f t h e S t u d y Area.
FEATURE
Topography
Geology

Soils

DESCRIPTION
T h e study area and surrounding land is characterised undulating to low rolling hills. A t the highest
point, Camden Valley Way passes through road cuttings with banks —2-3 metres in height.
T h e geology o f the central section o f the study area is mapped as Bringelly Shale (Rwb), a substrate of
the Wianamatta Group Shales. I t typically comprises shale, carbonaceous claystone, claystone, laminite,
fine to medium-grained Ethic sandstone, rare coal and tuff. Along the drainage lines in the eastern
portion o f the study area, the shale is overlain by Quaternary sediments (Qpn), characterised by
medium-grained sand, silt and clay. Quaternary sediments (Qal) overlay the shale along the drainage
lines in the western portion o f the study area. Quaternary s e d i m e n t s (Qal) are characterised by finegrained sand, silt and clay (Clark and Jones 1991).
T h e study area is located o n two (2) Soil Landscape Units Blacktown (bt) in the central section and
South Creek (sc) at either end. L u d d e n h a m (1u) Soil Landscape Unit is located within approximately
70 metres o f the western boundary o f the study area.
Blacktown soils are shallow to moderately deep (<100 cm) hard setting mottled texture contrast soils,
with red a n d brown podzolic soils o n crests, grading t o yellow podzolic soils o n lower slopes and
drainage lines. Limitations include moderately reactive highly plastic subsoil, low fertility and poor
drainage.
South Creek soils are often very deeply layered sediments over bedrock o r relict soils. Where
pedogenesis has occurred structured plastic clays o r structures b a r n s in and immediately adjacent to
drainage lines; red and yellow podzolic soils are m o s t c o m m o n o n terraces with small areas o f structured
grey clays, leached clay and yellow solodic soils. Limitations include erosion hazard and frequent
flooding (Bannerman and Hazelton 1990).
Luddenham soils are shallow dark podzolic soils o r massive earthy clays o n crests, moderately deep red
podzolic soils o n upper slopes, moderately deep yellow podzolic soils and prairie soils o n lower slopes
a n d drainage lines. Limitations include high soil erosion hazard, localised impermeable highly plastic
subsoil and moderate reactivity (Bannerman and Hazelton 1990).

Soil Landscape

Blacktown Soil Landscape comprises gently undulating rises o n Wianamatta G r o u p Shales. Local relief
is generally to 30 metres, with slopes o f < 5%.
South Creek Soil Landscape comprises floodplains, valley flats and drainage depressions o f the channels
o n the Cumberland Plain. T h e landscape is usually flat, with incised channels.
L u d d e n h a m Soil Landscape comprises undulating t o rolling low hills with a local relief o f 50-80 metres,
with slopes o f 5-20% (Bannerman and Hazelton 1990).

Local
Hydrology
Climatic Details

Cabramatta Creek flows from south to north through the study area, crossing under the road
approximately 1.4 kilometres west o f Bemera Road.
T h e m e a n daily maximum temperature is 23.2°C, with highest temperatures recorded in December,
January a n d February. T h e mean daily minimum temperature 11.7°C, with lowest temperatures
recorded in June, July and August.
Mean annual rainfall is 866.2 m m ; with January, February a n d March recording the highest mean levels
(Bureau o f Meteorology 2006, Liverpool, Whitlam Centre #067035).
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1.2.3

Vegetation
T h e study area lies o n the Penrith Sheet o f the 1:100000 scale vegetation map (Benson 1992). This
map identified the study area as 'cleared land'. Isolated stands o f Grey Box Woodland (10c) are
scattered within a one (1) kilometre radius o f the study area, with the closest being approximately
200 metres north o f Camden Valley Way. Since this mapping was undertaken, there has been
considerable road construction and residential development in the area, which have resulted in the
total clearance o r reduction in size o f many o f these remnants.
The N S W National Parks and Wildlife Servicel ('NPWS') has produced a series o f vegetation maps
for the Cumberland Plain at the smaller scale o f 1:25 000 (NPWS 2002a). T h e NPWS mapped all
bushland remnants greater than 0.5 hectares in size, as opposed t o the five (5) hectare limitation
used by Benson (1992).
T h e N P W S has mapped the vegetation within the study area as Shale Plains Woodland (a
component o f Cumberland Plain Woodland), with Alluvial Woodland (a component o f either
Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest or River-Flat Eucalypt Forest) along Cabramatta Creek (NPWS
2002a) (see Figure 1.3).
The condition o f the Shale Plains Woodland is mapped as T x (canopy cover < 10°/0), and is
classified as "other remnant vegetation".
The condition o f the Alluvial Woodland is mapped as C (canopy cover > 10%; o r remnant > 5 ha
with canopy cover o f > 5%). T h e stand o f Alluvial Woodland mapped along Cabramatta Creek to
the north o f Camden Valley Way is classed as "core habitat", while the area south o f the road is
classed as "support for core".

1 The NPWS is now part o f the Department o f Environment & Climate Change ('DECC').
URBAN BUSHLAND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PTY LTD
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L E G A L A N D P L A N N I N G INSTRUMENTS

1.3

A n u m b e r o f local planning policies, State a n d C o m m o n w e a l t h A c ts a n d policies are relevant t o the
m a n a g e m e n t o f r e m n a n t bushland in Liverpool Local G o v e r n m e n t Area. T h e m o s t relevant items
are listed i n Table 1.2, below.
T a b l e 1.2: S u m m a r y o f P o l i c i e s , L o c a l P l a n n i n g & Legislative Requirements
Level
Local

State

Relevant Policy /
Legislation

Relevance to Study area

Liverpool Local
Environment Plan
1997

Zoned 5(c) Special Uses- Arterial Road. Land north o f the road reserve is
generally 2(a) Residential. Land adjacent to Cabramatta Creek is zoned 5(a)
Special Uses and 6(a) Public Recreation. Land south o f the road reserve is
generally 1(e) Rural — Future Urban.
An area zoned under SREP 31 (see below) is located south west o f the road
reserve.

Liverpool
Development Control
Plan 8— Natural
Assets

DCP 8 requires a Flora and Fauna Survey and a Flora and Fauna
Management Plan for any development where the design o f the development
would impact on the Natural Asset.

Threatened Species
Conservation A c t 1995

The development must minimise the impact o n 'natural assets'.
Two (2) endangered ecological communities occur within the study area Cumberland Plain Woodland and Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest (Final
Determinations are provided in Appendix 2).
One (1) endangered flora population occurs within the study area — Native
Pear (Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora).
A vulnerable fauna species- -the Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonit) was
identified during the current survey. It is considered that this species is likely
to be an aviary escape as it only occurs naturally in central-western NSW.
An endangered fauna species
(Lathamus discolor) - was
— the Swift Parrot
tentatively identified.
Two (2) vulnerable fauna species — the Grey-headed Flying-fox (Pteropus
poliocephalus) and the Eastern Bentwing Bat (Miniopterus schreibersii oceanir) are
considered likely to occur.

Fisheries Management
A c t 1994

O n the basis o f the items in Table 3.2 and the creek's characteristics,
Cabramatta Creek represents moderate fish habitat (Class 2). N o fish species
were observed during the survey. It is considered that the only migratory fish
species likely to inhabit the creek is the Long-finned Eel (Anguilla reinhardtn).
There are no records o f threatened fish species from the area on the NSW
Fisheries database, culverts are already in existence at the site and elsewhere
along the creek, and water quality appears to be generally poor.
It is unlikely that proposed roadworks would create a further barrier to fish
movement.

Noxious Weeds Act
1993

There are four (4) noxious weed species within the study area (see Appendix
5). The landowner has a legal responsibility to control noxious weeds and
prevent their spread to adjoining land.

Sydney Regional
SREP 31 aims at the conservation o f natural systems and a diverse range of
Environmental Plan
recreational uses in Western Sydney. In particular, the SREP aims to
31-Regional Parklands maintain, enhance and rehabilitate the natural systems o f the Regional
Parklands, particularly those that include threatened species, populations or
ecological communities, o r their habitats.
Cumberland Plain Woodland was identified within the area zoned for SREP
31 located beyond the study area (south o f the Cowpasture Road intersection)
(UBMC 2005). The Proposal is not expected to cause any adverse impacts to
this stand o f bushland.
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Level

Commonwealth

Relevant Policy /
Legislation

Relevance to Study area

State Environmental
Planning Policy 19 —
Bushland in Urban
Areas

Land north of the study area, adjacent to Cabramatta Creek is zoned 6(a)
Public Recreation. Therefore Clause 9 o f the SEPP 19 applies, relating to the
protection and preservation o f bushland on adjoining public land.

State Environmental
Planning Policy 44 —
Koala Habitat
Protection

The study area is not considered to constitute potential Koala habitat.
Therefore, a Koala Plan o f Management is not required (see Section 3.5.2).

Environment Protection One (1) endangered ecological community occurs within the study area Cumberland Plain Woodland.
and BiodiversiO
Conservation A c t 1999 A vulnerable fauna species- -the Superb Parrot (Polytelir srvainsoniz)
was
identified during the current survey. It is considered that this species is likely
to be an aviary escape as it only occurs naturally in central-western NSW.
An endangered fauna species — the Swift Parrot (Latbamus discolor) - was
tentatively identified.
A migratory fauna species
(Ardea ibis) was identified during
— the Cattle Egret
the current survey.
A vulnerable species the Grey-headed Flying-fox (Ptempus poliocephalus) is
considered likely to occur.
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2

F L O R A ASSESSMENT

2.1

INTRODUCTION
A flora survey o f the study area was carried out in order t o describe the current status o f the
indigenous vascular vegetation growing on, and adjacent t o the proposed development site. The
current survey used the previous flora survey (undertaken in May 2005) as a basis, and aimed to
update the data t o reflect any changes that have occurred within the study area. T h e value o f the
vegetation in the National, State, and regional context has been considered in relation to vegetation
community types and individual plant species.

2.2

METHODOLOGY

2.2.1

Literature Review
Previous flora studies conducted in the locality, and general references for the area were searched
for descriptions o f similar vegetation types and for recordings o f plant species and communities of
conservation significance known to occur in the area. The studies referred t o included:
•

Urban Bushland Biodiversity Survey (NPWS 1997);

•
•

Rare Bushland Plants o f Western Sydney Games et al 1999);
Flora & Fauna Assessment for the Duplication o f Camden Valley Way (Site 1), Prestons
(UBMC 2003a);

•

Flora & Fauna Assessment for the Duplication o f Camden Valley Way (Site 2), Prestons
(UBMC 2003b);

•

Flora & Fauna Assessment for a Proposed Concrete Batching Plant & Transport D e p o t at
L o t 2, DP503989, 10 - 12 Bernera Road, Prestons (UBMC 2003c); and
Ecological Constraints Analysis
Flora and Fauna for the Duplication o f Camden Valley
—
Way between Bernera Road and Cowpasture Road, Prestons (UBMC 2005).

•

I n addition, the Department o f the Environment and Heritage2 Online Database (Department of
the Environment and Heritage 2006; search area five [5] kilometres buffer around study area) and
the NPWS' Atlas o f N e w South Wales Wildlife Database (Department o f Environment and
Conservation 2006a; search area 10 x 10 kilometres centred o n study area) were accessed t o identify
previous recordings o f plant species o f conservation significance within the region.
2.2.2

F i e l d Survey
Karen Visman a Env.Sc [Hons1) conducted a general botanical survey o f the study area o n 20 June 2006
t o supplement the surveys undertaken o n 18 May and 15 December 2004. Search efforts targeted
sites that had the highest potential to support plant species o f conservation significance.
Approximately four (4) hours were spent actively surveying the study area during the current survey.
A n additional four (4) hours were spent undertaking vegetation field mapping.
T h e entire study area was traversed o n foot using the Random Meander Method described by
Cropper (1993). T h e use o f this method ensures that all vegetation communities present are
thoroughly investigated. This method is considered the most effective for detecting plant species of
conservation significance, and involves walking randomly through the study area and recording
every plant species seen.
Limited surveys were undertaken in areas where there was little t o n o native vegetation (eg
landscaped backyards o r exotic grassland/pasture) as there was little potential for threatened
species, populations o r communities to occur. This allowed maximum search time for areas with a
high percentage o f native plants remaining (i.e. those areas considered more likely to support any
threatened flora).

2

DEH is now known as the Department o f Environment & Water Resources ('DEW')
URBAN BUSHLAND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PTY LTD
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Plant identifications were made according to nomenclature in Harden (1992, 1993, 2000 and 2002).
Stands o f vegetation were described by their structural characteristics according to Specht (1981).
Endangered ecological communities were classified and named according to N S W Scientific
Committee Final and Preliminary Determinations (various dates).
T h e National a n d State conservation significance o f flora was made with reference to the N S W TSC
Act, Cth E P B C A c t and Briggs and Leigh (1996). Their regional status was determined through
reference t o the NPWS' Urban Bushland Biodiversity Survey (NPWS 1997) and James et a/ (1999).
T h e diversity o f the species recorded during the survey is expected to be influenced by seasonal
factors, with some species likely to be inconspicuous, o r absent from the above ground population
during particular times o f the year. This is particularly true o f terrestrial orchids, which persist as
dormant underground tubers during particular seasons. Other species (especially those growing in
areas o f long grass) are difficult to find unless they are experiencing a period o f new growth o r they
are flowering. F o r these reasons, survey results could be improved by extending the time allowed
for survey to allow for investigation in all seasons. However, considering the size, connectivity and
condition o f the remnant bushland, it is considered that the survey time allowed for this
investigation is sufficient, and provides an adequate floristic description o f the study area.
T h e flora survey was limited by drought conditions. During the field survey, many plants were
observed t o b e very desiccated. Many herbaceous species appeared to be dead and shrivelled,
although some o f these may have retained some viable material underground. Therefore some
normal components o f this community may have been overlooked, o r may have been temporarily
absent from the aboveground biomass.

2.3

RESULTS

2.3.1

I n d i g e n o u s P l a n t Species
A list o f plant species recorded within the study area is provided in Appendix 2, along with an
indication o f their relative abundance within the site. This is n o t intended to be a comprehensive
list o f all species present within the study area and represents only those species that were recorded
while undertaking searches for indigenous species o f national, state o r regional conservation
concern known for, o r expected to occur in the Region.
O n e (1) species present within the site, Native Pear (Marsdenia viricqlora ssp. vilidfflora), is listed as an
endangered population within the Liverpool L G A under the T S C Act. The Final Determination of
the N S W Scientific Committee has been included as Appendix 2.
Marsdenia virieVora ssp. viridOn-a was restricted t o an area approximately 40 metres 2 in size, located
o n the top edge o f the existing road embankment o n the southern shoulder o f Camden Valley Way
(see Figure 2.1), approximately 370 metres west o f the Bemera Road intersection. Approximately
67 individuals were present.
N o other species o f National o r State conservation significance listed as a R O T A P (Rare or
Threatened Australian Plant, Briggs and Leigh 1996), o r listed o n the Schedules o f the Cth EPBC
A c t o r the N S W T S C A c t were located during the survey.
T h e likelihood o f occurrence o f threatened species in the study area is assessed in Appendix 3. I t is
considered unlikely that any other threatened species would inhabit the site given its long history of
disturbance and the absence o f suitable habitat. Further, none have been recorded within the study
area despite several targeted searches.
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T h e following 16 species recorded in the study area are considered t o be "inadequately reserved in
Western Sydney", and therefore considered to be o f "regional conservation significance" (NPWS
1997):
•

Native Pear (Marsdenia vitidiflora ssp. viridtflora) V13;
Blue Burr-daisy (Calotis cuneffblia) V3;

•

Yellow Burr-daisy (Calais lappulacea) V3;

•

Einadia polygonoides V3;

•

Mistletoe (Amyema pendulum) Vi;

•

Winter Apple (Eremophila debilis) V3;

•

Spotted G u m (Cogmbia maculata) V3;

•

Cabbage G u m (Eucalyptus amplifolia ssp. ampl#'olia) V3;

•

Willowherb (Epilobium hirtigerum) Vi

•

Wallaby Grass (Austrodanthonia racemosa) V3;

•

Redleg Grass (Bothriochloa macra) V3;

•

Windmill Grass (Chlotis truncata) V3;

•

Windmill Grass (Chloris ventricosa) V3;

•

2.3.2

•

Spring Grass (Eriochloa pseudoacrohicha) V3;

•

Slender Rat's Tail Grass (Sporobolus crebet) V3; and

•

H o p Bush (Dodonaea viscosa ssp. cuneata) V3.

W e e d s a n d I n t r o d u c e d F l o r a Species
T h e following four (4) species within the study area are listed as noxious plants in Liverpool LGA
(see Appendix 4):
•

Blackberry (Rubus fruticosus);

•

Bridal Creeper (Asparagus aparagoides);

•

Green Cestrum (Cestrum parqus); and

•

Prickly Pear (Opuntia sp.).

Large parts o f the study area comprise exotic grassland o r pasture. Most o f the vegetation present
has a high proportion o f weeds in the groundcover and shrub layers. There were n o areas o f high
quality bushland.

All regionally significant taxa and/or rare (5 or less records) taxa (except for sandstone species common on
surrounding sandstone plateau).
V2 = uncommon taxa (6 —10 records).
V3 = Common to widespread taxa (>10 records) (NPWS 1997).
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2.3.3

V e g e t a t i o n Communities
There are small linear stands o f highly disturbed and fragmented Cumberland Plain Woodland (total
area — 6,000 metres2 within the study area) — which is listed as an endangered ecological community
under the N S W T S C A c t and the Cth EPBC Act. These stands are generally restricted to a section
— eight (8) metres wide, which is directly adjacent to the existing roadway (see Figure 2.1). The
linear configuration o f these remaining stands causes a large edge t o core ratio, making them highly
susceptible t o edge effects. They are also highly fragmented.
A highly disturbed stand o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest (total area — 900 metres2 within the
study area) occurs along Cabramatta Creek, directly north o f Camden Valley Way. This vegetation
community is listed as endangered under the T S C A c t (but n o t the Cth E P B C Aci). Vegetation
along the Creek has been cleared for approximately 50 metres south o f the road, forming a wide gap
in the riparian forest. Although located beyond the study area, it was noted that a stand o f Swamp
O a k Floodplain Forest occurs t o the south beyond this gap.
Floating and emergent aquatic vegetation was present within Cabramatta Creek. T h e dominant
plant species within the Creek were Cumbungi (Typha sp.), C o m m o n Reed (Phragmites australis) and
the exotic species Creeping Buttercup (Ranunculus repens).
All o f the vegetation within the study area has been highly simplified, b o t h structurally and
floristically, due t o the severe disturbances such as clearing (causing severe fragmentation),
agriculture and housing development, earthworks, cleared gas pipeline and transmission line
easements, vehicle track formation, stockpiling, weed invasion, soil compaction and alteration o f the
'natural' fire regime. These pressures have also caused severe fragmentation o f the vegetation. As
most o f the land surrounding the study area has been cleared for many years, most remaining stands
o f native vegetation are isolated. Most o f the study area is dominated by exotic grasses, herbs and
shrubs (including many woody weeds), with only scattered indigenous trees.
T h e diversity o f native species present is relatively low. Furthermore, natural regeneration o f the
study area has been mainly restricted to highly disturbance tolerant species such as Acacia spp.
While some species are able to regenerate from the soil seed bank (mainly species with large robust
seeds), due t o the long-term disturbances, it is expected that most species' seeds would be depleted
from the seed bank as they only last for a few years. Most regeneration is expected to occur from
fresh seed transported to the site o r shed by plants already present (such as the Eucalypts).
However, due t o the general isolation o f the vegetation, little seed variety is expected to reach the
site.
A description o f the two (2) extant native vegetation communities in the study area, and the
dominant plants within each vegetation layer (or stratum), are provided below.
1. C u m b e r l a n d P l a i n Woodland
Structure
Moderate t o sparse cover o f canopy trees, up to 20 metres in height. T h e shrub layer is generally
sparse, up t o three (3) metres in height. T h e shrub layer is absent in some areas. Sparse to high
density groundcover occurs, comprising a mixture o f native and exotic grasses and herbs up t o one
(1) metre in height.
C o m m o n S p e c i e s (* d e n o t e s exotic species)
Trees
Dominated by Forest Red G u m (Eucalyptus tereticornis), Spotted G u m (Cogmbia maculata) and Grey
Box (Eucalyptus moluccana).
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Shrubs
Commonly occurring shrubs include Blackthorn (Bursatia #,inosa), African Boxthom (Lycium
ferocilisimum*), African Olive (Olea europaea ssp. cuipidata*), Sickle Leaved Wattle (Acacia falcata),
Paddy's Lucerne (Sida rhomkblia*), Prickly Parrot Pea (Dillnynia sieben) and C o m m o n Verbena
(Verbena oflicinale*).
Groundcovers & Vines
C o m m o n groundcover and vine species include Couch (Cynodon dacolon*), Rhodes Grass (Cbloth
gayana*), Kangaroo Grass (Themeda australis), Wallaby Grass (Austrodanthonia spp.), Three-awned
Spear Grass (Aristida vagans), Purple Wiregrass (Aristida ramosa var. ramosa), Panic Grass (Panicum
maximum var. hichoglumel, Weeping Meadow Grass (Microlaena slip aides var. stipoides), Centel& asiatica,
Plantain (Plantago lanceolate), White Moth Vine ( A r a n * sericiferal and Einadia polygonoides.
2. S w a m p O a k F l o o d p l a i n F o r e s t
Structure
Moderate density cover o f trees up to 20 metres in height, with a moderate t o sparse shrub layer up
t o two (2) metres in height. T h e groundcover is dense, reaching u p t o one (1) metre in height.
C o m m o n Species (* d e n o t e s exotic species)
Trees
Dominated by Swamp O a k (Casuarina glauca) and Prickly-leaved Paperbark (Melaleuca sOphelioides),
with less frequent occurrences o f Forest Red G u m (Eucalyptus tereticornir) and Cabbage Gum
(Eucalyptus amplifolia ssp. amphfolia).
Shrubs
C o m m o n shrubs include Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare*) and Small-leaved Privet (Ligustrum sinensel.
Groundcovers. Aquatics & Vines
C o m m o n groundcover, aquatic and vine species include Native Reed (Pbragmites australis), Madeira
vine (Anredera cordifolia*), White Moth Vine (Araujia serictfira*), Kikuyu (Penniretum clandestinum*),
Wandering Jew (Tradescantia fiuminensis*), Creeping Buttercup (Ranunculus rep ens *) and Crassula
sarmentosa var. sarmentosa*.

2.4

C O N S E R V A T I O N V A L U E O F T H E V E G E T A T I O N I N T H E S T U D Y AREA
Consultation o f known literature and database sources identified 12 plant species o f State and/or
National conservation significance (as listed under the T S C A c t a n d / o r E P B C Act) known t o have
been recorded during past studies o f the Region. These plant species are listed in Appendix 3. The
likelihood o f these species to occur in the study area is also outlined in Appendix 3. I t is considered
unlikely that any other threatened species would inhabit the site given its long history o f disturbance
and the absence o f suitable habitat. Further, none have been recorded within the study area despite
several targeted searches.
O n e (1) species present within the site, Native Pear (Marsdenia vitidiflora ssp. viridiflora), is listed under
the T S C A c t as an "endangered population" within the Liverpool LGA. This species was located
o n the top edge o f the existing road embankment on the southern shoulder o f Camden Valley Way
(see Figure 2.1), approximately 370 metres west o f the Bernera Road intersection. Approximately
67 individuals were present, occupying an area o f approximately 40 metres2.
O f the species recorded within the study area, 16 are considered t o be o f regional conservation
significance (NPWS 1997). These are listed in Section 2.3.1.
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Disturbed stands o f the State and Commonwealth listed endangered ecological community Cumberland Plain Woodland - occur within the study area (-6,000 metres2). A disturbed stand of
the State listed endangered ecological community — Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest - also occurs
( - 9 0 0 metres2).
These communities are highly simplified, b o t h structurally and floristically, due to the severe
disturbances such as previous clearing (causing severe fragmentation), agriculture (both cropping
and grazing), housing development, earthworks, cleared gas pipeline and transmission line
easements, vehicle track formation, stockpiling, weed invasion and alterations t o the 'natural' fire
regime. D u e t o these long-term impacts, and the general isolation from other areas o f native
vegetation, natural regeneration o f the native community is unlikely t o occur with sufficient
diversity to re-establish a viable stand o f the indigenous plant community throughout most o f the
study area.

2.5

ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS

2.5.1

C o m m o n w e a l t h L e g i s l a t i v e Considerations
C u m b e r l a n d P l a i n Woodland
A single ecological community occurs within the study area -Cumberland Plain Woodland - listed as
an endangered ecological community under the E P B C Act. Therefore, the Proposal must be
assessed to determine whether the matter requires reference t o the Federal Minister for the
Environment for consideration or approval in terms o f botanical issues.
T h e following assessment o f significance is in accordance with E P B C A c t Principal Significant
Impact Guidelines 1.1: Matters o f National Environmental Significance (Department o f the
Environment and Heritage 2005). It has been assumed for the following assessment that all
vegetation within the proposed road footprint would be cleared, and that all vegetation within 10
metres o f this footprint would be indirectly impacted upon. T h e extent o f indirect impacts is
expected t o be an overestimate.
"...Reduce the extent of a community..."
O f the 6,000 metres2 o f Cumberland Plain Woodland recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that approximately 2,900 metres2 o f highly disturbed Cumberland Plain
Woodland would be cleared for the Proposal. T h e remainder o f the Cumberland Plain Woodland
(3,100 metres2) occurs within 10 metres o f the development footprint boundary, and may be
indirectly impacted upon.
This community is highly simplified, b o t h structurally and floristically, due to the severe
disturbances such as clearing (causing severe fragmentation), agricultural and residential
development, earthworks, cleared gas pipeline and transmission line easements, vehicle track
formation, stockpiling, weed invasion, soil compaction and alterations t o the 'natural' fire regime.
T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland within the study area has a large edge t o core ratio and is isolated
from other areas o f the community. Due t o these long-term impacts and the isolation from other
areas o f Cumberland Plain Woodland, natural regeneration o f the native community is unlikely to
occur with sufficient diversity to re-establish a viable stand o f the indigenous plant community.
Approximately 11,055 hectares o f Cumberland Plain Woodland remained within Sydney Basin in
2002 (approximately 8.8% o f the original area occupied by the community) (NPWS 2002a).
Therefore the Proposal would modify or remove approximately 0.005% o f the Cumberland Plain
Woodland remaining in the Region.
A total o f 4,053.2 hectares o f Cumberland Plain Woodland remains within Liverpool LGA
(including highly disturbed stands) (NPWS 2002a). T h e Proposal would remove a maximum of
0.01%of all the Cumberland Plain Woodland in the LGA.
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The integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due t o the long term, severe disturbances
inflicted upon it. T h e relative isolation from other areas o f suitable habitat further limits the habitat
value and viability o f the community within the study area.
Cumberland Plain Woodland is or has been known to occur in the Auburn, Bankstown, Baulkham
Hills, Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown, Fairfield, Hawkesbury, Holroyd, Liverpool, Parramatta,
Penrith and Wollondilly local government areas (NSW Scientific Committee 1997). NPWS (2002a)
has mapped Cumberland Plain Woodland in all directions around the study area (see Figure 1.3).
The study area is n o t near the limit o f the community's known distribution.
It is considered that the habitat to be removed within the study area is relatively small and o f poor
quality. T h e clearance o f the study area would not greatly reduce the amount o r extent of
Cumberland Plain Woodland in the Region.
"...Fragment or increase fragmentation o f the communig, for example by clearing vegetation for roads or transmission
lines..."
Almost all o f the land surrounding the study area has been heavily disturbed by previous rural
activities and more recent residential development, negating its suitability as habitat for the
community. There are few occurrences o f the community beyond the study area (see Figure 2.1)
and the existing community is considered to be highly fragmented.
The Proposal is n o t expected t o increase the fragmentation o f any currently well connected local
stands o f Cumberland Plain Woodland.
" ...Adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of an ecological community which consists of, or includes, fauna
N o habitats considered critical to Cumberland Plain Woodland, including fauna species present,
occur within, o r in close proximity to the study area.
The integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due t o long term, severe disturbances.
T h e relative isolation from other areas o f suitable habitat further limits the habitat value.
or destroy abiotic (non-living) factors (such as water, nutrients, or soil) necessary for the community's
survival, including reduction ofgroundwater levels, or substantial alteration o f surface water drainage patterns..."
T h e abiotic factors o f the study area have been previously highly modified from their natural state.
Adjacent development (including agricultural usage, road works and services and residential
development) has caused irreversible changes to soil nutrient loads, soil moisture and structural
integrity, and local hydrology.
I t is anticipated that the Proposal would further modify the topography and drainage characteristics
o f the area, although none o f the affected areas are considered necessary for the community's
survival in the Region.
"...Cause a substantial change in the species composition o f an occurrence of an ecological communig, including
causing a decline or loss offunctionally important species, for example through regular burning or flora and fauna
harvesting..."
O f the 6,000 metres2 o f Cumberland Plain Woodland recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that approximately 2,900 metres2 o f highly disturbed Cumberland Plain
Woodland would be cleared for the Proposal. The remainder o f the Cumberland Plain Woodland
(3,100 metres2) occurs within 10 metres o f the development footprint boundary, and may be
indirectly impacted upon.
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This community is highly simplified, both structurally and floristically, due to the severe
disturbances. There is likely to be some further simplification to the vegetation due t o the Proposal,
b u t n o areas affected are expected to be important t o the survival o f the community.
"...Cause a substantial reduction in the qualipi or integrig o f an occurrence of an ecological community, including
but not limited to:..."
"...assisting invasive species that are harmful to the listed ecological community, to become
established..."
T h e area is already highly degraded by the presence o f introduced species and invasive weeds. I t is
considered that the proposed works would n o t result in an increase o f such species in the area. I t is
expected that some weed infested sites would be cleared and revegetated. There is the opportunity
to landscape the new roadway with predominantly indigenous species.
" ...causing regular mobilisation offertilisers, herbicides or other chemicals or pollutants into
the ecological communig which kill or inhabit the growth of species in the ecological
community..."
Fertiliser and herbicide influences would already be impacting u p o n the Cumberland Plain
Woodland stands present, due to the adjacent agricultural and residential land usage. These impacts
have been occurring over a long period. I t is recommended that the future management o f the
vegetation to be retained within the study area should utilise appropriate use o f herbicide that would
minimise an adverse impacts on native vegetation.
Chemicals and pollutants caused by road construction and operation would already be present, and
are n o t considered likely to be greatly elevated from current levels. Appropriate storage of
chemicals/materials during the construction phase should be enforced t o ensure the containment of
any potential pollutants.
"...Inteere with the recovery of an ecological commum
D u e t o the disturbed condition and relative isolation o f the native vegetation within the study area,
it is expected that these stands would continue t o decline in health unless they were protected and
significant restoration works were implemented, including revegetation to re-establish linkages and
increase floral diversity. The stands are n o t considered to be contributing to the community's
recovery and therefore, the removal o f these stands is n o t considered t o interfere with the recovery
o f the ecological community.
Therefore, giving consideration to the obligations and objectives o f the Commonwealth
E P B C A c t , it is considered that the matter w o u l d N O T require referral t o the Federal
Minister for the Environment for consideration or approval in terms o f the impact on
Cumberland Plain Woodland.
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2.5.2

N S W S t a t e L e g i s l a t i v e Considerations
A Seven-Part Test o f Significance under Section 5A o f the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 is designed t o determine "whether there is likely t o be a significant effect o n threatened
species, populations, ecological communities o r their habitats" (as listed o n the Schedules to the
N S W T S C A n ) , and consequently, t o determine whether a Species Impact Statement ('SIS') is
required.
This Seven-Part Test refers only t o those species, populations o r ecological communities listed on
the Schedules to the T S C Act. I t does n o t refer t o R O T A P species, o r t o species o f regional
conservation significance. These species have been considered in previous sections o f this Report.
I t has been assumed for the following assessments that all vegetation within the proposed road
footprint would be cleared, and that all vegetation within 10 metres o f this footprint would be
indirectly impacted upon. T h e extent o f indirect impacts is expected t o be an overestimate.
N a t i v e P e a r ( M a r s d e n i a d r i d i f l o r a s s p . viridiflora)
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life gcle of
the species such that a viable localpopulation of the species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
N o threatened plant species listed on Schedules 1 o r 2 o f the T S C A c t were recorded within the
study area. T h e Proposal is not expected to disrupt the life cycle o f a viable population o f a
threatened flora species such that it would be placed at risk o f extinction.
(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life
gcle o f the species that constitutes the endangered population such that a viable local population o f the species is likely
to be placed at risk o f extinction,
Native Pear (Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora) was observed within the study area. This species
constitutes an endangered population in the Liverpool L G A under the T S C Act. Approximately 67
individuals were recorded, occupying area approximately 40 metres2 in size. T h e individuals appear
to span a large range o f age classes (including seedlings), indicating that recruitment has been taking
place in the local population. Although the habitat is highly degraded, the n u m b e r o f individuals
and the presence o f seedlings, indicates that the population is likely t o be viable.
T h e Proposal would retain some o f the population o f Native Pear within the median strip. I t is
expected that some o f the individuals within the southern portion o f the population would be
cleared by the proposed roadworks. Although the population is n o t expected t o be totally cleared,
it is expected that indirect impacts such as tree removal4 (including the associated changes t o light
levels and exposure), changes in above ground and subsurface water flow due t o adjacent
earthworks and paving, and accidental incursions, and weed invasions may cause further significant
adverse impacts o n the population.
I t is considered that the Proposal may disrupt the local population o f Marsdenia viridiflora ssp.
viridiflora such that the viability o f the population is compromised, possibly leading t o its local
extinction.
(c) in the case o f an endangered ecological communig or critically endangered ecological community, whether the action
proposed:
(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological communig such that its local occurrence is
likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
N/A

Expected to b e required for safety reasons such as limb drop onto the roadway.
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Or

(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modOr the composition of the ecological community such that its
local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
N/A
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(1) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modeed as a result of the action proposed, and
T h e area occupied by the species in the study area is small (approximately 40 metres2). This is not
considered t o constitute a significant area o f known habitat. However, it should be noted that the
species' distribution appears to be expanding, with many juveniles occurring. Although the area of
known habitat is small, the potential habitat for the species to expand into i f the development did
n o t proceed is much larger. The population is located within a stand o f Cumberland Plain
Woodland that is approximately 700 metres2. As the species is wind-dispersed, there is potential for
the species t o disperse beyond this stand.
T h e Proposal would retain some o f the population within the median strip. However, impacts such
as tree removal (including the associated changes t o light levels and exposure), changes in above
ground and subsurface water flow due t o adjacent earthworks and paving, and accidental incursions
and weed invasions, are likely to impact on the habitat.
(ii) whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas o f habitat as a
result of the proposed action, and
Almost all o f the land surrounding the study area has been heavily disturbed by past agricultural
activities and more recent residential development, negating its suitability as habitat for the species.
O n e (1) individual was recorded by UBMC (2003a), approximately 500 metres east o f the extant
population. However, this individual was cleared for the first stage o f the duplication o f Camden
Valley Way.
As the species is wind dispersed, it is expected that the width o f the proposed road would not cause
a significant barrier to the movement o f the seeds o f this species. Therefore, the proposed road
works are n o t expected t o further isolate any known interconnecting o r proximate areas o f habitat
for the species.
(iii) the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the long-term survival of
the species, population or ecological communi0 in the locality,
Although the habitat is highly degraded, the number o f individuals and the presence o f seedlings,
indicates that the population is likely t o be viable. I t is considered likely that the habitat occupied by
the species would be modified t o the extent o f causing the local extinction o f the population.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat (either directly or indirectly),
N o habitats considered critical to threatened flora species, populations o r ecological communities
previously recorded in the region occur within, o r in close proximity to, the study area. The study
area is n o t listed as 'critical habitat' under Part 3 Division 1 o f the T S C Act.
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0 whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions o f a recovery plan or threat abatement plan,
N o Recovery Plans o r Threat Abatement Plans (finalised o r draft) are relevant t o the Marsdenia
viridiflora ssp. viridiflora. The following recovery actions are recommended t o landowners by the
D E C (2006b) for the management o f Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. vitidiflora:
•
•

Manage existing sites to prevent stochastic events threatening; and
Prevent further habitat clearance.

D u e t o the impacts expected to occur to the habitat occupied by the Marsdenia viridiflora ssp.
viridiflora (as outlined in part d[i]), it is considered that the proposed works are n o t consistent with
the recovery actions assigned for the species.
0 whether the action proposed constitutes or is part o f a k g threatening process or is likely to result in the operation
the impact of; a key threatening process.

of; o r increase

O f the identified 'Key Threatening Processes' listed under Schedule 3 o f the T S C Act, "clearing of
native vegetation" would be applicable if the study area was cleared. T h e native vegetation
remaining within the study area has been subjected to a variety o f degrading impacts. As a result,
the diversity o f native species is relatively low. Furthermore, natural regeneration o f the study area
has been mainly restricted to highly disturbance tolerant species. However, the removal of
Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora and the vegetation that forms a component o f its habitat is
considered likely t o result in the loss o f the local population o f the species.
"Invasion o f native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses" is also listed as a Key
Threatening Process. I t is recommended that any future landscaping (including turfing) adjacent to
the Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora individuals within the proposed median strip only utilises noninvasive species.
"Alteration to the natural flow regimes" is also listed as a Key Threatening Process. T h e 'natural'
flow regime has previously been altered by extensive earthworks for the existing road embankment.
However, it is expected that the further changes to the flow regimes that would result from the
Proposal could cause an adverse impact o n the population.
Therefore, giving consideration t o t h e State E n v i r o n m e n t a l P l a n n i n g a n d A s s e s s m e n t Act
1979, it is c o n s i d e r e d t h a t t h e m a t t e r W O U L D r e q u i r e t h e p r e p a r a t i o n o f a Species Impact
S t a t e m e n t for M a r s d e n i a virldiflora ssp. viridiflora.
C u m b e r l a n d P l a i n Woodland
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life gcle of
the species such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed a t risk o f extinction,
N o threatened plant species listed on Schedules 1 o r 2 o f the T S C A c t were recorded within the
study area. T h e Proposal is not expected t o disrupt the life cycle o f a viable population o f a
threatened flora species such that it would be placed at risk o f extinction.
(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life
gcle o f the species that constitutes the endangered population such that a viable local population o f the species is likely
to be placed at risk o f extinction,
N/A
(c) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered ecological community, whether the action
proposed:
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(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent o f the ecological community such that its local occurrence is
likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
O f the 6,000 metres2 o f Cumberland Plain Woodland recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that approximately 2,900 metres2 o f highly disturbed Cumberland Plain
Woodland would be cleared under the Proposal. T h e remainder o f the Cumberland Plain
Woodland (3,100 metres2) occurs within 10 metres o f the development footprint boundary, and
may be indirectly impacted upon.
T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland in the study area has been highly simplified, b o t h structurally and
floristically, due t o the severe disturbances such as clearing (causing severe fragmentation),
agricultural and residential development, earthworks, cleared gas pipeline and transmission line
easements, vehicle track formation, stockpiling, weed invasion, soil compaction and alteration o f the
'natural' fire regime. T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland stands within the study area have a large
edge t o core ratio and are isolated from other areas o f this community. D u e t o these long-term
impacts and isolation, natural regeneration o f the native community is unlikely to occur with
sufficient diversity t o re-establish a viable stand o f the indigenous plant community.
T h e integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due to the long term, severe disturbances
inflicted u p o n it. T h e relative isolation from other areas o f suitable habitat further limits the habitat
value and viability o f the community within the study area (as discussed in part [d]).
Therefore it is considered that the habitat t o be removed o r modified is relatively small and o f poor
quality and is n o t considered important t o the survival o f Cumberland Plain Woodland in the
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modift the composition of the ecological community such that its
local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk o f extinction,
O f the 6,000 metres2 o f Cumberland Plain Woodland recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that approximately 2,900 metres2 o f highly disturbed Cumberland Plain
Woodland would b e cleared for the Proposal. T h e remainder o f the Cumberland Plain Woodland
(3,100 metres2) occurs within 10 metres o f the development footprint boundary, and may be
indirectly impacted upon.
This community is highly simplified, b o t h structurally and floristically, due to the severe
disturbances. T h e composition o f the community in the areas that would b e indirectly impacted
u p o n is likely t o b e further simplified. However n o areas affected are expected t o be important to
the survival o f the community.
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened Jpecies, population or ecological communi:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modfied as a result of the action proposed, and
O f the 6,000 metres2 o f Cumberland Plain Woodland recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that approximately 2,900 metres2 o f highly disturbed Cumberland Plain
Woodland would be cleared for the Proposal. T h e remainder o f the Cumberland Plain Woodland
(3,100 metres2) occurs within 10 metres o f the development footprint boundary, and may be
indirectly impacted upon.
T h e integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due t o the long term, severe disturbances
inflicted u p o n it. T h e relative isolation from other areas o f suitable habitat further limits the habitat
value and viability o f the community within the study area.
Therefore, it is considered that the habitat to be removed o r modified is relatively small, and of
p o o r quality.
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(ii) whether an area o f habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas o f habitat as a
result o f the proposed action, and
T h e existing community is highly fragmented. There are few occurrences o f the community beyond
the study area (see Figure 2.1). Almost all o f the land surrounding the study area has been heavily
disturbed by previous rural activities and more recent residential development, negating its
suitability as habitat for the community. The Proposal is n o t expected t o increase the fragmentation
o f any currently well connected local stands o f Cumberland Plain Woodland.
(iii) the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the long-term survival of
the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
This community is highly simplified, both structurally and floristically, due t o the severe
disturbances such as clearing (causing severe fragmentation), agriculture and housing development,
earthworks, cleared gas pipeline and transmission line easements, vehicle track formation,
stockpiling, weed invasion and alterations t o the 'natural' fire regime.
T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland within the study area has a large edge t o core ratio and is isolated
from other areas o f the community. D u e t o these long-term impacts and the isolation from other
areas o f Cumberland Plain Woodland, natural regeneration o f the native community is unlikely to
occur with sufficient diversity to re-establish a viable stand o f the indigenous plant community.
T h e habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented o r isolated is n o t considered to be essential t o the
long-term survival o f the community within the study area o r locality.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat (either directly or indirectly),
N o habitats considered critical to threatened plant species, populations o r ecological communities
previously recorded in the region occur within, o r in close proximity to, the study area. T h e study
area is n o t listed as 'critical habitat' under Part 3 Division 1 o f the T S C Act.
09 whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions o f a recovery plan or threat abatement plan,
N o Recovery Plans o r Threat Abatement Plans (finalised o r draft) are relevant t o the Cumberland
Plain Woodland within the study area. T h e following recovery actions are recommended to
landowners by the D E C (2006b) for the management o f Cumberland Plain Woodland:
•

Promote public involvement in restoration activities;

•

Apply necessary fire regimes to maintain the community's appropriate floristic and structural
diversity;

•

Protect habitat by minimising further clearing o f the community. This requires recognition
o f the values o f all remnants o f the community in the land use planning process, particularly
development consents, re-zonings and regional planning;

•

•

Promote regeneration by avoiding mowing o r prolonged o r heavy grazing;
Protect habitat by controlling run-off entering the site i f it would change water, nutrient or
sediment levels o r cause erosion;
Weed control; and

•

Undertake restoration including bush regeneration and revegetation.

•

T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland in the study area has been highly simplified, both structurally and
floristically, due to the severe disturbances such as clearing (causing severe fragmentation),
agriculture and housing development, earthworks, cleared gas pipeline and transmission line
easements, vehicle track formation, stockpiling, weed invasion and alteration o f the 'natural' fire
regime.
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T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland within the study area has a large edge t o core ratio and are
isolated from other areas o f this community. D u e to these long-term impacts and isolation, natural
regeneration o f the native community is unlikely to occur with sufficient diversity to re-establish a
viable stand o f the indigenous plant community.
T h e integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due t o the long term, severe disturbances
inflicted upon it. T h e relative isolation from other areas o f suitable habitat further limits the habitat
value and viability o f the community within the study area.
Therefore it is considered that the habitat to be removed o r modified is relatively small and o f poor
quality and is n o t considered important t o the survival o f Cumberland Plain Woodland in the
locality.
whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is likely to result in the operation
o f or increase the impact of, a k g threatening process.
O f the identified Key Threatening Processes listed under Schedule 3 o f the T S C Act, "clearing of
native vegetation" would be applicable t o the Proposal.
T h e native vegetation remaining within the study area has been subjected t o a variety o f degrading
pressures. As a result, the diversity o f native species present is relatively low. Furthermore, natural
regeneration o f the study area has been mainly restricted t o highly disturbance tolerant species such
as Acacia spp. While some species are able to regenerate from the soil seed bank, due to the longterm disturbances, it is expected that most species' seeds would be depleted from the seed bank as
they only last in the bank a few years.
With the exception o f the population o f Marsden/.a viddiflora ssp. viddfflora (which is assessed above),
the removal o f the highly degraded and disjunct stands o f Cumberland Plain Woodland would not
result in the significant reduction in the biodiversity o f the Sydney Basin Bioregion, either through
the loss o f local populations o f plant species, o r through the loss o f ecological communities.
"Invasion o f native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses" is also listed as a key
threatening process. It is recommended that any future landscaping (including turfing) adjacent to
native vegetation t o be retained, only utilises non-invasive species.
"Alteration t o the natural flow regimes" is also listed as a key threatening process. The 'natural'
flow regime has previously been altered by extensive curbing, paving and earthworks. The Proposal
is n o t likely to further alter the flow regimes t o the extent o f causing an overall loss o f any flora
biodiversity from the region, o r the locality (with the possible exception o f Marsdenia viridiflora ssp.
viddiflora).
T h e r e f o r e , g i v i n g consideration t o t h e State E n v i r o n m e n t a l P l a n n i n g a n d A s s e s s m e n t Act
1979, it is c o n s i d e r e d t h a t t h e m a t t e r w o u l d N O T r e q u i r e t h e p r e p a r a t i o n o f a Species
I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t for C u m b e r l a n d Plain Woodland.
S w a m p O a k Floodplain Forest
(a) in the case o f a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the
the species such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk o f extinction,

gde of

N/A
N o threatened plant species listed o n Schedules 1 o r 2 o f the T S C A c t were recorded within the
study area. T h e Proposal is n o t expected to disrupt the life cycle o f a viable population o f a
threatened flora species such that it would be placed at risk o f extinction.
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(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the lift
gcle of the .95ecies that constitutes the endangered population such that a viable local population o f the species is likely
to be placed at risk of extinction,
N/A
O n e (1) endangered population o f Native Pear (Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora) (listed under the
Schedules o f the T S C Act) was observed within the study area. This species is considered in a
separate Seven-part Test.
(c) in the case o f an endangered ecological communig or critically endangered ecological communig, whether the action
proposed:
(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community such that its local occurrence is
likely to be placed at risk o f extinction, or
O f the 900 metres' o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that a three (3) metre wide construction corridor, extending approximately 27
metres upstream and 18 metres downstream o f the exiting road bridge will be directly impacted by
the Proposal (total —135 metres2). A further area o f approximately 65 metres' will potentially be
indirectly impacted by the Proposal, potentially providing for an area o f approximately 200 metres'
o f Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest t o be impacted by the Proposal. However, the area t o be directly
impacted (i.e. cleared) is chronically degraded, and for the m o s t part comprises weed thickets or
open (introduced) grassland. Only a very few native species characteristic o f the original Swamp
O a k Floodplain Forest community will be removed, and it is expected that post-construction
restoration works will serve to adequately rehabilitate the riparian vegetation.
T h e integrity o f the existing habitat within the study area is limited due t o the long term, severe
disturbances inflicted upon it including previous bridge and culvert construction, vegetation
clearance, severe weed infestation and earthworks. T h e relative isolation from other areas of
suitable habitat further limits the habitat value and viability o f the community within the study area
(as discussed i n part [d]).
Therefore it is considered that the habitat t o be removed is relatively small, and is o f very poor
quality, and is n o t considered important to the survival o f Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest in the
locality.
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modi3O the composition o f the ecological community such that its
local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
O f the 900 metres' o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that approximately 200 metres' o f highly disturbed Swamp O a k Floodplain
Forest would be removed o r otherwise indirectly impacted by the Proposal.
This community is highly simplified, b o t h structurally and floristically, due t o the severe
disturbances. T h e composition o f the community in the areas that would be indirectly impacted
upon is likely to be further simplified. However n o areas affected are expected t o be important to
the survival o f the community.
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological communig:
(i) the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result o f the action proposed, and
O f the 900 metres' o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest recorded within the study area (see Figure
2.1), it is expected that approximately 200 metres' o f highly disturbed Swamp O a k Floodplain
Forest would be directly o r indirectly impacted by the Proposal.
.
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T h e integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due t o the long term, severe disturbances
inflicted u p o n it. Therefore, it is considered that the habitat t o be removed o r modified is relatively
small and o f p o o r quality.
(ii) whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas o f habitat as a
result of the proposed action, and
Existing road and gas pipeline corridors and rural/residential development severely fragment the
ecological community. There is a gap o f approximately 50 metres in the community directly south
o f Camden Valley Way. T h e proposed road works would increase this gap between the stands by
less than lm.
Therefore, the Proposal is n o t considered to cause any further isolation to areas o f the community
o r its habitat.
(iii) the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the long-term survival of
the Jpecies, population or ecological community in the locality,
This community is highly simplified, both structurally and floristically, due to the severe
disturbances. T h e integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due to the long term,
severe disturbances inflicted upon it including previous bridge and culvert construction, vegetation
clearance, severe weed infestation and earthworks. T h e relative isolation from other areas of
suitable habitat further limits the habitat value and viability o f the community within the study area.
T h e habitat t o be removed, modified, fragmented o r isolated is n o t considered t o be essential to the
long-term survival o f the community within the study area o r locality.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat (either directly or indirectly),
N o habitats considered critical to threatened flora species, populations o r ecological communities
previously recorded in the region occur within, o r in close proximity to, the study area. T h e study
area is n o t listed as 'critical habitat' under Part 3 Division 1 o f the T S C Act.
09 whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions of a recovery plan or threat abatement plan,
N o Recovery Plans o r Threat Abatement Plans (finalised o r draft) are relevant t o the Swamp Oak
Floodplain Forest within the study area. T h e following recovery actions are recommended to
landowners by the D E C (2006b) for the management o f Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest:
•

Promote public involvement in restoration activities;

•

Instigate pig control programs;
Ensure that the fire sensitivity o f the community is considered when planning hazard
reduction and asset management burning;

•
•

Protect habitat by minimising further clearing o f the community. This requires recognition
o f the values o f all remnants in the land use planning process, particularly development
consents, re-zonings and regional planning;

•
•

Promote regeneration by avoiding prolonged o r heavy grazing;
Weed control; and

•

Undertake restoration including bush regeneration and revegetation.

This community is highly simplified, both structurally and floristically, due to the severe
disturbances. T h e integrity o f the habitat within the study area is limited due t o the long term,
severe disturbances inflicted upon it including previous bridge and culvert construction, kerbing,
vegetation clearance, severe weed infestation and earthworks. T h e relative isolation from other
areas o f suitable habitat further limits the habitat value and viability o f the community within the
study area.
29
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The habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented o r isolated is n o t considered to be essential t o the
long-term survival o f the community within the study area o r locality.
0 whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a k g threatening process or is likely to result in the operation
of or increase the impact of a key threatening process.
O f the identified Key Threatening Processes listed under Schedule 3 o f the T S C Act, "clearing of
native vegetation" would be applicable.
The native vegetation remaining within the study area has been subjected t o a variety o f degrading
pressures. As a result, the diversity o f native species occurring is relatively low. Furthermore,
natural regeneration o f the study area has been mainly restricted t o highly disturbance tolerant
pioneer species. While some species are able to regenerate from the soil seed bank, due to the longterm disturbances, it is expected that most species' seeds would be depleted from the seed bank as
they only last in the bank a few years.
O f the 900 metres2 o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest in the study area, the removal o f 135 metres2
and possible modification o f a further 65 metres2 (totalling 200 metres2) o f a highly degraded area of
Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest would n o t result in the significant reduction in the biodiversity in the
locality o r Region, either through the loss o f local populations o f plant species, o r through the loss
o f ecological communities.
"Invasion o f native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses" is also listed as a key threatening
process. I t is recommended that any future landscaping (including turfing) adjacent t o native
vegetation to be retained, only utilises non-invasive species.
"Alteration to the natural flow regimes" is also listed as a key threatening process. T h e 'natural'
flow regime has previously been altered by the construction o f a culverted road bridge, extensive
curbing, paving and earthworks. The Proposal is not likely t o further alter the flow regimes to the
extent o f causing an overall loss o f any flora biodiversity from the region, o r the locality (with the
possible exception o f Marsdenia viridflora ssp. viridiflora).
T h e r e f o r e , giving consideration t o t h e State E n v i r o n m e n t a l P l a n n i n g a n d A s s e s s m e n t Act
1979, it i s c o n s i d e r e d t h a t the m a t t e r w o u l d N O T r e q u i r e t h e p r e p a r a t i o n o f a Species
I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t for S w a m p O a k F l o o d p l a i n Forest.

2.6

E X P E C T E D I M P A C T O N T H R E A T E N E D FLORA
Within the study area, two (2) endangered ecological communities, Cumberland Plain Woodland
(listed under the T S C A c t and EPBC Act) and Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest (listed under the TSC
A d ) exist. A single endangered population o f Native Pear (Marsdenia virldiflora ssp. viridiflora) (listed
under the TSCAcl) is also present.
I t is considered that the Proposal is n o t likely to cause a significant impact (directly o r indirectly)
upon the threatened ecological communities.
However, it is considered that the Proposal has the potential to cause the local extinction o f a viable
population o f Marsdenia viridiflora ssp.
I t is therefore c o n s i d e r e d necessary t h a t a flora Species I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t b e p r e p a r e d as
H o w e v e r , it i s NOT
p a r t o f t h e P r o p o s a l for Marsdenia vindiflora s s p . viridifiora.
c o n s i d e r e d n e c e s s a r y for the m a t t e r t o b e referred t o t h e F e d e r a l M i n i s t e r for the
E n v i r o n m e n t for consideration o r approval i n t e r m s o f b o t a n i c a l issues.
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2.7

FLORA RECOMMENDATIONS
Measures for the management o f the population o f M a r s d e n i a viridiflora ssp. viriddlora extant
within the study area should be addressed in detail as part o f the Species Impact Statement
associated with the Proposal. These recommendations should include conservation measures such
as the translocation o f the existing population to a secure conservation area, a n d / o r the provision
o f funds to allow for more effective management o f an existing population elsewhere in the locality
effect, an offset agreement.
- in
F o r the 2,900 metres' o f Cumberland Plain Woodland t o b e directly impacted by the Proposal, it
is recommended that landscaping using a suite o f locally indigenous species should be carried out
post construction to compensate for the loss o f this woodland and t o enhance remaining
vegetation. I f for safety, operational or management reasons, replacement tree planting is not
possible, planting o f native grasses, sedges and other ground covers should be considered.
T h e remaining 3,100 metres' o f Cumberland Plain Woodland located adjacent to the anticipated
area o f impact is degraded and highly simplified. I f possible, restoration works for the Cumberland
Plain Woodland remnant within the areas o f direct impact should extend into these adjoining areas.
F o r the 200 metres2 o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest o n Cabramatta Creek to be impacted by
the Proposal, it is recommended that a similar restoration work (via an indigenous planting
program) be undertaken post-construction. Such a restoration program would replace those native
species cleared t o facilitate construction, and serve t o rehabilitate those areas currently degraded by
weed thicket. Such a program would enhance local biodiversity values and restore connectivity
along the creekline, which at present is highly fragmented.
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3

F A U N A ASSESSMENT

3.1

INTRODUCTION
T h e fauna survey o f the study area was carried out in order to describe the current status o f the
indigenous fauna in and adjacent t o the study area. T h e value o f the fauna in the National, State,
and regional context has been considered in relation t o habitat types, populations and species.

3.2

METHODOLOGY

3.2.1

Literature R e v i e w a n d F i e l d Guides
Prior t o the undertaking o f any fieldwork, literature and databases relevant t o the general area were
reviewed to identify the diversity o f fauna species known for, o r potentially occurring in, the study
area. These species are ones that may utilise the study area o n occasion b u t were n o t observed,
recorded o r indicated during the fauna survey.
T h e studies and reports consulted included:
Flora & Fauna Assessment, Proposed Subdivision, Bernera Road and Camden Valley Way,
•
Prestons (AES 1999);
•

Preliminary Flora and Fauna Survey o f DP807460 and DP807461, Edmondson Park
(Hawkeswood 1999);

•

Species Impact Statement for the Western Sydney Orbital (Cumberland Flora & Fauna
Interpretive Services & LesryK Environmental Consultants, 2000);

•

Fauna Survey & Assessment, Edmondson Park, December 2002 (AES 2002);

•

Flora and Fauna Opportunities and Constraints Study, Ingleburn Defence Site, Ingleburn,
N S W (URS 2002); and

•

A subsequent Bat Survey o f the Western Sydney Orbital alignment (LesryK Environmental
Consultants, 2002).

Databases reviewed were point records from the National Parks and Wildlife Service's Atlas o f New
South Wales Wildlife Database (received May 2006), the Bionet online database (accessed May
2006) which includes records from the Australian Museum, T h e N S W D e p t o f Environment &
Conservation and the N S W Department o f Primary Industries and the Department o f the
Environment and Heritage Online Database (Department o f the Environment and Heritage5 May
2006) for Matters o f National Environmental Significance. T h e annuals reports o f Birding NSW
were checked for unusual bird sightings in the area over the last 15 years.
T h e literature search was also undertaken t o ensure that the results from surveys conducted during
different climatic, seasonal and time periods were considered and drawn u p o n as required. This
approach increases the likelihood o f considering the presence and possible impacts u p o n all known
and likely native species, particularly those o f conservation concern.
3.2.2

F i e l d Survey
Field surveys o f the study area were undertaken by Paul Burcher (B.App.So o n 18 May 2004 and 7
December 2004 and Paul Burcher, Deryk Engel (13.Sc.Hons) and Stephen Bloomfield (B.App.Sc.) o n 15
May 2006. I n total, approximately 10 person hours were spent surveying the study area.
During the May 2004 survey, the weather was fine and cool (up t o 19°C) with light cloud cover.
During the December 2004 survey the weather was fine and warm (up t o 25°C) with light cloud
cover. During the May 2006 survey the weather was fine and cool (up t o 17°C) with moderate
cloud cover. There had been a small amount o f rain in the previous 24 hours.

5

N o w Department o f Environment & Water Resources ('DEW')
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T h e strategy employed for the fieldwork involved traversing the study area and adjacent habitats on
foot, with detailed searches being conducted within areas that had the potential to be of
conservation concern (i.e. Cumberland Plain Woodland and River-Flat Eucalypt Forest remnants).
Techniques employed during the survey included:
Direct observation o f fauna species present within, adjacent to, o r flying over the study area;
•
Call identification;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification o f indirect evidence, such as tracks, scats, diggings and scratchings;
Litter and ground debris searches for reptiles, amphibians and the endangered Cumberland
Land Snail (Metidolum corneovirens);
Checking o f culverts for the presence o f roosting bats;
Inspection o f ponds for tadpoles; and
Inspection o f accessible tree hollows using a high-resolution 12-volt black and white camera
with infra-red LEDs attached via a cable t o a T F T L C D monitor. Five (5) hollows were
inspected in this manner.

Given that vegetation patches in the study area are small, o f p o o r habitat quality and disjunct from
other larger patches, no nocturnal survey was undertaken as it was considered that there would be a
low likelihood o f arboreal mammals occurring at the site. I t was considered that o n the basis of
habitat condition only a limited range o f insectivorous bats would be present, and that they could be
predicted from local records.
Notes were made o n the availability o f specific sources o f native fauna food and shelter, such as
dense shrubs, flowering trees, tree hollows and rock outcrops. T h e presence, o r lack, o f particular
fauna habitat requirements was noted t o enable predictions o f species that would be likely to utilise
the study area.
N S W Fisheries (2003) advises that;
"in most cases, in areas where fish and/or other aquatic fauna are well documented, and no
threatened species are recorded, a site inspection and desktop review o f the study site and regional area
may be the required level of assessment."
Consistent with this, n o detailed scientific aquatic survey was undertaken. I n line with the
recommendations o f N S W Fisheries (2003), notes were made o f the general habitat features of
Cabramatta Creek, which traverses Camden Valley Way. I t was thought this level o f assessment
was appropriate as the study area is highly modified, the aquatic fauna o f the catchment is well
documented and the desktop review indicated that there are n o threatened species records in the
vicinity.
Limitations o f t h e Survey
Surveys o f the study area were brief and restricted to diurnal visits. A number o f techniques that
would be used in a survey o f a larger more intact habitat area were n o t used during the survey e.g.
including trapping, spotlighting, owl-call playback, frog-call playback, harp-trapping and Anabat
detection bat surveys. It is considered that these shortcomings are mitigated by the use o f databases
and literature review searches to determine which species occur in the study area.

3.3

RESULTS

3.3.1

F a u n a Species
Only a narrow range o f fauna species has been observed during the field surveys (see Table 3.1).
This was n o t necessarily a function o f the brevity o f the survey, but an indication o f the modified
nature o f habitat within the study area. Removal and modification o f habitat has decreased the
range o f species that can use habitat adjacent to the road. T h e only species inhabiting the study area
are those that are either introduced, adapted to disturbed habitats o r transitory species.
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T a b l e 3.1: F a u n a S p e c i e s R e c o r d e d d u r i n g t h e F i e l d Investigations
-

indicates i n t r o d u c e d s ecies.
C O M M O N NAME

F A M I L Y a n d S C I E N T I F I C NAME

Cattle Egret

Ardea ibis

BIRDS

Masked Lapwing

Vane//us miles

Nankeen Kestrel

Falco cenchroides

Australian Hobby

Falco longipennis

Whistling Kite

Haliastur Vhenurus

Feral Pigeon

Columba livia*

Spotted Turtledove

Streptopelia chinensis*

Crested Pigeon

(Whelps lophotes

Rainbow Lorikeet

Trichoglossus haematodus

Superb Parrot

Polytehlr swainsonii

Swift Parrot

Lathamus discolor

Red-rumped Parrot

Psephotus haematonotus

Eastern Rosella

Plagcercus elegans

Tawny Frogmouth

Podalgus strigoides

Laughing Kookaburra

Dacelo novaeguineae

Noisy Miner

Manorina melanocOhala

Bell Miner

Manorina melanophgs

Red Watdebird

Anthochaera carunculata

White-plumed Honeyeater

Lichenostomus penicillatus

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike

Coracina novaehollandiae

Willie Wagtail

Rhipidura leucophgs

Australian Raven

Corvus coronoides

Magpie

Gymnorbina tibicens

Grey Butcherbird

Cracticus torquatus

Pied Currawong

StrOera graculina

C o m m o n Myna

Acridotheres tristis*

C o m m o n Starling

Sturnus vulgan)*

Magpie-lark

Grallina ganoleuca

Welcome Swallow

Hirundo neoxena

European Red Fox

Vulpes vuOes*

Rabbit

Ogctolagus cuniculus*

Garden Skink

Lamprophilus guechnoti

Grass Skink

Lampropholis delicata

REPTILES

AMPHIBIANS
C o m m o n Eastern Froglet

Cnnia signifera

Brown-striped Frog

Limnodynastes pemni

Eastern D w a r f Tree Frog

Litoria fallax

Garden Snail

Helix aipera*

GASTROPODS
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O f the above species, the Swift Parrot is listed as 'endangered' o n b o t h the T S C A c t and the EPBC
Act; the Superb Parrot is listed as vulnerable under the E P B C A c t and the T S C Act. The Cattle
Egret is listed as a 'migratory species' on the E P B C Act.
T h e Swift Parrot record was heard calling within the degraded woodland, b u t was not subsequently
observed. However, Swift Parrots were observed at Mount A n n a n Botanic Garden (approximately
14 kilometres t o the south west) in the same week as May 2004 survey (Karplus red], 2004). Given
the temporal and spatial proximity o f that record, a precautionary approach has been adopted and
for the purposes o f this assessment it is considered the call heard in the study area was that o f a
Swift Parrot.
T h e individual Superb Parrot observed was likely t o be an aviary escape as this species only occurs
naturally in central-western N S W (Barret et al, 2003). Given that the study area is well outside the
accepted distribution o f the species, it is not further considered in this assessment.
N o insectivorous bats were observed in the culverts neither under Camden Valley Way nor in any
o f the tree hollows inspected.
Many individuals o f the introduced Garden Snail were found near trees and under refuse within the
site. However, n o specimens o f the T S C A c t listed Cumberland Land Snail were found.
3.3.2

H a b i t a t Types
Terrestrial Habitat
Three (3) terrestrial habitat types were recognised in the study area. Their distribution is illustrated
o n Figure 3.1 and a brief description o f each is provided below.
A. D e g r a d e d Woodland
Narrow strips o f woodland occur o n either side o f Camden Valley Way, consisting o f a canopy of
Grey Box (Eucalyptus moluccana), Forest Red G u m (Eucalyptus tereticornis) and Spotted G u m (Cogmbia
maculata). T h e understorey and groundcover layers have mostly been removed though there are
patches supporting native shrubs such as Blackthorn (Bursaria Jpinosa) and Parrot-pea (Dillnynia
sleben) with native grasses and herbs.
I n this habitat type, six (6) trees were identified as bearing hollows capable o f supporting fauna
species such as birds (e.g. parrots) and insectivorous bats. T h e location o f these is indicated on
Figure 3.1. T h e eucalypts all have habitat value as they provide foraging resources, nest sites and
cover for a variety o f birds. However, only one o f the five (5) hollows inspected showed signs of
previous use (a C o m m o n Myna nest). Spotted G u m s have particular habitat value as they can flower
abundantly during winter. This characteristic makes them a resource for migratory and sedentary
honeyeaters.
B. R i p a r i a n Forest
Along Cabramatta Creek o n the north side o f Camden Valley Way is riparian forest dominated by
Forest Red G u m , Swamp Oak (Casuarina glauca) and some Cabbage G u m (Eucalyptus amp#folia). The
understorey and groundcover strata are mostly introduced (weed) species.
O n e (1) o f the large Forest Red Gums in the study area has hollows capable o f supporting fauna
species. T h e dense groundcover provides cover for frogs that are also afforded breeding habitat in
ponds along Cabramatta Creek.
C. C l e a r e d Areas
Much o f the study area has been cleared and consists o f either rank o r slashed growth o f pasture
grasses, being mostly Kikuyu (Penniseturn clandestinum), Paspalum (Pa.palum dilatatum) and Couch
(Cynodon dacglon). Within some o f the residences, there are gardens with mostly exotic shrubs and
trees o f limited habitat value.
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Aquatic Habitat
Cabramatta Creek, which is intermittent in the study area, traverses Camden Valley Way
approximately 120 metres west o f the intersection o f Camden Valley Way and Rynan Avenue.
I n the vicinity o f the proposed route, this creek has pools, some snags, overhanging banks and
Cumbungi (Typha otientaks) and Native Reed (Phragmites australis) beds. These represent potential
spawning areas for fish and other aquatic fauna such as frogs. However, due to degradation of
water quality as a result o f rural run-off, only common species o f frog capable o f surviving in water
o f p o o r quality are likely t o occur. T h e creek's bed is composed o f silt and sand.
T h e creek traverses Camden Valley Way by way o f two (2) concrete culverts. N o fish species were
observed during the survey. I t is considered that the only migratory fish species likely to inhabit the
creek is the Long-finned Eel (Anguilla reinhardth).
Land use within the catchment upstream o f Camden Valley Way is mostly rural-residential. A
number o f wetlands occur along the Georges River well downstream from the site. Between the
site and the Georges River are many other culverts that retard fish movement throughout the
system.
Cabramatta Creek at and near Camden Valley Way was graded according t o a preliminary NSW
Fisheries system as indicated in Table 3.2 (Fairfull and Witheridge 2003).
T a b l e 3.2 Classification Scheme for waterway crossings over different fish habitat types
M i n i m u m Recommended
C r o s s i n g Type 6

Classification

Characteristics O f Waterway

Class 1 - Major Fish
Habitat

Major permanently or intermittently flowing waterway (e.g.
river o r major creek), habitat o f a threatened fish species.

Bridge, arch structure or
tunnel.

Class 2 — Moderate
fish habitat

N a m e d permanent or intermittent stream, creek or
waterway with clearly defined bed and banks with semi permanent t o permanent waters in pools o r in connected
wetland areas. Marine or freshwater aquatic vegetation is
present. K n o w n fish habitat a n d / o r fish observed
inhabiting the area.

Bridge, arch structure, culvert7
o r ford.

Class 3 — Minimal fish
habitat

N a m e d o r unnamed waterway with intermittent flow and
potential refuge, breeding o r feeding areas for s o m e aquatic
fauna (e.g. fish, yabbies). Semi - permanent pools form
within the waterway or adjacent wetlands after a rain event.
Otherwise, any minor waterway that interconnects with
wetlands o r recognised aquatic habitats.

Culvert8 o r ford.

Class 4— Unlikely fish
habitat

N a m e d o r unnamed watercourse with intermittent flow
during rain events only, little o r n o defined drainage
channel, little o r n o free standing water o r pools after rain
event finishes (e.g. dry gully, shallow floodplain depression
with n o permanent wetland aquatic flora present).

Culvert9 causeway, o r ford

O n t h e basis o f t h e i t e m s i n T a b l e 3.2 and the creek's characteristics, Cabramatta Creek represents

moderate fish habitat (Class 2).

6

In all cases bridges are preferred t o arch structures, culverts, fords and causeways (in that order).

High priority given to the "High Flow Design" procedures presented f o r the design o f these culverts refer to Design
Considerations section o f this document, o r engineering guidelines.
Minimum culvert design using the "Low Flow Design" procedures; however, "High F l o w Design" and "Medium Flow
Design" should b e given priority where affordable.
9
Fish friendly waterway crossing designs possibly unwarranted. Fish passage requirements should b e confirmed with
the local fisheries department/authority.
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3.3.3

W i l d l i f e C o r r i d o r s a n d V e g e t a t i o n Links
Fauna habitat in the local area is heavily fragmented by existing development. T o the south is rural
residential development, whereas more recent urban development occurs to the north. Cabramatta
Creek represents a corridor for the movement o f frogs, reptiles, bats and birds. However, the thin
band o f vegetation along its banks and obstacles to movement such as Camden Valley Way and
other roads compromise its efficacy as a corridor. The other remnant vegetation within the study
area would act as "stepping-stones" for bird passage. However, the remnant vegetation within the
study area does n o t represent a major corridor.

3.4

CONSERVATION VALUE OF FAUNA IN THE STUDY AREA
T w o (2) species o f legislative conservation significance were detected in the study area. These were
the Swift Parrot, which is listed as endangered o n the T S C A c t and the E P B C A c t and the Cattle
Egret, which is listed as migratory o n the E P B C Act.
Appendix 6 details listed species that have been recorded within a five (5) kilometres radius o f the
study area ( D E C 2006a), o r have habitat/distribution that occurs within a 10 kilometres radius of
the study area (Department o f the Environment and Heritage 2006). The database searches
identified:
•

O n e (1) species listed under the N S W F M Act,

•

19 species listed under the Cth E P B C Act; and

•

25 species listed under the Schedules o f the N S W T S C Act.

T h e potential for each o f the threatened species listed in Appendix 6 to occur within the study area
as a resident population was considered during the field survey. Each o f these threatened species
has particular habitat requirements that are described in literature. Efforts were made to determine
whether these habitats were present, and whether they were o f sufficient structure, size and quality
t o support a viable resident population o f these animals.
Apart from the Swift Parrot and Cattle Egret, which were detected during the field survey, it is
considered that the only other listed fauna species likely to occur in the study area are the Greyheaded Flying-fox (Pteropuspofiocepha/us) and the Eastern Bentwing Bat (Miniopterus schreibersii ocearnS).
Both species are listed as "vulnerable" o n the T S C A c t and the Grey-headed Flying-fox is also listed
as "vulnerable" o n the E P B C Act.
Despite the presence o f hollow-bearing trees in the study area, it is considered that there is a low
likelihood that any o f the hollow-dependent threatened bats in Appendix 6 would utilise them. This
is because the surrounding habitat is mostly cleared and what vegetation is present is disjunct from
larger, more suitable areas o f habitat.
I n addition t o these listed species, one species listed as regionally significant for the western Sydney
area (NPWS 1997) was observed, being the Whistling Kite (Haliastur iphenurus). Other regionally
significant species likely t o occur are Smooth Toadlet (Uperoleia laevigata), Grey Goshawk (Accipiter
novaehollandiae), Wedge-tailed Eagle (Aquila audax), Little Eagle (Hieraaetus molphnoides) and Yellowrumped Thornbill (Acantbiza chrysorrboa). The Smooth Toadlet is likely to occur in association with
the creek and seasonally boggy areas; whereas the bird species would all occasionally inhabit the
study area as part o f much larger ranges.
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3.5

E C O L O G I C A L ASSESSMENTS

3.5.1

C o m m o n w e a l t h L e g i s l a t i v e Considerations
T h e Swift Parrot, which is listed as "endangered" o n the Schedules t o the E P B C Act, was recorded
during the field survey. The Cattle Egret, which is which is listed as "migratory" o n the Schedules
o f the E P B C Act, also recorded during the field survey. T h e Grey-headed Flying-fox, which is listed
as "vulnerable" under this Act, is also considered likely t o occur.
T h e following criteria from the guidelines to the A c t are used t o determine whether there would be
a significant effect o n these species should the Proposal proceed.
N o t e that the criteria for Swift Parrot refer to "populations" whereas the criteria for Grey-headed
Flying-fox refer to an "important population". Presumably, this is because the Swift Parrot is an
endangered species, therefore all populations would be regarded as important. T h e Grey-headed
Flying-fox is listed as "vulnerable". Therefore, there is an allowance for differentiation between the
relative importance o f populations.
S w i f t Parrot
A n action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a critically endangered or endangered species i f it
does, will, or is likely to:
"...Lead to a long-term decrease in the site of a population..."
Duplication o f Camden Valley Way ('the Proposal') would only affect a very small amount of
potential habitat. Given the number o f trees affected in relation t o their abundance and distribution
in the wider local area and region, it is considered that the proposed works would not affect a single
individual, even over the long-term. Therefore, there would n o t be a decrease in the size o f the
population.
"...Reduce the area of occupang of the ipecies..."
O n the mainland, the species is spread over a very wide area that can include coastal forests and
inland woodlands (DEC, 2006b). Within the study area, only a small area o f marginal habitat would
be removed. This is unlikely t o be significant in relation t o the wider area o f the species' occupancy.
"...Fragment an existing population into two or more populations..."
As indicated by its migratory behaviour, the species is highly mobile.
fragment the population.

T h e Proposal would not

"...Adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of a species..."
Critical habitats for the species are Blue G u m (Eucalyptus globulus) Forests in Tasmania, in which it
breeds, and woodlands o n the mainland, in which it forages (Garnett & Crowley, 2000). Whilst the
study area contains some suitable foraging resources, it is n o t critical t o the survival o f the species.
"..Disrupt the breeding gcle of a population..."
T h e species breeds in Tasmania and over winters o n the mainland (DEC, 2006b). T h e loss o f a
small amount o f habitat that is not critical to the species' survival would not disrupt its breeding
cycle.
"..ModiO, destroy, remove, isolate or decrease the availabilipf or qualipl of habitat to the extent that the species is
likely to decline..."
T h e loss o f a small amount o f marginal habitat is unlikely t o contribute t o the species' decline.
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"...Result in invasive species that are harmful to a ethically endangered or endangered species becoming established in
the endangered or critically endangered species' habitat..."
Habitat in the study area is already degraded by invasive species. I t is unlikely that this would be
exacerbated to any considerable degree by the Proposal.
"...Interfere with the recovery of the species..."
T h e loss o f a small amount o f transitory habitat is unlikely to interfere with the recovery o f the
species.
Grey-headed Flying-fox
A n action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a vulnerable species i f it does, will, or is likely to:
"...Lead to a long-term decrease in the site of an important population'° ..."
Duplication o f Camden Valley Way would only affect a small amount o f habitat and therefore is
unlikely t o lead to a long-term decrease in the size o f the population.
"..Reduce the area o f occupang of an important population..."
Duplication o f Camden Valley Way would only marginally reduce the area o f occupancy o f the local
Grey-headed Flying-fox population.
"...Fragment an existing important population into two or more popu lati ons..."
Given the small amount o f habitat affected and the mobile nature o f the species, it is unlikely that
the Proposal would fragment the population.
"...Adversely qtrect habitat ethical to the survival of a species..."
I t is unlikely that the habitat in the study area is critical t o the survival o f the species.
"...Disrupt the breeding gcle of an important population..."
T h e Grey-headed Flying-fox is unlikely t o breed in the study area, as it is n o t a roost site. T h e loss
o f some foraging resources is also unlikely to disrupt breeding.
"...Moe4,6v, destroy, remove, isolate or decrease the availabili0 or quality of habitat to the extent that the species is
likely to decline..."
I t is unlikely that the extent o f habitat removal involved in the Proposal would cause the decline of
the species.
"...Result in invasive species that are harmful to a vulnerable species becoming established in the vulnerable species'
habitat..."
Habitat at the site is already affected by the presence o f invasive species. T h e Proposal is unlikely to
exacerbate this situation, particularly when proposed works involve weed removal.
10 An important population is one that is necessary for a species long-term survival and recovery. This may include
populations that are:
Key source populations either for breeding or dispersal,
•
Populations that are necessary for maintaining genetic diversity, and/or
•
Populations that are near the limit of the species range.
•
The local population, which roosts at Warwick Farm and forages throughout the area, is considered an "important
population" for the purposes o f this assessment.
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"...Interfere substantially with the recovery o f the species..."
T h e Proposal would involve a small amount o f habitat removal that is unlikely to interfere
substantially with the recovery o f the species.
Cattle E g r e t
A n action has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on a migratog Jpecies ' f i t does, will, or is likely to:
substantially modify (including 4y fragmenting, altering fire regimes, altering nutrient cycles or altering hydrological
cycles), destroy or isolate an area of important habitat" of the migratog species,
It is considered that the study area does n o t represent "important habitat" for the species. This is
because the study area would only support a few individuals (at most) o f the species; it is n o t at the
limit o f the species' range; and the Cattle Egret is not declining in the area (viz Barrett et al 2003;
Hoskin 1991).
..or result in invasive species that is harmful to the migratog species becoming established12 in an area of important
habitat of the migratog species,
I t has been established above that the affected population o f the Cattle Egret is n o t an important
one. Furthermore, the Proposal is unlikely t o result in the proliferation o f invasive species such that
the Cattle Egret is affected.
..or seriously disrupt the lifegcle (breeding, feeding, migration or resting behaviour) of an ecologically significant
proportion of the population of the species.
T h e National population is estimated to be in the order o f 100,000 t o 150,000 (McKilligan, 2005).
It is considered unlikely that an ecologically significant proportion o f the population inhabits the
study area as only a few individuals at most could use the habitat available (i.e. grassland within
roadside verges).
Therefore, giving consideration t o t h e obligations a n d objectives o f t h e Commonwealth
E P B C Act, it is c o n s i d e r e d that t h e m a t t e r w o u l d N O T r e q u i r e referral t o t h e Federal
M i n i s t e r for t h e E n v i r o n m e n t for consideration o r a p p r o v a l i n t e r m s o f t h e i m p a c t o n the
Swift Parrot, G r e y - h e a d e d Flying-fox o r Cattle Egret.

habitat utilised by a migratory species occasionally or periodically within a region that supports an ecologically
•
significant proportion o f the population o f the species, or
habitat utilised by a migratory species which is at the limit o f the species range, or
•
habitat within an area where the species is declining.
•
12
Introducing an invasive species into the habitat may result in that species becoming established. An invasive species
may harm a migratory species by direct competition, modification o f habitat, or predation.
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3.5.2

N S W State L e g i s l a t i v e Considerations
T h r e a t e n e d Species Conservation A c t 1995
T h e Swift Parrot, which is listed as endangered o n Schedule 1 o f the l i S r Act, was tentatively
detected during the survey. Two (2) species listed as 'vulnerable' under Schedule2 to the TSC A c t Grey-headed Flying-fox and Eastern Bentwing Bat
the study area.
- are likely t o occur in
Assessments o f likely impacts o f these species in relation t o Section 5A o f the Environmental Planning
and Assessment A c t as amended by the T S C A c t are provided below.
S w i f t Parrot
(a) in the case o f a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life gcle of
the species such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
T h e Swift Parrot breeds in Tasmania and migrates t o the Australian south-east mainland between
March and October. O n the mainland it occurs in areas where eucalypts are flowering profusely or
where there are abundant lerp (from sap-sucking bugs) infestations. Favoured feed trees include
winter flowering species such as Swamp Mahogany (Eucalyptus robusta), Spotted G u m (Cogmbia
maculate), Red Bloodwood (C. gummifera), Mugga Ironbark (E. sideroxylon), and White Box (E. albens).
T h e Commonly used lerp infested trees include Grey Box (E. macrocaa), Grey Box (E. moluccana)
and Blackbutt (E. pilulcnis) (DEC, 2006b). A tentative record o f the species was made during the
May 2004 survey o f the study area. T h e species has also been recorded in other locations nearby
including M t A n n a n Botanic Gardens, Holsworthy (1998) and Liverpool (1983) (DEC, 2006a;
Karplus red], 2004.
T w o (2) o f the species favoured foraging trees occur in the study are being Spotted G u m and Grey
Box, and some individuals o f these tree species may be lost as a result o f the Proposal. The species
only occurs sporadically in the western Sydney area and the level o f loss is not considerable given
that the species are represented elsewhere locally. Therefore, it is considered unlikely that the local
population o f the species would be placed at risk o f extinction.
(b) in the case o f an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life
gcle o f the species that constitutes the endangered population such that a viable local population of the species is likely
to be placed at risk o f extinction,
N/A
T h e Swift Parrot is an 'endangered' species. Under the T S C A c t populations o f endangered species
cannot b e listed as endangered.
(c) in the case of a critically endangered or endangered ecological community, whether the action proposed:
(i) is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent o f the ecological community such that its local occurrence is likely to
be placed at risk o f extinction, or
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely mod//y the composition of the ecological community such that its local
occurrence is likely to be placed at rick of extinction,
N/A
T h e Swift Parrot is an endangered species, not an endangered ecological community.
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result o f the action proposed,
Given the sporadic nature o f occurrences in western Sydney and the provision o f similar habitat in
the locality, the extent o f habitat removal and modification is minimal.
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and whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of habitat as a
(a)
result of the proposed action,
T h e Swift Parrot is highly mobile as is evidenced by its ability t o move from Tasmania t o mainland
Australia each year. Furthermore, in relation to the fragmentation and isolation o f habitat that has
already occurred in the Prestons and wider south-west Sydney area, the effect o f duplication o f the
road o n connectivity is minor. The Proposal is unlikely t o fragment o r isolate habitat areas
and the importance o f the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the long-term survival of
(iii)
the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
I t is considered that the habitat represented in the study area is n o t o f great importance to the Swift
parrot. This is because the type o f foraging habitat available is well represented in surrounding
areas. Given this, the level o f modification caused by the Proposal is unlikely to affect the longterm survival o f the species in the locality.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat (either directly or indirectly),
Critical habitat has not been declared for the Swift Parrot.
0 whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions o f a recovery plan or threat abatement plan,
N o specific Recovery Plan o r Threat Abatement Plan has been prepared for this species. However,
in 2004 amendments were made to the T S C Act, which removes the mandatory requirement to
prepare recovery plans, and threat abatement plans, and instead requires preparation o f a
Threatened Species Priorities Action Statement. The D E C ' s Swift Parrot Priority Action webpage
lists nine priority actions to help recover the Swift Parrot. O n e o f these is "Habitat management:
Ongoing ETA (Environmental Impact Assessment) - Advice to consent and planning authorities:
Develop and distribute ETA guidelines to decision makers." A t this stage, n o ETA guidelines have
been prepared. Therefore, it is not possible t o answer whether the action proposed is consistent
with the Priorities Action Statement.
whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a k g threatening process or is likely to result in the operation
of, or increase the impact of, a k g threatening process.
O f the identified Key Threatening Processes listed under Schedule 3 o f the T S C Act, "clearing of
native vegetation" is applicable to the Proposal. As the species would only rarely uses a small
portion o f the study area, it is considered that the operation o f 'clearing o f native vegetation' at the
site would n o t have a significant effect upon the Swift Parrot.
T h e r e f o r e , g i v i n g consideration t o t h e State E n v i r o n m e n t a l P l a n n i n g a n d A s s e s s m e n t Act
1979, it i s c o n s i d e r e d t h a t the m a t t e r w o u l d N O T r e q u i r e t h e p r e p a r a t i o n o f a Species
I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t for t h e Swift Parrot.
Grey-headed Flying-fox
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life gcle of
the species such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk o f extinction,
This species roosts in large congregations in gullies and forages widely at night o n fruiting and
flowering trees. T h e nearest roost site is along Cabramatta Creek at Warwick Farm (author's field
notes; D E C 2006a).
T h e Grey-headed Flying-fox may occasionally forage o n flowering eucalypts in the study area.
Given the abundance o f these eucalypt species in the wider Prestons and south-west Sydney area, it
is considered that the loss o f some foraging habitat is unlikely t o place the local population o f the
species at risk o f extinction.
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(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life
gcle of the species that constitutes the endangered population such that a viable local population of the species is likely
to be placed at risk o f extinction,
T h e local population o f the Grey-headed Flying-fox is n o t listed as an endangered.
(c) in the case of a critically endangered or endangered ecological community, whether the action proposed:
0
is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent o f the ecological community such that its local occurrence is
fikely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
is likely to substantially and adversely modiji the composition o f the ecological community such that its local
occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
N/A
T h e Grey-headed Flying-fox is a threatened species, n o t an endangered ecological community.
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological communig:
(iv)
the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modffied as a result of the action proposed,
T h e extent o f habitat removal and modification is minimal. Vast areas o f suitable foraging habitat
occur nearby and are reserved in national parks, council estates o r other bushland areas such as
Western Sydney Regional Park, Leacock Regional Park and Holsworthy Military Reserve.
and whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of habitat as a
(v)
result of the proposed action,
T h e Grey-headed Flying-fox is highly mobile as is evidenced by its ability to move through already
cleared and disturbed environments. Furthermore, in relation to the fragmentation and isolation of
habitat that has already occurred in the Prestons and wider south-west Sydney area, the effect of
duplication o f the road o n connectivity is minor. T h e Proposal is unlikely to fragment o r isolate
habitat areas
and the importance of the habitat to be removed, modffied, fragmented or isolated to the long-term survival of
(vi)
the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
I t is considered that the habitat represented in the study area is not o f great importance to the Greyheaded Flying-fox. This is because it is unlikely t o be used for roosting and the type o f foraging
habitat available is well represented in surrounding areas. Given this, the level o f modification
caused by the Proposal is unlikely to affect the long-term survival o f the species in the locality.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat (either directly or indirectly),
Critical habitat has not been declared for the Grey-headed Flying-fox.
0 whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions o f a recovery plan or threat abatement plan,
N o Recovery Plan o r Threat Abatement Plan has been prepared for this species. 31 Priority
Actions have been identified. O f these the following may be relevant: Habitat Protection: Protect
and enhance priority foraging habitat for grey-headed flying-foxes, for example through
management plans, local environmental plans and development assessments, and through volunteer
conservation programs for privately owned land. However, given the limited amount o f habitat
available in the study area it is considered unlikely that it would be identified as a priority foraging
habitat.
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(g) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part o f a k g threatening process or is likely to result in the operation
of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process.
O f the identified Key Threatening Processes listed under Schedule 3 o f the TSC Act, "clearing of
native vegetation" is applicable t o the Proposal. As the species would only rarely use a small
portion o f the study area, it is considered that the operation o f clearing o f native vegetation at the
site would not have a significant effect upon the Grey-headed Flying-fox.
T h e r e f o r e , g i v i n g consideration t o t h e State E n v i r o n m e n t a l P l a n n i n g a n d A s s e s s m e n t Act
1979, it is c o n s i d e r e d t h a t t h e m a t t e r w o u l d N O T r e q u i r e t h e p r e p a r a t i o n o f a Species
I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t for t h e Grey-headed Flying-fox.
E a s t e r n B e n t w i n g Bat
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life gde of
the species such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at risk o f extinction,
This species requires caves for roosting though it will also use derelict mines, storm-water tunnels,
buildings and other man-made structures. I n the Sydney are such roosts are occupied between
March and September. T h e Eastern Bentwing bat feeds o n moths and other flying insects above
the tree tops. T h e species generally hunts in forested areas, though it is occasionally recorded
foraging around artificial lights (Churchill 1998; Hoye & Spence 2004; D E C 2006b). T h e nearest
known active roost sites are in Sydney Water Supply Canal Tunnels at Cecil Hills and Menangle.
T h e species has been recorded at nearby Edmondson Park (Hoye & Spence 2004; D E C 2006a).
The culverts under Camden Valley Way at Cabramatta Creek represent a small area o f marginal
roosting habitat. There is a limited amount o f space available and considerable penetration o f light:
two (2) factors that are likely to deter the species. Furthermore, the species is yet t o be found
roosting there and there are numerous other such structures in the local area. Therefore, it is
unlikely that roosting habitat would be affected. Very little potential foraging habitat would be
affected by clearing for the Proposal. Given these factors it is considered unlikely that the Proposal
would place the local populations o f this species at risk o f extinction.
(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on the life
gcle o f the species that constitutes the endangered population such that a viable local population of the species is likely
to be placed at risk of extinction,
The local population o f this species is not listed as an endangered.
(c) in the case of a critically endangered or endangered ecological community, whether the action proposed:
(i) is likely to have an adverse O c t on the extent o f the ecological community such that its local occurrence is likely to
be placed at risk of extinction, or
(ii) is likely to substantially and adversely modi§ the composition o f the ecological community such that its local
occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction,
N/A
The Eastern Bentwing Bat is a threatened species, not an endangered ecological community.
(d) in relation to the habitat o f a threatened species, population or ecological community:
(vii)

the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the action proposed,
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T h e extent o f habitat removal and modification is minimal. Vast areas o f suitable foraging habitat
occur nearby and are reserved in national parks, council estate o r other bushland areas such as
Western Sydney Regional Park, Leacock Regional Park and Holsworthy Military Reserve.
(via) and whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from other areas of habitat as a
result of the proposed action,
T h e Eastern Bentwing bat is highly mobile as is evidenced by its ability t o move through already
cleared and disturbed environments (Hoye & Spence 2004). Furthermore, in relation t o the
fragmentation and isolation o f habitat that has already occurred in the Prestons and wider southWestern Sydney area, the effect o f duplication o f the road o n connectivity is minor. The Proposal
is unlikely to fragment o r isolate habitat areas
(ix) and the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated to the long-term survival of
the species, population or ecological community in the locality,
I t is considered that the habitat represented in the study area is not o f great importance to the
Eastern Bentwing Bat. This is because it is unlikely to be used for roosting and the type o f foraging
habitat available is well represented in surrounding areas. Given this, the level o f modification
caused by the Proposal is unlikely to affect the long-term survival o f the species in the locality.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat (either directly or indirectly),
Critical habitat has n o t been declared for the Eastern Bentwing Bat.
0 whether the action proposed if consistent with the objectives or actions o f a recovery plan or threat abatement plan,
N o Recovery Plan o r Threat Abatement Plan has been prepared for this species. Furthermore, at
this stage, n o Priority Actions have been identified for this species.
(g) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part o f a key threatening process or is likely to result in the operation
o f or increase the impact of a k g threatening process.
O f the identified Key Threatening Processes listed under Schedule 3 o f the T S C Act, "clearing of
native vegetation" is applicable to the Proposal. As the species would only rarely use a small portion
o f the study area, it is considered that the operation o f 'clearing o f native vegetation' at the site
would n o t have a significant effect upon the Eastern Bentwing Bat.
Therefore, g i v i n g consideration to the State Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979, it i s considered that the matter w o u l d N O T require the preparation o f a Species
Impact Statement for the Eastern Bentwing Bat.
State E n v i r o n m e n t a l P l a n n i n g Policy N o . 4 4 K o a l a H a b i t a t P r o t e c t i o n
A n assessment o f the Proposal site was undertaken to ascertain its suitability as Koala habitat. The
procedures involved in such an assessment are outlined in S E P P 44 Koala Habitat Protection.
Step 1. I s the land potential Koala habitat? - No
S E P P 44 requires that for land to be potential koala habitat more than 15% o f trees present must be
Koala feed trees species. Such tree species are listed in schedule 2 o f the SEPP. Forest Red Gum
(Eucalyptus tereticomis) is one such species located within the study area. However, less than 15% of
the trees occurring are Forest Red Gums. Therefore, the study area is n o t potential koala habitat.
A Koala Plan o f Management need not be prepared.
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Fisheries M a n a g e m e n t A c t 1994
Whilst some aquatic and riparian habitat would be lost as a result o f the Proposal, the type of
habitat represented is heavily modified and thus c ommon in the local area and wider region. I t is
unlikely that widening o f the road would create a further barrier to fish movement. This is because
the creek is n o t an important fish habitat as evidenced b y its classification as moderate fish habitat
(Table 3.2), there are n o records o f threatened fish species from the area o n the N S W Fisheries
database, culverts are already in existence at the site and elsewhere along the creek, and water quality
appears t o be poor.

3.6

E X P E C T E D I M P A C T O N P R O T E C T E D FAUNA
Much o f the area to be affected by the Proposal consists o f cleared modified habitats that have little
value for native fauna species. Those species occurring within such habitats are well adapted to
modified environments and are well represented in similar habitats nearby.
Duplication o f Camden Valley Way between Bernera Road and Cowpasture Road would remove
some woodland habitat. T h e main value o f this habitat is its component trees, which provide
perches, nest sites and foraging substrates for birds. T h e Proposal would also result in the loss of
three (3) hollow-bearing trees with another three (3) remaining unaffected as they occur within
retained vegetation patches. The loss o f these hollows can be readily mitigated by erection of
artificial hollows.
Approximately 200 metres2 o f riparian habitat along Cabramatta Creek north and south o f the
existing road would be affected by the Proposal. This area provides some habitat for reptiles and
frogs, in the form o f dense groundcover and debris.
Given that only a small area would be
affected, it is already degraded and that such habitat extends well beyond the limits o f the study
area, it is considered unlikely that populations o f these taxa would b e affected.
Given the moderate quality of fauna habitat in the areas affected by the proposal and their
fragmented nature, it is considered unlikely that there would be any significant effect o n local
populations o f protected fauna.

3.7

E X P E C T E D I M P A C T O N T H R E A T E N E D FAUNA
T h e review o f threatened species records (Appendix 6) in tandem with the assessment o f habitat
has indicated that it is unlikely that any threatened frog species occur in the study area.
I t is considered unlikely that any threatened fauna species utilise these tree hollows.
T h e threatened species detected o r likely to occur are very occasional visitors (as previously
discussed in Section 3.5) and all species residing in the study area are c o m m o n and widespread at
local, regional and state scales as are the habitat types represented in the site. Habitat features lost
during development can be readily replicated elsewhere in the road easement.
T h e field survey identified n o habitats within the study area o f possible impact (including both
direct and indirect impacts) that would be considered significant for the conservation and
preservation o f any threatened fauna species. Therefore, the proposed duplication o f Camden
Valley Way is n o t considered t o disturb, remove, modify o r fragment any habitats critical to the life
cycle requirements o f any threatened fauna species.
I t is therefore N O T c o n s i d e r e d n e c e s s a r y t h a t a f a u n a Species I m p a c t S t a t e m e n t be
p r e p a r e d a s p a r t o f t h e proposal t o duplicate C a m d e n Valley W a y b e t w e e n B e r n e r a Road
a n d C o w p a s t u r e R o a d . Furthermore, i t is N O T c o n s i d e r e d n e c e s s a r y t h a t t h e p r o p o s a l be
referred t o t h e F e d e r a l Minister for t h e E n v i r o n m e n t for c o n s i d e r a t i o n o r a p p r o v a l i n terms
o f f a u n a s p e c i e s listed a s Matters o f N a t i o n a l E n v i r o n m e n t a l Significance.
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3.8

F A U N A RECOMMENDATIONS
T o mitigate for the loss o f fauna habitat at the site, it is recommended that the following measures
be undertaken:
1)

Planting areas within the new road easement with locally occurring (indigenous) native plants;

2)

Protection o f any remaining trees during and after construction;

3)

Undertake a weed control program;

4)

Repositioning (either downstream o r upstream) o f any snags along the creek that are removed
during construction;

5)

Culverts t o be designed to allow fish passage; and

6)

Militate against the loss o f three (3) hollow-bearing trees by the erection o f at least the same
number o f nesting boxes suitable for habitation by bats in those trees retained during
development. Annual monitoring o f the nesting boxes should be undertaken to determine
which species, if any, are using them and t o expel any pest species such as Black Rats or
C o m m o n Mynas. Therefore, the nesting boxes would need to be positioned in a location
accessible by ladder.
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4

ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

4.1

B A C K G R O U N D T O E C O L O G I C A L L Y S U S T A I N A B L E DEVELOPMENT
Ecologically sustainable development (ESD) is a concept that aims at utilising natural resources in a
way that allows their retention for future generations, taking into account social, environmental and
economic issues.
The National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development which was agreed by Commonwealth,
State and Local Governments in 1992 - outlines the following guiding principles:

4.2

•

Decision making processes should effectively integrate both long and short-term economic,
environmental, social and equity considerations;

•

Where there are threats o f serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack o f full scientific
certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental
degradation;

•

The global dimension o f environmental impacts o f actions and policies should be recognised
and considered;

•

The need to develop a strong, growing and diversified economy which can enhance the
capacity for environment protection should be recognised;

•

The need to maintain and enhance international competitiveness in an environmentally
sound manner should be recognised;

•

Cost effective and flexible policy instruments should be adopted, such as improved
valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms; and

•

Decisions and actions should provide for broad community involvement o n issues which
affect them.

A S S E S S M E N T O F P R O P O S E D WORKS
The ecological values o f the study area have been severely impacted upon by long-term degrading
influences, including previous and current land uses. With the exception o f the population of
Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora present, the study area is considered to be o f moderate to low
conservation value.
Although the endangered ecological communities Cumberland Plain Woodland and Swamp Oak
Floodplain Forest are present, they are o f limited value due to their poor condition, severe
fragmentation and isolation from other bushland areas and their generally linear configuration.
The Proposal offers substantial economic and social advantages to the Region. However, it is
considered that the potential loss o f a population o f Marsdenia viridiflora ssp. viridiflora, an endangered
population under the TSC Act, comprises significant irreversible environmental damage. This
impact is further assessed in a separate Species Impact Statement for the proposed roadworks. If
mitigation measures to adequately protect this species can be implemented, then it is considered
that the economic and social gains offered by the roadworks would outweigh the environmental
damage that would result.
The recommendations set out in this report should be adopted to lessen environmental damage
associated with the road works, thereby providing for a more sustainable form o f development.
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A P P E N D I X 1: FLORA SPECIES RECORDED W I T H I N T H E STUDY AREA
KEY
-

Species o f r e g i o n a l c o n s e r v a t i o n significance ( N S W N a t i o n a l P a r k s a n d Wildlife Service 1997).

• - Species o f N a t i o n a l o r State c o n s e r v a t i o n significance.
* I n t r o d u c e d o r n o n - i n d i g e n o u s species.
S p e c i e s F r e q u e n c y o f O c c u r r e n c e w i t h i n Site
V
C
0

-

V e r y c o m m o n (species c o v e r s 5 1 - 1 0 0 % o f t h e site).

-

C o m m o n (species c o v e r s 2 6 - 5 0 % o f t h e site).

-

O c c a s i o n a l (species c o v e r s 5 - 2 5 % o f t h e site).

R a r e (species c o v e r s < 5 % o f t h e site; scattered distribution).
L Localised d i s t r i b u t i o n o n l y (species c o v e r s < 5 % o f t h e site; c l u m p e d distribution).
R

FAMILY

FREQUENCY

SPECIES

C O M M O N NAME

Azollaceae

Aolldfiliculoides

Pacific Azolla

L

Schizaeaceae

Cheilanthes sieberi ssp. sleben

Mulga Fern

R

Araucariaceae

Araucaria banal*

Bunya Pine

R

Cupressaceae

juniperus vilginiana*

Pencil Pine

R

Pinaceae

Pinus radiata*

Monterey Pine

R

Acanthaceae

Brunoniella australis

Blue Trumpet

R

Anacardiaceae

Schinus sp.*

Pepper Tree

R

Khaki Weed

FILICOPSIDA

CONIFEROPSIDA

DICOTYLEDONES

Amaranthaceae

Alternantbera pungens*

Apiaceae

Centella asiatica

Apiaceae

Ciclaspermum 11,tophyllum*

R
R

Slender Carrot

R

Apiaceae

Foeniculum vulgare*

Fennel

0

Apocynaceae

Nerium oleander*

Oleander

R

Apocynaceae

Plumena sp*

Frangipani

R

Araceae

Monstera sp. *

Monstera

L

Asclepiadaceae

Araujia serictlera*

White M o t h Vine

0

Asclepiadaceae

•

El

Marsderna

vintqlora

viniVora

ssp. Native
. Pear

L

Asteraceae

Ageratina adenaphora*

Crofton Weed

L

Asteraceae

Arctotbeca calendula*

Capeweed

R

Asteraceae

Bidens pilosa*

Cobbler's Pegs

R

Asteraceae

0

Blue Burr-daisy

R

Asteraceae

D C a k t i S iapplilaCea

Yellow Burr-daisy

R

Asteraceae

Cirsium vulgar?*

Spear Thistle

R

Asteraceae

Conyza bonariensis*

Flax-leaved Fleabane

R

Calotis cuneffolia

Asteraceae

Gazama sp. *

Daisy

L

Asteraceae

Hvochaens radicata*

Catsear

R

Asteraceae

Lactuca sernala*

Prickly Lettuce

R
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SPECIES

C O M M O N NAME

Asteraceae

Osteospermum eckloms*

Daisy

R

Asteraceae

Senecio madagascariensis*

Fireweed

R

Asteraceae

Soncbus oleraceus*

C o m m o n Sow Thistle

R

Asteraceae

Tagetes minuta*

Stinking Roger

R

Asteraceae

Taraxacum officinale*

Dandelion

R

Basellaceae

Anredera cordifolia*

Madeira Vine

R

Berberidaceae

Nandina domestica*

Sacred Bamboo

R

FAMILY

FREQUENCY

Bignoniaceae

Jacaranda mimosifolia*

Jacaranda

R

Brassicaceae

Brassica rapa ssp. glvestris*

Wild Turnip

R

Cactaceae

Opuntia sp.*

Prickly Pear

R

Casuarinaceae

Casuarina glauca

Swamp Oak

R

Chenopodiaceae

Atnplex prostrata*

Orache

L

Chenopodiaceae

Cbenopodium album*

Fat Hen

R

Saloop

R

Chenopodiaceae

Einadia hastata

Chenopodiaceae

oEinadia polygonoides

Convolvulaceae

Dicbondra roens

Crassulaceae

Crassula sarmentosa var. sarmentosa*

R
Kidney Weed

R
1

Crassulaceae

Sedum sp. *

Sedum

L

Euphorbiaceae

Euphorbia peplus*

Petty Spurge

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Daviesia ulictfelia

Gorse Bitter Pea

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Dillwynia sieberi

Prickly Parrot Pea

()

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Egtbrina X gkesii*

Coral Tree

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Glycine dandestina

Love Creeper

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Hardenbergia violacea

False Sarsparilla

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Indigofera australis

Native Indigo

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Medicago arabica*

Spotted Medic

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Medicago sp. *

Medic

R

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Trtfolium repens*

White Clover

()

Fabaceae: Faboideae

Vicia sp. *

Vetch

R

Fabaceae: Mimosoideae

Acacia bailgana*

Cootamundra Wattle

R

Fabaceae: Mimosoideae

Acacia decurrens

Green Wattle

R

Fabaceae: Mimosoideae

Acacia falcata

Sickle-leaved Wattle

R

Fabaceae: Mimosoideae

Acacia linifolia

Flax-leaved Wattle

R

Fabaceae: Mimosoideae

R

Acacia longifolia var. longifolia

Sydney Golden Wattle

Fabaceae: Mimosoideae

Acacia parramattensis

Parramatta Green Wattle

R

Fabaceae: Mimosoideae

Acacia sp. *

Planted Wattle

R

Fagaceae

Ouercus sp. *

Oak

R

Geraniaceae

Pelargonium domesticum*

Geranium

R

Goodeniaceae

Goodenia bederacea

Ivy Goodenia

R

Lamiaceae

Irestringia fruticosa*

Coast Westringia

R

Loganiaceae

Gelsemium sempervirens*

Gelsemium

L

Loranthaceae

DAmyema pendulum

Mistletoe

R

Lythraceae

Lagerstroemia indica*

Crepe Myrtle

R
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FAMILY

SPECIES

C O M M O N NAME

FREQUENCY

Malvaceae

Malva sp. *

Mallow

R

Malvaceae

Modiola carolin ana*

Red-flowered Mallow

R

Malvaceae

Sida rhombifolia"

Paddy's Lucerne

0

Moraceae

Ficus macnophylla*

Moreton Bay Fig

R

Moraceae

Moms alba*

White Mulberry

R

Myoporaceae

DEremophila debilis

Winter Apple

R

Myrtaceae

Acmena smithii*

Lillypilly

R

Myrtaceae

Callistemon sp. *

Bottlebrush

R

Myrtaceae

Cogmbia citfiodora*

L e m o n Scented Gum

L

Myrtaceae

oCogmbia maculata

Spotted Gum

0

Nh-rtaceae

oEucatyptus amplifolia ssp. ampllfolia Cabbage Gum

R

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus llama*

Silver Dollar Gum

R

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus eugenioides

Thin-leaved Stringybark

R

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus fibrosa ssp. fibrosa

Broad-leaved Ironbark

R

Grey Box

0

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus moluccana

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus sideroxylon*

Red Ironbark

R

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus spp.*

Planted Eucalypt

R

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus tereticornis

Forest Red Gum

0

Myrtaceae

Melaleuca armillaris*

Giant Honeymyrde

R

Myrtaceae

Melaleuca decora*

White Feather Honeymyrde

R

Myrtaceae

Melaleuca linearzfolia

Snow-in-summer

R
R

Myrtaceae

Melaleuca sp. *

Planted Paperbark

Myrtaceae

Melaleuca syphelioides

Prickly-leaved Paperbark

R

Nyctaginaceae

Bougainvillea sp. *

Bougainvillea

R

Oleaceae

Jasminum polyanthum*

Jasmine

R

Oleaceae

Ligustrum lucidum*

Large-leaved Privet

R

Oleaceae

Ligustrum sinense*

Small-leaved Privet

R

Oleaceae

Olea europaea ssp. cu.Odata*

African Olive

0
L

Onagraceae

oEpilobium hinigerum

Willowherb

Phytolaccaceae

Phytolacca octandra*

Inkweed

R

Pittosporaceae

Bursana ypinosa

Blackthorn

0

Plantaginaceae

Plantago lanceolata*

Plantain

0

Polygonaceae

Persicana decipiens

Spotted Knotweed

L

Polygonaceae

Rumex criipus*

Curled Dock

R

Portulacaceae

Portulaca oleracea*

Pigweed

R

Proteaceae

Grevillea robusta*

Silky Oak

R

Proteaceae

Grevillea sp. *

Grevillea

R

Ranunculaceae

Ranunculus repens*

Creeping Buttercup

L

Rosaceae

Photinia sp.*

Photinia

R

Rosaceae

Prunus sp.*

Rosaceae

Pyracantha angusnfolia*

Firethorn

R

Rosaceae

Rosa sp. *

Rose

R

Rosaceae

Rubus fruticosus*

Blackberry

I,

R
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FAMILY

SPECIES

C O M M O N NAME

Rutaceae

Mutraya paniculata*

Orange Jessamine

Salicaceae

Populus alba*
bahylonica*

Salicaceae

FREQUENCY

Silver Poplar
Weeping Willow

Santalaceae

Exocenpus cupressz:formis

Sapindaceae

Dodonaea triquetra

C o m m o n H o p Bush

Sapindaceae

oDodonaea viscosa ssp. cuneata

H o p Bush

Solanaceae

(estrum parqui*

G r e e n Cestrum

Solanaceae

Lycium ftrocirsimum*

African Box-thorn

Solanaceae

Solanum nigrum*

Black Nightshade

Solanaceae

Solanum prinophyllum

Forest Nightshade

Stackhousiaceae

Stackhousia viminea

Cherry Ballart

Verbenaceae

Verbena bonariensis*

Purple Top

Verbenaceae

Verbena officinale*

C o m m o n Verbena

0

()

MONOCOTYLEDONES
Agavaceae

Agave americana*

Century Plant

Agavaceae

Yucca aloifolia*

Yucca

Alliaceae

Notboscordum gracile*

O n i o n Weed

Anthericaceae

Cblorophytum comosum*

Spider Lily

Arecaceae

Arecastrum romanoffianum*

Cocos Palm
Canary Island D a t e Palm

Arecaceae

Phoenix canariensis*

Arecaceae

Phoenix sp.*

D a t e Palm

Asparagaceae

Asparagus aiparagoides*

Bridal Creeper

Asparagaceae

Asparagus aethiopicus*

Asparagus Fern

Asparagaceae

Alizaragus plumosus*

Climbing Asparagus

Asphodelaceae

Aloe sp.*

Aloe

Commelinaceae

Tradescantia fluminensir*

Wandering Jew

Cyperaceae

Ciperus eragrostis*

Umbrella Sedge

Juncaceae

Juncus usitatus

C o m m o n Rush

Liliaceae

Agapanthus sp.*

Agapanthus

Lomandraceae

Lomandra longifolia*

Spiny-headed Mat Rush

Lomandraceae

Lomandra multzflora ssp. multiflora

Many-flowered Mat Rush

Phormiaceae

Diane/la caerulea var. caerulea

Blue Flax Lily

Phormiaceae

Diane/la longifolia

Blue Flax Lily

Poaceae

Aristida ramosa var. ramosa
Aristida vagans

Purple Wiregrass

Poaceae

Three-awned Spear Grass

Poaceae

Arundo donax*

Elephant Grass

Poaceae

Austrodantbonia_fulva

Wallaby Grass

Poaceae

oAustrodanthonia racemosa

Wallaby Grass

Poaceae

Austrodanthonia tenuior

Wallaby Grass

Poaceae

Austrostipa ramosissima

Spear Grass

Poaceae

Axonopusfissifb§us*

Narrow-leafed Carpet Grass

Poaceae

oBothriochloa macre'

Redleg Grass

Poaceae

Bromus catharficus*

Prairie Grass
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FREQUENCY

FAMILY

SPECIES

C O M M O N NAME

Poaceae

Cbloris gayana*

Rhodes Grass

C

Poaceae

o a l m i s truncata

Windmill Grass

R

Poaceae

oCbloris ventncosa

Windmill Grass

R

Poaceae

G l a n s vitgata*

Feathertop Rhodes Grass

R

Poaceae

Cymbopogon refractus

Barbed Wire Grass

R

Poaceae

Cynodon dacOlon*

Couch

C

Poaceae

Ecbinocbloa crus-galli*

Barnyard Grass

R

Poaceae

Ehrbarta erecta*

Panic Veldt Grass

R

Poaceae

Eleusine tristachya*

G o o s e Grass

R

Poaceae

Eragrostis brownii

Brown's Lovegrass

R

Poaceae

Eragrostis curvula*

African Lovegrass

R

Poaceae

oEriochloa pseudoacrotncha

Spring Grass

R

Poaceae

Lolium sp. *

Ryegrass

R

Weeping Meadow Grass

Poaceae

Microlaena stipoides var. stipoides

Poaceae

Panicum maximum var. trichoglume* Panic Grass

0

Poaceae

Paspalum dilatatum*

Paspalum

R

R

Poaceae

Pennisetum dandestinum*

Kikuyu

0

Poaceae

Phalan's sp. *

Canary Grass

L

Poaceae

Phragmites australis

Native Reed

L

Poaceae

Poa sp.*

Poaceae

Setaria gracilis*

Pigeon Grass

0
R

R

Poaceae

0 Sporobolus creber

Slender Rat's Tail Grass

Poaceae

Sporobolus sp*

Rat's Tail Grass

R

Poaceae

Themeda australis

Kangaroo Grass

R

Strelitziaceae

Strektzia sp.*

Bird o f Paradise

R

Typhaceae

Typha sp.

Cumbungi

L
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A P P E N D I X 2: FINAL DETERMINATIONS
A . NATIVE P E A R (MARSDENIA VIRIDIFLORA SSP. VIRIDIFLORA)
T h e Scientific Committee, established by the Threatened Species Conservation Act, has made a Final
Determination t o list the population o f Marsdenia viri4flora R. Br subsp. viridiflora in the Bankstown,
Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown, Fairfield, Holroyd, Liverpool and Penrith local government
areas as an E N D A N G E R E D P O P U L A T I O N in Part 2 o f Schedule 1 o f the Act. Listing of
endangered populations is provided for by Part 2 o f the Act.
T h e Scientific Committee has found that:
1. Marsdenia viridfflora R. Br subsp. viriqlora is n o t currently listed as an endangered species in Part 1
o f Schedule 1 and as a consequence populations o f this species are eligible t o be listed as
endangered populations.
2. Marsdenia viri dfflora R. Br subsp. viridfflora (family Asclepiadaceae) is described by Forster (1995) as:
flowers 3-3.5mm long and 5-6mm diameter; pedicels 5-8mm long, l m m diameter, with sparse
trichomes, pale green. Sepals lanceolate-ovate t o ovate, 1.5-2mm long, l m m wide, with sparse
trichomes externally; colleters 1 at each sinus base. Corolla greenish-yellow; tube 2-2.5mm long and
2.5-3.5mm diameter, with conspicuous ridging alternating with the lobes and with dense patches of
hairs u p to l m m long; lobes triangular, thin, strongly reflexed, c. 2 m m long and 2 m m wide, glabrous
o r with a few hairs towards the base. Staminal corona greenish-yellow, c. l m m long and 2.5-3mm
diameter, greenish-yellow; each lobe 0.75-1mm long, 1-1.25mm wide. Staminal column 1.5mm long
and 1.5mm diameter; anther appendages ovate, 0.75-1mm long, 0.75-1mm wide; alar fissure 0.50.75mm long. Style-head depressed-globose, c. l m m long and l m m diameter, pale green. Pollinaria
c. 0.65mm wide and 0.35mm high; pollinia oblong, 0.31-0.37mm long, 0.15-0.17mm wide;
corpusculum oblong, 0.25-0.26mm long, 0.08-0.11mrn wide; caudicles 0.2-0.25mm long, 0.050.06mm wide. Ovaries 1-1.25mm long, l m m wide.
3. Marsdenia
dfflora R. Br subsp. viridiflora has a wide distribution in subcoastal and southern
Queensland b u t has been recorded rarely in N S W and from a disjunct occurrence near Sydney
(Forster 1995). I n the southern part o f its range the species is sporadic in distribution.
4. T h e Marsdenia viridfflora R. Br subsp.
dfflora population in the Bankstown, Blacktown, Camden,
Campbelltown, Fairfield, Holroyd, Liverpool and Penrith local government areas is disjunct and at
o r near the southern limit o f its range.
5. T h e Marsdenia viFidfflora R. Br subsp. vilidfflora population in the Bankstown, Blacktown, Camden,
Campbelltown, Fairfield, Holroyd, Liverpool and Penrith local government areas, occurs as very
scattered plants in areas o f remnant vegetation. There are relatively recent records from Prospect
Reservoir, Cabramatta Creek, Smithfield and the former Australian Defence Industries site at St
Marys. N o plants are known from any conservation reserves.
6. T h e habitat o f the Marsdenia virichflora R. Br subsp. viricVora population in the Bankstown,
Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown, Fairfield, Holroyd, Liverpool and Penrith local government
areas has been reduced due to past clearing for agriculture and more recently by urban expansion.
T h e population is threatened by future residential and infrastructure development and is also
threatened due t o its small size and stochastic events.
I n view o f the above the Scientific Committee is o f the opinion that the population o f Marsdenia
virth4flora R. B r subsp. viridfflora in the Bankstown, Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown, Fairfield,
Holroyd, Liverpool and Penrith local government areas is eligible to be listed as an endangered
population because its numbers have been reduced to such a critical level, o r its habitat has been so
drastically reduced, that it is in immediate danger o f extinction and it is n o t a population o f a species
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already listed in Schedule 1 o f the Act, and it is disjunct and at o r near the limit o f its geographic
range.
Proposed Gazettal date: 20/12/02
Exhibition period: 2 0 / 1 2 / 0 2 — 07/02/03
Reference:
Forster. Paul I. (1995). Circumscription o f Marsdenia (Asclepiadaceae: Marsdenieae), with a revsion
o f the genus in Australia and Papuasia. Australian Systematic Botany 8, 703-933.

B . CUMBERLAND PLAIN WOODLAND
T h e Scientific Committee, established by the Threatened Species Conservation Act has made a
Final Determination t o list the Cumberland Plain Woodland as an ENDANGERED
E C O L O G I C A L C O M M U N I T Y on Part 3 o f Schedule 1 o f the Act. Listing o f Endangered
Ecological Communities is provided for by Section 12 o f the Act.
Any submissions received following advertisement o f the Preliminary Determination have been
considered by the Scientific Committee.
T h e Scientific Committee has found that:
1. T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland is the accepted name for the plant community that occurs on
soils derived from shale o n the Cumberland Plain.
2. T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland is characterised by the following assemblage o f plant species:
Acacia decurrens

Acacia _falcata

Acacia implexa

Acacia pairamattensis

Aristida vagans

Arthropodium milleflorum

Aristida ramosa
A.Oerula conferta

Bursaria Jpinosa

Cheilanthes siebeli

Chloris truncata

Brunoniella australis

Chloris ventficosa

Commelina ganea

cyperus gracilis

Daviesia ulicifblia

Diane//a longifblia

Diane/la revoluta

Dichelachne micrantha

Dichondra repens

Dilluynia sleben.

Echinopogon caeOitosus

Echinopogon ovatus

Entolasia marginata

Eragrostis lOtostachya

Eremophila debilis

Eucalyptus crebra

Eucalyptus eugenioides

Eucalyptus fibrosa

Eucalyptus maculata

Eucalyptus moluccana

Eucalyptus tereticornis

Exoccapos cupressiformis

Glycine clandestina

Glycine tabacina

Goodenia hederacea

Hardenbogia violacea

Hibbertia diffusa

Hypericum gramineum

Hypoxis hygrometfica

Indigofera australis

Lepiclouperma laterale

Lissanthe strigosa

Lomandra filiformis

Lomandra mult:flora

Melaleuca decora

Microlaena stipoides

Oplismenus aemulus

Oxalis exilis

Panicum simile

Phyllanthus filicaulis

Pratia pmpurascens

Solanum pungetium

Themeda australis

Tricogne elatior

Vernonia cinerea

Wahlenbeigia grad/is
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T h e total list o f plant species which occur in the community is much larger, with many species
occurring in o n e o r a few sites, o r in very low abundance. N o t all species listed above occur in every
single stand o f the Community.
3. T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland sites are characteristically o f woodland structure, b u t may
include b o t h more open and more dense areas, and the canopy is dominated by species including
one o r more o f the following: Eucalyptus moluccana, Eucalyptus tereticornis, Eucalyptus crebra, Eucalyptus
eugenioides and Eucalyptus maculata.
4. T h e understorey is generally grassy to herbaceous with patches o f shrubs, o r i f disturbed,
contains components o f indigenous native species sufficient to re-establish the characteristic native
understorey.
5. T h e Cumberland Plain Woodland includes regrowth which is likely to achieve a near natural
structure o r a is seral stage towards that structure.
6. T h e Community has been reported as occurring in the local government areas o f Auburn,
Bankstown, Baulkham Hills, Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown, Fairfield, Hawkesbury, Holroyd,
Liverpool, Parramatta, Penrith and Wollondilly.
T h e Scientific Committee noted that a more detailed description o f the community is provided in:
•

Benson (1992) The natural vegetation o f the Penrith 1:100,000 map sheet. See particularly p.
556-7, p. 558, p. 566-575.

I n additon, general information on the Cumberland Plain Woodland is also provided in:
•

Benson, D. & Howell, J. 1990. 'Taken for Granted - T h e Bushland o f Sydney and its Suburbs'.
Kangaroo Press, Kenthurst

•

Benson, D., Howell, J., and McDougall, L., 1996, Mountain Devil t o Mangrove: a guide to the
natural vegetation in the HawkesburiT-Nepean Catchment. Royal Botanic Gardens, Sydney

T h e Scientific Committee has found that:
7. T h e Community, as defined by the proposal, satisfies the definition o f an Ecological Community
under the Act, i.e. an assemblage o f species occupying a particular area.
8. Only 6 % o f the original extent o f the community remained in 1988 ( Benson, D. & Howell, J.
1990 Proc. Ecol. Soc. Aust. 16, 115-127) in the form o f small and fragmented stands. Although
some areas occur within conservation reserves, this in itself is not sufficient to ensure the long term
conservation o f the Community unless the factors threatening the integrity and survival o f the
Community are ameliorated.
9. Threats to the survival o f the community include clearance for agriculture, grazing, hobby and
poultry farms, housing and other developments, invasion by exotic plants, and increased nutrient
loads due t o fertiliser run o f f from gardens and farmland, dumped refuse o r sewer discharge.
10. I n view o f the substantial reduction in the area occupied by the Community, its fragmentation
and the numerous threats t o the integrity o f the Community, the Scientific Committee is o f the
opinion that the Cumberland Plain Woodland is likely to become extinct in nature in N e w South
Wales unless the factors threatening its survival cease to operate.
D r Chris Dickman
Chairperson
Scientific Committee
Gazetted: 13/6/97
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C . SWAMP OAK FLOODPLAIN FOREST
T h e Scientific Committee, established by the Threatened Species Conservation Act, has made a
Final Determination t o list Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin
and South East Corner bioregions, as an E N D A N G E R E D E C O L O G I C A L C O M M U N I T Y in
Part 3 o f Schedule 1 o f the Act. Listing o f endangered ecological communities is provided for by
Part 2 o f the Act.
T h e Scientific Committee has found that:
1. Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest o f the N S W North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions is the name given t o the ecological community associated with grey-black clay-barns and
sandy 'Dams, where the groundwater is saline o r sub-saline, o n waterlogged o r periodically
inundated flats, drainage lines, lake margins and estuarine fringes associated with coastal floodplains.
Floodplains are level landform patterns o n which there may be active erosion and aggradation by
channelled and overbank stream flow with an average recurrence interval o f 100 years o r less
(adapted from Speight 1990). Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest generally occurs below 20 m (rarely
above 10 m) elevation in the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions.
T h e structure o f the community may vary from open forests t o low woodlands, scrubs o r reedlands
with scattered trees. Typically these forests, woodlands, scrubs and reedlands form mosaics with
other floodplain forest communities and treeless wetlands, and often they fringe treeless floodplain
lagoons o r wetlands with semi-permanent standing water (e.g. Pressey 1989a).
T h e composition o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest is primarily determined by the frequency and
duration o f waterlogging and the level o f salinity in the groundwater. Composition also varies with
latitude. T h e community is characterised by the following assemblage o f species: Acmena smithii
Alphitonia excelsa
Alternanthera denticulata

Baumea juncea

Blechnum indicum

Callistemon salignus

Carex app ressa

Casuarina glauca

Centella asiatica
Cnnum pedunculatum

Commelina ganea
Cupaniopsis anacardioides

Cynodon dacOlon

Dianella caerulea

Entolasia marginata

Enydra flu ctuans

Flagellana indica

Gahnia clarkei

Geitonoplesium gmosum

Glochidion ferdinandi

Glochidion sumatranum
Imperata glindfica var. major

Isolepis inundata

Hypolois muelleri

Juncus kraussii subip. australiensis

Juncus planifolius

Juncus usitatus

Lobelia alata

Lomandra longriblia

Lophostemon suaveolens

Maundia tnglochinoides

Melaleuca alternifolia

Melaleuca

Melaleuca quinquenervia

Melaleuca sOphelioides

Myoporum acuminatum

Oplismenus imbecillis

Parsonsia straminea

Persicaria decipiens

Persicana strigosa

Phragmites australis

Selliera radicans

Smilax australis

Stephania japonica var. discolor

Viola banksii
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2. T h e total species list o f the community is considerably larger than that given above, with many
species present at only one o r two sites or in low abundance. The species composition o f a site will
be influenced by the size o f the site, recent rainfall o r drought conditions and by its disturbance
(including fire, grazing, flooding and land clearing) history. T h e number and relative abundance of
species will change with time since fire, flooding o r significant rainfall, and may also change in
response t o changes in grazing regimes. At any one time, above-ground individuals o f some species
may b e absent, but the species may be represented below ground in the soil seed banks or as
dormant structures such as bulbs, corms, rhizomes, rootstocks o r lignotubers. T h e list o f species
given above is o f vascular plant species, the community also includes micro-organisms, fungi,
cryptogamic plants and a diverse fauna, both vertebrate and invertebrate. These components o f the
community are poorly documented.
3. Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions is known from parts o f the Local Government Areas o f Tweed, Byron, Lismore, Ballina,
Richmond Valley, Clarence Valley, Coffs Harbour, Bellingen, Nambucca, Kempsey, Hastings,
Greater Taree, Great Lakes, Port Stephens, Maitland, Newcastle, Cessnock, Lake Macquarie,
Wyong, Gosford, Pittwater, Warringah, Hawkesbury, Baulkham Hills, Hornsby, Lane Cove,
Blacktown, Auburn, Parramatta, Canada Bay, Rockdale, Kogarah, Sutherland, Penrith, Fairfield,
Liverpool, Bankstown, Wollondilly, Camden, Campbelltown, Wollongong, Shellharbour, Kiama,
Shoalhaven, Eurobodalla and Bega Valley but may occur elsewhere in these bioregions. Bioregions
are defined in Thackway and Creswell (1995). Major examples once occurred o n the floodplains of
the Clarence, Macleay, Hastings, Manning, Hunter, Hawkesbury, Shoalhaven and Moruya Rivers.
4. Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions has a dense to sparse tree layer in which Casuarina glauca (swamp oak) is the dominant
species northwards from Bermagui. Other trees including Acmena smithii (lilly pilly), Glochidion
spp. (cheese trees) and Melaleuca spp. (paperbarks) may be present as subordinate species, and are
found m o s t frequently in stands o f the community northwards from Gosford. Tree diversity
decreases with latitude, and Melaleuca ericifolia is the only abundant tree in this community south
o f Bermagui (Keith and Bedward 1999). T h e understorey is characterised by frequent occurrences
o f vines, Parsonsia straminea (common silkpod), Geitonoplesium cymosum (scrambling lily) and
Stephania japonica var. discolor (snake vine), a sparse cover o f shrubs, and a continuous
groundcover o f forbs, sedges, grasses and leaf litter. T h e composition o f the ground stratum varies
depending o n levels o f salinity in the groundwater. Under less saline conditions prominent ground
layer plants include forbs such Centella asiatica (pennywort), Commelina cyanea, Persicaria
decipiens (slender knotweed) and Viola banksii; graminoids such as Carex appressa (tussock sedge),
Gahnia clarkei (a saw-sedge), Lomandra longifolia (spiny-headed mat-rush), Oplismenus imbecillis;
and the fern Hypolepis muelleri (batswing fern). O n the fringes o f coastal estuaries, where soils are
more saline, the ground layer may include the threatened grass species, Alexfloydia repens, as well as
Baumea juncea, Juncus kraussii subsp. australiensis (sea rush), Phragmites australis (common reed),
Selliera radicans and other saltmarsh species. The composition and structure o f the understorey is
also influenced by grazing history, changes to hydrology and soil salinity and other disturbance, and
may have a substantial component o f exotic grasses, vines and forbs.
5. Unlike m o s t other coastal floodplain communities, Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the NSW
N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions are n o t a significant habitat for
waterbirds (Goodrick 1970). However, they do sometimes provide food resources for the Glossy
Black Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus lathami lathami), and Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo
(Calyptorhynchus funereus) (Marchant and Higgins 1990). The fauna o f Swamp O a k Floodplain
Forest also includes the Squirrel Glider (Petaurus norfolcensis) and several species o f frogs in the
families Myobatrachidae (southern frogs) and Hylidae (tree frogs).
6. Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the N S W North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions forms part o f a complex o f forested wetland and treeless wetland communities found
throughout the coastal floodplains o f NSW. A recent analysis o f available quadrat data from these
habitats identified a distinct grouping o f vegetation samples attributable to this community (Keith
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and Scott 2005). T h e combination o f features that distinguish Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest from
other endangered ecological communities o n the coastal floodplains include: its dominance by a tree
canopy o f either Casuarina glauca or, more rarely, Melaleuca ericifolia with o r without subordinate
tree species; the relatively low abundance o f Eucalyptus species; and the prominent groundcover of
forbs and graminoids. I t generally occupies low-lying parts o f floodplains, alluvial flats, drainage
lines, lake margins and fringes o f estuaries; habitats where flooding is periodic and soils show some
influence o f saline ground water. This latter habitat feature sets it apart from other floodplain
communities.
7. Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest may adjoin o r intergrade with several other endangered ecological
communities, which collectively cover all remaining native vegetation o n the coastal floodplains of
N e w South Wales. These include Lowland Rainforest o n Floodplain in the N S W N o r t h Coast
bioregion, Subtropical Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast bioregion, River-Flat Eucalypt
Forest o n Coastal Floodplains o f the N S W North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions (including the formerly listed Sydney Coastal River-Flat Forest in the Sydney Basin
bioregion), Swamp Sclerophyll Forest o n Coastal Floodplains o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney
Basin and South East Corner bioregions (including the formerly listed Sydney Coastal Estuary
Swamp Forest in the Sydney Basin bioregion) and Freshwater Wetlands o n Coastal Floodplains of
the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions. F o r example, in less saline
habitats, Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest may adjoin o r intergrade with several other endangered
ecological communities including River-Flat Eucalypt Forest o n Coastal Floodplains o f the NSW
N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions and Subtropical Floodplain Forest of
the N S W N o r t h Coast bioregion. T h e most saline forms o f Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the
N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions may adjoin o r intergrade with
Coastal Saltmarsh o f the N S W North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions. The
boundaries between these communities are dynamic and may shift in response to changes in
hydrological regimes, fire regimes o r land management practices (e.g. Johnston et al. 2003). The
Determinations for these communities collectively encompass the full range o f intermediate
assemblages in transitional habitats.
8. A number o f vegetation surveys and mapping studies have been conducted across the range of
Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions. This community includes 'Sheoak Swamps' in the general coastal wetlands classification
o f Goodrick (1970). I n the Tweed valley lowlands, this community includes 'Casuarina glauca tall to
very tall open t o closed forest' (F10) o f Pressey and Griffith (1992) and parts o f the 'Floodplain
Wetland Complex' (FL) that include Casuarina glauca with Melaleuca spp. (Pressey and Griffith
1992). I n the Comprehensive Regional Assessment o f the north-eastern N S W (NPWS 1999), areas
mapped as 'Forest Ecosystem 143, Swamp Oak', fall within this community. In the lower Hunter
valley, 'Swamp O a k
Rushland Forest' (map unit 40) and 'Swamp O a k Sedge Forest' (map unit 41)
—
o f N P W S (2000) fall within this community. O n the Cumberland Plain, 'Riparian Woodland' (map
unit 5) o f Tozer (2003) and parts o f 'Alluvial Woodland' (map unit 11) dominated by Casuarina
glauca (Tozer 2003) are included within this community, while those parts o f Benson's (1992) 'River
Flat Forest' (map unit 9f) dominated by C. glauca also fall within this community, as d o parts o f the
'River-flat forests' o f Benson and Howell (1990) and Benson e t al. (1996) that are dominated by C.
glauca. O n the Illawarra Plain, 'Coastal Swamp O a k Forest' (map unit 36) o f N P W S (2002) occurs
within this community. I n the Comprehensive Regional Assessment o f southern N e w South Wales
(Thomas et al. 2000), this community includes 'Coastal W e t Heath Swamp Forest' (forest ecosystem
24), 'South Coast Swamp Forest' complex (forest ecosystem 25) and those parts o f 'Ecotonal
Coastal Swamp Forest' (forest ecosystem 27) dominated by Casuarina glauca. I n the Sydney - South
Coast region, this community includes parts o f 'Floodplain Swamp Forest' (map unit 105)
dominated by Casuarina glauca, 'Estuarine Fringe Forest' (map unit 106) and 'Estuarine Creek Flat
Scrub' (map unit 107) o f Tindall et al. (2004). I n the E d e n region, this community includes
'Estuarine Wetland Scrub' (map unit 63) o f Keith and Bedward (1999) and parts o f 'Floodplain
Wetlands' (map unit 60) that include Casuarina glauca o r Melaleuca ericifolia (Keith and Bedward
1999). Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest South East Corner is included within the 'Coastal Floodplain
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Wetlands' vegetation class o f Keith (2002, 2004). There may be additional o r unmapped
occurrences o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest within and beyond these surveyed areas.
9. T h e extent o f the Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and
South East Corner bioregions prior t o European settlement has n o t been mapped across its entire
range. However, one estimate based o n a compilation o f regional vegetation maps suggests that
Coastal Floodplain Wetlands, which include Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest, currently cover 8001400 km2, representing less than 30% o f the original extent o f this broadly defined vegetation class
(Keith 2004). Compared to this combined estimate, the remaining area o f Swamp O a k Floodplain
Forest is likely t o be considerably smaller and is likely t o represent much less than 30% o f its
original range. Major occurrences include: less than 350 h a o n the Tweed lowlands in 1985 (Pressey
and Griffith 1992); less than 650 ha o n the lower Clarence floodplain in 1982 (Pressey 1989a); less
than 400 ha o n the lower Macleay floodplain in 1983 (Pressey 1989b); less than 3200 ha in the lower
Hunter
central Hunter region in the 1990s (NPWS 2000); less than 5200 ha in the Sydney - South
—
Coast region in the mid 1990s (Tindall et al. 2004), including u p t o 4700 ha o n the Cumberland
Plain in 1998 (Tozer 2003) and less than 250 ha o n the Illawarra Plain in 2001 (NPWS 2002); and
less than 1000 ha in the Eden region in 1990 (Keith and Bedward 1999).
10. Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner
bioregions has been extensively cleared and modified. Large areas that formerly supported this
community are occupied by exotic pastures grazed by cattle, market gardens, other cropping
enterprises (e.g. sorghum, corn, poplars, etc.) and, o n the far north coast, canefields. O n the Tweed
lowlands, Pressey and Griffith (1992) estimated that less than 3 % o f the original Floodplain
Wetlands and Floodplain Forest remained in 1985. Similar estimates are likely to apply t o Swamp
O a k Floodplain Forests in other parts o f the N S W N o r t h Coast bioregion (Pressey 1989a, 1989b,
N P W S 1999). I n the lower Hunter
central coast region, less than 30-40% was estimated to have
—
remained during the 1990s (NPWS 2000), while approximately 13% remained o n the Cumberland
Plain in 1998 (Tozer 2003). I n the Sydney
South Coast region, less than 20% was estimated to
—
remain in the mid 1990s (Tindall e t al. 2004), in the Eden region about 30% was estimated to
remain during the 1990s (Keith and Bedward 1999).
11. Land clearing continues to threaten Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the N S W North Coast,
Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions. A small minority o f the remaining area occurs on
public land (e.g. Pressey 1989a, b; Pressey and Griffith 1992), with most occurring o n productive
agricultural land o r in close proximity to rural centres. T h e remaining stands are severely fragmented
by past clearing and further threatened by continuing fragmentation and degradation, flood
mitigation and drainage works, landfilling and earthworks associated with urban and industrial
development, pollution from urban and agricultural runoff, weed invasion, overgrazing, trampling
and other soil disturbance by domestic livestock and feral animals including pigs, activation o f 'acid
sulfate soils' and rubbish dumping (e.g. Pressey 1989a, b; Pressey and Griffith 1992, Boulton and
Brock 1999, J o h n s o n et al. 2003). Anthropogenic climate change may also threaten Swamp Oak
Floodplain Forest i f sea levels rise as predicted o r i f future flooding regimes are affected (IPCC
2001, Hughes 2003). Localised areas, particularly those within urbanised regions, may also be
exposed to frequent burning which reduces the diversity o f woody plant species. Clearing o f native
vegetation; Alteration to the natural flow regimes o f rivers, streams, floodplains and wetlands;
Invasion o f native plant communities by exotic perennial grasses; Predation, habitat destruction,
competition and disease transmission by feral pigs; Anthropogenic climate change and High
frequency fire are listed as Key Threatening Processes under the Threatened Species Conservation
A c t (1995).
12. Large areas o f habitat formerly occupied by Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest have been directly
drained by construction o f artificial channels (e.g. Pressey 1989a, Boulton and Brock 1999). By the
early 1900s, drainage unions o r trusts were formed o n the major floodplains to enable adjacent
landholders t o arrange for co-ordinated drainage systems, which were designed and constructed by
the N S W Department o f Public Works. Additional areas that have n o t been directly drained may
have been altered hydrologically by changed patterns o f flooding and drainage following flood
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mitigation works, particularly the construction o f drains, levees and floodgates (Pressey and Griffith
1992). O n the north coast o f NSW, expansion o f Melaleuca quinquenervia and Casuarina glauca
into open floodplain swamps has been attributed to artificial drainage and shortening o f the
hydroperiod (Johnston et al. 2003, Stevenson 2003). There have also been anecdotal reports of
recruitment by Casuarina glauca in pastures during extended dry periods, though n o t necessarily by
other components o f the community. These changes appear to be closely associated with enhanced
acidity, altered ionic ratios, increased dissolved organic carbon and sulfide oxidation in the soil
profile (Johnston et al. 2003). Alteration o f tidal flows may have lead t o decreased soil salinity and
localised expansion o f Casuarina glauca into areas that previously supported Coastal Saltmarsh or
mangroves (Stevenson 2003).
13. Very few examples o f Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest remain unaffected by weeds. T h e causes
o f weed invasion include physical disturbance to the vegetation structure o f the community,
dumping o f landfill rubbish and garden refuse, polluted runoff from urban and agricultural areas,
construction o f roads and other utilities, and grazing by domestic livestock. T h e principal weed
species affecting Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest include Araujia sericiflora (moth plant), Asparagus
asparagoides (bridal creeper), Baccharis halimifolia (groundsel bush), Cyperus eragrostis (umbrella
sedge), Cinnamomum camphora (camphor laurel), Conyza spp. (fleabanes), Hydrocotyle
bonariensis (American pennywort), Ipomoea cairica, I. purpurea and I. indica (morning glories),
Lantana camara, Paspalum dilatatum (paspalum), Pennisetum clandestinum (kikuyu) Rubus
fruticosis agg. (blackberries), Solanum pseudocapsicum (Madeira winter cherry), S. nigrum (blackberry nightshade), Tradescantia fluminensis (wandering jew) and Verbena bonariensis (purpletop),
(Tozer 2003, Keith and Scott 2005). I n general, remaining examples o f Swamp O a k Floodplain
Forest from the most saline environments are in better condition, while those from less saline
habitats are generally more degraded.
14. Small areas o f Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and
South East Corner bioregions are contained within existing conservation reserves, including Stotts
Island, Ukerebagh, Tuckean, Pambalong, Wamberal, Towra Point and Cullendulla Creek Nature
Reserves and Bongil Bongil, Myall Lakes and Conjola National Parks. These occurrences are
unevenly distributed throughout the range and unlikely t o represent the full diversity o f the
community. I n addition, wetlands within protected areas are exposed to hydrological changes that
were, and continue to be initiated outside their boundaries. Some areas o f Swamp O a k Floodplain
Forest are protected by State Environmental Planning Policy 14, although this has n o t always
precluded impacts o n wetlands from the development o f major infrastructure.
15. Given the dynamic hydrological relationship between Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest, Coastal
Saltmarsh and other endangered ecological communities o n coastal floodplains, future management
o f water and tidal flows may result in the expansion o f some communities at the expense o f others.
Proposals for the restoration o f natural hydrological regimes and for the rehabilitation o f acid
sulfate soils may also result in changes t o the distribution and composition o f floodplain
communities. Co-ordinated planning and management approaches across whole catchments will be
required to address and resolve priorities between different management objectives.
16. I n view o f the above the Scientific Committee is o f the opinion that Swamp O a k Floodplain
Forest o f the N S W N o r t h Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner bioregions is likely to
become extinct in nature in N e w South Wales unless the circumstances and factors threatening its
survival o r evolutionary development cease t o operate.
Associate Professor Paul Adam
Chairperson
Scientific Committee
Proposed Gazettal date: 17/12/04
28/01/05
Exhibition period: 1 7 / 1 2 / 0 4
—
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A P P E N D I X 3: DATABASE RECORDS OF FLORA SPECIES OF STATE OR NATIONAL CONSERVATION SIGNIFICANCE OCCURRING WITHIN THE
REGION
SOURCE O F RECORDS
1 = D e p a r t m e n t f o r E n v i r o n m e n t a n d C o n s e r v a t i o n (2006a) S e a r c h area: 10 x 10 k m c e n t r e d o n s t u d y area
2 = D e p a r t m e n t f o r t h e E n v i r o n m e n t a n d H e r i t a g e (2006). S e a r c h area: 5 k m b u f f e r a r o u n d s t u d y area
E = E n d a n g e r e d ; V = Vulnerable; E P = E n d a n g e r e d Population
HABITAT

L I K E L I H O O D OF
OCCURRENCE

V

Dr) selerophyll forest and woodland o n clay soils from Bilpin to Georges River area
(Harden 2002). Occurs o n alluviums, shales and at the intergrade between shales and
sandstones (NPWS 2003). Soils are characteristically gravely, often with ironstones (NPWS
2003).

Unlikely. N o t optimal
soil type.

U

I

Rainforest gullies scrub and scree slopes from the Gloucester district to the Wollongong
regions, and inland to M t Dangar (Harden 1992). Dry rainforest o r dry vine-thicket
(Benson & McDougall 1993).

Unlikely. N o optimal
vegetation association

Ddlnynia temdfblia V

V

V

Dry sclerophyll woodland o n sandstone, shale o r laterite from the Cumberland Plain, Blue
Mountains to the Howes Valley (Harden 2002). Woodland and o p e n forest (eg. associated
with Eucalyptus fibrosa, Melaleuca decora, Angophora baleen, Eucalyptus patramattensis with shrubby
understorey) (Benson & McDougall 1996).

Possible. Potentially
suitable habitat, although
generally degraded. Not
recorded despite several
targeted searches.

si

V

Well drained granitic hilltops, slopes and outcrops, often as scattered trees in open forest
and woodland. (NSW Scientific Committee 2002).

Unlikely. N o t optimal
soil type.

Grows in heath o r shrubby woodland, in sandy o r light clay soils usually over thin shales.
This species mainly occurs in the Prospect area and lower Georges River to Camden, Appin
and Cordeaux D a m area; with disjunct populations near Putty, Cessnock and Cooranbong
(Harden 2002).

Unlikely. N o t optimal
soil type.

T h e species grows in woodland and scrub (Harden 1992). I t has been recorded from vine
thickets and o p e n areas in remnant shale woodland ( D E C 2006b; Benson & McDougall
1993). I t is usually associated with Themeda grassland with species such as Forest Red Gum
and Blackthorn (Benson & McDougall 1993). Soils are usually gravely, fertile shales from
Wianamatta Shale (Benson & McDougall 1993). T h e water table is typically permanently
low, with an intermittent supply o f fresh water (Benson & McDougall 1993). Most records
are from sites with n o shade (Benson & McDougall 1993).

K n o w n t o occur

Grows in woodland to dry sclerophyll forest o n laterite and alluvial sand (Harden 2002).

Unlikely. N o t optimal
soil type.

SPECIES

1Ct l e i a P l l beMellS

SOURCE

STATUS

1

2

T S C Act

EPBC Act

V

V

V

V

cynancburn elegans

Eucalyptus scopcnia

V

Grevillia paniflora
ssp.parqflora

Marrdenia
yin' chflora ssp.
phichliora

V

Persoonia nutans

V

v

V

It

v

L

II
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SPECIES

SOURCE

Pi elea spicata

V

STATUS

HABITAT

L I K E L I H O O D OF
OCCURRENCE

2

TSC Act

E P B C Act

V

F

I

Substrates derived from Wianamatta Shale in open woodland o f Eucalyptus moluccana E.
crebra, Bursaria spinosa and Tberneda australis (NPWS 2004).

Possible. Potentially
suitable habitat, although
generally degraded. Not
recorded despite several
targeted searches.

Pomaderlis brunnea

V

V

V

A shrub that is restricted to the Nepean and Hawkesbury Rivers (including the Bargo area),
Walcha o n the N e w England tablelands and in far eastern Gippsland in Victoria
(Department o f Environment and Conservation 2006b). T h e species grows in moist
woodland and forest o n clay o r alluvial soils o f floodplains a n d creeklines (Department of
Environment and Conservation 2006b).

Unlikely. Beyond
known distribution.

Pterostylir saxicola

V1.

N

A terrestrial herb that grows in shallow soil over sandstone sheets, often near streams. It
occurs from Picnic Point to Picton area (Harden 1993; listed as Pterostylis s p E.). Forest and
woodland close to streams a m o n g rocks (Benson & McDougall 2005). Substrates are
shallow sandy clay l o a n s , sandy soils over flat sheets o f sandstone and crevices between
sandstone boulders (Benson & McDougall 2005).

Unlikely. N o t optimal
soil type.

Pultenaea parvillora

V

I

D r y sclerophyll forest o n Wianamatta Shale, laterite o r alluvium o n the Cumberland Plain
(Harden 2002).

Possible. Potentially
suitable habitat, although
generally degraded. Not
recorded despite several
targeted searches.

A prostrate shrub which is widespread in Victoria and Tasmania, b u t only represented by
three (3) disjunct populations in the Cumberland Plains in Sydney, the coast between Tathra
and Bermagui and the Windellama area south o f Goulburn (Department o f Environment
and Conservation 2006). N S W populations are generally located within woodland stands,
b u t plants have also been found o n road batters and coastal cliffs (Department of
Environment and Conservation 2006). I n Western Sydney, it grows in clay o r sandy clay
soils (Blacktown soil landscape) o n Wianamatta Shale, close t o localised patches o f Tertiary
alluvium (Liverpool) o r the shale/sandstone interface (west o f Appin) (NSW National Parks
& Wildlife Service 20026). All known sites have a lateritic influence in the soil with
characteristic ironstone gravels present (NSW National Parks & Wildlife Service 2002b). In
the Sydney area, the species appears to favour moderately to poorly drained soils, with most
records within the Liverpool-Fairfield district being from lowlying areas (20-30m asl), often
close to creek-lines (NSW National Parks & Wildlife Service 2002b).

Possible. Potentially
suitable habitat, although
generally degraded. Not
recorded despite several
targeted searches.

Pultenaea
pedunculata

V

I

E
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A P P E N D I X 4 : L I S T E D N O X I O U S W E E D S F O R L I V E R P O O L LGA
T h o s e s p e c i e s i n b o l d w e r e r e c o r d e d i n t h e s t u d y area. T h e a c t i o n s r e q u i r e d f o r e a c h c a t e g o r y o f w e e d are
d e s c r i b e d below.
C o m m o n Name

Scientific Name

Class

African feathergrass

Pennisetum macrourum

5

African turnipweed

Sigmbtium runcinatum

5

African turnipweed

Sigmbtium thellungii

5

Alligator weed

Alternantbera pbiloxeroides

3

Anchored water
hyacinth

Eichhornia cTirea

1

Annual ragweed

Ambrosia artemishfolia

5

Arrowhead

Sagittaria montevidensis

p

Artichoke thistle

Cynara cardunculus

5

Athel tree

Tamarix aphylla

5

Bitou bush

Chgsanthemoides monilifera subspecies rotunda

3

Black knapweed

Centaurea nigra

1

Blackberry

Rubus fruticosus aggregate species

4

Boneseed

Cbgsanthemoides monilifera subspecies monilifera

3

Bridal creeper

A s p a r a g u s asparagoides

5

Broomrapes

Orobanche species Includes all Orobanche species except the native 0 . cernua variety
australiana and 0 . minor

1

Burr ragweed

Ambrosia conferhflora

5

Cabomba

Cabomba caroliniana

-)

Castor oil plant

Ricinus communis

4

Cayenne snakeweed

Stachytalpheta cayennensis

-)

Chilean needle grass

Nassella neesiana

1

Chinese violet

Asystasia gangetica subspecies micrantha

1

Clockweed

Gaura lindbeimeti

r)
-)

Clockweed

Gaura patviflora

C o r n sowthistle

Sonchus arvensis

7)

Dodder

Cuscuta species Includes All Cuscuta species except the native species C. australis, C.
tasmanica and C. victotiana

5

E a s t Indian hygrophila

H_ygrophila polysperma

1

Espartillo

Achnatherum brachychaetum

-)

Eurasian water milfoil

Myriophyllum spicatum

1

Fine-bristled b u r r grass

Cenchrus Growth

5

Fountain grass
Gallon's curse

Pennisetum setaceum

D

Cenchrus biflorus

D

Glaucous starthistle

Carthamus glaucus

n

G o l d e n thistle

Scolymus bilpanicus

5

Green cestrum

Cestrurn parqui

3

Harrisia cactus

Hartisia species

4

Hawkweed

Hieracium species

I
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Class

C o m m o n Name

Scientific Name

Horsetail

Equisetum species

1

Hygrophila

1-lygrophila costata

2

Hymenachne

Hymenachne amplexicaulis

1

K a r o o thorn

Acacia karroo

1

Kochia

Bassia scoparia

1

Lagarosiphon

Lagarosiphon major

1

Lantana

Lantana species

4, 5

Long-leaf willow
primrose

Ludwigia longifolia

4, 5

Ludwigia

Ludwigia peruviana

3

Mexican feather grass

Nassella tenuirsima

Mexican poppy

Algemone mexicana

5

Miconia

Miconia species

1

Mimosa

Mimosa pigra

1

Mossman River grass

Cenchrus echinatus

O n i o n grass

Romulea species Includes all Romulea species and varieties except R. rosea var.
australis

5

5

Oxalis

Oxalis species and varieties Includes all Oxalis species a n d varieties except the
native species 0 . chnoodes, 0 . exilis, 0 . perennans, 0 . radicosa, 0 . rubens, a n d 0.
thompsoniae

3

Pampas grass

Cortadena species

4

Parthenium weed

Parthenium hysterophorus

Pellitory

Parietaria jndaica

4

P o n d apple

Annona glabra

1
1

Prickly acacia

Acacia nilotica

Prickly pear

Cylindropuntia species

4

Prickly pear

O p u n t i a s p e c i e s e x c e p t 0 . ficus-indica

4

Red rice

O o l a rufipogon

3

Rhus tree

Toxicodendron succedanea

4

Rubbervine

Cgptostegia grandiflora

I

Sagittaria

Sagittaria plaOphylla

5

Salvinia

Salvinia molesta

2

Sand oat

Avena strigosa

5

Senegal tea plant

Gymnocomnis .0ilanthoides

1

Serrated tussock

Nassella trichotoma

4

Siam weed

Chromolaena odorata

1

Smooth-stemmed
turnip

Brassica barrelien subspecies oxy-rhina

5

Soldier thistle

Picnomon acarna

5

Spotted knapweed

Centaurea maculosa

1

St. John's wort

Hypericum peoratum

4

Texas blueweed

Helianthus ciliaris

5

Water caltrop

Trapa species

1

Water hyacinth

Eichhornia crassipes

-)
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Class

Water lettuce

Pistia stratiotes

1

Water soldier

Stratiotes aloides

1

Willows

Salix species Includes all Salix species except S. babylonica, S. x reichardtii, S. x
calodendron

:-)
1

Witchweed

S i t u species Includes all Striga species except native species and Striga partnflora

Yellow burrhead

Limnocharis flava

1

Yellow nutgrass

Cyperus esculentus

5

A c t i o n s R e q u i r e d F o r N o x i o u s W e e d Classes
1 T h e plant must be eradicated from the land and the land must be kept free o f the plant.
2 T h e plant must be eradicated from the land and the land must be kept free o f the plant.
3 T h e plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed.
4 T h e growth and spread o f the plant must be controlled according t o the measures specified in a
management plan published by the local control authority and the plant may n o t be sold, propagated or
knowingly distributed.
5 T h e requirements in the Noxious Weeds A c t 1993 for a notifiable weed must be complied with.
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A P P E N D I X 5: FAUNA SPECIES OF STATE OR NATIONAL CONSERVATION SIGNIFICANCE
OCCURRING WITHIN T H E REGION
Scientific
Name

Common
Name

Status
T S C Act

Habitat*

E P B C Act F M Act

L i k e l i h o o d of
Occurrence

Only occurs in the cooler
u p p e r reaches o f the
Murray-Darling system

Nil. Outside
geographic range.

\

Cool, clear waters o f the
southern coastal rivers of
N S W . Highly sensitive to
changes in the
environment.

Nil Outside
geographic range.

E

V

Inhabits exposed
sandstone outcrops.
Shelters in rock crevices
during cooler m o n t h s and
tree hollows in summer.

Nil. Habitat not
present.

Giant Barred
Frog

E

L

Inhabits clean, rainforest
streams.

Nil. Habitat not
present.

Heleioporus
austrahacus

Giant Burrowing
Frog

V

Clean, secondary drainage
lines o n sandstone

Nil. Habitat not
present.

Pseudophgne
austras

Red-crowned
Toadlet

V

Clean, primary drainage
lines o n sandstone

Nil. Habitat not
present.

Litorza aurea

Green and
Golden Bell
Frog

L

\

Permanent/ephemeral
p o n d s with fringing
vegetation

Low. There are
few local records
and water quality is

Haliaeetus
leucogaster

White-bellied
Sea-Eagle

NI

Coasts, estuaries a n d rivers

Low. Study area
represents unusual
habitat.

W o o d l a n d a n d mangroves;
locally extinct

Low. Unlikely to
occur near a major
road.

\1

Wetlands, pasture

Low. Unlikely to
occur near a major
road.

Alacquaria
australasica

Macquarie Perch

1-1

Prototmctes
maraena

Australian
Grayling

HoplocOhalus
bungaroides

Broad-headed
Snake

Mixophyes iteratus

V

V

poor.

Burhinus grallansus Bush Stonecurlew

V

Gallinago
hardwickii

Latham's Snipe

Rostratula
benghalensis

Painted Snipe

\

\l

Wetlands

Low. Habitat not
present

Lathamus discolor

Swift Parrot

I -•

I

Migrates to mainland
during a u t u m n winter
where it feeds o n flowering
eucalypts

Detected

N i n o x connivens

Barking Owl

V

Woodlands

Low. Few local
records

N i n o x strenua

Powerful Owl

V

O p e n forest and
woodlands

Low. Habitat not
present

Tyto
novaehollandiae

Masked Owl

V

O p e n F o r est a n d their
margins

present

Hirundapus
caudacutus

White-throated
Needletail

NI

Air space above a variety
o f land use types

URBAN BUSHLAND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS PTY LTD
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Scientific
Name

Common
Name

Status
T S C Act

Pyrrholaemus
sagittatus

Speckled
Warbler

V

Xanthomyee
phggia

Regent
Honeyeater

E

Melithreptus gularis Black-chinned
gulads
Honeyeater
(eastern subsp.)

Monarcha
melanopsis

E P B C Act F M Act-

Low. Habitat
degraded and
isolated from
suitable areas of
habitat.

Winter-flowering eucalypts

Low. Unlikely to
occur due to the
limited number of
local records and
small area of
potential habitat.

Woodland

Low. Habitat
degraded and
isolated from
suitable areas of
habitat.

O p e n Forest/Woodland

Moderate.
Occasionally
occurs in degraded
areas o f woodland

,NI

O p e n Forest

Low. Few local
records, disturbed
habitat.

I

O p e n Forest

Low. Few local
records, disturbed
habitat.

O p e n forest and woodland
containing certain
eucalypts

Low. Study area
disjunct from
known populations

F . NI

I

Black-faced
Monarch

Rhipidura rufifrons Rufous Fantail

L i k e l i h o o d of
Occurrence

Woodland

v-

Myiagra ganoleuca Satin Flycatcher

Habitat*

Phascolarctos
dnereus

Koala

V

Potorous tddacglus

Long-nosed
Potoroo

V

V

Large areas o f open forest

Low. Suitable
habitat absent.

Dagurus maculatus Spotted-tailed
Quoll

V

V

Large areas o f o p e n forest

Low. Few local
records; study area
disjunct from large
areas o f open
forest

Petrogale penicillata Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby

\.,

V

Sandstone escarpments

Low. Habitat
absent.

Chalinolobus dnyeri Large-eared Pied
Bat

V

V

Roosts in caves and mines.
Forages in eucalypt
woodlands and forests

Low. Roosting
habitat absent.
Only small area of
degraded foraging
habitat available.

Mormopterus
noolkensis

Eastern Freetailbat

V

Roosts in tree hollows.
Forages in forests,
woodlands and their edges

Low. Only small
area o f degraded
foraging habitat
available.

Miniopterus
schreibersii oceanis

Eastern
Bentwing-bat

V

High. Commonly
Roosts in caves, mines,
tunnels etc. Forages over a occurs in wooded
wide range o f habitats
remnants and
cleared areas
including cleared areas,
around Sydney
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Scientific
Name

Common
Name

Status
T S C Act

Habitat*

E P B C Act F M Act

Likelihood of
Occurrence

Myotis adversus

Large-footed
Myotis

V

Roosts in caves, mines,
tunnels etc. Forages over
large areas o f o p e n water

Low. Habitat
absent.

Scoteanax rueppeZ

Greater Broadnosed Bat

V

Roosts in tree hollows.
Forages in forests,
woodlands and their edges

Low. O n l y small
area o f degraded
foraging habitat
available.

Falsistrellus
tasmaniensis

Eastern False
Pipistxelle

V

Roosts in tree hollows.
Forages in tall forests,

Low. Only small
area o f degraded
foraging habitat
available.

Pteropus
poliocephalus

Grey-headed
Flying-fox

V

Roosts in large camps in
gullies. Forages on
flowering eucalypts,
fruiting trees,

High. Commonly
observed in
flowering trees
throughout area.

Meridolum
corneovirens

Cumberland
Plain Land Snail

E

Forages o n soil fungi in
intact Cumberland Plain
vegetation,

Low. N o t found
during habitat
searches and
habitat degraded.

* References for Habitat

Key
E

—

V

endangered

V — vulnerable
M — Migratory

Churchill, S. (1998) Australian Bats. Reed N e w Holland
D E C (2006b) Threatened Species Profiles.
http.//www.threatenedspecies.environment.nsw.gov.au/tsprofile/index.aspx.
N S W Fisheries w e b site.
Pizzey, G . (1997). The field guide to the birds o f Australia. Harper Collins.
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A P P E N D I X 6: PLATES

Plate 1: Marsdenia rhidiflora ssp. viridfflora temporarily tagged for count o f individuals.

Plate 2: Dumping within a stand of Cumberland Plain Woodland.

U r b a n Bushland Management Consultants Pty Ltd

Ecological Assessment - Camden Valley Way, Bernera R o a d to Cowpasture Road

Plate 3: Linear stand o f Cumberland Plain Woodland.
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Plate 4: Culvert for Cabramatta Creek under Camden Valley Way.

U r b a n Bushland Management Consultants Pty Ltd
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P l a t e 5: Swamp O a k Floodplain Forest along Cabramatta Creek.

U r b a n B u s h l a n d M a n a g e m e n t Consultants P t y Ltd

Appendix D
Non-Aboriginal Heritage Investigation

HERITAGE SURVEY UNIT
Parrarnatta

RTA
voto
V.

FINAL

May 10th, 2004

Potential European Heritage
Sites on Camden Valley Way

F r o m Cowpasture R o a d t o B e r n e r a Road

Client

Gerald Perara.

Total of Seven RTA Sites listed in this report.

vans

Heritage Survey Coordinator

ason Barry --Heritage Survey Officer

R T A E n v i r o n m e n t a l a n d Heritage Site Locations Unit • O c t a g o n Building, Level 4 P O D A
9 9 Phillip Street, P a r r a m a t t a N S W 2150 Tel: (02) 8837 0455

HERITAGE REPORT FOR CAMDEN VALLEY WAY

Site ID

Site Twe

406

Address

4407

Old Road Alignment

300m East of Cowpa.sture Rd along Camden Valley
Way
West end of Camden Valley Way

4408

Culvert

Approx I kin East of Cowpasture Road intemecti r.,

S v c e Station / Garage

Across Cabrarretta Creek
4409

Old Road 'Alignment

Horningsea Park

4410

Fence

280m West of Croatia Ave on (NW

4411

House

Cnr Horningse-a Park Dr & Twynarn PI

24046

Trees

250m East of Cowpa.sture Road

APPENDIX A

Additional Photographs of RTA Sites 4408 and 4410

APPENDIX 6:

Modem Aerial Mosaic overlay of plan shoving the "Re-Definition of the Great Southern Road
from Hoy Trig station to Camden" in 2 Sheets. Shown on Sheet of 2 of R plan Number 3289
1603. Located within the Lands Department ?tan Room in Bridge Street. Sydney.

“,

201.14:

POTENTIAL NON-INDIGENOUS HERITAGE INVESTIGATION OF CAMDEN
VALLEY WAY BETWEEN COWPASTURE ROAD AND BERNERA ROAD

In order to prepare the following report, a review was undertaken of the following
heritage inventory databases:
Liverpool City Council Local Environmental Plan 1997
State Heritage Register and Inventory
Register of the National Estate
Register of the National Trust
The results of these reviews identified only one listed item within the vicinity of the
study area. This item si 'Homingsea Park identified in this report as RTA Site 4411. This
item si listed on the LEP: SHR; National Trust and the Register of the National Estate.
At this time there si a review of the heritage schedule for Liverpool City Council's Local
Environmental Plan planned for this year, however we have been advised that a copy of
this revised draft heritage schedule will not be available for public exhibition until the
second half of this year (2004).

Site Type 105

Service Station / Garage

Lot

Postcode
300m East of Cowpasture Rd along Canxien Valley Way

Address

EDMONDSON PARK

Suburb/Locality

LGA

4406

PIMS Image

12/05/2004

Data is current at

I r2.-57

RTA Region

Council

I

I

SYDNEY

I
Road 1,1-71-1717-20

285321.983

' 440r,

CAMDEN VALLEY WAY

U

1241845.798

No

UBD Reference

F2-671:71-

C! -AHD 1:21 M E M 1
3B I MI

01 a I

zirT
Archaeologist

I

LIVERPOOL CITY

ROADLOC Identifier

h the site included In an BAI

I

Heritage Listing
Description of site

iig11111•1

An old service station. No.1744 Carnden Valley Way, that has the possbility of petrol tanks still present
in the area. The structure became part of 'Adventure land'. But does not appear to be in use. MGA
.LCoordinates are E300613.82, N6241225.29. Note that photograph was taken looking South. This item is
located on the southern side at the Camden Valley Way.

Site Condition and Integrity

Recommended action for
Conservation / Management

Site is not maintained. Structure is shown on a 1961 survey plan for this section ot the
Hurne Higtwday. The building was identified on this plan as a fibro building, from das survey
plan it appears that the structure has been heavily modified.
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) may need to be conducted to determine the location d
any underground storage/fuel tanks that may remain on site.

=al
Sponsor:
Director Operations
Contacts:
Bill Evans
Project Leader
(02) 8837 0455
R.T.A.

' ,

Felicity Barry
Heritage Survey Officer

Produced by Son ey Ofrice
Sydney Technical Services

411111181111111111111

1tV05/2084

Data is current t
M T N ) . 120 I

I

Old Road Alignment

Postcode
E3 u m D.P. MEI
12=1 West end of Camden Valley Way

4411
240467.1;r4-'-ii; '/P:1240'n9-0a
e1
\
4408
'Inannnu\it

EDMONDSON PARK

LGA

Council

259

RTA Region
Road

UVER POOL CITY
SYDNEY

113 m a m a 7 EN

285549.63

Ca I

1101 17!!!!T3
Has the she been assessed?
Archaeologist

4406

CAMDEN VALLEY WAY

MR620

No

UBD Reference I 1-57737—

r=1

ROADLOC Identifier

Bridge ID

Is the site included in an ElA?

No

I 1.

Heritage Listing
Description of site

11.!

Phone
I

RTA
Road alignment is the original road. It is a section of the Hurne Highway. MGA coordinates are
[300841.24, N6241240.85. Ccordinates are taken from the location where the photo was taken.

Site Condition and Integrity

In fair condition but because of increasing traffic CVW needs to be upgraded.

Recommended action for
Conservation / Management

Further investigation into the alignment of the Hume Highway in this area is recommended.

Sponsor:

Awirdik
• •

Director Operations
.

R . T . A . Contacts:

Rill Evans
Project Leader
(02) 8837 0455
Felicity Barry
Heritage Sursey Officer

,„•-0

4

IAIJ
www.rta.nsw.gov.au
Produced by Survey OM(
Sydney Technical Services

1W05/2004

Data is current

11==1

Site Identification Number

4408

Approx 1km East of Cowpasture Road intersection

IM

Accuracy +/-

10

3
1I

ROADLOC Identifier

Has the site been assessed?

1111111111•111111110

Archaeologist
Heritage Listing
Description of site

3 cell box culvert originaly constructed in 1927. Concrete formwork is present. MGA Coordinates are
E301249.17, N6241139.70. This structure was present within various parish of Cabramatta. County of
Cumberland plans for this stretch of road whant was known as the HUME. Highway. These plans are
prior to 1923, circa the 1910s-1920s. See The LPI Parish Map Preservation PrOect collection of Parish
Maps (see image id below). *R Plan 3289.1603" This culvert crosses Cabramatta Creek. Note
Photograph taken kinking west on the Southern side ct the Camden Valley Way.
StiN being used, Fair ccrxittion. F r i further photographs ct this itern see Appendix A to this
report

Reconarnanded actlan for
Conswvation I Afensyment

Further research required. Depending on the irnpact to this item by the proposed works, an
archaeological assessment and statement a heritage impact report may be required

Sponsor:
D i r e c t o r Operations
R . T . A . Contacts:

Bill

Evans

P r o j e c t Leader
(02)

8837 0455

Felicity Barry
Heritage Survey Officer

www.rta.nsw.gov.au
Produced hy Sur e:t Office
Sydne 'Itchnical Strikes
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Data is current at

Site Identification Number

Homingsea Park
HORNINGSEA PARK

LGA

1-77-0

Council

UVERPOOL CITY
SYDNEY

RTA Region
Road

CAMDEN VALLEY WAY

1241861.906

285R24.651

m i n 01 a
Has the site been

aseasead?

Archaeologist
Heritage Listing
Description of site

I

I

ROADLOC Identifier

JEN Is the site Included in an EIA?

&WPM

INA
IC=

RTA

1111111111111=1

This road alignment is the original lane way to Homingsea Park where a renovated Georgian homestead
built c 1830-39 by Joshua Jctin Moore still stands (see RTA site 4411). Note that this homestead is
listed on the State Heritage Register, the Register of the National Estate and the Local Envircrimental
Plan's Heritage Schedule. MGA Coordinates are E300916.16, N6241247.30. Photograph taken looking
north along Homingsea Park Road.

Site Condition and Integrity

Road has been upgraded and widened, likely associated with housing development within
the Homingsea area.

Recommended action tor
Conservation / Management

Further research is recommended into this road alignment due to its association with an
itern listed as haying state heritage significance_

Sponsor:
Director Operations
R.T.A. Contacts:
Bill Evans
Project Leader
(02) 8837 0455
Felicity Barry
Heritage Survey Officer

www.rta.nsw.gov.au

1

Produced by Survey Orrice
Sydney Technical Services

Site Type

Site Identification Number

11/05/2004

Data is curr(,
F r i

280m West of Croatia As co CVW
Suburb/Locality

LGA

I 17,7

PTA Region
Road

EDMONDSON PARK

Council

I

EDMONDSON

LIVERPOOL CITY

I

SYDNEY

F-7-36-2

CAMDEN VALLEY WAY

1241451.294

6
5 M

I

5

ot

r iI

ROADLOC Modifier

Bridge ID

I the elle Included In an EA?
Archaeologist
Heritage Listing
Description of site

M E M =NM

Fenceline is an old property line that follows Camden Valley Way on both Sides of the road. There are at
least four sections of this I enceline that are approx 100m long or rrbore in total. 3 of the 4 sections are
present on the southern side of the road. the 4th is present on the Northern side. MGA Coordinates are
E302291.79, N624086138. Coordinates are taken where the photo was taken. Photograph was taken
looking east along the southern side of the Camden Valley Way. The lengths of the sections are c.600m;
c.200m; c.300m and c_50rn in total lengths - sae map above

Site Condition and Integrity

In poor condition

Recommended action for
Conservation / Management

Further imostigation required

Sponsor:

Director Operations
R.T.A. Contacts:
Bill Evans
- Project Leader
(02) 8837 0455
Felicity Barry
Heritage Survey Officer
0

A

www.rta.nsw.gov.au
Produced by Sum ey Office
Sydney Technical Services

11V06r2004

Data is current at
Slte Type F

Site Identification Number

PPM Image

l

Cnr Hcmingsaa Park Dr & Twynarn PI

Address

4404+

HORNING.SPA PARK

LNERPOOL CITY
SYDNEY

RTA Region
Road

MR620

i i

CAMDEN VALLEY WAY

UBD Reference

267 E15

285561 816

Has the site been assessed?
Archaeologist

Is the site included in an EIA?

I

Heritage Listing
Description of site

I

RTA

SHR

COUNCIL LEP

RNE

Two storey brick/rubble and stucco Georgian style house designed by Joshua John Moore in 1133°1839. The house is set in the remains of the estate and still retains the long entrance driveway from
Camden Valley Way (Hume Highway). It has been restored and reconstructed from a semi ruinous
conditon. MGA Coordinates are E300845.24, N6241660.79. (SHR - State Heritage Register, RNE , Register of the National Estate). Photograph taken locking North at the end of Homingsea Park Road

Site Condition and Integrity

Recommended action for
Conservation / Management

good condition now that it has been restored Currently being used as an Office.

It is well out of the impact area.

References
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Heritage Survey Officer
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r

Suburb/Locality

B I M 13
IMur Ell MIS
Has the site been assessed?

ROADLOC Identifier

Is the site included in an EIA?

Archaeologist

Bridge ID

No
Phone

I

Heritage Listing

PTA

Description of site

Treeline is part of the original alignment for the Hume Highway now known as the Camden Valley Way.
Trees are located in groupings along either side of the Camden Valley Way. MGA Coordinates are
E300592.04, N6241280.65. MGA Coordinates are taken from the location the photo was taken.
Photograph taken from the intersection of Cowpasture Road looking easterly.

Site Condition and Integrity

Trees are in good condition, appear to be heeithy.

Recommended action for
Conservation / Management

_
Further research required - determining when the trees were planted and what link these
trees have to the current or previous road alignments for what was the Hume Highway. This
will link to PTA site 4407 (road alignment).
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APPENDIX A Additional Photographs of RTA Sites 4408 and 4410

RTA Site 4408; Culvert Photograph taken on the Northern side o f Camden Valley
Way looking west

RTA Site 4408; Culvert, Photograph taken on the Southern side o f Camden Valley Way
looking west

RTA Site 4410; Fence, Photograph taken on the Southern side o f the Camden Valley
Way looking west

RTA Site 4410; Fence, Photograph taken on the Northern side o f the Camden Valley
Way looking west

APPENDIX B:
Modern Aerial Mosaic overlay of plan showing the "Re-Detnon of the Great Southern Road from Hoy
Trig station to Camden" in 2 Sheets. Shown on Sheet I of 2 of R plan Number 3289 1603, Located
within the Lands Department Plan Room in Bridge Street, Sydney.
Noter The first sheet shows from the western extent of survey area — the intersection of the Camden
Valley Way and Cowpasture Road. The second Sheet continues to the eastern extent of the survey — the
intersection of the Camden Valley Way with Bernera Road.
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Glossary o f Terms
AADT

Annual Average Daily Traffic

dB

This is the abbreviation used for decibel which is the measure of sound
pressure level.

dB(A)

The " A " denotes that the sound pressure level has been A weighted so that
the scale approximates the response of the human ear. The ear is less
sensitive t o high and low frequency sounds than it is t o sounds in the midrange. Most community noise is measured in " A " weighted decibels.

DECC

Department of Environment and Climate Change

DGAC

Dense Graded Asphaltic Concrete

ECRTN

Environmental Criteria for Road Traffic Noise

ENMM

Environmental Noise Management Manual

L I dB(A)

This is the noise level in dB(A) exceeded for I% of a specified time period.
For a 1 hour period the level would be exceeded for 36 seconds but would
be less for the remaining 59 minutes 24 seconds. This is also written as LA I

.

L I 0 dB(A)

This is the noise level in dB(A) exceeded for 10% of a specified time period.
For a 1 hour period the level would be exceeded for 6 minutes but would
be less for the remaining 54 minutes. This is also written as LA10.

L90 dB(A)

This is the noise level in dB(A) exceeded for 90% of a specified time period.
For a 1 hour period the level would be exceeded for 54 minutes but would
be less for the remaining 6 minutes. This is also written as LA90.

LAeq (9 hr)

The logarithmic average of the hourly LAeq measurements recorded
between 10 pm and 7 am (Current NSW EPA night time objective.)

LAeq (15 hr)

The logarithmic average of the hourly LAeq measurements recorded
between 7am and lOpm (Current NSW EPA day time objective.)

Leq

The Leq represents the average noise energy level during the measurement
period. When the energy level is A weighted, it may be written as LAeq

NATA

National Association of Testing Authorities

OGAC

Open Graded Asphaltic Concrete

RMS

RMS is the root mean square value of the logarithm of the acoustic pressure
measured. The RMS algorithm is used as per requirements of standard IEC
61672.1 2004 "Electroacoustics — Sound Level Meters"

RTA

NSW Roads and Traffic Authority
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Noise Assessment

Camden Valley Way, Horningsea Park

INTRODUCTION

1.0

The NSW Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) proposes t o duplicate Camden Valley Way
between Cowpasture Road and Bernera Road. The proposal is part of the strategic upgrade of
Camden Valley Way and would address present and anticipated increases in traffic congestion,
to improve road safety and local access and to facilitate traffic flow to and from the M5 and M7
Motorways. The RTA's Environmental Technology Branch was engaged t o provide an acoustic
assessment of the impact of road traffic noise on residences potentially affected by the proposal.
This report assists in the environmental assessment of the proposal by meeting the following
objectives:
•
•
•
1.1

Determination of the existing road traffic noise levels and assessment of ambient noise
conditions in the study area;
Prediction of the environmental impacts of construction noise and vibration and future
operational noise levels that would result from the proposal;
Identification of the relevant assessment criteria for the scope of the proposed work.
E X I S T I N G D E V E L O P M E N T A L O N G C A M D E N VALLEY WAY

Northern side o f Camden Valley Way
All residences located on the northern side of Camden Valley Way rear onto Camden Valley
Way and are bounded by lapped acoustic timber fences assisted in some sections with earth
mounds. William Carey Christian School (WCCS), the Trash and Treasure Market, a nursery
and a landscape supply business are also adjacent to Camden Valley Way.
Southern side o f Camden Valley Way
The land on the southern side of Camden Valley Way is currently semi-rural and sparsely
populated with residences fronting onto Camden Valley Way. Residences east of Rynan Avenue
and up to 200 metres west of Croatia Avenue are set back due to a temporary service road
providing a height differential of up to 2 metres and as a result of this, partially shielding the
traffic travelling westbound.
1.2

F U T U R E D E V E L O P M E N T A L O N G C A M D E N V A L L E Y WAY

The land located on the southern side of Camden Valley Way has recently been rezoned by
Liverpool City Council t o various uses, including medium and high density residential. This area
forms part of the Edmondson Park Release Area, within the south west growth sector, and has
been identified for redevelopment to cater for Sydney's continued growth.
Any identified need for noise attenuation in this area would be considered in the context of the
proposed redevelopment and with consideration of the Noise Attenuation Clause in Liverpool
Local Environment Plan (LEP) 1997 (Amendment No. 83) Edmondson Park. Clause 32C of the
LEP states that:
"The Council must n o t grant consent to the carrying out o f residential development within 100
metres o f an arterial road, transitway o r rail corridor unless i t has considered an assessment of
the effects on the development o f noise and vibration from the road, transit way o r corridor and
is satisfied that appropriate measures to minimise any such effects will be incorporated in any
such development."
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DESCRIPTION O F T H E PROPOSAL

1.2

The alignment assessed is shown in Appendix D. Broadly speaking, Camden Valley Way would
be duplicated from 180 metres west of Bernera Road to 40 metres east of Cowpasture Road.
The upgrade would provide for a four-lane dual carriageway with the capacity to be upgraded to
six lanes in the future. Any future widening would occur in the median area between the east
and westbound carriageways.

2.0

O P E R A T I O N A L NOISE ASSESSMENT

2.1

CRITERIA

The classification for Camden Valley Way is arterial road. The NSW Government's
"Environmental Criteria For Road Traffic Noise" (May 1999) (ECRTN) provides assessment
criteria under the classification of "Redevelopment o f existing freeway / arterial road': Under
this classification, recommended noise levels for residences are:
•
•

Lae,' (15 hr) daytime (7ann — lOpnn) level of 60 dB(A), and
Lae(' (9 hr) night time (10pm — 7am) level of 55 dB(A).

The scope of works for the duplication of Camden Valley Way encompasses the William Carey
Christian School situated on the northern side of Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park
opposite the intersection with Rynan Avenue. Noise levels recommended by the ECRTN for
existing schools affected by noise from the proposal are:
•

•

LAeq ( I

hr) level of 45 dB(A) (internal), and
Laeg (15 hr) daytime (7am — lOpm) level of 55 dB(A) (playground).

For all road proposals, the criteria apply on the basis of the traffic volumes predicted 10 years
from the year of opening to traffic. These are termed the base goals.
A t receivers where the criteria are already exceeded, the ECRTN states that the proposal
should be designed so as not to increase existing noise levels by more than 2 dB(A). This is
termed the allowance goal.
Where reasonable and feasible, noise levels from existing roads should be reduced to meet the
base goals. The ECRTN states that in many instances, this may be achievable only through long
term strategies such as improved planning, design and construction of adjoining land use
developments; reduced vehicle emission levels through new vehicle standards and regulation of
in service vehicles; greater use of public transport; and alternative methods of freight haulage.
2.2

MEASUREMENTS A N D METHODOLOGY

2.2.1

Measurement Sites

Measurements were made over 7 whole days at two locations between 19th and 26th
September 2005. Two monitoring locations were considered appropriate for residences located
on either side of Camden Valley Way.
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Measurements were undertaken at:
•
•

22 Nader Place, Horningsea Park, and
1886 Camden Valley Way, Horningsea Park.

A locality map showing the location of the monitoring sites is included in Appendix A. The
dwelling at 22 Nader Place Horningsea Park is considered to be representative of dwellings
adjacent to Camden Valley Way on the northern side and the dwelling at 1886 Camden Valley
Way Horningsea Park is considered to be representative of dwellings adjacent to Camden Valley
Way on the southern side. The noise measurements for both dwellings were incorporated into
the noise modelling software for validation purposes. Measurements were obtained by placing
each noise logger 1 metre away from the closest facade of their respective residence facing the
road with the microphone height set at 1.5 metres. Site photographs are included in Appendix
A.
2.2.2

Methodology

Measurements were carried out in accordance with AS 1055 "Acoustic — Description and
Measurement o f Environmental Noise". A Renzo Tonin & Associates (RT&A) noise logger
(Serial No 74) and an Acoustic Research Laboratories Environmental noise logger (ARL Serial
No. 16-498-411) were used during the monitoring periods. These instruments comply with the
requirements of AS IEC 61672.1 2004 "Electroacoustics - Sound Level Meters" and carry
current NATA calibration certificates. The instruments are factory set to operate using the Aweighted setting and RMS detector time is set to "fast". Data from the RT&A noise loggers
were collected in 15 minute intervals recording the minimum noise parameters including LAmax,
LA I 0, LA90, Likeq for each 15 minute time period.
The instruments were field calibrated before and after measurements with a Bruel & Kjaer Type
4231 acoustic calibrator (Serial No. 1795234). The field calibration levels were within the
acceptable limit of variation of ± 0.5 dB(A).
Both the noise loggers and the acoustic calibrator used for field calibration had current NATA
calibration. The reference pressure for all sound pressure level measurements is 20µPa (i.e.
2011Pa is equivalent to 0 dB). Zero decibels is an arbitrary noise energy intensity approximately
equal to the lower limit of hearing of a young adult, and corresponds to a sound pressure level
of 20µPa.
2.3

M E A S U R E M E N T RESULTS

Tables 1 & 2 contain summaries of the noise logger data for each measurement site. All
measurement results including graphs are provided in Appendix B. Meteorological conditions
during the measurement periods were generally fine. As a result, no manual adjustments to the
measurements were necessary.
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Table 1

Summary of Existing Traffic Noise Level for the Residence at
22 Nader Place, Horningsea Park.
TRAFFIC N O I S E LEVEL dB(A)
Day
Laeci (15 hr)
58
58
58
58
57
56
60

Night
LAeci (9 hr)
56
55
56
56
55
51
57

Mean

58

55

D E C C Criteria

60

55

Day

Date
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Table 2

— Sep - 2005
— Sep - 2005
— Sep - 2005
— Sep - 2005
— Sep - 2005
— Sep - 2005
— Sep - 2005

Summary of Existing Traffic Noise Levels for Residence at
Camden Valley W a y , Horningsea Park.

1886

TRAFFIC N O I S E LEVEL dB(A)
Day
LAeg ( I S hr)
60
60
60
60
57
56
62

Night
L u g (9 hr)
61
60
61
61
59
54
58

Mean

59

59

D E C C Criteria

60

55

Date

Day
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

2.4

20 — Sep - 2005
21 — Sep - 2005
22 — Sep - 2005
23 — Sep - 2005
24 — Sep - 2005
25 — Sep — 2005
26 — Sep — 2005

TRAFFIC DATA

Annual Average Daily Traffic data (AADT) for Camden Valley Way, Bernera Road and Croatia
Avenue were provided by RTA Transport Planning Section (Blacktown), including percentages
of heavy vehicles required for input into the traffic noise model. Traffic data for Cowpasture
Road were obtained from RTA's "Traffic Volume Data 2002 Sydney Region':
Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 are summaries of existing and predicted traffic data for 2005, 201 I future
existing, 2011 (project opening) and 2021 (10 years after project opening). Traffic data for 2005
were not available and therefore figures were extrapolated from the 2004 and 2006 data.
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Table 3

Summary of Traffic Volumes for Camden Valley W a y , Cowpasture
Road, Bernera Road and Croatia Avenue for 2005 (Existing).
Location

Road
Camden Valley Way
Cowpasture Road
Bernera Road
Croatia Avenue

Table 4

Camden Valley Way, Homingsea Park

Between Cowpasture Rd
and Bernera Rd
North of Camden Valley Way on
western end of proposal
North of Camden Valley Way on
eastern end of proposal
South of Camden Valley Way on
eastern end of proposal

Location

Between Cowpasture Rd
and Bernera Rd
North of Camden Valley Way on
Cowpasture Road
western end of proposal
North of Camden Valley Way on
Bernera Road
eastern end of proposal
South of Camden Valley Way on
Croatia Avenue
eastern end of proposal

Camden Valley Way

Night

Night
%HV

28,340

23,860

5.9

4,480

4.7

24,166

20,346

10.0

3,820

4.7

3,412

2,873

7.3

539

4.7

2,062

1,736

7.3

326

4.7

AADT

Day

%HV

Day

Night
Nic
-

Night
%HV

26,700

22,500

5.9

4,200

4.7

28,855

24,316

10.0

4,539

4.7

8,757

7,379

7.3

1,377

4.7

7,717

6,503

7.3

1,214

4.7

Summary of Traffic Volumes for Camden Valley W a y , Cowpasture
Road, Bernera Road and Croatia Avenue for 2011 (Upgrade).

Road

Location

Camden Valley Way
Cowpasture Road
Bernera Road
Croatia Avenue

Table 6

Day
% HV

Summary of Traffic Volumes for Camden Valley W a y , Cowpasture
Road, Bernera Road and Croatia Avenue for 2011 (Future Existing).

Road

Table 5

Day

AADT

Between Cowpasture Rd
and Bernera Rd
North of Camden Valley Way on
western end of proposal
North of Camden Valley Way on
eastern end of proposal
South of Camden Valley Way on
eastern end of proposal

Day

Day
% HV

Night

Night
%HV

29,100

24,500

5.9

4,600

4.7

28,855

24,294

10.0

4,561

4.7

8,757

7,373

7.3

1,384

4.7

7,717

6,497

7.3

1,220

4.7

AADT

Summary of Traffic Volumes for Camden Valley W a y , Cowpasture
Road, Bernera Road and Croatia Avenue for 2021 (Upgrade).

Road
Camden Valley Way
Cowpasture Road
Bernera Road
Croatia Avenue

Location
Between Cowpasture Rd
and Bernera Rd
North of Camden Valley Way on
western end of proposal
North of Camden Valley Way on
eastern end of proposal
South of Camden Valley Way on
eastern end of proposal

Day

Day
% HV

Night

N. ight
%HY

43,500

36,700

5.9

6,800

4.7

38,779

32,717

10.0

6,062

4.7

22,270

18,788

7.3

3,481

4.7

26,865

22,665

7.3

4,200

4.7

AADT
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It is noted that there is an initial decline in traffic volume on Camden Valley Way as a result of
the opening of the M7 motorway in 2006 and that it is not expected that the proposal would
lead t o an increase in the percentage of heavy vehicles on Camden Valley Way. There is also a
large traffic increase expected in 2021 as a result of the Edmondson Park residential
development on the southern side of Camden Valley Way which is envisaged to cater t o a
population of 23,000 residents.
2.5

CALCULATIONS

2.5.1

Noise Prediction Model

Calculations were undertaken to determine the impact of the proposal on surrounding
residents using noise modelling software called "US Federal Highways Administration Traffic
Noise Model" (TNM). TNM computes highway traffic noise at nearby receivers and aids in the
design of highway noise barriers. As sources of noise, it includes noise emission levels for the
following cruise-throttle vehicle types:
•

•
•
•
•

Automobiles: all vehicles with two axles and four tyres, primarily designed to carry nine
or fewer people (passenger cars, vans) or cargo (vans, light trucks) generally with gross
vehicle weight less than 4,500 kg;
Medium trucks: all cargo vehicles with two axles and 6 tyres, generally with gross vehicle
weight between 4,500 kg and 12,000 kg;
Heavy trucks: all cargo vehicles with three or more axles, generally with gross vehicle
weight more than 12,000 kg;
Buses: all vehicles designed to carry more than nine passengers; and
Motorcycles: all vehicles with two or three tyres and an open-air driver / passenger
compartment.

For this assessment, the calculations were based on the design speed being reduced from 80 km
per hour to 70 km per hour for Camden Valley Way. The pavement type for Camden Valley
Way is Dense Graded Asphaltic Concrete.
2.5.2

Model Verification

The TNM modelling software was calibrated to the data extracted from the measured results.
Satisfactory correlation was obtained between the measured results and the results calculated
by the noise model thereby validating the model and allowing accurate predicted results t o be
determined for the year 2011 and the year 2021. Tables 7 and 8 summarise the comparison
between predicted and monitored 2005 noise levels showing an acceptable discrepancy of 1
d B(A).
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Table 7

Comparison of Existing 2005 monitored and Predicted Traffic Noise
for the Measurement Sites (Daytime).
TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL [dB(A)]

Measurement Site
22 Nader Place
Horningsea Park
1886 Camden Valley Way
Horningsea Park

Table 8

Difference in
Noise Level
(existing alignment)

Measured Noise
Level
2005

Calculated Traffic
Noise Level
2005

58

59

I

59

59

0

Comparison of Existing 2005 monitored and Predicted Traffic Noise
for the Measurement Sites (Night Time).
TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL [dB(A)]

Measurement Site
22 Nader Place
Horningsea Park
1886 Camden Valley Way
Horningsea Park

2.6

Measured Noise
Level
2005

Calculated Traffic
Noise Level
2005

Difference in
Noise Level
(existing alignment)

55

56

1

59

59

0

PREDICTED O P E R A T I O N A L TRAFFIC NOISE

Calculations were undertaken using TNM for dwellings along Camden Valley Way to determine
whether the target noise levels would be achieved. Table 9 includes predicted traffic noise levels
of the residential dwellings for the future existing alignment (predicted 2011 noise level if the
project were not to proceed) and the proposed alignment in 2011.
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Table 9

Summary of Daytime Traffic Noise Levels for Residences in the
Vicinity of the Proposal (Existing and Proposed Alignment 2011).

SITE
LOCATION

T R A F F I C NOISE LEVEL
Leg, IS hours [dB(A)]
2011
Future
Proposed
Existing
alignment
alignment

T R A F F I C N O I S E LEVEL
Leg, 9 hours [dB(A)]
2011
Future
Proposed
Existing
alignment
alignment

22 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

59 (1)

55

56 (I)

32 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

58 (-I)

56

55 (-1)

1886 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

59

66 (7)

59

66 (7)

45 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

53 (I)

49

50 (I)

47 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

53(I)

49

50 (I)

49 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

53 (I)

49

50 (I)

51 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

53 (1)

49

50 (I)

53 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

54 (2)

49

51 (2)

53A Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

53

54 (I)

50

51 (1)

55 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

53

55 (2)

50

52 (2)

57 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

53

55 (2)

50

52 (2)

59 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

54

55 (1)

51

52 (1)

61 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

54

56 (2)

51

53 (2)

63 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

54

56 (2)

51

53(2)

65 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

57 (2)

52

54 (2)

67 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

57 (2)

52

54 (2)

67A Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

58 (3)

52

55 (3)

69 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

58 (3)

52

55 (3)

17 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

55

58 (3)

52

55 (3)

21 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

55

58 (3)

52

55 (3)

23 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

57

58 (I)

54

55 (I)

25 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

57

59 (2)

54

56 (2)

27 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

59 (I)

55

56(l)

26 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

59 (I)

55

56(l)

24 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

59 (1)

55

56 (I)

20 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

59 (I)

55

56 (I)

79 Joshua Moore Dry Horningsea Park'

60

60(0)

57

57(0)

81 Joshua Moore Dry Horningsea Park'

59

58 (-I)

56

55 (-I)

83 Joshua Moore Dry Horningsea Park'

60

59 (-1)

57

56 (-I)

85 Joshua Moore Dry Horningsea Park'

59

57 (-2)

56

54 (-2)

10 Rules PI Horningsea Park'

60

60(0)

57

57(0)

14 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

60 (1)

56

57 (I)

16 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

60(I)

56

57(l)

18 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

57

58 (I)

54

55 (I)

20 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

59 (I)

55

56 (I)

Note:

Brackets denote change in traffic noise level compared to future existing alignment 2011.
denotes residence located on northern side and 2denotes residence on southern side.
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Table 9

(Continued)

SITE
LOCATION

Note:

TRAFFIC N O I S E LEVEL
Lech 15 hours [c1B(A)]
Future
2011
Existing
Proposed
alignment
alignment

T R A F F I C N O I S E LEVEL
Led, 9 hours [dB(A)]
2011
Future
Proposed
Existing
alignment
alignment

22 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

58 (0)

55

55 (0)

24 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

59 (0)

56

56 (0)

26 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

58 (-I)

56

55 (-1)

28 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

58 (-1)

56

55 (-1)

30 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

58 (-I)

56

55 (-I)

34 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

58 (-I)

56

55 (-I)

36 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

58 (-I)

56

55 (-I)

38 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

57 (-I)

55

54 (-I)

40 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

57 (-I)

55

54 (-1)

William Carey Christian School'

60

58 (-2)

57

55 (-2)

I I Martino Close Prestons'

55

57 (2)

52

54 (2)

14 Martino Close Prestons'

54

56 (2)

51

53(2)

21 Brooman Street Prestons'

52

55 (3)

49

52 (3)

23 Brooman Street Prestons'

54

57 (3)

51

54 (3)

25 Brooman Street Prestons'

53

54 (1)

50

51 (I)

22 Brooman Street Prestons'

54

54 (0)

51

51 (0)

7 Durras Street Prestons'

54

55(l)

51

52(I)

9 Durras Street Prestons'

54

55(l)

51

52(l)

9A Durras Street Prestons'

53

54(l)

50

51 (I)

I I Durras Street Prestons'

54

54 (0)

51

51 (0)

15 Campi Ct Prestons'

53

53(0)

50

50 (0)

17 Campi Ct Prestons'

54

54 (0)

51

51(0)

18 Campi Ct Prestons'

53

53(0)

50

50 (0)

15 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

55

54 (-I)

52

51 (-I)

17 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

55

53 (-2)

52

50 (-2)

14 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

56

55 (-I)

53

52 (-I)

12 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

57

55 (-2)

54

52 (-2)

6 Anich Place Prestons'

57

55 (-2)

54

52 (-2)

4 Anich Place Prestons'

57

56 (-I)

54

53 (-I)

7 Rosella Street Prestons'

55

53 (-2)

52

50 (-2)

14 Rosella Street Prestons'

52

50 (-2)

49

47 (-2)

I I Zoric Close Prestons'

54

53 (-I)

51

50 (-I)

13 Zoric Close Prestons'

56

55 (-I)

53

52 (-2)

24 Zoric Close Prestons'

57

55 (-2)

54

52 (-2)

Brackets denote change in traffic noise level compared to future existing alignment 2011.
I denotes residence located
2
on northern side and denotes residence on southern side.
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(Continued)

SITE
LOCATION

T R A F F I C NOISE LEVEL
Leq, 15 hours [dB(A)]
Future
2011
Existing
Proposed
alignment
alignment

T R A F F I C N O I S E LEVEL
Leq, 9 hours [dB(A)]
2011
Future
Proposed
Existing
alignment
alignment

22 Zoric Close Prestons'

57

55 (-2)

54

52 (-2)

14-16 Yerona Street Prestons'

52

51 (- I)

49

48 (-1)

1986 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

63

63 (0)

63

63(0)

1976 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park'

63

63 (0)

63

63(0)

1956 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park'

57

60 (3)

57

60 (3)

1944 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park'

57

61(4)

57

61(4)

1936 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

57

61(4)

57

61(4)

1926 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

59

62 (3)

59

62 (3)

1916 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

58

62 (4)

58

62 (4)

1906 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

57

61(4)

57

61(4)

1894 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

59

65 (6)

59

65 (6)

1884 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

58

63 (5)

58

63 (5)

3 Rynan Avenue Edmondson Park2

65

67 (2)

64

67 (3)

1754 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

63

64 (1)

63

64 (I)

1726 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park2

65

65 (0)

65

65 (0)

77 Joshua Moore Dry Horningsea Park'

57

56 (-1)

54

53 (-I)

Note:

Brackets denote change in traffic noise level compared to future existing alignment 2011.
denotes residence located on northern side and 2denotes residence on southern side.

Table 9 shows that the majority of residences on the northern side would expect only a
marginal, if any increase, in traffic noise at project opening (201 1). Some residences in Tabletop
Circuit and Nader Place would expect an increase in traffic noise ranging from 1 to 3 dB(A)
which is attributable to the section of the eastbound carriageway alignment between
Cowpasture Road and Horningsea Park Road east being closer to these residences than the
existing road.
Residences located on the southern side of Camden Valley Way would expect an increase in
traffic noise level of up to 7 dB(A) as a result of the new carriageway being closer than the
existing road, especially east of Rynan Avenue where the deviation is greatest.
Calculations were also undertaken to determine the traffic noise levels 10 years after project
opening (2021). Table 10 includes traffic noise levels of the residential dwellings for the year
201 1 (existing alignment), and for the year 2021 (10 years after project opening). A summary of
the predictions and aerial contour maps for the extent of the proposal are included in
Appendix D.
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Table 10

Summary of Daytime Traffic Noise Levels for Adjacent Residences (Existing Alignment 2011 and Proposed Alignment 2021)
TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leq, 15 hours [dB(A)]
DOES IT
DOES IT
EXCEED
2021
CHANGE
EXCEED
ALLOWProposed IN NOISE
BASE
ANCE
NOISE
LEVEL
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL
+3
61
Yes
Yes

SITE
LOCATION

2011
B
Existing
alignment

22 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

32 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

60

+I

No

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

2011
Existing
alignment

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leq, 9 hours [dB(A)]
DOES rr
DOES IF
EXCEED
2021
CHANGE
EXCEED
ALLOWProposed IN NOISE
BASE
ANCE
NOISE
LEVEL
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

No

55

58

+3

Yes

Yes

No

N/A

No

56

57

+1

Yes

No

No

1886 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
45 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

59

68

+9

Yes

Yes

Yes

59

68

+9

Yes

Yes

Yes

52

55

+3

No

N/A

No

49

52

+3

No

N/A

No

47 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

55

+3

No

N/A

No

49

52

+3

No

N/A

No

49 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

55

+3

No

N/A

No

49

52

+3

No

N/A

No

51 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

54

+2

No

N/A

No

49

51

+2

No

N/A

No

53 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

52

55

+3

No

N/A

No

49

52

+3

No

N/A

No

53A Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

53

56

+3

No

N/A

No

50

53

+3

No

N/A

No

55 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

53

56

+3

No

N/A

No

50

53

+3

No

N/A

No

57 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

53

57

+4

No

N/A

No

50

54

+4

No

N/A

No

59 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

54

57

+3

No

N/A

No

51

54

+3

No

N/A

No

61 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

54

58

+4

No

N/A

No

51

55

+4

No

N/A

No

63 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

54

58

+4

No

N/A

No

51

55

+4

No

N/A

No

65 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

58

+3

No

N/A

No

52

55

+3

No

N/A

No

67 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

59

+4

No

N/A

No

52

56

+4

Yes

Yes

No

67A Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

59

+4

No

N/A

No

52

56

+4

Yes

Yes

No

69 Tabletop Cct Horningsea Park'

55

60

+5

No

N/A

No

52

57

+5

Yes

Yes

No

17 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

55

60

+5

No

N/A

No

52

57

+5

Yes

Yes

No

21 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

55

60

+5

No

N/A

No

52

57

+5

Yes

Yes

No

Note:

i denotes residence located
on northern side and

denotes residence on southern side.
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Table I 0

(Continued)
TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leg, 15 hours [013(All
DOES IT
DOES IT
EXCEED
2021
EXCEED
CHANGE
ALLOWBASE
IN NOISE
Proposed
ANCE
NOISE
LEVEL
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL
+4
61
Yes
Yes

SITE
LOCATION

201 I
Existing
alignment

23 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

57

25 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

57

61

+4

Yes

27 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

61

+3

26 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

61

24 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

58

20 Nader PI Horningsea Park'

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

2011
Existing
alignment

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leg, 9 hours [dB(A))
DOES IT
DOES IT
ALLI
D<CEED
2021
EXCEED
CHANGE
OWProposed
BASE
IN NOISE
ANCE
LEVEL
NOISE
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL
+3
57
Yes
Yes

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

No

54

Yes

No

54

58

+4

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

55

58

+3

Yes

Yes

No

+3

Yes

Yes

No

55

58

+3

Yes

Yes

No

60

+2

No

N/A

No

55

57

+2

Yes

No

No

58

61

+3

Yes

Yes

No

55

58

+3

Yes

Yes

No

60

61

+1

Yes

No

No

57

58

+1

Yes

No

No

59

60

+I

No

N/A

No

56

57

+I

Yes

No

No

60

60

0

No

N/A

No

57

57

0

Yes

No

No

59

59

0

No

N/A

No

56

56

0

Yes

No

No

10 Rules PI Horningsea Park'

60

61

+1

Yes

No

No

57

58

+1

Yes

No

No

14 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

62

+3

Yes

Yes

No

56

59

+3

Yes

Yes

No

16 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

61

+2

Yes

No

No

56

58

+2

Yes

No

No

18 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

57

60

+3

No

N/A

No

54

57

+3

Yes

Yes

No

20 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

60

+2

No

N/A

No

55

57

+2

Yes

No

No

22 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

60

+2

No

N/A

No

55

57

+2

Yes

No

No

24 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

60

+1

No

N/A

No

56

57

+I

Yes

No

No

26 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

60

+I

No

N/A

No

56

57

+I

Yes

No

No

28 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

60

+I

No

N/A

No

56

57

+I

Yes

No

No

30 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

60

+1

No

N/A

No

56

57

+I

Yes

No

No

79 Joshua Moore Dry
Horningsea Park'
81 Joshua Moore Dry
Horningsea Park'
83 Joshua Moore Dry
Horningsea Park'
85 Joshua Moore Dry
Horningsea Park'

Note:

denotes residence located on northern side and

denotes residence on southern side.
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rdli<

(Continued)

SITE
LOCATION

201 I
Exi sting
alignment

34 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

36 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

59

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leg, 15 hours [dB(A))
DOES
DOES It
EXCEED
202 I
EXCEED
CHANGE
ALLOWBASE
Proposed IN NOISE
ANCE
NOISE
LEVEL
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL
N/A
60
I
No
+

rr

No

N/A

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

2011
Existing
alignment

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leg, 9 hours [dB(A)]
DOES IT
DOES It
EXCEED
2021
EXCEED
CHANGE
ALLOWBASE
Proposed IN NOISE
ANCE
NOISE
LEVEL
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

No

56

57

+I

Yes

No

No

No

56

57

+1

60

+I
I

No

N/A

No

55

Yes

No

No

56

+

I

Yes

No

No

38 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

59

+

40 Bulmann Ave Horningsea Park'

58

59

+I

No

N/A

No

55

56

+I

Yes

No

No

William Carey Christian School'

60

60

No

N/A

No

57

57

o

Yes

No

No

11 Martino Close Prestons'

o

55

59

+4

No

N/A

No

52

56

+4

Yes

Yes

No

14 Martino Close Prestons'

54

58

+4

No

N/A

No

51

55

+4

No

N/A

No

21 Brooman Street Prestons'

52

57

+S

No

N/A

No

49

54

+5

No

N/A

No

23 Brooman Street Prestons'

54

58

+4

No

N/A

No

51

55

+4

No

N/A

No

25 Brooman Street Prestons'

53

56

+3

No

N/A

No

50

53

+3

No

N/A

No

22 Brooman Street Prestons'

54

56

+2

No

N/A

No

51

53

+2

No

N/A

No

7 Durras Street Prestons'

54

56

+2

No

N/A

No

51

53

+2

No

N/A

No

9 Durras Street Prestons'

54

56

+2

No

N/A

No

51

53

+2

No

N/A

No

9A Durras Street Prestons'

53

56

+3

No

N/A

No

50

53

+3

No

N/A

No

I I Durras Street Prestons'

54

56

+2

No

N/A

No

51

53

+2

No

N/A

No

15 Campi Ct Prestons'

53

55

+2

No

N/A

No

50

52

+2

No

N/A

No

17 Campi Ct Prestons'

54

56

+2

No

N/A

No

51

53

+2

No

N/A

No

18 Campi Ct Prestons'

53

54

+I

No

N/A

No

50

51

+I

No

N/A

No

15 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

55

56

+1

No

N/A

No

52

53

+1

No

N/A

No

17 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

55

55

0

No

N/A

No

52

52

0

No

N/A

No

14 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

56

56

0

No

N/A

No

53

53

o

No

N/A

No

Note:

denotes residence located on northern side and

_ on southern side.
denotes residence

_
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Camden Valley Way, Homingsea Park

(Continued)
TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leg, 15 hours [dB(A)1
2011
Existing
alignment

2021
Proposed
alignment

CHANGE
IN NOISE
LEVEL

DOES ET
EXCEED
BASE
NOISE
GOALS

12 Spagnolo Place Prestons'

57

57

0

No

DOES IT
EXCEED
ALLOWANCE
NOISE
GOAL
N/A

6 Anich Place Prestons'

57

57

0

No

4 Anich Place Prestons'

57

57

0

7 RoseIla Street Prestons

55

54

14 RoseIla Street Prestons'

52

11 Zoric Close Prestons'
13 Zoric Close Prestons'

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

DOES IT
ID<CEED
ALLOWANCE
NOISE
GOAL

2011
Existing
alignment

2021
Proposed
alignment

CHANGE
IN NOISE
LEVEL

DOES IT
EXCEED
BASE
NOISE
GOALS

No

54

54

0

Yes

No

No

N/A

No

54

54

0

Yes

No

No

No

N/A

No

54

54

0

Yes

No

No

-1

No

N/A

No

52

51

-1

No

N/A

No

52

0

No

N/A

No

49

49

0

No

N/A

No

54

55

+I

No

N/A

No

5I

52

+I

No

N/A

No

56

57

+I

No

N/A

No

53

54

+I

No

N/A

No

24 Zoric Close Prestons'

57

57

0

No

N/A

No

54

54

0

No

N/A

No

22 Zoric Close Prestons'

57

57

0

No

N/A

No

54

54

0

No

N/A

No

52

53

+1

No

N/A

No

49

50

+1

No

N/A

No

63

65

+2

Yes

No

Yes

63

65

+2

Yes

No

Yes

63

65

+2

Yes

No

Yes

63

65

+2

Yes

No

Yes

57

61

+4

Yes

Yes

No

57

61

+4

Yes

Yes

Yes

57

63

+6

Yes

Yes

No

57

63

+6

Yes

Yes

Yes

57

62

+5

Yes

Yes

No

57

62

+5

Yes

Yes

Yes

59

64

+5

Yes

Yes

No

59

64

+5

Yes

Yes

Yes

58

64

+6

Yes

Yes

No

58

64

+6

Yes

Yes

Yes

57

63

+6

Yes

Yes

No

57

62

+5

Yes

Yes

Yes

SITE

LOCATION

14-16 Yerona Street
Prestons'
1986 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1976 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1956 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1944 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1936 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1926 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1916 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1906 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
Note:

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leg, 9 hours [dB(A)]

denotes residence located on northern side and

denotes residence on southern side.

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE
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Table 10
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(Continued)

SITE
LOCATION
1894 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
1884 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park2
3 Rynan Avenue
Edmondson Park2
1754 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park'
1726 Camden Valley Way
Edmondson Park'
77 Joshua Moore Dry
Horningsea Park'
Note:

2011
Existing
alignment

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leq, IS hours [dB(A)]
DOES IT
DOES IT
EXCEED
2021
CHANGE
EXCEED
ALLOWProposed IN NOISE
BASE
ANCE
NOISE
LEVEL
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

2011
Existing
alignment

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL Leq, 9 hours fdB(A)]
DOES IT
DOES
EXCEED
2021
CHANGE
EXCEED
ALLOWProposed IN NOISE
BASE
ANCE
NOISE
LEVEL
alignment
NOISE
GOALS
GOAL

rr

DOES
NOISE
LEVEL
BECOME
ACUTE

59

67

+8

Yes

Yes

Yes

59

67

+8

Yes

Yes

Yes

58

65

+7

Yes

Yes

Yes

58

65

+7

Yes

Yes

Yes

65

68

+3

Yes

Yes

Yes

64

68

+4

Yes

Yes

Yes

63

66

+3

Yes

Yes

Yes

63

66

+3

Yes

Yes

Yes

65

67

+2

Yes

No

Yes

65

67

+2

Yes

No

Yes

57

58

+I

No

N/A

No

54

55

+I

No

N/A

No

denotes residence located on northern side and

denotes residence on southern side.
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As shown in Table 10, exceedance of the allowance goals would occur for some residences
adjacent to Camden Valley Way as a result of the proposal. The results indicate that the highest
increase in traffic noise (up to 9 decibels) would be expected at residences on the southern side
of Camden Valley Way for the design year 2021 owing to the alignment moving closer t o those
residences resulting in the base and allowance goals being exceeded as a result of the proposal.
Residences - Northern Side
On the northern side of Camden Valley Way there would be varying increases in traffic noise at
residences in Tabletop Circuit and Nader Place ranging from 2 t o 5 decibels although most of
the residents at Tabletop Circuit would satisfy the allowance goals. Marginal increases in traffic
noise of up t o 1 decibel would be expected for residences at No. 79, 81, 83 and 85 Joshua
Moore Drive and also satisfy the allowance goals. The dwellings at No. 67, 67A & 69 Tabletop
Circuit, and the majority of dwellings at Nader Place would exceed the allowance goals.
Apart from No. 14 & 18 Bulmann Avenue, residences of Bulmann Avenue rearing onto Camden
Valley Way would satisfy the allowance noise goals with a predicted increase in traffic noise
level of 1 to 2 dB(A). A 3 dB(A) increase in noise would be expected for No. 14 & 18 Bulmann
Avenue resulting in an exceedance of 1 dB(A) of the allowance goal.
William Carey Christian School — Northern Side
Consideration was given t o the design of the road alignment adjacent to William Carey
Christian School to ensure that the traffic noise impact is minimal as a result of the proposal.
The results shown in Table 10 indicate that there would be no increase in traffic noise for
William Carey Christian School in the design year 2021.
Residences - Southern Side
Residences on the southern side would be subject to increased traffic noise to the extent that
baseline goals and allowance goals are exceeded. However, residences are sparsely spaced and
front onto Camden Valley Way thereby ruling out the use of noise barriers as a form of noise
mitigation.
It is noted that Council has examined land use and appropriate zoning in conjunction with its
strategic plans for significantly increased residential development for the southern side of
Camden Valley Way as part of the redevelopment of Edmondson Park. Judicious land use
planning could negate the need for much if not all of the noise mitigation required for this
section of the proposal. In summary it can be stated that the RTA would retain a commitment
to the project noise goals, however it would look to implement them as required t o allow for
possible land use changes as a strategic development tool that would deliver better
environmental outcomes. Close consultation would be recommended with Liverpool Council in
light of the redevelopment to consider the relevance of examining the expected traffic noise
level at project opening rather than in the design year (10 years after project opening).
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2.7

BARRIERS

Calculations were undertaken to determine the extent of barriers necessary to achieve the
noise goals for dwellings along the northern side of Camden Valley Way between 45 Tabletop
Circuit and 10 Rules Place Horningsea Park and between 14 and 40 Bulmann Avenue
Horningsea Park. Barrier heights of 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 metres were entered into TNM and the
results of the calculated noise levels for residences between chainage 2660 to 2840 along
Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park are summarised in Table II.
Table I I
Summary of Traffic Noise Levels for Various Barrier Heights for
Residences Along Camden Valley W a y Horningsea Park From Chainage 2660 to
2840 (Northern Side).
TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL
LAeq, is hours [dB(A)]

SITE
LOCATION
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann
Bulmann

Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave

Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea
Horningsea

Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park

Barrier
Height
3.5m
61 (I)
61(0)
59 (I)
60 (0)
59 (I)
60 (0)
59(I)
59 (1)
59 (1)
59 (I)
59(I)
59 (I)
58(I)
59 (0)

Barrier
Height
4.0m
60(2)
60 (I)
58 (2)
59 (1)
59 (I)
59 (I)
59(I)
59 (I)
59 (I)
59 (1)
58(2)
58 (2)
58(I)
58 (I)

Barrier
Height
4.5m
59(3)
59 (2)
58 (2)
58 (2)
58 (2)
58 (2)
58(2)
58 (2)
58 (2)
58 (2)
58(2)
58 (2)
57(2)
57 (2)

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVEL
I—Aeq, 9 hours [dB(A)]

Barrier
Height
3.5m
58(l)
58 (0)
56 (I)
57 (0)
56 (1)
57 (0)
56(I)
56 (I)
56 (I)
56 (I)
56(I)
56 (I)
55(I)
56 (0)

Barrier
Height
4.0m
57 (2)
57 (1)
55 (2)
56 (I)
56 (I)
56 (I)
56(I)
56 (I)
56 (I)
56 (I)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55(I)
55 (I)

Barrier
Height
4.5m
56(3)
56 (2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55(2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
54(2)
54 (2)

NOTE: Numerals in parentheses denote reduction achieved in decibels.

As indicated in Table 1 I, the baseline goals for all residences would not be satisfied by increasing
the barrier height to 4.5 metres for dwellings at Bulmann Avenue Horningsea Park and the
amount of reduction afforded by the increased barrier height is minimal (2 to 3 dBA). It is noted
that ENMM states that a noise barrier must provide an "insertion loss" o r benefit of at least 5
dB(A) at the most affected residence. Taking this into consideration, increasing the barrier
height for this section would not be practical or cost effective and construction of this extended
height would not be possible with the existing acoustic fence.
Barrier heights of 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 metres were entered into TNM and the results of the
calculated noise levels for residences between chainage 2870 to 3420 along Camden Valley Way
Horningsea Park are summarised in Table 12.
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Table 12

Camden Valley Way, Horningsea Park

Summary of Traffic Noise Levels for Various Barrier Heights for
Residences Along Camden Valley W a y Horningsea Park
From Chainage 2870 to 3420 (Northern Side).
T R A F F I C NOISE LEVEL
L A e q , 15 hours [dB(A)]

SITE
LOCATION
45 Tabletop Circuit
47 Tabletop Circuit
49 Tabletop Circuit
51 Tabletop Circuit
53 Tabletop Circuit
53A Tabletop Circuit
55 Tabletop Circuit
57 Tabletop Circuit
59 Tabletop Circuit
61 Tabletop Circuit
63 Tabletop Circuit
65 Tabletop Circuit
67 Tabletop Circuit
67A Tabletop Circuit
69 Tabletop Circuit
17 Nader Place
21 Nader Place
23 Nader Pace
25 Nader Pace
27 Nader Pace
26 Nader Pace
24 Nader Pace
22 Nader Pace
20 Nader Pace
77 Joshua Moore Drive
79 Joshua Moore Drive
81 Joshua Moore Drive
83 Joshua Moore Drive
85 Joshua Moore Drive
10 Rules Place

Barrier
Height
3.0m
54(l)
54 (I)
54 (1)
54 (0)
55 (0)
55 (I)
55 (1)
56 (I)
56 (1)
57 (1)
57 (I)
57(l)
57 (2)
58 (I)
58 (2)
58 (2)
58 (2)
59 (2)
60 (1)
60 (1)
61(0)
59 (1)
59 (2)
59 (2)
56 (2)
59 (2)
58 (2)
58 (2)
58 (I)
61(0)

Barrier
Height
3.5m
54(l)
53(2)
53 (2)
53 (1)
54 (I)
54 (2)
55 (I)
55 (2)
56 (I)
56 (2)
56 (2)
56 (2)
56 (3)
57 (2)
57 (3)
57 (3)
57 (3)
58 (3)
58 (3)
58 (3)
59 (2)
58 (2)
58 (3)
58 (3)
55 (3)
58 (3)
57 (3)
57 (3)
56 (3)
60(I)

Barrier
Height
4.0m
53(2)
53(2)
53(2)
53(I)
54 (I)
54 (2)
54 (2)
55 (2)
55 (2)
55 (3)
55 (3)
56(2)
56 (3)
56 (3)
55 (5)
56 (4)
56 (4)
57 (4)
58 (3)
58 (3)
58 (3)
57 (3)
58 (3)
57 (4)
55 (3)
57 (4)
56 (4)
56 (4)
56 (3)
58(3)

Barrier
Height
4.5m
53(2)
52 (3)
52 (3)
52 (2)
53 (2)
53 (3)
54 (2)
54 (3)
54 (3)
55 (3)
55 (3)
55 (3)
55 (4)
55 (4)
55 (5)
56 (4)
55 (5)
56 (5)
57 (4)
57 (4)
57 (4)
57 (3)
57 (4)
56 (5)
54 (4)
57 (4)
56 (4)
55 (5)
55 (4)
57(4)

T R A F F I C NOISE
LEVEL L A e q , 9 h o u r s [dB(A)]
Barrier
Barrier
Barrier
Height
Height
Height
4.0m
3.5m
3.0m
50(2)
51 (1)
51 (1)
50 (2)
51 (I)
50 (2)
50 (2)
51 (1)
50 (2)
51 (0)
50 (1)
50 (I)
52 (0)
51 (1)
51 (1)
52 (I)
51 (2)
51 (2)
52 (1)
52 (I)
51(2)
53(I)
52 (2)
52 (2)
53 (1)
53(I)
52 (2)
54 (I)
53(2)
52 (3)
54 (1)
53(2)
52 (3)
54(I)
53(2)
53(2)
54 (2)
53(3)
53(3)
55 (I)
54 (2)
53(3)
55 (2)
54 (3)
52 (5)
55 (2)
54 (3)
53(4)
55 (2)
53(4)
54 (3)
56 (I)
55 (2)
54 (3)
57 (1)
55 (3)
55 (3)
57 (I)
55 (3)
55 (3)
(I)
57
56 (2)
55 (3)
56 (I)
55 (2)
54 (3)
56 (2)
55 (3)
55 (3)
56 (2)
55 (3)
54 (4)
53(2)
52 (3)
52 (3)
56 (2)
55 (3)
54 (4)
55 (2)
54 (3)
53 (4)
55 (2)
54 (3)
53 (4)
55 (I)
53 (3)
53(3)
58(0)
57 (I)
55 (3)

Barrier
Height
4.5m
50(2)
49 (3)
49 (3)
49 (2)
50 (2)
50 (3)
51(2)
51 (3)
51(3)
52 (3)
52 (3)
52(3)
52 (4)
52 (4)
52 (5)
53(4)
52 (5)
53 (4)
54 (4)
54 (4)
54 (4)
54 (3)
54 (4)
53 (5)
51(4)
54 (4)
53 (4)
52 (5)
52 (4)
54(4)

NOTE: Numerals in parentheses denote reduction achieved in decibels.

Apart from the residences at 10 Rules Place and 26 Nader Place Horningsea Park, Table 12
indicates that the base noise goals would be satisfied by increasing the barrier height to 3.5
metres for residences between 45 and 69 Tabletop Circuit, 17 and 27 Nader Place and 77 t o 85
Joshua Moore Drive Horningsea Park. The residences at Rules Place and 26 Nader Place
Horningsea Park would have a net marginal increase of 0 to 1 dB(A) with the 3.5 metres barrier.
However, increasing the barrier height would neither be practical o r cost effective as the
"insertion loss" provided at the most affected residence would be minimal (maximum of 3 dBA)
and construction of this extended height again would not be possible with the existing acoustic
fence.
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M A X I M U M N O I S E LEVELS

2.8

A t the current level of understanding of sleeping patterns, it is not possible to establish absolute
noise level criteria that would correlate to an acceptable level of sleep disturbance. Although
sleep assessment goals are not provided in the ECRTN, it recommends that an assessment of
maximum noise level events during the night should be undertaken. This maximum noise
assessment should be used as a tool t o help prioritise and rank mitigation strategies, but should
not be applied as a decisive criterion in itself.
A maximum noise event (as described in ENMM) is defined as:
•

The Lmax noise levels greater than 65 dB(A) where

Lmax

—

Leq( I hr)

15 dB(A).

Maximum noise level events cannot be simply predicted on the basis of vehicle category mean
emission noise levels, distance setbacks, vehicle composition and numbers. This is because in
many instances a single vehicle noise event that is responsible for a sleep disturbance response
may in fact be caused by a number of vehicles and vehicle category pass-bys occurring
simultaneously o r in close proximity to each other.
To overcome this problem Wilkinson Murray P/L acoustic consultants have developed noise
logging software ("Mad Max") based on protocols that simulate the maximum noise level events
associated with vehicles. This noise measurement system involves the use of a laptop PC
allowing real time validation of noise events recording the maximum noise level data from a
standard environmental noise logger. The software produces a spreadsheet of maximum noise
events and corresponding time of occurrence. In addition, the software produces a real time
visual display of the graphical history of the vehicle pass-by noise and, if defined by the software
as an 'event', marks the graph history when the event occurred. This allows easy interpretation
of which vehicle is the dominant noise source causing the 'event' and simple verification of
software accuracy.
The Mad Max protocols define a maximum noise level event as:
•
•
•
•

having a maximum noise level ?. 65 dB(A)
being separated from any other maximum noise level by at least three (3) seconds
being separated from any other maximum noise level by a drop in level of at least 5
dB(A)
not lasting longer than 25 seconds — excludes vehicles idling in front of equipment or
other extraneous continuous noise sources (Murray 2001).

This data was subsequently filtered to ensure that only events where the condition that LmaxLeq( I hr)
L 15 dB(A) also applied.
The proposal would involve the signalisation of two intersections along Camden Valley Way
which may have the potential of increasing the maximum noise events for residences in close
proximity t o the intersections. The intersections to be signalised are at Corfield Road and at
Horningsea Park Drive.
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The magnitude and frequency of maximum noise events during the night time period on
Thursday 4th May 2006 were measured at the intersection of Camden Valley Way and Bernera
Road Edmondson Park (on the south-east corner) in conjunction with a traffic count recorded
on Camden Valley Way for both westbound and eastbound traffic where the measurement site
was approximately 24 metres from the nearest westbound carriageway and 26 metres from the
intersection in free-field conditions. This site was considered appropriate for assessing the
maximum noise level impact as it consisted of a signalised intersection with similar traffic
volumes on Camden Valley Way as the proposed signalised intersections at Corfield Road and
Horningsea Park Drive and with similar setbacks to residential receivers. A summary of the
maximum noise level events simultaneously recorded with the traffic volume data is outlined in
Table 13.
Maximum Noise Level Events for Intersection of Camden Valley Way
and Bernera Road Edmondson Park (on the south-east corner).

Table 13

Time

Leq(1 hr)

Lmax

Noise
Level

Noise
Level

dB(A)

dB(A)

Exceedance
of
Maximum
Noise
Event
dB(A)

Light

Heavy

Vehicles

Vehicles

N u m b e r o f Potential
S l e e p Disturbance
Events

2200
2300

61

76 - 79

0- 3

491

15

3

2300
0000

60

75 - 77

0- 3

277

19

6

0000
0100

58

73 - 79

0- 6

152

17

8

Note:

Light vehicles include light vehicles such as cars, vans, wagons, 4wd, utilities, bicycle, motorcycle, trailer, caravan and
boat. Heavy vehicles include vehicles such as two axle trucks o r buses, three axle trucks o r buses o r four axle trucks
and other articulated heavy vehicles.

As shown in Table 13, the number of maximum noise events measured at the intersection of
Camden Valley Way and Bernera Road Edmondson Park increased from 3 events between
22:00 and 23:00 hours to 8 events between 0:00 and 01:00. However, the attended monitoring
revealed that a maximum noise event was recorded for almost every passby irrespective of
whether the traffic was free-flowing which is contrary to the intended purpose of the ENMM to
assess maximum noise levels. From experience, this limitation is observed in situations where
the traffic volume during the night time period is low giving rise t o a corresponding low ambient
background noise as is the case for Camden Valley Way and it is for this reason that a
continuation of measurements after I am were not considered to be appropriate.
It is possible that there is potential for sleep disturbance at the proposed signalised intersections
at Corfield Road and Horningsea Park Drive following the opening of the proposal. However,
any impact to residences in the immediate vicinity of these intersections would be minimal
owing to the low traffic volume during the night time period.
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3.0

C O N S T R U C T I O N NOISE ASSESSMENT

3.1

CRITERIA

The guidelines for assessment of construction noise are those established by the NSW
Environment Protection Authority (NSW EPA) in chapter 171 of the EPA's Environmental
Noise Control Manual (1994).
The EPA criteria for construction noise are as follows:
•
•

•

For a construction period of 4 weeks or less, the 1_10 noise level must not exceed the
background noise level (L90) during the scheduled daytime hours by more than 20 dB(A).
For a construction period of between 4 weeks and 26 weeks, the L10 noise level must
not exceed the background noise level (L90) during the scheduled daytime hours by more
than 10 dB(A).
For a construction period of greater than 26 weeks, the L10 noise level must not exceed
the background noise level (L90) during the scheduled daytime hours by more than 5
dB(A).

Normal scheduled working hours are defined as:
•
•
•

7:00 am — 6:00 pm Monday to Friday
7:00 am — 1:00 pm Saturday if inaudible on residential premises, otherwise 8:00 am to
1:00 pm.
No construction work to take place on Sundays or Public Holidays.

It is expected that the duration of construction activities would be greater than 26 weeks,
therefore the applicable criteria for construction noise is the 1_10 noise level must not exceed the
background noise level (L90) during the scheduled daytime hours by more than 5 dB(A).
In addition, the EPA also generally applies the sleep arousal goals provided in the EPA's
Environmental Criteria for Road Traffic Noise (ECRTN). The EPA sleep arousal guideline
requires that "the L, level of any noise should not exceed the ambient L90 by more than 15
dB(A). This goal applies t o the night period (I Opm to 7am).
Works that would not satisfy the above criteria are only permitted after all feasible and
reasonable noise mitigation measures have been exhausted. Close consultation with the affected
community is essential where construction works are proposed outside normal working hours.
In addition, where noise goal exceedance is likely and all feasible and reasonable noise mitigation
measures have been exhausted, the RTA's out of normal hours construction programming and
consultation protocols as described in Appendix F must be followed.
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3.2

A M B I E N T B A C K G R O U N D NOISE LEVELS

The background L90 noise level was recorded for each 15 minutes interval during the monitoring
period for each monitoring site. Background noise level for the monitored sites were calculated
by following the "tenth percentile method" described in Appendix B of the NSW Government's
Industrial Noise Policy 2000. As there is a possibility that some works would be undertaken
outside normal scheduled working hours in order to minimise the impacts on traffic flow on
Camden Valley Way, the background noise levels were calculated for the day (7am to 6pm),
evening (6pm to lOpm) and night time (10pm to 7am) periods. Background noise level results
are presented in Table 14. Detailed calculations of background noise are attached in Appendix
C. Data during periods of wind speed greater than five metres per second or rain has been
excluded from the following averages.
Table 14

Tenth Percentile Background Noise Levels LA90 dB(A).
Day

Night

LA90

7am-6pm

6pm-1 Opm

LA90
1 Opm— 7am

48.6

47.6

36.0

50.9

53.7

37.8

Location

LA90

22 Nader Place
Horningsea Park
1886 Camden Valley Way
Horningsea Park
3.3

Evening

CALCULATIONS

The measured background noise levels at 22 Nader Place Horningsea Park and 1886 Camden
Valley Way Horningsea Park and the corresponding EPA noise goals applicable for the day,
evening and night periods (as calculated in Appendix E) are summarised below in Table 15.
Table 15

Summary of Tenth Percentile Background Noise Levels LA90 for
Daytime, Evening and Night T i m e Periods for the Measurement Sites.
Tenth Percentile
Background
Noise Level dB(A)

Location
22 Nader Place
Horningsea Park
1886 Camden Valley Way
Horningsea Park
Note:

Day
LA90

Evening
LA90

Night
LA90

7am-6pm 6pm-I Opm I Opm- lam
48 6
.
50 .9

47 6
.
537
.

36.0
37.8

Project Specific
Construction
Noise Goals dB(A)
Day
LAIO

Evening
LAI 0

7am-6pm 6pm-I Opm

Night'
LA I 0, LAI
I Opm- lam
41.0 / 51.0

53.6

52.6

(48.6+5)

(47.6+5)

(36.0+5)4 36.0+15)

55.9

58.7

42.8 / 52.8

(53.7+5)
(37.8+5)/(37.8+I5)
The EPA sleep arousa guideline requires Lt level of any noise should not exceed the ambient I-90 by more than 15
dB(A).

(50.9+5)

It is often recognised that the daytime construction noise goals are very stringent and are
sometimes unachievable particularly where noise sensitive receptors are located in close
proximity to construction works and background noise levels are relatively low. Where daytime
goals are likely to be exceeded, a performance approach should be followed that allows the
implementation of best management practice in reducing construction noise levels towards the
goals. Close consultation with the affected community is essential where it is expected that
construction works would exceed EPA criteria, with consultation protocols (RTA Community
Involvement Practice Notes and Resource Manual, 1998) being followed.
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C O N S T R U C T I O N NOISE PREDICTIONS

3.4

The schedule of works provided does not have the detail to accurately identify the noisiest
activity. However, Table 16 lists typical sound power levels of the type of construction plant
items likely to be employed (taken from AS 2463-1981). Appendix E details calculations
determined for the study area.
Table 16

Typical Sound Power Levels of Construction Plant Items (AS 24361981, Table D2).

Item
Excavator (200 to 300 kW)
Pneumatic Rock Breaker
(27 kg silenced & muffled steel)
Dump Truck (25t, 120 kW)
Vibratory Roller

Sound Power Level dB(A)
114— 118
105— 110
< 114
100 — 104

It is noted that the sound power level of a machine is independent of the distance between the
source and the receiver and allows the calculation of the actual noise level (sound pressure
level) at any location to be determined.
For the purposes of calculations, a conservative assumption of equipment that would be likely
adopted for the proposed works include 1 excavator, 1 pneumatic rock breaker, 2 dump trucks
and 1 vibratory roller. Calculations performed in Appendix E used mean values from Table I 6
for a range of assumed construction equipment to predict the sound pressure level at the noise
sensitive receptors. Experience shows that the 1_10 is generally between 5 and 12 dB(A) less than
the sound pressure level predicted from sound power levels and this can be discounted by a
further 2 dB(A) because all equipment would not be working at the same time.
The predicted L10 in Table 17 has been conservatively discounted by a total of 7 dB(A) and
compares against calculated guidelines and project specific criteria for the identified receivers.
In accordance with the EPA sleep arousal goals as mentioned in Section 3.1, the LI noise level
was calculated for both options and detailed in Appendix E. The LI is the noise level in dB(A)
exceeded for 1% of a specified time period and can be considered as the maximum noise level
recorded. From calculations in Appendix E, the sound pressure levels at the monitoring sites
with the proposed construction were derived. These can be interpreted as the maximum noise
levels and thus, the L, predictions for the proposal.
Table 17

Site

A

B
Note:

Construction Noise Level Objectives and Predicted Levels at
Identified Receivers.
Project Specific Construction
Noise Goals dB(A)
Night
Day
Evening

Predicted Construction Noise

( 7 a m - 6pm)
Lio

(6pm —
1 Opm)
Lio

(10pm —
7am)
Lto/ Li

L10

Li

dB(A)

dB(A)

54
56

53
59

41 / 51
43 / 53

83
79

90
86

Site A is 22 Nader Place Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park (monitoring site)
Site B is 1886 Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park (monitoring site)
Due to conservative estimating, the error range is likely to be +2/-9 dB(A) for predictions of noise levels from the Construction Site
for the assumed equipment use.
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Camden Valley Way, Homingsea Park

C O N S T R U C T I O N NOISE IMPACT

Construction noise levels would exceed the project specific construction noise goals for
dwellings located adjacent t o the proposal (as is evident from Table 17). However it is unlikely
that construction equipment during the construction of the proposal would be used in front of
the identified receivers for the full duration of work due t o the progressive nature of the
construction works along Camden Valley Way.
It is recommended that best practice work methods be adopted t o ensure that potential
impacts would be minimised. A procedure for dealing with complaints should also be developed.
Section 3.6 references techniques for controlling construction noise which may be included in
an Environmental Management Plan (EMP). Appendix F includes a list of techniques for
controlling construction noise which may be included in an EMP along with a protocol for the
programming of night work and other activities outside of normal working hours.
3.6

C O N S T R U C T I O N NOISE MANAGEMENT

While the following list of noise management options is not exhaustive, it would assist in
reducing impacts. These and any other available options should be considered when planning
works, and should be implemented where practical and cost-effective. The RTA's Environmental
Noise Management Manual should be consulted prior t o the development of any noise
mitigation strategies.
Source controls
• T i m e constraints
Limit work to daylight hours.
• Scheduling
Perform noisy work during less sensitive time periods.
• Equipment restrictions
Select low-noise plant and equipment.
Ensure equipment has quality mufflers installed.
• Emission restrictions
Establish stringent noise emission limits for specified plant and equipment.
Implement noise monitoring audit program to ensure equipment remains within specified
limits.
• Substitute methods
Use quieter and less vibration emitting construction methods where possible.
For example, when piling is required, bored piles rather than impact-driven piles would
minimise noise and vibration impacts. Similarly, diaphragm wall construction techniques, in
lieu of sheet piling, would have significant noise and vibration reduction benefits.
• Limit equipment on site
Only have necessary equipment on site.
Limit activity duration
Where possible, concentrate noisy activities at one location and move t o another as quickly
as possible.
• Site access
Vehicle movements outside construction hours, including loading and unloading operations,
should be minimised and avoided where possible.
• Equipment maintenance
Ensure equipment is well maintained and fitted with adequately maintained silencers which
meet the design specifications.
• Reduced equipment
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Power Use only necessary size and power.
Quieter w o r k practices For example, implement work-site induction training, educating
staff on noise sensitive issues and the need to make as little noise as possible.
Reversing alarms
Consider alternatives, such as manually adjustable o r ambient noise sensitive types ("smart"
reversing alarms). Alternative site management strategies can be developed, in accordance
with the Occupational Health and Safety Plan, with the concurrence of the Occupational
Health and Safety Officer.

Path controls
• Noise barriers
Consider installing temporary construction noise barriers.
Install any permanent noise barriers required to minimise road traffic noise as early as
possible in the construction process.
Locate equipment to take advantage of the noise barriers provided by existing site features
and structures, such as embankments and storage sheds.
• Enclosures
Install noise-control kits for noisy mobile equipment and shrouds around stationary plant, as
•

necessary.
Increased distance
Locate noisy plant as far away from noise-sensitive receptors as possible.

Site access
Select and locate site access roads as far away as possible from noise-sensitive areas.
Receptor controls
• Consultation
Community consultation, information, participation and complaint responses are essential
aspects of all construction noise management programs.
They typically involve:
• A community information program prior to construction and/or high risk activities are
commenced. This usually involves a leaflet distribution and direct discussions and
negotiations with affected residents, explaining the type, time and duration of expected
noise emissions.
The
involvement of affected residents in the development of acceptable noise
•
management strategies.
A
nominated community liaison officer with a contact telephone number.
•
• A complaints hotline.
• Timely responses to complaints, providing information on planned actions and progress
towards the resolution of concerns.
It is recommended that:
• Best management practice should be applied in development of a noise and vibration
management plan (NVMP).
Where
work is conducted outside normal working hours and noise goal exceedances are
•
predicted, all feasible and reasonable noise mitigation measures should be evaluated and
included in the NVMP. If after the application of all feasible and reasonable noise mitigation
measures, it is still predicted that there would be noise goals exceedances, the RTA's out of
normal hours construction programming and consultation protocols should be followed.
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4.0

C O N S T R U C T I O N VIBRATION ASSESSMENT

4.1

CRITERIA

There are no applicable Australian Standards for vibration. German Standard 4150 (1999) which
sets safe vibration levels for structural damage at 5mm/second is generally recognised as setting
the most appropriate criteria for architectural assessment. A lower level of 2mm/second is
often adopted for heritage structures. These levels would rarely be exceeded by roadworks,
however human perception and comfort levels are usually reached at a much lower level. In this
regard the British Standard BS6472 provides the most authoritative criteria for assessment of
the impacts of construction vibration on the community as given in Tables 18 and 19.
Table 18

Vertical Vibration Levels and Human Perception.

Approximate Vibration Level
0.10 mm/s
0.15 mm/s
0.35 mm/s
1.0 mm/s
2.2 mm/s
6 mm/s
14 mm/s

Degree of Perception
N o t Felt
Threshold o f Perception
Barely Noticeable
Noticeable
Easily Noticeable
Strongly Noticeable
Very Strongly Noticeable

Note: These approximate vibration levels (in floors of buildings) are for vibration having a frequency content in the range of 8Hz to 80Hz.

Table 19

Vibration Dose Values (mm/s'75) Versus Degrees of Adverse Comment
Expected in Residential Buildings.

Location
Residential buildings 16
hour day
Residential buildings 8
hour night

4.2

Low Probability of
Adverse Comment

Adverse Comment
Possible

Adverse Comment
Probable

0.2 to 0.4

0.4 to 0.8

0.8 to 1.6

0.13

0.26

0.51

RESULTS

From experience it may be expected that the residences located 20 m from road construction
work would experience vibration levels up to 3 mm/sec when vibratory rolling is being
undertaken at the closest point to the residence. While this level of vibration is well below that
which may cause architectural damage, it would be at a level that may likely be perceived by
humans.
The majority of residences that are in close proximity to the proposed construction activities
are located on the northern side of Camden Valley. Residences include 69 Tabletop Circuit
Horningsea Park, 20 to 27 Nader Place Horningsea Park, 79 to 85 Joshua Moore Drive
Horningsea Park (including dwellings near the Horningsea Park Drive intersection) and at 25
Brooman Street Prestons. There are two residences on the southern side of Camden Valley
Way (3 Rynan Avenue and 1754 Camden Valley Way Edmondson Park) that are also in the
vicinity of the proposed road works.
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It is recommended that pre-construction surveys of the structural integrity of these dwellings
and any other dwellings located within 20 m from road construction work be undertaken.
Vibration monitoring would be conducted during the construction activities causing vibration
and it is recommended that lighter rollers should be considered in close proximity to the
dwellings.

5.0

DISCUSSION

The RTA's Environmental Noise Management Manual (ENMM) defines "acute" traffic noise
levels as being equal to o r greater than 65 dB(A) during the daytime x—(IA eq, 15hr) and equal to or
greater than 60 dB(A) during the night time II Aseq, 9hr). ENMM recognises the increased
importance of reducing noise levels where existing or predicted road traffic noise impacts are
acute.
There are 14 residences mostly located on the southern side of Camden Valley Way that would
become acutely affected as a result of the proposal. As outlined in Section 2.6, noise mitigation
would not be reasonable o r feasible as Council's plans for the redevelopment of Edmondson
Park would already include ameliorative measures in the form of noise barriers or architectural
treatment. For residences not affected by the residential development, noise mitigation in the
form of a noise barrier would not be practical owing to the public requiring access to the their
properties and the relatively large distances between adjacent dwellings.
The use of a quieter wearing course would effectively reduce the traffic noise level by up to 3
dB(A) and allow the noise criteria to be met for most of the affected residences at the time of
opening the project to traffic. However quieter wearing courses are typically suitable only for
roads with constantly moving traffic (freeways etc.) as they are not strong enough to withstand
repetitive braking and acceleration. Where traffic movement is intermittent, acoustic benefits
associated with quieter wearing course materials tend to reduce over time due to the ingress of
dirt and grease. Furthermore it is not economical to replace damaged sections with like
materials and as a result the benefits evident at the time of project opening are short lived and
therefore not cost effective.
Mitigation measures could be provided in the form of architectural treatment. Architectural
treatment involves the installation of fresh air ventilation systems and the sealing of wall vents
(for any building construction type). An internal noise reduction of up to 10 dB(A) is typical for
building envelopes with the windows open (compared to the outside noise level). A further
noise reduction of 10 dB(A) can be achieved by closing the exposed windows. Fresh air
ventilation systems compensate for the air flow lost when windows are closed.
There are 14 residences on the northern side of Camden Valley Way that would exceed the
allowance goals as a result of the proposal. It is neither feasible nor reasonable to increase the
height of the existing fences for these residences given that these fences are already acoustically
designed barriers as required by the conditions of the DA for these sub-divisions. For the three
residences at Tabletop Circuit and the eight residences at Nader Place, the existing fence would
need to be replaced rather than extended to increase the height to 3.5 metres and the amount
of additional noise attenuation provided would be below the minimum 5 dB(A) as required in
ENMM. A calculation of the cost of the new noise barrier at a height of 3.5 metres, length of
283 metres and at $500.00 per square metre equates to approximately $500,000. The cost of
this barrier is not cost effective compared with the cost of architecturally treating 11 residences
at roughly $25,000 per residence totalling $275,000.
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The ENMM also states that noise barriers are considered if the number of affected residences is
greater than three for closely spaced residences. The remaining residences at 14 & 18 Bulmann
Avenue Horningsea Park and the residence at 1 Martino Close Prestons do not comply with
this requirement and on this basis, increasing the height of the existing noise barriers would also
not be cost effective and architectural treatments would be a more viable option.
There is potential for sleep disturbance following opening of the proposal as traffic decelerates
and accelerates adjacent to the two proposed intersections at Horningsea Park Drive and
Corfield Road as outlined in Section 2.7. As Table 13 indicates, there were 17 maximum noise
events that occurred from between 22:00 and 01:00 hours which at first glance it would appear
that sleep disturbance may pose a problem for residents. However, attended monitoring
indicated that this may not be the case as a high percentage of events were recorded in
situations where the rate of increase in noise was low indicating that there are limitations in the
definition of a maximum noise event. The most important limitation of the definition is that it
does not take into consideration the impulsive characteristic of the maximum noise event i.e.
for a given noise level, a short sharp noise event is given the same weighting o r potential for
sleep disturbance as a long gradually increasing noise event even though it is more likely that a
sudden noise event would have the greater impact.
The expected duration of construction works is greater than 26 weeks. From Table 17, it can
be seen that typical Lic, levels would exceed the 10th percentile L90 during the day, evening and
night time. As recommended in section 3.5, best practice work methods would be adopted to
minimise any adverse comment from residents.

6.0

CONCLUSION

6.1

O P E R A T I O N A L NOISE

Exceedances in the allowance goals would be expected for some residences on the northern
side of Camden Valley Way and all of the residences on the southern side. As explained
previously, close consultation with Liverpool Council is recommended t o determine whether
ameliorative measures would be feasible and reasonable.
6.2

C O N S T R U C T I O N NOISE

Although it is expected that noise levels arising from construction activities would exceed the
project specific noise goals, recommendations made in section 3.6 (Construction Noise
Management) would minimise any adverse comments from the affected residents.
6.3

C O N S T R U C T I O N VIBRATION

It is recommended that pre-construction surveys be undertaken on residences outlined in
Section 4.2 of this report to determine the structural integrity of these dwellings. Vibration
monitoring would be conducted during the construction activities causing vibration.
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For the remainder of residents adjacent to Camden Valley Way, it is not expected that
construction activities would inconvenience residents. While it is not considered necessary for
mitigation strategies to be developed, best management practices that are consistent with those
described in the RTA's Environmental Noise Management Manual should be adopted.

7.0
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Appendix A: Maps and Site Photographs
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RTA ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE LEVELS
1886 Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park
Sunday 25-Sep-05
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RTA ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE LEVELS
1886 Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park
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RTA ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE LEVELS
SUMMARY TABLE
1886 Camden Valley Way Hornincisea Park
Day No.

Date

Leq(15hr)

Leq(9hr)

(07:00-22:00) (22:00-07:00)

Day 1 Tuesday
Day 2 Wednesday
Day 3 Thursday
Day 4 Friday
Day 5 Saturday
Day 6 Sunday
Day 7 Monday
Representative Noise

20-Sep-05
21-Sep-05
22-Sep-05
23-Sep-05
24-Sep-05
25-Sep-05
26-Sep-05
Level

59.6
59.7
59.6
59.8
56.5
56.4
61.9
59.1

60.7
59.7
60.7
60.5
59.4
53.6
58.3
59.0

Leq(24hr)
(0:00-24:00)

60.1
59.8
60.0
60.1
57.4
55.7
60.9
59.1

Leq(8hr)

L90(Day)

L90(Eve)

L90(Night)

(22:00-06:00) (07:00-18:00) (18:00-22:00) (22:00-07:00)

59.9
59.0
60.0
60.2
58.9
53.3
57.2
58.3

50.7
51.3
51.8
50.9
50.9
50.4
56.5
50.9

54.0
53.7
54.5
54.0
46.8
49.3
49.7
53.7

36.7
35.4
40.5
39.8
41.3
37.0
37.8
37.8
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Camden Valley Way, Horningsea Park

Noise Assessment

Method for Determining the Tenth Percentile Background Noise Level
The background 1_90 noise level was recorded for each 15 minutes interval during the monitoring
period. The background noise level for the site in the daytime, evening and night-time periods
were calculated by following the "tenth percentile method" described in Appendix B Table BI of
the N S W Industrial Noise Policy 2000.

Table BI. Method for determining the tenth percentile
Step 1

Son the L

Step 2

Work out the tenth per cent position of the number of samples in the assessment
period. This can be calculated by multiplying the number of L„,„
values in the
,
assessment period by 0,1.

Step 3

Determine the tenth percentile (essentially the lowest tenth per cent value):

da

in each assessment period in ascending order.

If the tenth per cent position (from Step 2) is an integer, then the tenth percentile is
determined by taking the arithmetic average of the value of the L,,,
at the tenth
per cent position and the next highest value.
If the tenth per cent position (from Step 2) is not an integer, then the tenth
percentile is the next highest L,„,
value above the value at the tenth per cent
..,„„„
position.
Examples:
1. For a data set of size 40, the tenth per cent position is 4 (i.e. 0.1 x 40). As this is
an integer, the tenth percentile is the average of the values at the 4th position
and the 5th position, counting from the lowest value of the sorted data (from
Step 1).
2.

For a data set of size 44, the tenth per cent position is 4.4 (Le. 0.1 x 44). As this
value is not an integer, the tenth percentile is the value at the 5th position
counting from the lowest value of the sorted data (from Step 1)
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Appendix D: Noise Contour Maps
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Appendix C: Background Noise Level Calculations
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Camden Valley Way, Horningsea Park

Noise Assessment

Method for Determining the Tenth Percentile Background Noise Level
The background L90 noise level was recorded for each 15 minutes interval during the monitoring
period. The background noise level for the site in the daytime, evening and night-time periods
were calculated by following the "tenth percentile method" described in Appendix B Table BI of
the N S W Industrial Noise Policy 2000.

Table Bi. M e t h o d for determining the tenth percentile
Step 1

Sort the L

Step 2

Work out the tenth per cent position of the number of samples in the assessment
period. This can be calculated by multiplying the number of L
values in the
assessment period by al,

Step 3

Determine the tenth percentile (essentially the lowest tenth per cent value):

data in each assessment period in ascending order.

if the tenth per cent position (from Step 2) is an integer, then the tenth percentile is
determined by taking the arithmetic average of the value of the L .
at the tenth
.„...,,,,,,,
per cent position and the next highest value.
If the tenth per cent position (from Step 2) is not an integer, then the tenth
percentile is the next highest L . , , „ , value above the value at the tenth per cent
position.
Examples:
1. For a data set of size 40, the tenth per cent position is 4 (i.e. 0.1 x 40). As this s
an integer, the tenth percentile is the average of the values at the 4th position
and the 5th position, counting from the lowest value of the sorted data (from
Step 1).
2.

For a data set of size 44, the tenth per cent position is 4.4 (i.e. 0.1 x 44). As this
value is not an integer, the tenth percentile is the value at the 5th position
counting from the lowest value of the sorted data (from Step 1)
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N o i s e Assessment

Acoustic Calculations
Noise Propagation from Construction Site
The calculations below follow procedures outlined in AS2436-198I.
Assumptions made in the calculations include:
No barrier attenuation
No ground effect attenuation
The number of machines on construction site
Attenuation due to hemispherical spreading

•
•
•
•

Table El

Sound Power Noise Levels for Construction Plant to be used for the
Proposal.

Construction
Machine
Excavator
Rock Breaker
Dump Truck 25t
Vibratory Roller

Sound Power
Level (dBA)
116
108
114
102

N u m b e r of
machines
1
1
2
1

Total Power
Level (dBA)2
116
108
117
102

Cumulative 3
116
117
120
120

data obtained from mean values from sound power levels (dBA) as suggested from Table D2 of AS2436-1981 and RTA's ENMM
2 The total power level from each machine type, calculated with reference t o Table B2 of AS2436-198I
3 Cumulative sound power levels from different types of machines, calculated with reference to Table B2 of AS2436-1981

The sound level at a receiving position distant R from the geometric centre of a machine or
process if sound is radiated uniformly in all directions over flat, open ground is given by the
following formula (Appendix B3 of AS2436-198I):
SPL = PWL - 20 log R — 8 Where

SPL = Sound Pressure Level in dB(A)
PWL = Sound Power Level in dB(A)
R = distance from source to receiver in m

PWL was found to be 120 dB(A) with the assumed number and types of construction
equipment for the proposed works as shown in the above tables.
The monitoring site at 22 Nader Place Horningsea Park rears onto Camden Valley Way and is
located approximately 13 metres from where the nearest construction activities for the
proposal are to occur. The ambient background noise level at this site is typical for residences
adjacent to Camden Valley Way.
The sound pressure level at 22 Nader Place Horningsea Park with the proposed construction is
predicted to be:
SPL

= 120 — 20 log13 — 8
= 90 dB(A)

Experience shows that the L10 is generally between 5 and 12 dB(A) less than the sound pressure
level predicted from sound power levels and this can be discounted by a further 2 dB(A)
because all equipment would not be working at the same time. The L10 can be approximately
calculated by deducting 7 dB(A) from the sound pressure level.
Therefore, the L10 at 22 Nader Place Horningsea Park is calculated to be:
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= 90 dB(A) — 7 dB(A)
= 83 dB(A)

L10

Calculations were also undertaken for residences adjacent to Camden Valley Way on the
southern side of Camden Valley Way in the vicinity of the proposal. The residence at 1886
Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park is located approximately 20 metres away from
construction activities. Therefore, the predicted sound pressure level for this residence is
determined to be:
SPL

= 120 — 20 log 20 — 8
= 86 dB(A)

Therefore, the L10 at 1886 Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park is calculated to be:
L10

= 86 dB(A) — 7 dB(A)
= 79 dB(A)

Table E2 summarises the sound pressure level (1_10 for each noise sensitive receiver and their
proximity to the proposal.
Table E2

Site No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

Construction Noise Sound Pressure Levels for Noise Sensitive
Receivers adjacent to the Proposal.
Location

63 Tabletop Circuit Horningsea Park
21 Nader Place Horningsea Park
14 Martino Close Horningsea Park
25 Brooman Street Horningsea Park
7 RoseIla Street Horningsea Park
2095 CVVV Horningsea Park
1754 CVVV Horningsea Park
3 Rynan Avenue Horningsea Park
1884 CVVV Horningsea Park
1926 CVVV Horningsea Park
1976 CVVV Horningsea Park

Distance to
Construction Activities
[metres]
13
13
25
20
23
23
20
21
40
30
35

Calculated Sound
Pressure Level L,,
[dB(A)]
83
83
77
79
78
78 _
79
78
73
_ _ 75
74

In accordance to the EPA sleep arousal goals, the LI noise level was predicted. The LI is the
noise level in dB(A) exceeded for I% of a specified time period and can be interpreted as the
maximum noise level recorded. The sound pressure level estimated by the formula PWL - 20
log R — 8 is assumed to predict the maximum noise level at the monitoring site located at a
distant R from the proposed construction activities. Thus, it can be used to calculate the LI
noise level for the proposal. Table E3 includes the ambient background noise levels, project
specific construction noise goals and predicted noise levels for two representative residences.
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Table E3 Predicted Noise Levels at Identified Locations
Tenth Percentile Background
Noise Level dB(A)
Site

Day
(7am 6pm)
L90

Evening
(6pm —
10pm)
1.90

Night
(10pm —
7am)
L90

A

48.6

47.6

36.0

B

50.9

53.7

37.8

Note:

Project Specific Construction Noise
Goals dB(A)
Day
(7am 6pm)
L10
53.6

Evening
(6pm —
10pm)

(48.6+5)

Predicted
Construction
Noise

Night
(10pm — 7am)
L10/ L,

L,0
dB(A)

L,
dB(A)

52.6

41.0 / 51.0

(47.6+5)

(36.0+5)/( 36.0+15)

83

90

79

86

L

10

55.9

58.7

42.8 / 52.8

(50.9+5)

(53.7+5)

(37.8+5)/(37.8+15)

Site A is 22 Nader Place Horningsea Park (monitoring site)
Site B is 1886 Camden Valley Way Horningsea Park (monitoring site)
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Practice Note

Roadworks outside normal working hours
An outline of procedures for construction and maintenance works outside normal
working hours. This Practice Note should be read in conjunction with Sections 9 and
10.

Background
From time to time local communities raise issues regarding noise and vibrations
generated by roadworks outside normal working hours, and particularly works
at night. These works are often unavoidable, because of the need to maintain
full traffic capacity on the network during peak demand periods.
"Normal working hours" are defined in the EPA's Environmental Noise
Control Manual as 7 am to 6 pm Monday to Friday and 8 am to 1 pm on Saturdays (or 7 am to 1 pm on Saturdays if the noise is not audible on residential
premises).
To minimise community concerns, effective community consultation is
essential.
The involvement of affected communities should be sought in the selection
and design of noise and vibration treatment measures, where possible.
Where practical, noise and vibration impacts should be minimised by
applying stringent roadworks programming restrictions for work conducted
outside normal working hours.

Minimum roadworks programming requirements
If roadworks are proposed and it is likely that sensitive receptors will be
affected by noise and vibration above guideline levels, and/or receivers are
within minimum distance setbacks set out in the CEMP
,
the
work
that
and
vibration
noise
at night will not affect
• Program
so
any single dwelling or group of dwellings, flats, units and other places of
residence on more than two consecutive nights, or on more than a total
of six nights over a period of one calendar month.
a

When night work is programmed in stages to comply with this requirement, the periods of work should be separated by not less
than one week.

RTA Environmental Noise Management Manual — 151

• If programmed night work is postponed for any reason, the work
should be re-programmed and the programming requirements
described above apply again.
• Very noisy activities should be programmed for normal working hours.
If the work cannot be undertaken during the day, it should be
completed before 11:00 pm.
• Where practicable, work should be scheduled to avoid major student
examination periods and times when students are studying for examinations, such as before and during the Higher School Certificate and at
the end of higher education semesters.
If it is not practical to apply these minimum programming requirements, extra
care will need to be taken in selecting and applying alternative and effective
noise and vibration management measures.
The CEMP must be regularly revised to account for changes in noise and
vibration management strategies.

Consultation and procedural requirements
• Evaluate all available, feasible and reasonable noise and vibration management measures and include the preferred management measures in the
CEMP.
o

RTA environmental protection quality assurance specifications
outline a range of measures, including minimum noise and vibration management requirements, that should be included in a
CEMP. Section 5 also outlines a range of construction and maintenance noise and vibration management measures which could be
adopted. Source control is generally the most effective strategy.

• Apply for a Road Occupancy or Road Development Licence from the
RTA's Transport Management Centre (Sydney region) or the Regional
Traffic Commander (remainder of NSW).
o

Road construction or maintenance works must not commence
until a Road Occupancy or Road Development Licence has been
granted.

• On the Road Occupancy or Road Development Licence application form,
include an "after hours" contact name and telephone number for the
work. This person should have the power to issue directions concerning
the commencement, performance or termination of the work. The
"after hours" contact person must be accessible during the course of
work.
• If the work is the subject of an Environment Protection Licence,
contact the EPA and advise the work proposed to be undertaken, its
location, the days and dates of the work, the hours involved and the
"after hours" contact name and telephone number.
• Update the CEMP to include any additional noise and vibration
management strategies and any additional EPA requirements.

I 52 — RTA Environmental Noise Management Manual

• Contact the local community potentially affected by the proposed outof-hours noise/vibration (residents, businesses, etc) and inform them by
letter of the proposed work, the location and type of work, the day(s)
and date(s) of work and the hours involved.
a

aDq.DEJ

N

This contact should be made five days before the proposed commencement of the work.

a It is preferable to over-estimate the hours of work, rather than aggravate people by extending the work hours for longer than anticipated.
O A standard Letter of Advice can be found at the end of this Practice
Note (below).
• If the night work will also involve significant disruption to traffic, a
suitable advertisement should be placed in local papers. This advertisement should include a reference to night noise/vibration.
• Notify the TMC or Regional Traffic Commander, as applicable, prior to
the commencement of work and again upon completion, in accordance
with traffic management procedures.
O It may also be beneficial to notify the affected community and
other organisations (e.g. Police and Council), to assist effective
complaint management.
• Notify the RTA Environmental Adviser for the region before the
commencement of work.
• Manage any noise and vibration complaints in accordance with Practice
Note IX.

Sample letter of advice
Dear resident,
[Road name, suburb/town]
Roadworks
The Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) will soon be carrying out urgent road works on [road name] between
[point A] and [point B], [suburb/town].
These works are programmed to commence on [date], weather permitting. It is expected that the work will
take [number] nights to complete.
Unfortunately, because of the high traffic volumes in the area, the work must be carried out outside normal
working hours, in order to limit traffic disruptions. It is therefore planned to work between the hours of [state
hours a n d relevant dates].
The work will involve activities such as [state nature o f works e.g the removal o f failed pavement a n d its
replacement]. The effect on you is likely to be limited to noise [and vibration, i f relevant] associated with this
activity. Every attempt will be made to minimise the effect o f this work on residents.
If you have any questions, please contact [name] on phone [number], or after hours the RTA Transport
Management Centre on 131 700.
Yours faithfully,
[Name]
[Position]
[Region/organisation]
[Date]

RTA Environmental Noise Management Manual — 1 53
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Appendix F
Concept Plan

'ANEL I — CAMDEN VALLEY WAY FROM COWPASTURE ROAD TO RYNAN AVENUE

LEGEND
Pavement

Median clearing

Shared use path

Concrete median

Bus early start facility

Land to be acquired

0

100m
SCALE

Future road connection provided by others
N O T E : T r e e s a r e t o b e m a i n t a i n e d s u b j e c t t o a r b o r i s t ' s s u r v e y a n d s a f e t y f e n c e requirements.
Provide driveway access

Excavate and reshape
Cabramatta C r e e k t o suit
n e w b o x culvert location.

Excavate and reshape
Cabramatta C r e e k t o suit
new b o x culvert location.
Care t o be taken in area
o f high pressure gas
main/ethane pipeline.

Underground tank / slab

N e w b o x culverts

TO CAMDEN

ANEL 2

CAMDEN VALLEY WAY FROM RYNAN AVENUE TO BERNERA ROAD
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Retaining wall

Retaining wall
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Endangered plant species
(Marsdenia viridiflora)
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